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Vx / TO

THE THIRD EDITION.

The Constitutional History of England, from 1760

to 1860, having been concluded as a complete work,

some years since, I have not ventured to disturb the

original narrative, by any attempt to continue it to

the present time. But more than ten years have since

passed, which will ever be memorable in the consti-

tutional history of our country ; and in preparing a

new edition of this work, I have added a supplemen-

tary chapter, in which I have briefly reviewed the

more remarkable events of this latter period, in their

relations to the history of the previous hundred years,

and have endeavoured to measure their influence

upon the government and political destinies of

England.

Sept&nber 9th, 1871.
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ADVERTISEMENT
TO

THE SECOND EDITION.

The text of the present edition has been revised,

and numerous authorities have been added, chiefly

from works published since the completion of the

first volume.

April 29, 1863.





PEEFACE
TO

THE FIRST EDITION.

It is the design of this history to trace the progress

and development of the British Constitution, during

a period of one hundred years ; and to illustrate

every material change,—whether of legislation, cus-

tom, or policy,—by which institutions have been

improved, and abuses in the government corrected.

The accession of George III. presents no natural

boundary in constitutional history : but former

reigns have already been embraced in the able sur-

vey of Mr. Hallam ; and frequent allusions are here

made to events of an earlier period, connected with

inquiries of the present work.

In considering the history of our mixed govern-

ment, we are led to study each institution separately,

to mark its changes, and observe its relations to

other powers and influences in the State. With

this view, I have found it necessary to deviate from

a strictly chronological narrative, and to adopt a

natural division of leading subjects. If this arrange-
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ment should appear occasionally to involve an in-

complete view of particular events, and repeated

references to the same period, under different as-

pects, I trust it will be found, on the whole, the

most convenient and instructive. The form of the

work is not the less historical. Each inquiry is

pursued throughout the entire century ; but is sepa-

rated from contemporary incidents, which more

properly fall under other divisions.

The present volume embraces a history of the

prerogatives, influence, and revenues of the Crown

;

and of the constitution, powers, functions, and poli-

tical relations of both Houses of Parliament. The

second volume will comprise,—among other consti-

tutional subjects,—a history of party : of the press,

and political agitation : of the Church, and of civil

and religious liberty. It will conclude with a

general review of our legislation,—its policy and

results,—during the same period.

Continually touching upon controverted topics, I

have endeavoured to avoid, as far as possible, the

spirit and tone of controversy. Rut, impressed with

an earnest conviction that the development of popu-

lar liberties has been safe and beneficial, I do not

aflfect to disguise the interest with which I have

traced it, through all the events of history. Had I

viewed it with distrust, and despondency, this work

would not have been written.

The policy of our laws, as determined by succes-
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sive Parliaments, is so far accepted by statesmen of

all parties, and by most unprejudiced thinkers, of

the present generation, that I am at liberty to dis-

cuss it historically, without entering upon the field

of party politics. Not dealing with the conduct and

motives of public men, I have been under no re-

straint in adverting to recent measures, in order to

complete the annals of a century of legislation.

Londoh: January 12, 1861.
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CHAPTER I.

CROWTH OF THE INFLtJENCE OF THE CEOWN I—ITS SOURCES:— EE-

STHICnONS ON THE PEESONAL INFLUENCE OF THE SOVEEEIGN

:

HINISTBEIAI, EESPONSIBILITT

:

ACCESSION OF GEOEGE III.: HIS

KESOLUTION TO EXERCISE A LAEGEE SHARE OF PEESONAL INFLU-

BNCE IN THE GOVERNMENT :—HIS POLICT, AND ITS EFFECTS : HIS

RELATIONS WITH SUCCESSIVE MINISTERS DUEING HIS BEIGN.

The growth of the influence of the crown, at a period

in the history of this country when govern- Growth of

ment hy prerogative had recently been sub- ence'^f 'tke

verted, and popular rights and liberties en-
*^°^-

larged, attests the vital power of the monarchy. At

the Revolution, the arbitrary rule of the Stuart kings

finally gave way to parliamentary government, with

ministerial responsibility. Such a change portended

the subjection of future kings to the will of Parlia-

ment ; but it proved no more than a security for the

observance of the law. While the exercise of the

royal authority was restrained within the proper

limits of the constitution, the crown was shorn of

none of its ancient prerogatives ; but remained, as

it had ever been, the source of all power, civil and

ecclesiastical,—'the fountain of honour/— the first

and paramount institution of the state. Its powers,

indeed, were now exercised by ministers responsible

to Parliament ; and the House of Commons was no

longer held in awe by royal prerogative. Yet so

great were the attributes of royalty, and so numerous

VOL. I. B



2 Infiuence of the Crown.

its sources of influence, that, for more than a

century after the Revolution, it prevailed over the

more popular elements of the constitution. A Par-

liament representing the people little more than in

name, and free, in great measure, from the restraint

of public opinion,—which had not yet the means of

being intelligently formed, or adequately expressed,

—promoted the views of rival parties, rather than

the interests of the people. This popular institu-

tion, designed to control the crown, was won over to

its side, and shared, while it supported, its ascen-

dency. The crown now governed with more diflficulty,

and was forced to use all its resources for the main-

tenance of its authority : but it governed as com-

pletely as ever.

Meanwhile every accession to the greatness of the

country favoured the influence of the crown. By
the increase of establishments and public expendi-

ture, the means of patronage were multiplied. As

the people grew more wealthy, considerable classes

appeared in society, whose sympathies were with

' the powers that be,' and who coveted favours which

the crown alone could bestow. And thus the very

causes which ultimately extended the power of the

people, for a long time served to* enlarge the influ-

ence of the crown.

Vast and various were the sources of this influence.

Its sources. The crowu bestowed everything which its

subjects most desired to obtain ; honours, dignities,

places and preferments. Such a power reached all

classes, and swayed constituents, as well as Parlia-

ments. The House of Lords has ever been more
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closely associated with the crown and its interests

than the House of Commons. The nobles ^hg

of every land are the support and ornament p*^''^^-

of the court ; and in England they are recognised as

an outwork of the monarchy,—a defence against the

democratic elements of our institutions. The entire

body is the creation of the crown. The temporal

peers, or their ancestors, have all been ennobled by

royal favour : many have been raised to a higher

dignity in the peerage ; and others aspire to such an

elevation. A peerage of the United Kingdom is an

object of ambition to Scotch and Irish peers. The

spiritual lords owe their dignity to the crown, and

look up to the same source of power for translation

to more important sees. Nearly all the highest

honours and offices are engrossed by the nobility.

The most powerful duke, who has already enjoyed

every other honour, still aspires to the Order of the

Grarter. The lord-lieutenancy of a county,—an

office of feudal grandeur,—confers distinction and

influence, of which the noblest are justly proud.'

Other great appointments in the state and royal

household are enjoyed exclusively by peers and their

families ; while a large proportion of the state

patronage is dispensed by their hands. Their rank

also brings them within the immediate reach of

court favour and social courtesies, by which the most

eminent peers naturally become the personal friends

of the reigning sovereign. Accordingly, with some

' Though the office of Lord-Lieutenant does not date earlier than
the reign of Edward VI,, it resembles the ancient dignity of
' Comes.'

B 2



4 Injiueitce of the Crown.

rare exceptions, the House of Lords has always

ranged itself on the side of the crown. It has sup-

ported the king himself against his own ministers

;

it has yielded up its convictions at his word ; and

where party connections have brought it into con-

flict with a ministry enjoying the confidence of the

crown, its opposition has been feeble or compliant.*

Nor has its general support of the throne been in-

consistent with the theory of the constitution.

The Commons, on the other hand, representing

The the people, are assumed to be independent
Commons.

^£. ^^ crowu, and jealous of its influence.

How far these have been their actual characteristics,

will be examined hereafter •? but here it may be

briefly said, that until the reform in the representa-

tion of the people in 1832, the counties were mainly

under the influence of great and noble families—as

they still are, to a considerable extent : a large pro-

portion of the boroughs were either the absolute

property of peers and their connections, or entirely

under their control ; while in many other boroughs

the interest of the government was paramount at

elections. The cities and large towns alone had any

pretensions to independence. Except on rare occa-

sions, when all classes were animated by a strong

public opinion, the representation of the people and

popular interests was a constitutional theory, rather

than an active political force. Had there been no

party distinctions, there could scarcely have been

an ostensible opposition to any ministers whom the

king might have chosen to appoint. Members of

' See Chap. V,, Peers and Peerage. * See Chap. VI.
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Parliament sought eagerly the patronage of the

crown. Services at elections, and support in Parlia-

ment, were rewarded with peerages, baronetcies,

offices and pensions. Such rewards were openly

given : the consideration was avowed. There were

other secret rewards of a grosser character, which

need not here be noticed.' Nor were constituents

beyond the reach of the same influence. The col-

lection and expenditure of an enormous and con-

tinually increasing public revenue provided inferior

places,—almost without number,—which were dis-

pensed on the recommendation of members sup-

porting the government. Hence to vote with the

ministers of the day was the sure road to advance-

ment : to vote against them was certain neglect and

proscription.

To these sources of influence must be added the

loyalty of the British people. He must
Royalty of

indeed be a bad king, whom the people do ''^^ people.

not love. Equally remarkable are their steady obe-

dience to the law, and respect for authority. Their

sympathies are generally on the side of the govern-

ment. In a good cause their active support may be

relied upon ; and even in a bad cause, their preju-

dices have more often been enlisted in favour of the

government than against it. How great then, for

good or for evil, were the powers of a British sove-

reign and his ministers. The destinies of a great

people depended upon their wisdom, nearly as much

as if they had wielded arbitrary power.

But while these various sources of influence con-

• See Chap. VI.
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tinued to maintain the political ascendency of the

Restric-
crown, the personal share of the sovereign

thTper*- i^ ^^^ government of the country was

euceofth^ considerably restricted. William III., the
Bovereign. jvjQg^ ^^^ Statesman of his day, while re-

presenting the principles of the Eevolution, was yet

his own minister for foreign affairs, conducted nego-

tiations abroad, and commanded armies in the field.

But henceforward a succession of sovereigns less

capable than William, and of ministers gifted with

extraordinary ability and force of character, rapidly

reduced to practice the theory of ministerial respon-

sibility.

The government of the state was conducted,

Ministerial throughout all its departments, by ministers

biiity. responsible to Parliament for every act of

their administration,—without whose advice no act

could be done — who could be dismissed for in-

capacity or failure, and impeached for political

crimes ; and who resigned when their advice was dis-

regarded by the crown, or their policy disapproved

by Parliament. With ministers thus responsible,

' the king could do no wrong.' The Stuarts had

strained prerogative so far, that it had twice snapped

asunder in their hands. They had exercised it per-

sonally, and were held personally responsible for its

exercise. One had paid the penalty with his head

:

another with his crown ; and their family had been

proscribed for ever. But now, if the prerogative

was strained, ministers were condemned, and not the

king. If the people cried out against the govern-

ment,—instead of a revolution, there was merely
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a change of ministry. Instead of dangerous conflicts

between the crown and Parliament, there succeeded

struggles between rival parties for parliamentary

majorities ; and the successful party wielded all the

power of the state. Upon ministers, therefore, de-

volved the entire burthen of public affairs : they

relieved the crown of its cares and perils, but, at the

same time, they appropriated nearly all its authority.

The king reigned, but his ministers governed.

To an ambitious prince, this natural result of con-

stitutional government could not fail to Kings of

be distasteful ; but the rule of the House of Hanover.

of Hanover had hitherto been peculiarly favour-

able to its development. With George I. and

Greorge II., Hanoverian politics had occupied the

first place in their thoughts and affections. Of Eng-

lish politics, English society, and even the English

language, they knew little. The troublesome ener-

gies of Parliament were an enigma to them ; and

they cheerfully acquiesced in the ascendency of able

ministers who had suppressed rebellions, and crushed

pretenders to their crown,—who had triumphed over

parliamentary oppositionand had borne all theburthen

of the government. Left to the indulgence of their

own personal tastes,—occupied by frequent visits to

the land of their birth,—by a German court,

favourites and mistresses,—they were not anxious to

engage, more than was necessary, in the turbulent

contests of a constitutional government. Having

lent their name and authority to competent minis-

ters, they acted upon their advice, and aided them

by all the means at the disposal of the court.
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This authority had fallen to the lot of ministers

Asoen-
connected with the Whig party, to whom the

the wh^ House of Hanover mainly owed its throne.
party. rpj^^ most eminent of the Tories had been

tainted with Jacobite principles and connections

;

and some of them had even plotted for the restora-

tion of the Stuarts. From their ranks the Pre-

tender had twice drawn the main body of his

adherents. The Whigs, indeed, could not lay claim

to exclusive loyalty : nor were the Tories generally

obnoxious to the charge of disaffection : but the

Whigs having acquired a superior title to the favours

of the court, and being once admitted to office, con-

trived,—by union amongst themselves, by borough

interests, and by their monopoly of the influence of

the crown,—to secure an ascendency in Parliament

which, for nearly fifty years, was almost unassailable.

Until the fall of Sir Kobert Walpole the Whigs had

been compact and united ; and their policy had gene-

rally been to carry out, in practice, the principles of

the Eevolution. When no longer under the guid-

ance of that minister, their coherence, as a party^

was disturbed ; and they became divided into fami-

lies and cliques. To use the words of Lord John

Russell, this ' was the age of small factions.' ' The

distinctive policy of the party was lost in the per-

sonal objects of its leaders ; but political power still

remained in the same hands; and, by alliances

rather than by union, the * great Whig families,'

and others admitted to a share of their power, con-

tinued to engross all. the high offices of state, and to

' Iptrodaction to vol. iii. of Bedford Correspondence.
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distribute among their personal adherents the entire

patronage of the crown.

The young king, Greorge III., on succeeding to the

throne, regarded with settled jealousy the
^cceggio^

power of his ministers, as an encroachment ni^*^®

on his own ; and resolved to break it down. JSs mims-^

His personal popularity was such as to facili-
^^^^'

tate the execution of this design. Well knowing

that the foreign extraction of his predecessors had

repressed the affections of their people, he added,

with his own hand, to the draft of his first speech

to Parliament, the winning phrase, ' Born and edu-

cated in this country, I glory in the name of

Briton.' ^ The Stuarts were now the aliens, and not

th6 Hanoverian king. A new reign, also, was

favourable to the healing of political differences,

and to the fusion of parties. In Scotland, a few

fanatical non-jurors may still have grudged their

allegiance to an uncovenanted king.' But none of

the young king's subjects had plotted against his

throne ; and few could be suspected of adherence to

the fallen cause of the Stuarts, which had been

hopelessly abandoned since the rebellion of 1745.

The close phalanx of the Whig party had already

been broken ; and Mr. Pitt had striven to conciliate

the Tories, and put an end to the bitter feuds by

which the kingdom had been distracted. No party

was now in disgrace at court : but Whigs, Tories,

and Jacobites thronged to St. James's, and vied with

' The king himself bore testimony to this fact upwards of forty

years afterwards.

—

Rosens Corr., ii. 189.

* For an account of the Presbyterian non-jurors, see Macavlat/t

Hist., iii. 703-707.
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each other in demonstrations of loyalty and devo-

tion.'

The king was naturally ambitious, and delighted

The king's ^^ ^^ active cxerciso of power; and his
education,

educatiou,— otherwiso neglected,'*— had

raised his estimate of the personal rights of a king

in the government of his country. So far back as

1752, complaints had been made that the prince was

surrounded by Jacobite preceptors, who were train-

ing him in arbitrary principles of government.' At

that time, these complaints were discredited as

factious calmnnies : but the political views of the

king, on his accession to the throne, appear to con-

firm the suspicions entertained concerning his early

education.

His mother, the Princess Dowager of Wales,

—

herself ambitious and fond of power,*—had derived

her views of the rights and authority of a sovereign

from Grerman courts; and encomaged the prince's

natural propensities by the significant advice of

' Greorge, be king.' * Lord Waldegrave, who had

been for some time governor to the prince, describes

' 'The Earl of Lichfield, Sir Walter Bagot, and the principal

Jacobites went to court, which George Selwyn, a celebrated wit,

accounted for from the number of Stuarts that were now at St.

James's.'

—

Waipoles Mejn., i. 14.

* Dodington's Diary, 171. The Princess of Wales said: 'His
book-learning she was no judge of, though she supposed it small or

useless.'

—

Ibid., 367 ; Wraxall's Mem., ii. 39. Walpole's Mem.,
i, 55. Lord Brougham's Statesmen : Works, in. 11.

* See debate in the House of Lords, 22nd March, 1753; Walpole's
Mem., iv. 139; Dodington's Diary, 190, 104. 197, 228.

* Walpole says, ' The princess, whose ambition yielded to none.'—Mem., i. 12. ' The princess was ardently fond of power, and all its

appanages of observance.'

—

Adolph, Hist., i. 12.

^ Rockingham Mem., i. 3.
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1

•^

him as 'full of princely prejudices contracted in

the nursery, and improved by the society of bed-

chamber-women and pages of the back-stairs.''

His groom of the stole, Lord Bute,—afterwards

so notorious as his minister,—^had also given the

young prince instruction in the theory of the

British constitution ; and knowing little more than

the princess herself, of the English people and

government, had taught him that his own honour,

and the interests of the country, required the ex-

tension of his personal influence, and a more active

exercise of his prerogatives. The chief obstacle to

this new policy of the court was found in the esta-

blished authority of responsible ministers, upheld

by party connections and parliamentary interest.

Accordingly, the first object of the king and his

advisers was to loosen the ties of party, and break

down the confederacy of the great Whig families.'

The king desired to undertake personally His deter-

,1 T_'i? J ••j. i- c LI- cp • mination to
the chiet administration oi public anairs, govern.

to direct the policy of his ministers, and himself to

distribute the patronage of the crown. He was

ambitious not only to reign, but to govern. His

will was strong and resolute, his courage high, and

his talent for intrigue considerable. He came to

the throne determined to exalt the kingly ofl&ce

;

and throughout his long reign he never lost sight

of that paramoimt object.

* Lord Waldegrave's Mem., 9.

» See letter of Sir J. Phillips to Mr. Grenville, Sept. 8, 1763

;

Grenville Papers, ii. 117; Burke's Present Discontents, Works,
ii. 231.
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Lord Bolingbroke had conceived the idea of a

Lord Bo- government under 'a patriot king,''

—

theory. who should ' govem as soon as he begins

to reign,'—^who should ' call into the administra-

tion such men as he can assure himself will serve

on the same principles on which he intends to

govern,'—and who should ' put himself at the head

of his people in order to govern, or, more properly,

to subdue all parties.'^ But it had been no part of

Lord Bolingbroke's conception, that the patriot king

should suffer his favourites to stand between him

and his ' most able and faithful councillors.'^

Such, however, was the scheme of George the

Third.

The ministry whom the king found in possession

of power at his accession, had been formed by a

coalition between the Duke of Newcastle and Mr.

Ministry at
^i^t. The former had long been the ac-

thetog'f knowledged leader of the great Whig
ucceBsion.

connection^ and enjoyed extended par-

liamentary interest : the latter, by his eloquence and

statesmanship, had become the most popular and

powerful of the king's subjects. The ministry also

comprised the Grrenville and Bedford sections of

the Whig party. It was so strong in Parliament^

that for some years the voice of opposition had been

scarcely heard ; and so long as it continued united,

its position was impregnable.

But, strong as were tlie ministers, the king was

The king's rcsolvedto wrest all power from their hands,

eotinseuors. and to cxcrcise it himself. For this pur-

> The Idea of a Patriot King, Works, iv. 274.

* Ihid., 281, 282. » Ihid., 330.
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3

pose he called to his aid the Earl of Bute, and other

secret counsellors, drawn from all parties. The

greater number were of the Tory party, whose views

of prerogative were Jacobite. According to Horace

Walpole, 'they abjured their ancient master, but

retained their principles.'* It was the king's object

not merely to supplant one party, and establish

another in its place, but to create a new party,

faithful to himself, regarding his personal wishes,

carrying out his policy, and dependent on his will.

This party was soon distinguished as 'the king's

men,' or 'the king's friends.'* Instead of relying

upon the advice of his responsible ministers, the

king took counsel with this ' double ' or ' interior

cabinet.' Even his first speech to Parliament was

not submitted to the cabinet council. It had been

drawn up by himself and Lord Bute ; and when Mr.

Pitt took exception to some of its expressions, the

king long resisted the advice of his minister. It

had been usual for ministers to rely upon the sup-

port of the crown in all their measures. They now

found themselves thwarted and opposed ; and the

patronage, which they had regarded as their own,

they saw divided by the king among his new ad-

herents and their connections. This 'influence be-

hind the throne ' was denounced by all the leading

statesmen of that time,—by Mr. Grrenville, Lord

Chatham, the Marquess of Eockingham, the Duke

of Bedford, and Mr. Burke. Occasionally denied,

its existence was yet so notorious, and its agency so

• Walp. Mem.,i. 15.

» Burke's Present Discontents, Works, ii. 240-242.
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palpable, that historical writers of all parties,

—

while taking different views of its character—have

not failed to acknowledge it. The bitterness with

which it was assailed at the time was due, in great

measure, to political jealousies, and to the king's

selection of his friends from an unpopular party:

but, on constitutional grounds, it was unquestion-

ably open to the gravest objections.

A constitutional government ensures to the king

constitu- a wide authority, in all the councils of the
tional tela- it. i • . •

tionsof the state. He chooses and dismisses his mmis-
king to his

ministers, tcrs ; and this,—if it be his pleasure,

—

without the advice of any councillor.' Their reso-

lutions upon every important measure of foreign

and domestic policy are submitted to his appi-oval

;

and when that approval is withheld, his ministers

must either abandon their policy, or resign their

offices. They are responsible to the king on the

one hand, and to Parliament on the other ; and while

they retain the confidence of the king, by adminis-

tering affairs to his satisfaction, they must act upon

principles, and propose measures, which they can

justify to Parliament. And here is the proper limit

to the king's influence. As he governs by respon-

sible ministers, he must recognise their responsi-

bilities. They are not his ministers only, but also

the public servants of a free country. But an in-

fluence in the direction of public affairs thus limited,

by no mean satisfied the ambition of the king. His

courtiers represented that he was enthralled by the

' See the Duke of Wellington's views upon this point ; Lord Col-

chester's Diary, iii. 501.
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dominant party, which had become superior to the

throne itself ; and that in order to recover his just

prerogative, it was necessary to break up the com-

bination. But what was this, in effect, but to assert

that the king should now be his own minis-
^ig at-

ter ? that ministers should be chosen, not ^reak*up°

because they had the confidence of Parlia-
p'^'"'^^^-

ment and the country, but because they were agree-

able to himself, and willing to carry out his policy?

—

And this was the true object of the king. It will

be seen that when ministers, not of his own choice,

were in office, he plotted and manoeuvred until he

overthrew them ; and when he had succeeded in

establishing his friends in office, he forced upon

them the adoption of his own policy.

The king's tactics were fraught with danger, as well

to the crown itself as to the constitutional Danger of

liberties of the people : but his personal tactics.

conduct and character have sometimes been judged

with too much severity. That he was too fond of

power for a constitutional monarch, none will now be

found to deny : that he sometimes resorted to crafty

expedients, unworthy of a king, even his admirers

must admit. But he had kingly virtues,—piety,

courage, constancy, and patriotism. With a narrow

understanding and obstinate prejudices, he yet

laboured, honestly, for the good government of his

country. If he loved power, he did not shrink from

its cares and toil. If he delighted in being the

active ruler of his people, he devoted himself to

affairs of state, even more laboriously than his minis-

ters. If he was jealous of the authority of the crown.
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be was not less jealous of the honour and greatness

of his people. A just recognition of the personal

merits of the king himself, enables us to judge more

freely of the constitutional tendency and results of

his policy.

To revert to a polity under which kings had

governed, and ministers had executed their orders,

was in itself a dangerous retrogression in the prin-

ciples of constitutional government. If the crown,

and not its ministers, had governed, how could the

former do no wrong, and the latter be responsible ?

If ministers were content to accept responsibility

without power, the crown could not escape its share

of blame. Hence the chief safeguard of the mon-

archy was endangered. But the liberties of the

people were exposed to greater peril than the crown.

Power proceeding from the king, and exercised by

himself in person, is irreconcilable with popular

government. It constitutes the main distinction

between an absolute and a constitutional monarchy. 4^

The best and most enlightened of kings, governing

from above, will press his own policy upon his sub-

jects. Choosing his ministers from considerations

personal to himself,—directing their acts,—uphold-

ing them as his own servants,—resenting attacks

upon them as disrespectful to himself,—committed

to their measures, and resolved to enforce them,

—

viewing men and things from the elevation of a

court, instead of sharing the interests and sympa-

thies of the people,—how can he act in harmony

with popular influences ?

The system of government which Greorge III.

found in operation was indeed imperfect. The in-
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7

fluence of the crown, as exercised by ministers, pre-

vailed over the more popular elements of the con-

stitution. The great nobles were too powerful.

A Parliament, without adequate representation of

the people, and uncontrolled by public opinion, was

generally subservient to ministers : but with all its

defects, it was still a popular institution. If not

freely elected by the people, it was yet composed of

men belonging to various classes of society, and

sharing their interests and feelings. The statesmen,

who were able by their talents and influence to com-

mand its confidence, became the ministers of the

crown ; and power thus proceeded from below, instead

of from above. The country was governed by ita

ablest men, and not by favourites of the court.

The proper authority of Parliament was recognised

;

and nothing was wanting in the theory of constitu-

tional government, but an improved constitution of

Parliament itself. This system, however, the king

was determined to subvert. He was jealous of

ministers who derived their authority from Parlia-

ment rather than from himself, and of the parlia-

mentary organisation which controlled his power.

The policy which he adopted, and its results, are

among the most critical events in the history of the

crown.

The dissolution of Parliament, shortly after his

accession, afforded an opportunity of King-sin-

strengthening the parliamentary connec- ^'ength-

tion of the king's friends. Parliament was genert'
'^*

kept sitting while the king and Lord Bute
^^®*'''**"'-

were making out lists of the court candidates, and

VOL. I. c
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using every exertion to secure their return. The

king not only wrested government boroughs from

the ministers, in order to nominate his own friends,

but even encouraged opposition to such ministers as

he conceived not to be in his interest.*

At the meeting at the Cockpit,^ the night before

the assembling of the new Parliament, to hear the

king's speech read, and to agree upon the choice of

a speaker, not only the Whigs and parliamentary

supporters of the government attended ; but also

the old Tories, in a strong body, though without any

invitation from ministers.' The speaker selected by

Lord Bute was Sir John Cust, a coimtry gentleman

and a Tory.

Lord Bute, the originator of the new policy, was

Measures uot personally well qualified for its success-

break up ful promotion. He was not connected with

try. the great families who had acquired a pre-

ponderance of political influence : he was no parlia-

mentary debater : his manners were unpopular : he

was a courtier rather than a politician : his intimate

relations with the Princess of Wales were an object

' The Duke of Newcastle thus wrote at this time to Lord Rock-
ingham :

—
' My Lord Anson has received ordersfrom the king him/-

self to declare to the docks (at Portsmouth) that they may vote for

whom tliey please at the Hampshire election, even ihmigh the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer is a candidate! Lord Bute complained to the

First Lord of the Admiralty, that he had disposed of the Admiralty
boroughs without acquainting the king.

—

Dodingtons Diary, 433

;

Rockingham Mem., i. 61-64.
* Formerly tne cockpit of the ancient palace of Whitehall. At this

period, it was a public building, on the site of the present Privy
Council office, in which were the Council Chamber, and the offices of

the First Lord of the Treasury. It was here that the Parliamentary
supporters of the Government were invited to meet.—See Cunning-
ham's London, 1^3 ; Knight's London, 290.

* Rockingham Mem., i. 68; Dodington's Diary, 433.
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of scandal ; and, above all, he was a Scotchman.

The jealousy of foreigners, which had shown itself

in hatred of the Hanoverians, was now transferred

to the Scottish nation, whose connection with the

late civil war had exposed them to popular obloquy.

The scheme was such as naturally occurred to a

favourite : but it required more than the talents of

a favourite to accomplish. While only in the

king's household, his influence was regarded with

jealousy: remarks were already made upon the

unlucky circumstance of his being a 'Scot;' and

popular prejudices were aroused against him, before

he was ostensibly concerned in public afiairs. Im-

mediately after the king's accession, he had been

made a privy councillor, and admitted into the

cabinet. An arrangement was soon afterwards con-

certed, by which Lord Holdemesse retired „ ^ „.' *' March 26,

from office with a pension, and Lord Bute ^'^*^'

succeeded him as secretary of state.

It was now the object of the court to break up

the existing ministry, and to replace it with another,

formed from among the king's friends. Had the

ministry been united, and had the chiefs reposed

confidence in one another, it would have been diffi-

cult to overthrow them. But there were already

jealousies amongst them, which the court lost no

opportunity of fomenting,* A breach soon arose

' Lord Hardwicke said, 'He (Lord Bute) principally availed

himself with great art and finesse of the dissensions between the

Duke of Newcastle and Mr. Pitt : he played off one against the other

till he got rid of the popular minister, and when that was compassed,

he strengthened himself in the cabinet, by bringing in Lord P^gre-

mont and Mr. Grenville, and never left intriguing till he had ren-

dered it impracticable for the old duke to continue in office with

c 2
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between Mr. Pitt, the most powerful and popular of

the ministers, and his colleagues. He desired to

strike a sudden blow against Spain, which had con-

cluded a secret treaty of alliance with France, then

at war with this country.* Though war minister,

he was opposed by all his colleagues except Lord

Temple. He bore himself haughtily at the coimcil,

—declaring that he had been called to the ministry

by the voice of the people, and that he could not be

responsible for measures which he was no longer

allowed to guide. Being met with equal loftiness

in the cabinet, he was forced to tender his resigna-

tion.'

The king overpowered the retiring minister with

Pension to
kinducss and condescension. He offered the

Mr. Pitt, "barony of Chatham to his wife, and to him-

self an annuity of 3,000Z. a year for three lives.'

The minister had deserved these royal favours, and

he accepted them, but at the cost of his popularity.

It was an artful stroke of policy, thus at once to

conciliate and weaken the popular statesman, whose

opposition was to be dreaded,—and it succeeded.

credit and honoiir.'

—

Rockingham Mem,., i, 6. See the Duke's own
letters, ib., 102-109.

' Grenville Papers, i. 386,

* Ann. Reg., 1761 [43J. Grenville Papers, i. 391, 405. Mr
Pitt, in a letter to Mr. Beckford, October 15, 1761, says, ' A differ-

ence of opinion with regard to measures to be taken against Spain,

of the highest importance to the honour of the Crown, and to the

most essential national interests, and this founded ou what Spain had
already done, not on what that court may further intend to do, was
the.cause of my resigning the seals.'

—

Chatham Corr., ii. 159.
• Mr. Pitt said, ' I confess. Sir, I had but too much reason to ex-

pect your Majesty's displeasure. I did not come prepared for this

cxcewiing goodness. Pardon me. Sir, it overpowers, it oppresses me,'

and burst into tears.— .4«w. Reg.; Grenville Papers, i. 413.
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The same G-azette which announced his resignation,

also trumpeted forth the peerage and the pension,

and was the signal for clamours against the public

favourite.

On the retirement of Mr. Pitt, Lord Bute became

the most influential of the ministers. He influence

undertook the chief management of public Bute,

affairs in the cabinet, and the sole direction of the

House of Lords.' He consulted none of his col-

leagues, except Lord Egremont and Mr. Greorge

Grenville.' His ascendency provoked the jealousy

and resentment of the king's veteran minister, the

Duke of Newcastle. For years he had distributed

all the patronage of the crown, but it was now
wrested from his hands, nor was he consulted as to

its disposal. The king himself created seven peers,

without even acquainting him with their creation.'

Lord Bute gave away places and pensions to his own

friends, and paid no attention to the recommenda-

tions of the duke. At length, in May 1762, his

grace, after frequent disagreements in the cabinet,

and numerous affronts, was obliged to resign.*

' Bockingham Mem., i. fi4, 86, 101 (Letters of the Duke of New*
castle).

« lUd., 104.
» Walpole Mem., i. 156.
* The personal demeanour of the king towards him evinced the

feeling with which he had long been regarded. The duke complained

of it in this manner: ' The king did not drop one word of concern

ivt my leaving him, nor even made me a polite compliment, after near
fifty years' service and devotion to the interests of his royal familj'.

I will say nothing more of myself^ but that I believe never any man
was so dismissed.'

—

Letter to Lord Bockingham, May 19<A, RocTdttg-

ham Mem., i. 111. Yet Lord Bute, in a letter to Mr. Grenville,

May 25th, 1762, says, 'The king's conduct to the Duke of New-
castle to-day was great and generous.'

—

Grenville Paperx, i. 448.
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Aud now, the object of the court being at

Loni Bute length attained, Lord Bute was immediately
as premier,
1762. placed at the head of affairs, as First Lord

of the Treasury. Eapid had been the rise of the

king's favourite. In thirteen months he had been

groom of the stole, a privy councillor, ranger of

Eichmond Park, secretary of state, and premier ;^

and these favours were soon followed by his installa-

tion as a Knight of the Garter, at the same time as

the king's own brother. Prince William. EQs sud-

den elevation resembled that of an eastern vizier,

rather than the toilsome ascent of a British states-

man. But the confidence of his royal master served

to aggravate the jealousies by which the new

minister was surrounded, to widen the breach be-

tween himself and the leaders of the Whig party,

and to afford occasion for popular reproaches. It

has been insinuated that he was urged forward by

secret enemies, in order to insure his speedier fall;*

and it is certain that, had he been contented with a

less prominent place, the consummation of his pecu-

liar policy could have been more securely, and per-

haps more successfully, accomplished.

The king and his minister were resolved to carry

Arbitrary
Dia^^tors with a high hand;' and their arbi-

toe'^tog"*
trary attempts to coerce and intimidate op-

andthe poncuts disclosed their imperious views ofnew minis-
ter.

prerogative. Preliminaries of a treaty of

peace with France having been agreed upon, against

> His countess also received an English barony.
* Walpole Mem., i. 44.

* ' The king, it was given out, would be king,—would not be dic-

tated to by his ministers, as his grandfather had been. The prero-

gative was to shine out : great lords must be humbled.'— Walp.

Mem., i. 200.
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which a strong popular feeling was aroused, the

king's vengeance was directed against all who ven-

tured to disapprove them.

The Duke of Devonshire having declined to at-

tend the council summoned to decide upon the

peace, was insulted by the king, and forced to resign

his office of Lord Chamberlain.' A few days after-

wards the king, with his own hand, struck his grace's

name from the list of privy councillors. For so

great a severity the only precedents in the late

reign were those of Lord Bath and Lord George

Sackville ;
' the first,' says Walpole, ' in open and

virulent opposition ; the second on his ignominious

sentence after the battle of Minden.''* No sooner

had Lord Kockingham heard of the treatment of

the Duke of Devonshire, than he sought an audience

of the king ; and having stated that those ' who had

hitherto deservedly had the greatest weight in the

country were now driven out of any share in the

government, and marked out rather as objects of his

Majesty's displeasure than of his favour,' resigned

his place in the hoiisehold.'

A more general proscription of the Whig nobles

soon followed. The Dukes of Newcastle and Graf-

ton, and the Marquess of Rockingham, having pre-

sumed, as peers of Parliament, to express their dis-

approbation of the peace, were dismissed from the

lord-lieutenancies of their counties.* The Duke of

* Walp. Mem., i. 201 ; Rockingham Mem., i. 135 (Letter of Duke
of Newcastle to Lord Rockingham). '

* Walp. Mem., i. 203.
* Letter to Duke of Cumberland ; Rockingham Mem., i. 142.
* Rockingham Mem., i. 165.
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Devonshire, in order to share the fate of his friends

and avoid the affront of dismissal, resigned the

lieutenancy of his county.*

Nor was the vengeance of the court confined to

the heads of the Whig party. Not only were all

parliamentary placemen, who had voted against the

preliminaries of peace, dismissed : but their humble

friends and clients were also proscribed. Clerks

were removed from public offices, and inferior

ofl&cers from the customs and excise, and other small

appointments, for no other oflfence than that of

having been appointed by their obnoxious patrons.'

While bribes were lavished to purchase adhesion to

the court policy, the king and his advisers deter-

mined to discourage opposition with unsparing

severity. Great lords must be hmnbled, parties

overborne, and Parliament reduced to subjection.

The preliminaries of peace were approved by

Its effect Parliament; and the Princess of Wales,

ties. exulting in the success of the court, ex-

claimed, ' Now my son is king of \England.' ' But

her exultation was premature. As yet there had

been little more than a contention for power,

between rival parties in the aristocracy : but these

stretches of prerogative served to unite the Whigs
into an organised opposition. Since the accession

of the House of Hanover, this party had supported

the crown, as ministers. It now became their office

to assert the liberties of the people, and to resist the

' "Walp. Mem., i. 235 ; Rockingham Mem., i. 1 56.

' Walp. Mem., i. 283 ; Grenville Papers, i. 453 ; Rockingham
Mem., i. 152, 158.

» Walp. Mem., i. 233.
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encroachments of prerogative. Thus the king's

attempt to restore the personal influence of the

Sovereign, which the Revolution had impaired, so

far from strengthening the throne, advanced the

popular cause, and gave it powerful leaders, whose

interests had hitherto been enlisted on the side of

the crown. Claims of prerogative became the signal

for the assertion of new rights and liberties, on the

part of the people.

The fall of the king's favoured minister was even

more sudden than his rise. He shrank snddenfau
- .. of Lord

from the difficulties of his position,—a Bute,

disunited cabinet,—a formidable opposition,

—

doubtful support from his friends,—the bitter

hatred of his enemies,—a libellous press,—and no-

torious unpopularity.' Afraid, as he confessed, ' not

only of falling himself, but of involving his royal

master in his ruin,' he resigned suddenly,—to the

surprise of all parties, and even of the king himself,

—before he had held office for eleven months. But

his short administration had indulged the king's

love of rule, and encouraged him to proceed with

his cherished scheme for taking a dominant part in

the direction of public affairs.

Nor did Lord Bute propose to relinquish his own

power together with his office. Having hu con-

negotiated the appointment of Mr. George fl?e"nce

Grenville as his successor,and arranged with king.

him the nomination of the cabinet,'* he retreated to

' He was hissed and pelted at the opening of Parliament, 25tb

Nov., 1762, and his family were alarmed for his personal safety.

« Grenville Papers, ii. 32, 33.
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the interior cabinet, whence he could direct more

securely the measures of the court. * The ministry

TheGren- ^^ ^^* Grrcnville was Constituted in a

^^l^' manner favourable to the king's personal
^^^^'

views ; and was expected to be under the

control of himself and his favourite. And at first

there can be little doubt that Mr. Grrenville found

himself the mere agent of the court. ' The public

looked still at Lord Bute through the curtain,' said

Lord Chesterfield, 'which indeed was a very trans-

parent one.' But Mr. Grrenville was by no means

contented with the appearance of power. He was

jealous of Lord Bute's superior influence, and com-

plained to the king that his Majesty's confidence

was withheld from his minister.* As fond of power

as the king himself,—and with a will as strong and

imperious,—tenacious of his rights as a minister,

and confident in his own abilities and influence,

—

he looked to Parliament rather than to the crown,

as the source of his authority.

The king finding his own scheme of government

opposed, and disliking the uncongenial

fends Lord vicws and hard temper of his minister,
Bute to Mr. ^ '

Pi". resolved to dismiss him on the first con-

venient opportunity.' Accordingly, on the death of

Lord Egremont, he commissioned Lord Bute to

open negotiations with Mr. Pitt, for the formation of

a new administration. And now the king tasted

the bitter fruits of his recent policy. He had pro-

• Mr. Grrenville to Lord Egremont ; Greuidlle Papers, ii. 85.

2 Grenville Pnpers, ii. 84, 85, 89.

* Ib'vi., ii. 83, 85.
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scribed the Whig leaders. He had determined

' never upon any account to suffer those ministers of

the late reign, who had attempted to fetter and en-

slave him, to come into his service, while he lived

to hold the sceptre.'' Yet these were the very

ministers whom Mr. Pitt proposed to restore to

power ; and stranger still,—the premier in whom
the king was asked to repose his confidence was

Earl Temple, whose patronage of Wilkes had re-

cently aroused his bitter resentment. His Majesty

was not likely so soon to retract his resolution, and re-

fused these hateful terms: *My honour is concerned,'

he said, ' and I must support it.'' The Grrenville

ministry, however distasteful, was not so hard to

bear as the restoration of the dreaded Whigs ; and

he was therefore obliged to retain it. Mr. Grren-

ville now remonstrated, more strongly than ever,

against the influence of the favourite who had been

employed to supplant him : the king promised his

confidence to the ministers, and Lord Bute retired

from the court.^

Though George III. and Mr. Grrenville differed as

to their relative powers, they were but too
^^.^j^^

well agreed in their policy. Both were ^^^g°^
arbitrary, impiatient of opposition, and 8urer«r

resolute in the exercise of authority. The eovomment.

chief claims of the Grrenville ministry to distinction

' Letter of Lord Bute to the Duke of Bedford, 2nd April,

1763 ; Bedford Corr., iii. 224 ; see also Granville Papers, ii. 93, 105,

196.
» Grenville Papers, ii. 96, 107 ; see also EUis's Letters, 2nd Ser.,

iv. 470.
* Grenville Papers, ii. 106, 483, 600; Chatham Corr., ii. 236

Pari. Hist, XV. 1327. ., '
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were its arbitrary proceedings against Wilkes, which

the king encouraged and approved,^ and the first

taxation of America, which he himself is said to

have suggested.' In overawing opponents the king

was more forward than his ministers.' Earl Temple's

friendship for Wilkes was punished by the erasure

of his name from the list of privy councillors,

and by dismissal from the lord-lieutenancy of his

county.* General Conway, Colonel Barre, and

Colonel A'Court, were, for their votes in Parliament,

deprived of their military commands,® and Lord

Shelbume of his oflEice of aide-de-camp to his

Majesty.

The privileges of Parliament afforded no protec-

His viola- tion from the king's displeasure. To guard
Uonof the . , .

^
„

'^
,

privileges agaiust the arbitrary interference of the
ofParlia- ^ *'

ment. crowu, freedom of speech had been asserted

for centuries. It was an acknowledged constitu-

tional doctrine that the king should be deaf to re-

ports of debates in Parliament, and that no member
should sufifer molestation for his speeches.^ Nor

had any king of the house of Hanover been present

' Corr. of Geo. III. with Lord North, i. 2, 9.

' Wraxall's Mem., ii. Ill ; Bancroft's Amer. Rev., iii. 307.
* Grenville Papers, ii. 297 ; Walp. Mem., i. 403 ; Eockingham

Mem., i. 178.
* May 7th, 1763 ; Grenville Papers, ii. 55.
» Chatham Corr., ii. 275 ; Walp. Mem., ii. 65 ; "Wraxall's Mem.»

lii. 164. In the late reign, the duke of Bolton and Lord Cobham
having been removed from the command of their regiments, for

.opposing ministers, the opposition endeavoured to interdict such dis-

missals, except after a court martial, or an address from either

House of Parliament,—a restraint upon prerogative more unconsti-

tutional than the act against which this measure wa« aimed.

—

Tarl.

Hist.,\x. 283; Smollett's Hist., ii. 313; Coxe's Walpole; Cooke's

Hist, of Party, ii. 186.

* Rot. Pari., iii. 456, 611 ; 4 Hen. VIII. c. 8.
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at the deliberations of the legislature.* Yet during

the proceedings of the Commons against Wilkes,

his Majesty found a faithful reporter in Mr. Grren-

ville. Watching the debates and divisions, he kept

a jealous eye upon the opinions and votes of every

member ; and expressed his personal resentment

against all who did not support the government.

It was he who first proposed the dismissal of Gren-

eral Conway, ' both from his civil and military com-

missions :
' it was he who insisted on the removal of

Mr. Fitzherbert from the Board of Trade, and of all

placemen who took a different view of parliamentary

privilege from that adopted by the court.^ Mr.

Grenville endeavoured to moderate the king's

severity : he desired to postpone such violent mea-

sures till the proceedings against Wilkes should be

concluded;' and in the meantime, opened commu-

nications with General Conway, in the hope oi

averting his dismissal.* But at length the blow was

struck, and General Conway was dismissed not only

from his office of groom of the bedchamber, but

from the command of his regiment of dragoons.^

' Hatsell, ii. 371, «. Chitty on Prerogatives, 75.
* Grenville Papers, ii. 162, 165, 166 (letters from the king to j\Ir.

Grenville, I6th, 23rd, and 24th Nov., 1763); Ibid., 223, 228-9.
" Ibid., 224, 229, 230. 266, 267, 484 (Diary, 16th, 25th, and 30th

Nov.; 2nd Dec, 1763 ; 19th Jan., 1764).
« Ibid., 231-233.
• Grenville Papers, ii. 296, ' Mr. Grenville never woidd admit the

distinction between civil and military appointments.'

—

Grenville

Papers, ii. 234, 607. It has been stated that General Conway voted

once only against the ministry on General Warrants, having sup-

ported them in the contest with Wilkes {History of a late Minority,

291 ; Rockingham Mem., i. 178) ; but this was not the case. Mr.
Grenville in his Diary, Nov. 15th, 1763, speaks of Mr. Conway's vote

both times with the minority.— Grenville Paj^ers, ii. 223.
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Mr. Calcraft was also deprived of the office of deputy-

muster-master. '

To commit General Conway or Colonel Barre to

prison, as James I. had committed Sir Edwin Sandys,

and as Charles I. had committed Selden and other

leading members of the House of Commons, could

not now have been attempted. Nor was the ill-

omened venture of Charles I. against the five mem-
bers likely to be repeated : but the king was

violating the same principles of constitutional go-

vernment as his arbitrary predecessors. He punished,

as far as he was able, those who had incurred his

displeasure, for their conduct in Parliament ; and

denied them the protection which they claimed from

privilege, and the laws of their country. Yet the

Commons submitted to this violation of their free-

dom, with scarcely a murmur.'

The riots and popular discontents of this period

Public dis- ought to have convinced the king that his
contents,

statesmanship was not successful. He had

already sacrificed his popularity to an ill-regulated

love of power. But he continued to direct every

measure of the government, whether of legislation,

of administration, or of patronage ; and by means of

the faithful reports of his minister, he constantly

assisted, as it were, in the deliberations of Parlia-

ment.'

' Grenville Papers, 231. The muster-masters were appointed to

check frauds and false musters in the several regiments, and to secure

the proper complement of efficient foldiers. The office was abolished

in 1818.

—

Clode's Military Forces of the Crown, ii. 9, 10.

* Pari. Hist., xvi. ] 765.
' Grenville Papers, iii. 4-15, 21-37. The king's communicationa

were sometimes sufficiently peremptory. Writing May 21st, 1765,
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In 1765, dififerences again arose between the king

and the Grenville ministry. They had justly

offended him by their mismanagement of ferences
with the

the Kesrency Bill, '—they had disputed with orenviue
° •'

•' ^
ministry.

him on questions of patronage and expendi-

ture,—they had wearied him with long arguments

in the closet;^ and, in the month of May, he inti-

mated his intention of dispensing with their ser-

vices. But the king, after vain negotiations with

Mr. Pitt through the Duke of Cumberland, finding

himself unable to form another administration, was

again compelled to retain them in office. They had

suspected the secret influence of Lord Bute in

thwarting their counsels ; and to him they attributed

their dismissal.' The first condition, therefore, on

which they consented to remain in office, was that

Lord Bute should not be suffered to interfere in his

Majesty's councils, ' in any manner or shape what-

ever.'* To this the king pledged himself,' and

though suspicions of a secret correspondence with

he says : • Mr. Grenville, I am surprised that you are not yet come,
when you know it was my orders to be attended this evening. I
expect you, therefore, to come the moment you receive this.'

—

Gren-
ville Papers, iii. 40.

* See Chap. III. _
* Walp. Mem., ii. 161.

So great was the jealousy bf Mr. Grenville and the Duke of Bed-
ford of the influence of Lord Bute in 1764, that they were anxious
to insist upon his remaining in the country, though he said he was
tired of it, and had daughters to marry, and other business.

—

Mr.
Grenville's Diary, 16th and 28th Jan., 1764; Grenville Papers,

ii. 483, 488.
* Minute of Cabinet, 22nd May, 1765 ; Grenville Papers, iii. 41

;

ib., 184; Adolphus, i. 170.
* ' At eleven o'clock at night the king sent for Mr. Grenville, and

told him he had considered upon the proposals made to him : he did

promise and declare to them that Lord Bute should never, directly

nor indirectly, have anything to do with his busine.ss, nor give ad-

vice upon anything whatever,'

—

Diary ; Grenville Papers, iii. 186.
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Lord Bute were still entertained, there is every rea-

son for believing that he adhered to his promise.^

Indeed, he had already acquired so much confidence

in his own aptitude for business, that he no longer

relied upon the counsels of his favourite.'* He was

able to rule alone ; and wanted instruments, rather

than advisers. The second condition was the dis-

missal of Mr. Stuart Mackenzie, Lord Bute's bro-

ther, from the office of privy seal in Scotland, and

from the management of the afiairs of that country.

In this, too, the king yielded, though sorely against

his will, as he had promised the office for life.'

Meanwhile the breach between the king and his

ministers became still wider. Thev had been forced

upon him by necessity : they knew that he was

plotting their speedy overthrow, and protested

against the intrigues by which their influence was

counteracted. The Duke of Bedford besought the

king ' to permit his authority and his favour to go

> Mem, of C. J. Fox, i. 65-68, 111 ; Mr. Mackintosh to Earl
Temple, Aug. 30th, 1765, GrenvilU Papers, iii. 81. WraxalPs
Mem., ii. 73, &c. Mr. Grenville was still so suspicious of Lord
Bute's influence, that being told in November, 1765, by Mr. Jenkin-

son, that Lord Bute had only seen the king twice during his illness

in the spring, he says in his diary ;
' which fact Mr. Grenville could

not be brought to believe. He owned, however, to Mr. Grenville

that the intercourse in writing between his Majesty and Lord Bute
always continued, telling him that he knew the king wrote to him
a journal every day of what passed, and as minute a one as if, said

he, " your boy at school was directed by you to write his journal to

you." '

—

Grenville Papers, iii. 220.

It was not until Dec, 1768, that Mr. Grenville seems to have been
persuaded that Lord Bute's influence was lost. He then concurred

in the prevailing opinion of ' the king being grown indifferent to

him, but the princess being in the same sentiments towards him as

before.'

—

Diary; Grenville Papers, iv. 408.
* Bedford Corr., iii. 264.
* Walp. Geo. III., ii. 175 ; Grenville Papers, iii. 185. He was

afterwards restored in 1766 by the Earl of Chatham.

—

lb., 362.
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together ;'
' and these remonstrances were represented

by the king's friends as insolent and overbearing.''

An outcry was raised against the ministers that they

' desired to enslave the king,' who was now deter-

mined to make any sacrifices to get rid of them.

The negotiations for a new ministry were again

conducted on behalf of the king, by his N^otia-
®' •' tions with

uncle the Duke of Cumberland. Such was thewugs.

the popular hatred of Lord Bute and his country-

men, that the Duke's former severities against the

Scotch, which had gained for him the name of

the ' butcher,' were now a claim to popular favour.

The rebellious Scots had been treated as they de-

served ; and he who had already chastised them, was

not the man to favour their pretensions at court.

These negotiations were protracted for seven° -^ July, 1765.

weeks, while the country was virtually

without a government.' Mr. Pitt was again im-

practicable : the further continuance of the Grrenville

ministry could not be endured ; and, at length, the

king was reduced to the necessity of surrendering

himself once more to the very men whom he most

dreaded.

The Marquess of Rockingham, the leader of the

obnoxious Whig aristocracy,—the states- Rocking-

man whom he had recently removed from }^°^'

his lieutenancy,—the king was now obliged
^^^*'

to accept as premier ; and General Conway, whom

• 12th June, 1766; Bedford Corr., iii. Introd., pp. xliii. xlv. 286;
Grenville Papers, iii. 194.

^ Junius, Letter xxiii. ; Burke's Works, ii. 166 ; Walp. Geo. III.,

ii. 182; Bedford Corr., iii. 286.
' Walp. Mem., ii. 192.

VOL. I. 1>
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he had deprived of his regiment, became a secretary

of state, and leader of the House of Commons.

The policy of proscription was, for a time at least,

reversed and condemned. Mr. Pitt, when solicited

Dismisgai by the Dukc of Cumberland to take ofl&ce,

condemned, had named as one of his conditions, the

restoration of officers dismissed on political groimds.

This the king had anticipated, and was prepared to

grant.' The Kockingham administration insisted

on the same terms ; and according to Mr. Burke
* discountenanced, and it is hoped for ever abolished,

the dangerous and unconstitutional practice of re-

moving military officers, for their votes in Parlia-

ment.''^

The Whig leaders were not less jealous of the in-

conditions flueuce of Lord Bute, than the ministry

Bocki^ng- whom they displaced; and before they

istry. would acccpt officc, they insisted ' that the

thought of replacing Mr. Mackenzie should be laid

aside ; and also that some of the particular friends

of the Earl of Bute should be removed, as a proof

to the world that the Earl of Bute should not either

publicly or privately, directly or indirectly, have

any concern or influence in public affairs, or in the

management or disposition of public employ-

ments.'^ These conditions being agreed to, a

ministry so constituted was likely to be independent

of court influence : yet it was soon reproached with

• Walp. Mem., ii. 165 ; Duke of Cumberland's Narrative ; Rocking-

ham Mem., i. 193-196.
* Short Account of a Late Short Administration.
' Paper drawn up by Duke of Newcastle, Rockingham Mem.,

i. 218.
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submission to the ' interior cabinet.' Mr. Pitt said,

* Methinks I plainly discover the traces of
,j,he king's

an overruling influence
;

' and while he ^"^'^'^•

disavowed any prej udice against the country of Lord

Bute, he declared that 'the men of that country

wanted wisdom, and held principles incompatible

with freedom.' This supposed influence was dis-

claimed on the part of the government by General

Conway :
' I see nothing of it,' said he, ' I feel

nothing of it : I disclaim it for myself, and as far

as my discernment can reach, for the rest of his

Majesty's ministers.''

Whether Lord Bute had, at this time, any influ-

ence at court, was long a subject of doubt and con-

troversy. It was confidently believed by the public,

and by many of the best informed of his contempo-

raries; but Lord Bute, several years afterwards,

so explicitly denied it, that his denial may be ac-

cepted as conclusive.'* The king's friends, however,

had become more numerous, and acted under better

discipline. Some held offices in the government or

household, yet looked for instructions, not to minis-

ters, but to the king. Men enjoying obscure, but

• Debate on the address, 1766, Pari. Hist., xvi. 97, 101.
' His son, Lord Mountstuart, writing Oct. 23, 1773, said: 'Lord

Bute authorises me to say that he declares upon his solemn word of

honour, he has not had the honour of waiting on his Majesty, but at

his levde or drawing-room ; nor has he presumed to oflFer any advice

or opinion concerning the disposition of offices, or the conduct of
measures, either directly or indirectly, by himself or any other, from
the time when the late Duke of Cumberland was consulted in the
arrangement of a ministry in 1765, to the present hoiur.'

—

Tomlin^s
Life of Put, i. 462, n. See also Rockingham Mem., i. 358-360

;

Lord Brougham's Sketches of Statesmen, Works, iii. 49 ; Edinb.
Rev. cxli. 94 ; Quart. Rev. cxxxi. 236. Lord John Russell's Intr. t<>

vol. iii. of Bedford Corr., xxxiii.

D 2
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lucrative appointments, in the gift of the king him-

self, and other members of the royal family, voted

at the bidding of the court. But the greater num-

ber of the king's friends were independent members

of Parliament, whom various motives had attracted

to his cause. Many were influenced by high notions

of prerogative,—by loyalty, by confidence in the

judgment and honesty of their sovereign, and per-

iTonal attachment to his Majesty ; and many by hopes

of favour and advancement. They formed a distinct

party ; and their coherence was secured by the same

causes which generally contribute to the formation

of party ties.^ But their principles and position

were inconsistent with constitutional government.

Their services to the king were no longer confined

to counsel, or political intrigue : but were organised

so as to influence the deliberations of Parliament.

And their organisation for such a purpose, marked a

further advance in the unconstitutional policy of the

court.

The king continued personally to direct the mea-

The king's surcs of his ministers, more particularly in
influence in

Parliament, the disputes with the American colonies,

which, in his opinion, involved the rights and

honour of his crown.^ He was resolutely opposed

to the repeal of the Stamp Act, which minis-

ters thought necessary for the conciliation of the

colonies. He resisted this measure in council ; but

* Burke's Present Discontents, Works,\\.- 254 ; Burke's Corr., i. 352

;

Grenville Papers, ii. 33, lii. 57 ; Eockingham Mem., i. 6, 307 ; Pox
Mem., i. 120, &c. ; Walp. Mem., iv. 315.

* The king said his ministers ' would undo his people, in giving up
the rights of his crown ; that to this he would never consent.'

—

Grenville Papers, iii. 370, 371.
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finding ministers resolved to carry it, lie opposed

them in Parliament by the authority of his name,

and by his personal influence over a considerable

body of parliamentary adherents.^ The king

affected, indeed, to support his ministers, and to

decline the use of his name in opposing them.

* Lord Harcourt suggested, at a distance, that his

Majesty might make his sentiments known, which

might prevent the repeal of the act, if his ministers

should push that measure. The king seemed averse

to that, said he would never influence people in

their parliamentary opinions, and that he had pro-

mised to support his ministers.''^ But, however

the king may have affected to deprecate the use of

his name, it was unquestionably used by his friends ;'

and while he himself admitted the unconstitutional

character of such a proceeding, it found a defender

in Lord Mansfield. In discussing this matter with

the king, his lordship argued ' that, though it would

be unconstitutional to endeavour by his Majesty's

name to carry questions in Parliament, yet where

the lawful rights of the king and Parliament were

to be asserted and maintained, he thought the

making his Majesty's opinion in support of those

rights to be known, was fit and becoming.'* In

order to counteract this secret influence. Lord

Rockingham obtained the king's written consent to

the passing of the bill.*

' Walpole Mem., ii. 259, 331, «. Rockingham Mem., ii. 250, 291.

* Mr. Grenville's Diary, Jan. 31, 1766 ; Grenville Papers, iii. 353.
* Grenville Papers, iii. 374 ; "Walp. Mem., ii. 288 ; Rockingham

Mem., i. 277, 292.
' GrenTille Papers, iii. 374. * Rockingham Mem., i. 300.
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Ministers had to contend against another diffi-

TheHnff-s cultj, which the tactics of the court had
friends.

created. Not only were they opposed by

independent members of the court party ; but mem-
bers holding office,—upon whose support ministers

were justified in relying,—were encouraged to op-

pose them ; and retained their offices, while voting

in the ranks of the opposition. The king, who had

punished with so much severity any opposition to

measures which he approved, now upheld and pro-

tected those placemen, who opposed the ministerial

measures to which he himself objected. In vain

ministers remonstrated against their conduct : the

king was ready with excuses and promises ; but his

chosen band were safe from the indignation of the

government. Nor was their opposition confined to

the repeal of the Stamp Act,—a subject on which

they might have affected to entertain conscientious

scruples : but it was vexatiously continued against

the general measures of the administration.' Well

might Mr. Burke term this ' an opposition of a new

and singular character,—an opposition of placemen

and pensioners.'^ Lord Eockingham protested

against such a system while in office ;' and after his

dismissal, took occasion to observe to his Majesty,

that ' when he had the honour of being in his

Majesty's service, the measures of administration

were thwarted and obstructed by men in office,

acting like a corps ; that he flattered himself it was

' Walp. Mem., ii. 259, 331, n. ; Eockingham Mem., i. 250, 294,

321.
* A Short Account of a Late Short Administration.
• Walp. Mem., ii. 322.
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not entirely with his majesty's inclination, and

would assure him it was very detrimental to his

service.'' This system, to use the words of Mr.

Burke, tended ' to produce neither the security of

a free government, nor the energy of a monarchy

that is absolute.' ^

The king, meanwhile, had resolved to overthrow

the Eockingham ministry, which was on every ac-

count distasteful to him. He disapproved their

liberal policy: he was jealous of their powerful

party, which he was bent on breaking up ; and,

above all, he resented their independence. He
desired ministers to execute his will ; and these

men and their party were the obstacles to the che-

rished object of his ambition.

At length, in July, 1766, they were ungraciously

dismissed;* and his Majesty now expected,
^uj^eof

from the hands of Mr. Pitt, an adminis- ^-n-^^^

tration better suited to his own views and ^^^^'

policy. Mr. Pitt's greatness had naturally pointed

him out as the fittest man for such a task ; and

there were other circumstances which made him
personally acceptable to the king Haughty as was

the demeanour of that distinguished man in the

senate, and among his equals, his bearing in the

royal presence was humble and obsequious. The
truth of Mr. Burke's well-known sarcasm, that ' the

least peep into that closet intoxicates him, and will

to the end of his life,'* was recognised by all his

' Eockingham Mem., ii. 63.
* Present Discontents, Works, ii. 721.
' Walp. Mem., ii. 337.
* Letter to Lord Eockingham, Eockingham Mem., ii. 260.
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contemporaries.' A statesman with at least the

outward qualities of a courtier, was likely to give

the king some repose, after his collisions with the

two last ministries. He now undertook to form an

administration, under the Duke of Grrafton, with the

ofifice of privy seal, and a seat in the Upper House,

as Earl of Chatham.

For another reason also, Lord Chatham was ac-

The king's
ceptablc to the king. They agreed, though

* m^r fo^ different reasons, in the policy of
parties. breaking up party connections. This was

now the settled object of the king, which he pur-

sued with unceasing earnestness. In writing to

Lord Chatham, July 29th, 1766,'* he said, ' I know

the Earl of Chatham will zealously give his aid to-

wards destroying all party distinctions, and restoring

that subordination to government which can alone

preserve that inestimable blessing, liberty, from de-

generating into licentiousness.'^ Again, December

2nd, 1766, he wrote to the Earl of Chatham : ' To

rout out the present method of parties banding to-

gether, can only be obtained by withstanding their

imjust demands, as well as the engaging able

' Chase Price said, ' that at the lev^e, he (i.e. Lord Chatham) used

to bow so low, you could see the tip of his hooked nose between his

legs.'

—

Rockingham Mem., ii. 83. He had been in the habit of

kneeling at the bedside of George II., while transacting business.—r;*

WraxalVs Mem., ii. 53. That he was ever true to his character, is

illustrated by the abject terms of his letter to the king on resigning

tltf oflSce of privy seal, two years afterwards. ' Under this load of

unhappiness, I will not despair of your Majesty's pardon, while I

supplicate again on my knees your Majesty's mercy, and most hum-
bly implore your Majesty's royal permission to resign that high

office.'—14th October, 1768 ; Chatham Corr., iii. 314.
- Intr, to vol. iii. of Bedford Corr., xxvii.

* Chatham Corr., iii. 21.
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1

men, be their private connections where they will.''

And again, on the 25th June, 1767 : 'I am tho-

roughly resolved to encounter any difficulties rather

than yield to faction.' ^

By this policy the king hoped to further his

cherished scheme of increasing his own
personal

personal influence. To overcome the Whig
of^t"Jfe"*^®

connection, was to bring into office the ^°^*

friends of Lord Bute, and the court party who were

subservient to his views. Lord Chatham adopted

the king's policy for a very different purpose.

Though in outward observances a courtier, he was a

constitutional statesman, opposed to government by

prerogative, and court influence. His career had

been due to his own genius : independent of party,

and superior to it, he had trusted to his eloquence,

Ms statesmanship, and popularity. And now, by

breaking up parties, he hoped to rule over them all.

His project, however, completely failed. Having

offended and exasperated the Whigs, he found him-

self at the head of an administration composed of

the king's friends, who thwarted him, and of other

discordant elements, over which he had no control.

He discovered, when it was too late, that the king

had been more sagacious than himself,— and that

while his own power and connections had crumbled

away, the court party had obtained a dangerous as-

cendency. Parties had been broken up, and prero-

gative triumphed. The leaders of parties had been

reduced to insignificance, while the king directed

public affairs according to his own will, and upon

' Chatham Coit., iii. 137. * Ibid., 276.
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principles dangerous to public liberty. According

to Burke, when Lord Chatham ' had accomplished

his scheme of administration, he was no longer

minister.'' To repair the mischief which had been

done, he afterwards sought an alliance with the party

which, when in power, he had alienated from him.

' Former little dififerences must be forgotten,' he

said, ' when the contest is 'pro aris et focisJ'
'

Meanwhile, other circumstances contributed to

increase the influence of the king. Much of Lord

Chatham's popularity had been sacrificed by the

acceptance of a peerage ; and his personal influence

was diminished by his removal from the house of

Commons, where he had been paramount. His

holding so obscure a place as that of Privy Seal,

fiu'ther detracted from his weight as a minister.

His melancholy prostration soon afterwards, in-

creased the feebleness and disunion of the adminis-

tration. Though his was its leading mind, for

months he was incapacitated from attending to any

business. He even refused an interview to the Duke

of Grrafton, the premier,^ and to General Conway,

though commissioned by the king to confer with

him.* It is not surprising that the Duke of

Grrafton should complain of the languor under which

' every branch of the administration laboured from

his absence.'* Yet the king, writing to Lord

Chatham, January 23rd, 1768, to dissuade him from

' Speech on American Taxation.
* Rockingham Mem., ii. 143.

» Chatham Corr., iii. 218.

« "Walp. Mem., ii. 433.
* liOtter to Jlord Chatham, 8th February, 1767 ; Chatham Corr.,

lii. 194.
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resigning the Privy Seal, said :
' Thougli confined

to your house, your name has been sufficient to en-

able my administration to proceed.'^ At length,

however, in October, 1768, completely broken down,

he resigned his office, and withdrew from the

administration.'

The absence of Lord Chatham, and the utter dis-

organisation of the ministry, left the king free to

exercise his own influence, and to direct the policy

of the country, without control. Had Lord Chatham

been there, the ministry would have had a policy of

its own : now it had none, and the Duke of Grrafton

and Lord North,—partly from indolence, and partly

from facility,—consented to follow the stronger will

of their sovereign.^

On his side, the king took advantage of the dis-

mption of party ties, which he had taken pains to

promote. In the absence of distinctive principles,

and party leaders, members of Parliament were ex-

posed to the direct influence of the crown. Accord-

ing to Horace Walpole, ' everybody ran to court,

and voted for whatever the court desired.'^ The

main object of the king in breaking up parties, had

thus been secured.

On the resignation of the Duke of Grrafton, the

» Chatham Corr., iii. 318.
* In his letter to the king, October 14th, he said, 'AH chance of

recoTery will be precluded by my continuing longer to hold the Privy

Seal.*—/W«i., iii. 314.

So little hath Lord Chatham's illness been assumed for political

purposes, as it was frequently represented, that in August, 1777, he

gave Lady Chatham a general letter of attorney, empowering her to

transact all business for him.

—

IbH., iii. 282.
» Walp. Mem., iii. 62, 67, n.

* BM., ii. 381, n. See also ibid., iii. 92.
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king's ascendency in the councils of his ministers

Lord
"^^^ further increased by the accession

m?^toy, of Lord North to the chief direction
^'^^^'

of public affairs. That minister, by prin-

ciple a Tory, and favourable to prerogative,—in

character indolent and good-tempered,—and per-

sonally attached to the king,—yielded up his own

opinions and judgment ; and for years consented to

be the passive instrument of the royal will.^ The

persecution of "Wilkes, the straining of parliamen-

tary privilege, and the coercion of America, were

the disastrous fruits of the court policy. Through-

out this administration, the king staked his per-

sonal credit upon the success of his measures ; and

regarded opposition to his minister as an act of dis-

loyalty, and their defeat as an affront to himself. "-^

In 1770, Lord Chatham stated in Parliament, that

since the king's accession there had been no original

{i. e. independent) minister ;3 and examples abound

of the king's personal participation in every politi-

cal event of this period.

While the opposition were struggling to reverse

Public ^^^ proceedings of the House of Commons

rwtoiby against Wilkes, and Lord Chatham was
the king.

about to move an address for dissolving

' Walp. Mem., ii. 95, n. ; ib., iii. 106 n. ; Wraxall's Mem., i. 123.

Mr. Massey says. Lord North -was ' the only man of Parliament-
ary reputation who woiild not have insisted ' on the expulsion of the
king's friends.— ifis^., 1. 424. Always in favour of power and
authority, ' he supported the king against the aristocracy, the par-

liament against the people, and the nation against the colonies.'

—

Ibid., 425.
* Walp. Mem., iii. 200 and n. ; iv. 75 ; Corr. of Geo. III. with

Lord North ; i. 63 et seq., 202.
« Ibid., iv. 94; Hansard's Pari. Hist., xvi. 842 (March 2nd,

1770).
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Parliament, the king's resentment knew no bounds.

In conversations with General Conway, at this time,

he declared he would abdicate his crown rather than

comply with this address, ' Yes,' said the king,

laying his hand on his sword, ' I will have recourse

to this, sooner than yield to a dissolution of Parlia-

ment.' ^ And opinions have not been wanting, that

the king was actually prepared to resist what he

deemed an invasion of his prerogative, by military

force.^

On the 26th February, 1772, while the Royal

Marriage Bill was pending in the House of Lords,

the king thus wrote to Lord North :
' I expect every

nerve to be strained to carry the bill. It is not a

question relating to administration, but personally

to myself: therefore I have a right to expect a

hearty support from every one in my service, and I

shall remember defaulters.'^ Again, on the 14th

March, 1772, he wrote: 'I wish a list could be

prepared of those that went away, and of those

that deserted to the minority (on division in the

committee). That would be a rule for my con-

duct in the drawing-room to-morrow.' ^ Again,

in another letter, he said :
' I am greatly incensed

at the presumption of Charles Fox, in forcing you

to vote with him last night.' ^ 'I

hope you will let him know that you are not in-

« 14th May, 1770. Eockingham Mem,, ii. 179.

' Massey, Hist., i. p. 489.

* Fox Mem., i. 76 ; Lord Brougham's Works, iii. 79.

* Lord Brougham's Works, iii. 80.

' 15th February, 1774. In proceedings against printers of a libel

on the speaker, Sir F. Norton.
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sensible of his conduct towards you.' ' And the

king's confidence in his own influence over the deli-

berations of Parliament, appears from another letter,

on the 26th June, 1774, where he said, ' I hope the

crown will always be able, in either House of Par-

liament, to throw out a bill ; but I shall never con-

sent to use any expression which tends to establish,

that at no time the right of the crown to dissent is

to be used.'

'

The king watched not only how members spoke

and voted,' or whether they abstained from voting ;*

but even if they were silent, when he had ex-

pected them to speak.^ No ' whipper-in ' from

the Treasury could have been more keen or full

of expedients, in influencing the votes of mem-
bers in critical divisions.^ He was ready, also,

to take advantage of the absence of opponents.

Hearing that Mr. Fox was going to Paris, he wrote

to Lord North, on the 15th November, 1776:

" Bring as much forward as you can before the re-

cess, as real business is never so well considered

* Fox Mem., i. 99. ; Lord Brougham's Works, iii. 84 ; Corr. of

Geo. III. with Lord North, i. 170.
^ Lord Brougham's Works, iii. 85.
* King to Lord North, 5th April, 1770 ; Lord Brougham's Works,

iii. 71, 88, 106, 108.

* King to Lord North, 12th March. 1772; 6th April, 2oth Oct.,

1778 ; 28th Feb., 4th and 9th March, 1779 ; Corr. of Geo. UI. with

Lord North, i. 96, &c.
* King to Lord North, 7th Jan., 1770. 'Surprised that T.

Townsend was silent.'—King to Lord North, 19th Dec, 1772.

Bnd., 81. 'I should think Lord G. Germaine might with great pro-

priety have said a few words to put the defence in motion.'—King to

Lord North, 2nd Feb., 1778. Lord Brougham's Works, iii. 105.

He was incensed against Dundas for the same reason, 24th Feb.,

mS.—Ibid., 106.
* King to Lord North, 9th Feb., 1775 ; 5th and 9th March. 1779.
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as when the attention of the House is not taken

np with noisy declamation.''

Military officers were still exposed to marks of the

king's displeasure. In 1773, Colonel Barre Dismissal

and Sir Hugh Williams, both refractory °*° '^^^

members of Parliament, were passed over in a brevet,

or promotion : and Colonel Barre, in order to mark

his sense of the injustice of this act of power, re-

signed his commission in the army.' The king,

however, appears to have modified his opinions as

to his right of depriving members of military com-

mands, on account of their conduct in Parliament.

Writing to Lord North, on the 5th March, 1779,

he says : ' I am strongly of opinion that the general

officers, who through Parliament have got govern-

ments, should, on opposing, lose them. This is

very different from removing them from their

military commands.' ^ On the 9th March he writes

:

* I wish to see the list of the defaulters, who have

either employments, or military governments.'*

Not without many affronts, and much unpopu-

larity, the king and his minister longf The king

11 11 • • • T» 1. Wentifies

tnumphed over all opposition m Parlia- wmseif with

w>, 1
Lord North's

ment;' but in 1778, the signal failure of ministry.

their policy, the crisis in American affairs, and the

impending war with France, obliged them to enter

into negotiations with Lord Chatham, for the ad-

• Lord Brougham's Works, iii. 97.
« Chatham Corr., iv. 243, 251.
' Lord Brougham's Works, iii. 130 ; Corr. of Geo. III. with Lord

North, ii. 239.
« Corr. of Geo. III. with Lord Vorth, ii. 239.
» Fox Mem., i. 116, 119.
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mission of that statesman and some of the leaders

of opposition into the ministry. The king needed

their assistance, but was resolved not to adopt their

policy. He would accept them as instruments of

his own vdll, but not as responsible ministers. If

their counsels should prevail, he would himself be

humiliated and disgraced.

In a letter to Lord North, on the 15th March,

1778, the king says :
' Honestly, I would rather lose

the crown I now wear, than bear the ignominy of

possessing it under their shackles.' ^ And, again, on

the 17th of March, he writes : «I am still ready to

accept any part of them that will come to the assist-

ance of my present efficient ministers ; but, whilst

any ten men in the kingdom will stand by me, I will

not give myself up to bondage. My dear Lord, I

will rather risk my crown than do what I think per-

sonally disgraceful. It is impossible this nation

should not stand by me. If they will not, they shall

have another king, for I never will put my hand to

what will make me miserable to the last hour of my
life.'* Again, on the 18th, he writes : 'Eather than

be shackled by those desperate men (if the nation

will not stand by me), I will rather see any form of

government introduced into this island, and lose my
crown, rather than wear it as a disgrace.' ' The

failure of these negotiations, followed by the death

' Lord Brougham's Works, iii. 108 ; Fox Mem., i. 189. There is

another letter, in a similar strain, on the 16th March ; Corr. of Geo.

in. with Lord North, ii. 151.

* Lord Brougham's Works, iii. 110 j Fox Mem., i. 191 ; Corr. of

Geo. in. with Lord North, ii. 153.
* Lord Brougham's Works, iii. Ill ; Fox Mem., i. 193 ; Corr. of

Geo. III. with Lord North, ii. 157.
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of Lord Chatham, left unchanged the unfortunate

administration of Lord North.

Overtures, indeed, were made to the Whig leaders,

to join a new ministry under Lord Wey- ^he wng

mouth, which were, perhaps unwisely, de- hi^^^own

clined ;
^ and henceforth the king was re-

^"^'^^^

solved to admit none to his councils without exacting

a pledge of compliance with his wishes. Thus, on

the 4th February, 1779, writing to Lord North, he

says :
' You may now sound Lord Howe ; but, before

I name him to preside at the Admiralty Board, I

must expect an explicit declaration that he will

zealously concur in prosecuting the war in all the

quarters of the globe.' ^ Again, on the 22nd Jime,

1779, he writes: 'Before I will hear of any man's

readiness to come into office, I will expect to see it

signed imder his own hand, that he is resolved to

keep the empire entire, and that no troops shall con-

sequently be withdrawn from thence (^. e. America),

nor independence ever allowed.' ^ It was not with-

out reason that this deplorable contest was called

the king's war.^

At this time it was openly avowed in the House

of Commons by Lord George Grermaine, that the

king was his own minister ; and Mr. Fox lamented
' that his Majesty was his own unadvised minister.'*

Nor was it unnatural that the king should expect

' Fox Mem., i. 207 ; Lord J. Russell's Life of Fox, i. 193.
* Lord Brougham's Works, iii. 127 ; Fox. Mem., i. 211, 212.
» VM., 236.
* Pari. Hist., xii. 867; Walp. Mem,, iv. 11 4; Nicholl'a Recoil.,

i. 36.

* Dec. 4th, 1778, on Mr. Coke's motion upon Clinton's procuuna-
tion ; Fox Mem., i. 203.
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such submission from other statesmen, when his first

minister was carrying out a policy of which he dis-

approved, but wanted resolution to resist''—and

when Parliament had hitherto supported his ill-

omened measures. Lord North did not conceal his

own views concerning the continuance of the Ameri-

can war. In announcing to the king the resignation

of Lord Gower, who was of opinion that the contest

' must end in ruin to his Majesty and the country,'

he said :
' in the argument Lord North had certainly

one disadvantage, which is that he held in his heart,

and has held for three years past, the same opinion

as Lord Grower.'* Yet the minister submitted to

the stronger will of his royal master.

Again, however, the king was reduced to treat with

Is forced to
^^® Opposition ; but was not less resolute

thToppcH^ in his determination that no change of
ation.

ministers should affect the policy of his

measures. On the 3rd December, 1779, he wa?

prevailed upon to give Lord Thurlow authority to

open a negotiation with the leaders of the opposition;

and expressed his willingness ' to admit into his con-

fidence and service any men of public spirit and

talents, who will join with part of the present

ministry in forming one on a more enlarged scale,

provided it be understood that every means are to

be employed to keep the empire entire, to prosecute

the present just and unprovoked war in all its

branches, with the utmost vigour, and that his

Majesty's past measures be treated with proper

' Fox Mem., i. 211, 212.
•' King's Letters to Lord North ; Lord Brougham's Works, iii.
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1

respect.'' Finding the compliance of independent

statesmen less ready than he desired, he writes to

Lord Thurlow, on the 18th December, 'From the

cold disdain with which I am treated, it is evident

to me what treatment I am to expect from the oppo-

sition, if I was to call them into my service. To

obtain their support, I must deliver up my person,

my principles, and my dominions into their hands.' '^

In other words, the king dreaded the admission of

any ministers to his councils, who claimed an inde-

pendent judgment upon the policy for which thev

would become responsible.

In the meantime, the increasing influence of the

crown, and the active personal exercise of Protests
' ' against the

its prerogatives,' were attracting the atten- influence ot
t o ^ o the crown,

tion of the people and of Parliament. In "^^-^o-

the debate on the address at the opening of Par-

liament, on the 25th November, 1779, Mr. Fox

said : ' He saw very early indeed, in the present

reign, the plan of government which had been laid

down, and had since been invariably pursued in every

department. It was not the mere rumour of the

streets that the king was his own minister : the fatal

truth was evident, and had made itself evident in

every circumstance of the war carried on against

America and the West Indies.'' This was denied

by ministers ;* but evidence, not accessible to con-

' Lord Broxigham's Works, iii. 139 ; Fox Mem., i. 237.
' Lord Brougham's Works, iii. 140; Fox Mem., i. 238.
» Pari. Hist., XX. 1120.
* See the speeches of the Lord Advocate, the Secretary-at-Wnr

and Attorney-General, ilnd., 1130, 1138, 1140.
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temporaries, has since made his statement indisput-

ahle.

Early in the following year, numerous public

meetings were held, associations formed, and peti-

tions presented in favour of economic reforms ; and

complaining of the undue influence of the crown,

and of the patronage and corruption by which it was

maintained.' It was for the redress of these griev-

ances that Mr. Burke offered his celebrated scheme

of economical reform. He confessed that the main

object of this scheme was ' the reduction of that cor-

rupt influence, which is itself the perennial spring

of all prodigality and of all disorder ; which loads us

more than millions of debt ; which takes away

vigour from our arms, wisdom from our councils,

and every shadow of authority and credit from the

most venerable parts of our constitution.'

'

On the 6th April, Mr. Dunning moved resolutions,

Mr Dun- ^^ ^ Committee ofthe whole House, founded

^uftfo^ upon these petitions. The first, which is

^'^^' memorable in political history, aflBrmed

' that the influence of the crown has increased, is in-

creasing, and ought to be diminished.' ^ The Lord

Advocate, Mr. Dimdas, endeavoured to diminish the

force of this resolution by the prefatory words, ' that

it is necessary to declare ;' but Mr. Fox, on behalf

of the opposition, at once assented to this amend-

ment, and the resolution was carried by a majority

of eighteen. A second resolution was agreed to,

without -a division, affirming the right of the House

' Pari. Hist., xx., 1370 ; Ann. Keg., xxiii. 85.
"^ Feb. 11th, 1780; Pari. Hist., xxi. 2 (published speech).

» Pari. Hist., xxi. 339.
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to correct abuses in the civil list expenditure, and

every other branch of the public revenue ; and also

a third, afiSrming ' that it is the duty of this House

to provide, as far as may be, an immediate and

eflFectual redress of the abuses complained of in the

petitions presented to this House.' The opposition,

finding themselves in a majority, pushed forward

their success. They would consent to no delay;

and these resolutions were immediately reported and

agreed to by the House. This debate was signalised

by the opposition speech of Sir Fletcher Norton, the

Speaker, who bore his personal testimony to the in-

creased and increasing influence of the crown.' The
king, writing to Lord North, on the 11th April,

concerning these obnoxious resolutions, said :
' I

wish I did not feel at whom they were personally

levelled.'

2

The same matters were also debated, in this ses-

sion, in the House of Lords. The debate Lord shei-

on the Earl of Shelbume's motion, of the nTo'Son on

8th February, for an inquiry into the ^dlti^^'.

public expenditure, brought out further testimo-

nies to the influence of the crown. Of these the

most remarkable was given by the Marquess of

Kockingham ; who asserted that since the acces-

sion of the king, there had been ' a fixed determi-

nation to govern this country under the forms of

law, through the influence of the crown.' * Every-

thing within and without, whether in cabinet, Par-

liament, or elsewhere, carried about it the most

' See also Chap. IV,
* King's Letters to Lord North ; Lord Brougham's Works, iii.

144.
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unequivocal marks of such a system : the whole

economy of executive government, in all its branches,

proclaimed it, whether professional, deliberative, or

official. The supporters of it in books, pamphlets,

and newspapers, avowed it, and defended it with-

out reserve. It was early in the present reign pro-

mulged as a court axiom, ' that the power and

influence of the crown alone was sufficient to support

any set of men his Majesty might think proper to

call to his councils.' The fact bore evidence of its

truth : for through the influence of the crown, ma-
jorities had been procured to support any men or

any measiires, which an administration, thus con-

stituted, thought proper to dictate.'

'

This very motion provoked the exercise of pre-

intimida- logative, in an arbitrary and offensive form,
tionof.°

.

peers. m order to influence the votes of peers, and

to intimidate opponents. The Marquess of Carmar-

then and the Earl of Pembroke had resigned their

offices in the household, in order to give an inde-

pendent vote. Before the former had voted, he

received notice that he was dismissed from the lord-

lieutenancy of the East Eiding of the county of

York ;' and soon after the latter had recorded his

vote, he was dismissed from the lord-lieutenancy of

Wiltshire,—an office which had been held by bis

family, at difierent times, for centuries.' This fla-

grant exercise of prerogative could not escape the

' Pari. Hist., xx. 1346.
2 Ibid., 1340.
' His dismissal was by the personal orders of the king, who wrote

to Lord North, 10th Feb., 1780 :
' I cannot choose the lieutenancy of

Wiltshire should be in the hands of opposition.'
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notice of Parliament ; and on the Gth March, Lord

Shelburne moved an address praying the king to

acquaint the House whether he had been advised,

and by whom, to dismiss these peers ' from their

employments, for their conduct in Parliament.'

The motion was negatived by a large majority: but

the imconstitutional acts of the king were strongly

condemned in debate ; and again animadversions

were made upon the influence of the crown, more

especially in the administration of the army and

militia.^

On the meeting of Parliament, on the 27th

November, 1781, amendments were moved
p^,^.

in both Houses, in answer to the king's
^f'^thfin.

speech, when strong opinions were expressed the crown,

regarding the influence of the crown, and ^^ ^*

the irregular and irresponsible system under which

the government of the country was conducted. The

Duke of Eichmond said, ' that the country was

governed by clerks,—each minister confining him-

self to his own office,—and, consequently, instead of

responsibility, union of opinion, and concerted mea-

sures, nothing was displayed but dissension, weak-

ness, and corruption.' The 'interior cabinet,' he

declared, had been the ruin of this country.'* The

Marquess of Eockingham described the system of

government pursued since the commencement of the

reign as ' a prospective system,—a system of favour-

itism and secret influence.' ^ Mr. Fox imputed all

the defeats and disasters of the American war to the

influence of the crown.*

• ParL Hist, xxi. 218. * Ibid., xxii. 651.
« Md., 655. « Ihid., 706.
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The king was never diverted, by defeat and

TT „.i « o, disaster, from his resolution to maintain the
ttrow of ^g^j. ^^}j America : but the House of Com-

ministry, mons was uow determined upon peace ; and
^^*^' a struggle ensued which was to decide the

fate of the minister, and to overcome, by the power

of Parliament, the stubborn will of the king. On
the 22nd February, 1782, Greneral Conway moved

an address deprecating the continuance of the war,

but was defeated by a majority of one.^ On the

27th, he proposed another address with the same

object. Lord North begged for a short respite : but

an adjournment being refused by a majority of nine-

teen, the motion was agreed to without a division.'^

On the receipt of the king's answer, Greneral Con-

way moved a resolution that ' the House will consider

as enemies to the king and country all who shall

advise, or by any means attempt, the further prose-

cution of offensive war, for the purpose of reducing

the revolted colonies to obedience by force.'' In

reply to this proposal. Lord North astonished the

House by announcing,—^not that he proposed to re-

sign on the reversal of the policy, to which he was

pledged,—but that he was prepared to give effect to

the instructions of the House I ISIr. Fox repudiated

the principle of a minister remaining in office, to

carry out the policy of his opponents, against his

own judgment ; and Greneral Conway's resolution was

agreed to. Lord North, however, persevered with

his propositions for peace, and declared his deter-

' Pari. Hist., xxii. 1028.
« Ibid., 1064.
» 4th March. IhH., 1067.
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mination to retain office until the king should com-

mand him to resign, or the House should point out

to him, in the clearest manner, the propriety of with-

drawing.^ No time was lost in pressing him with

the latter alternative. On the 8th March, a motion-

of Lord John Cavendish, charging all the misfor-

tunes of the war upon the incompetency of the

ministers, was lost by a majority of ten.'' On the

15th, Sir J. Eous moved that ' the House could no

longer repose confidence in the present ministers,'

and his motion was negatived by a majority of

nine.^ On the 20th the assault was about to be

repeated, when Lord North announced his resig-

nation.*

The king had watched this struggle with great

anxiety, as one personal to himself. Writing The king's
concern at

to Lord North on the 17th March, after the fate of

his minis-

the motion of Sir J. Eous, he said :
' I am ters.

resolved not to throw myself into the hands of the

opposition at all events; and shall certainly, if

things go as they seem to tend, know what my
conscience as well as honour dictates, as the only

way left for me.'^ He even desired the royal yacht

to be prepared, and talked as if nothing were now
left for him but to retire to Hanover.^ But it had

become impossible to retain any longer in his service

that ' confidential minister,' whom he had * always

• Pari. Hist., 1107. * Md. xxii. 1114.
• Ibid. 1170. « Ibid. 1214.
• Fox Mem., i. 288 ; King's Letters to Lord North ; Corr. of

George III. with Lord North, ii. 414.
• Fox Mem., i. 287 (Lord Holland's text).
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treated more as his friend than minister.'' By the

earnest solicitations of the king,^ Lord North had

been induced to retain ojQfice against his own wishes

:

he had persisted in a policy of which he disapproved

;

and when forced to abandon it, he still held his

ground, in order to protect the king from the

intrusion of those whom his Majesty regarded as

his personal enemies.' He was now fairly driven

from his post, and the king, appreciating the personal

devotion of his minister, rewarded his zeal and

fidelity with a munificent present from the privy

purse.*

The king's correspondence with Lord North*

The king's givcs US a remarkable insight into the

during Lord relations of his Maiesty With that minister,
North's

, . , , ,.1
ministay. and With the government of the country.

Not only did he direct the minister in all important

matters of foreign and domestic policy, but he

instructed him as to the management of debates in

Parliament, suggested what motions should be made

' King to Lord North, 2nd June, 1778.
* King's Letters to Lord North, 31st Jan., 17th, 22nd, 23rd, 29th,

and 30th March, 8th April, May 6th, 26th, &c., 1778; 30th Nov.,

1779 ; 19th May, 1780 ; 19th March, 1782.
* On the 19th March, 1782, the very day before he announced

his intention to resign, the king wrote :
' If you resign before I

have decided what to do, you will certainly for ever forfeit my
regard.'

* The king, in his letter to Lord North, says: 'Allow me to

assist you with 10,000^., 15,000^., or even 20,000/., if that will be
sufficient.'

—

Lord Brougham's Life of George UL; Works, iii. 18.

Mr. Adolphus states, from private information, that the present
amounted to 30,000/. In 1777 he had also offered Lord North
15,000/., or 20,000/. if necessary, to set his affairs in order.

—

Corr.

of George III. with Lord North, ii. 82.
' Appendix to Lord Brougham's Life of Lord North; Works, iii.

67. Corr. of George III. with Lord North ; by W. B. Donne, 2 vols.

8vo. 1867.
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or opposed, and how measures should be carried. He
reserved to himself all the patronage,—he arraiaged

the entire cast of the administration,—settled the

relative places and pretensions of ministers of state,

of law officers, and members of his household,

—

nominated and promoted the English and Scotch

judges,—appointed and translated bishops, nom-

inated deans, and dispensed other preferments in

the church.^ He disposed of military governments,

regiments, and commissions ; and himself ordered

the marching of troops.'* He gave or refused titles,

honours, and pensions.^ All his directions were

peremptory: Louis the Great himself could not

have been more royal:—he enjoyed the conscious-

ness of power, and felt himself ' every inch a

king.'

But what had been the result of twenty years of

kingcraft ? Whenever the king's personal Results of

influence had been the greatest, there had poucy.

been the fiercest turbulence and discontent among

the people, the most signal failures in the measures

of the government, and the heaviest disasters to the

state. Of all the evil days of England during this

king's long reign, the worst are recollected in the

ministries of Lord Bute, Mr. Grenville, the Duke of

' Corp. of George III. with Lord North, ii. 37, 212, 235, 368, et

passim. Wraxall's Mem., ii. 148. Much to his credit, he secured

tlie appointment of the poet Gray to the professorship of Modem
History at Cambridge, 8th March, 1771.

* 25th October, 1775 : ' On the receipt of your letter, / have
ordered Elliott's dragoons to march from Henley to Hounslow.'

• 'We must husband honours,' wrote the king to Lord North on
the 18th July, 1777, on refusing to make Sir W. Hamilton a privy-

councillor.
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Grafton, and Lord North. Nor had the royal will,

—

however potential with ministers,—prevailed in the

government of the country. He had been thwarted

and humbled by his parliaments, and insulted by

demagogues: parliamentary privilege, which he had

sought to uphold as boldly as his own prerogative,

had been defied and overcome by Wilkes and the

printers: the liberty of the press, which he would

have restrained, had been provoked into licentious-

ness ; and his kingdom had been shorn of some of

its fairest provinces.^

On the retirement of Lord North, the king sub-

Rockingham mittcd, with a bad grace, to the Eock-

1782. ' ingham administration. He found places,

indeed, for his own friends, but the policy of the

cabinet was as distasteful to him as were the persons

of some of the statesmen of whom it was composed.

Its first principle was the concession of independence

to America, which he had so long resisted: its

second was the reduction of the influence of the

crown, by the abolition of offices, the exclusion of

contractors from Parliament, and the disfranchise-

ment of revenue officers.' Shortly after its forma-

tion, Mr. Fox, writing to Mr. Fitzpatrick,^ said

:

' provided we can stay in long enough to give

a good stout blow to the influence of the crown,

I do not think it much signifies how soon we go out

after.'* This ministry was constituted of materials

' See Mr. Powys's apt quotation from Gibbon, 12th Deer., 1781
;

Pari. Hist., xxii. 803; Wraxall's Mem., ii. 460.
* Kockingham Mem., i. 452. » 28th April, 1782.
* Fox Mem., i. 317.
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not likely to unite,—of men who had supported the

late ministry, and of the leaders of the parliament-

ary opposition,— or, as Mr. Fox expressed it, 'it

consisted of two parts, one belonging to the king,

the other to the public.'^ Such men could not be

expected to act cordially together: but they aimed

their blow at the influence of the crown, by passing

the contractors' bill, the revenue officers' bill, and a

bill for the reduction of offices.* They also suffered

the former policy of the court to be stigmatised, by

expunging from the journals of the House of

Commons, the obnoxious resolutions which had

affirmed the disability of Wilkes. A ministry pro-

moting such measures as these, was naturally viewed

with distrust and ill-will by the court. So hard

was the struggle between them, that the surly

chancellor. Lord Thurlow,—who had retained his

office by the express desire of the king, and voted

against all the measures of the government,

—

affirmed that Lord Eockingham was ' bringing

things to a pass where either his head or the king's

must go, in order to settle which of them is to

govern the country.'^ The king was described by

his Tory friends as a prisoner in the hands of his

ministers, and represented in the caricatures of the

day, as being put in fetters by his gaolers.* In the

same spirit, ministers were termed the 'Eegency,'

' Fox Mem., i. 292 ; Lord John Russell's Life of Fox, i. 28i, et

seq. Lord John Russell says :
' It must be owned that the com-

position of the Rockingham ministry was a masterpiece of royal
skill.'—/6td. 285 ; Wraiall's Mem., iii. 10-18,

' See Chapter VL » Fox Mem., i. 294.
* Rockingham Mem., ii. 466.
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as if they had assumed to exercise the royal authority.

In a few months, however, this ministry, was on the

point of breaking up, in consequence of diflferences

of opinion and personal jealousies, when the death

of Lord Eockingham dissolved it.

Mr. Fox and his friends retired, and Lord Shel-

Lordshei- buTue, who had represented the king in

ministry. the late Cabinet, was placed at the head of

1782. * the new administration ; while Mr. Wil-

liam Pitt now first entered office, though little

more than twenty-three years of age, as Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer.^ The secession of the

popular party restored the king's confidence in his

ministers, who now attempted to govern by his

influence, and to maintain their position against a

formidable combination of parties. Horace Wal-

pole represents Lord Shelburne as ' trusting to

maintain himself entirely by the king ;
'^ and such

was the state of parties that, in truth, he had little

else to rely upon. In avowing this influence, he

artfully defended it, in the spirit of the king's

friends, by retorting upon the great Whig families.

He would never consent, he said, ' that the king of

England should be a king of the Mahrattas ; for

among the Mahrattas the custom is, it seems, for a

certain number of great lords to elect a Peishwah,

who is thus the creature of the aristocracy, and is

vested with the plenitude of power, while their

king is, in fact, nothing more than a royal pa-

geant.''

" Tomline's Life of Pitt, i. 86. « Fox Mem., ii. U.
» Paxl. Hist., xxii. 1003. '
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By breaking up parties, the king had hoped to

secure his independence and to enlarge
combina-

his own influence ; but now he was startled ti^ against

by a result which he had not anticipated. '^® ^*"^'

' Divide et impera ' had been his maxim, and to a

certain extent it had succeeded. Separation of

parties had enfeebled their opposition to his govern-

ment ; but now their sudden combination overthrew

it. When the preliminary articles of peace with

America were laid before Parliament, the . ^^^ ^^

parties of Lord North and Mr. Fox,—so
'""^°°-'

long opposed to each other, and whose political

hostility had been embittered by the most acri-

monious disputes,—formed a ' Coalition,' i7th and
, , , . , 21st Feb.,

and outvoted the government, m the nss.

House of Commons.^ Overborne by numbers, the

minister resigned; and the king alone confronted

this powerful coalition. The struggle which ensued

was one of the most critical in our modern consti-

tutional history. The royal prerogatives on the

one side, and the powers of Parliament on the

other, were more strained than at any time since

the Revolution. But the issue illustrated the

paramount influence of the crown.

The leaders of the coalition naturally expected to

succeed to power ; but the king was resolved to

resist their pretensions. He sought Mr. Pitt's

assistance to form a government ; and with such a

minister, would have braved the united forces of

the opposition. But that sagacious statesman,

' Lord Auckland's Corr., i. 9, 41.
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though not yet twenty-four years of age,' had taken

an accurate survey of the state of parties, and of

public opinion ; and seeing that it was not yet the

time for putting himself in the front of the battle,

he resisted the solicitations of his Majesty, and the

advice of his friends, in order to await a more

fitting opportunity of serving his sovereign.^ In

vain did the king endeavour once more to disunite

the coalition, by making separate proposals to Lord

North and the Duke of Portland. The new con-

federacy was not to be shaken,—and the king found

himself at its mercy. It was long, however, before

he would submit. He wrote to Lord Weymouth
* to desire his support against his new tyrants ; '

^

and ' told the Lord Advocate that sooner than yield

he would go to Hanover, and had even prevailed

upon the queen to consent.' From this resolution

he was probably dissuaded by the rough counsels of

Lord Thurlow. ' Your Majesty may go,' said he,

* nothing is more easy : but you may not find it so

easy to return, when your Majesty becomes tired of

staying there.' It was not until the country had

been for seventeen days without a government, that

the king agreed to Lord North's scheme of a coali-

tion ministry. But further difficulties were raised

;

and at length the House of Commons interposed.

23rd After several debates,—in one of which
March,
1783. Mr. Fox accused the king's secret friends

of breaking off the negotiation,—the House ad-

> Mr. Pitt was born 28th May, 1759,
« Tomline's Life of Pitt, i. 140 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i.

103-111 ; Letters of the King to Mr, Pitt, Ibid., App. ii, iii.

' Fox Mem., ii. 42 (Horace Walpole).
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dressed his Majesty to form ' an administration

entitled to the confidence of his people.' The ad-

dress was graciously answered ; but still no ministry

was formed. Again the king pressed Mr.
24th

Pitt to become his premier, who again ^'*''<='>-

firmly and finally refused.* At length, after an ex-

traordinary interval of thirty-seven days, coaution
ministry,

from the 24th February to the 2nd April, nss.

the coalition ministry was completed under the Duke

of Portland.''

Such are the vicissitudes of political life, that

Lord North, who for years had been the
Eflfortaof

compliant and obsequious minister of the yon^'^re-

king, was now forcing his way into ofl&ce, ^nTsia!

in alliance with Mr. Fox, the king's most ^'^^'^*=®-

dreaded opponent, and lately his own. While the

king was yet holding them at bay, the new friends

were concerting measures for restraining his future

influence. As no one had submitted to that in-

fluence so readily as Lord North, we cannot intrude

into their secret conferences without a smile. Mr.

Fox insisted that the king should not be suflered to

be his own minister, to which Lord North replied

:

'If you mean there should not be a government

by departments, I agree with you. I think it a

very bad system. There should be one man, or

' Tomline'8 Life of Pitt, i. 150; Letter to the King, 25th March,
1783 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. App. ii. ; Wraxall's Mem., iii^

337, 363, 374, &c.
" The king availed himself of his freedom from ministerial re-

straint, to fill up the vacant see of Canterbury. The translation of
Dr. Moore, Bishop of Bangor, was completed on the very day on
which the coalition ministry was finally installed.— WraxalCa Mem.,
iii. 349.

VOL. I. F
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a cabinet, to govern the whole, and direct every

measure. Government by departments was not

brought in by me. I found it so, and had not

the vigour and resolution to put an end to it. The
king ought to be treated with all sort of respect

and attention : but the appearance of power is all

that a king of this country can have. Though the

government in my time was a government by depart-

ments, the whole was done by the ministers, except

in a few instances.'

'

But whatever were the views of ministers re-

The king's garding the king's future authority, he

to'iiiB'^ himself had no intention of submitting to
isters.

them. He did not attempt to disguise his

repugnance to the ministry which had been forced

upon him : but, avowini^ that he yielded to com-

pulsion, gave them to understand that they need

expect no support from him, and that he would not

create any British peers upon their recommendation.

He told Lord Temple ' that to such a ministry he

never would give his confidence, and that he would

take the first moment for dismissing them.'^ The

coalition had not found favour in the country ; and

no pains were spared, by the king's friends, to

increase its unpopularity. Meanwhile the king

watched all the proceedings of his ministers with

jealousy, thwarted them whenever he could, criti-

cised their policy, and openly assumed an attitude of

opposition.' Thus, writing to Mr. Fox, who, as

' Fox Mem., ii. 38
* Court and Cabinets of George III., i. 302 ; "Wraxall's Mem., iii.

378, iv. 490. * See Wraxall's Mem., iv. 627.
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secretary of state, was negotiating the peace, in

August, 1783, he said : ' I cannot say that I am so

surprised at France not putting the last strokes to

the definitive treaty, as soon as we may wish, as our

having totally disarmed, in addition to the extreme

anxiety shown for peace, during the whole period

that has ensued, since the end of February, 1782,

certainly makes her feel that she can have no

reason to apprehend any evil from so slighting a

proceeding.' ^

An opportunity soon arose for more active hostility.

Mr. Fox's India Bill had been brought into Mr. Pox-s

It IT !> r^ , . . „ India Bill,

the House 01 (Jommons; and, m spite of nss.

the most strenuous opposition, was being rapidly

passed by large majorities. It was denounced as

unconstitutional, and as an invasion of the prero-

gatives of the crown : but no means had been found

to stay its progress. The king now concerted with

his friends a bold and unscrupulous plan for de-

feating the bill, and overthrowing his ministers.

Instead of requiring the withdrawal or amendment

of the bill,—as he was entitled to do,—his name
was to be used, and an active canvass under- use of the

. . king's name
taken by his authority, against the measure against it.

of his own ministers. Though this plan was agreed

upon eight days before the bill reached the House

of Lords, it was cautiously concealed. To arrest the

progress of the bill in the Commons was hopeless

;

and the interference of the crown, in that House,

would have excited dangerous resentment. The

» Fox Mem., ii. 141.

F 2
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blow was therefore to be struck in the other House,

where it would have greater weight, and be attended

with less danger.' Lord Temple,—who had sug-

gested this plan, in concert with Lord Thurlow, and

to whom its execution was entrusted,—having had

an audience with his Majesty, declared himself

authorised to protest against the bill in the king's

name. And in order to leave no doubt as to his

commission, the following words were written upon

a card :

—

' His Majesty allows Earl Temple to say that

whoever voted for the India Bill, was not only not

his friend, but would be considered by him as an

enemy ; and if these words were not strong enough.

Earl Temple might use whatever words he might

deem stronger, and more to the purpose.'

'

With these credentials. Lord Temple proceeded to

canvass the peers,—with what success was soon

apparent. On the first reading, supported by Lord

Thurlow and the Duke of Eichmond, he gave the

signal of attack. The peers assumed a threatening

attitude,-'' and on the 15th December, placed the

ministers in a minority, on a question of adjourn-

ment. Little secrecy or reserve was maintained by

the king's friends, who took care to proclaim his

Majesty's wishes. The use made of the king's name
was noticed by the Duke of Portland, the Duke of

• Court and Cabinets of George III., i. 288, 289 ; Wraxall's Mem.,
iv. 557, et seq. 689 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 146.

2 Court and Cabinets of George III,, i. 288, 289 ; Fox Mem., ii.

253 ; Lord John Russell's Life of Fox, ii. 40.
' Many of them withdrew their proxies from the ministers a few

hours before the meeting of the House.

—

Pari. Hist., xxiv. 211.
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Richmond, and Earl Fitzwilliam : and was not denied

by Lord Temple.'

Mr. Fitzpatrick, writing to Lord Ossory, on the

15th December, said: 'the proxies of the king's

friends are arrived against the bill. The public is

full of alarm and astonishment at the treachery, as

well as the imprudence, of this unconstitutional

interference. Nobody guesses what will be the con-

sequences of a conduct that is generally compared to

that of Charles L, in 1641."

Before the success of the court measures was com-

plete, the Commons endeavoured to arrest ouhe'com^

them. On the 17th December, Mr. Baker, ^h^J^^^j"'*

after denouncing secret advice to the crown, nam^'.°^*

against its responsible ministers, and the itss.^^''

use of the king's name,moved a resolution, ' that it is

now necessary to declare, that to report any opinion,

or pretended opinion, of his Majesty, upon any bill,

or other proceeding, depending in either House of

Parliament, with a view to influence the votes of

the members, is a high crime and misdemeanour,

derogatory to the honour of the crown,—a breach of

the fundamental privileges of Parliament, and sub-

versive of the constitution.'

'

In vain did Mr. Pitt contend that the House could

not deal with rumours, and that the hereditary

councillors of the crown had always a right to give

advice to their sovereign. Mr. Fox replied in a

> 15th Dec, 1783 ; Pari. Hist, xxiv. 161-160; Tomline's Life of

Pitt, i. 222 ; Rose Corr., i. 47 ; Lord John Russell's Life of Fox, i.

44 ; Auckland Corr., i. 67 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 146-

151. » Fox Mem., ii. 220.
• Com. Jonm., zxxiz. 842; Pari. Hist., xxiv. 199.
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masterly speech, full of constitutional arguments,

and eloquent with indignant remonstrances.^ The

resolution was voted by a majority of seventy-three
;

and the House resolved to go into committee on the

state of the nation, on the following Monday. But

this was not enough. It was evident that the king

had determined upon a change of ministers ; and

lest he should also attempt to overthrow the obnoxi-

ous majority by a sudden dissolution, the House, on

the motion of Mr. Erskine, agreed to a resolution

affirming the necessity of considering a suitable

remedy for abuses in the government of the British

dominions in the East Indies ; and declaring ' that

this House will consider as an enem^y to his country,

afiy person who shall presimae to advise his Majesty

to prevent, or in any manner interrupt, the discharge

of this important duty.' " The Commons had a right

to protest against the irregular acts of the king's

secret advisers : but the position assumed by minis-

ters was indeed anomalous. It was not for them to

level censmres against the king himself. They

should either have impeached or censured Lord

Temple, or, protesting against the abuse of his

^lajesty's name, should have tendered their own
resignation.'

* Mr. Fox cited the words reported to have been used by Lord
Temple, and challenged a contradiction ; upon which Mr. W. Gren-
viUe said, he was authorised by his noble relative to say that he
had never made use of those words. This denial, as Mr. Fox
observed, amounted to nothing more than that these had not been
the precise words used.

—

Tarl. Hist., xxiv. 207, 225. And see Lord
Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 164.

-' Pari. Hist., xxiv. 226.
* Fox Mem., ii, 299 ; Lord John Kuss ell's Life of Fox, ii. 45-48.
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But the strange spectacle was here exhibited, of a

king plotting against his own ministers,— Kiiiwfand

of the ministers inveighing against the con- ™i^^^^.

duet of their royal master,—of the House of Com-

mons supporting them, and condemning the king,

—

and of the king defying at once his ministers and

the House of Commons, and trusting to his influence

with the Peers. The king's tactics prevailed. On
the very day on which the Commons agreed to these

strong remonstrances against his interference, it was

crowned with complete success. The bill was re-

jected by the House of Lords,' and the next day the

king followed up his advantage, by at once dismiss-

ing his ministers.' To make this dismissal as con-

temptuous as possible, he sent a message to Lord

North, and Mr. Fox, commanding them to return

their seals by their under-secretaries, as an audience

would be disagreeable to his Majesty.' Earl Temple,

who had done the king this service, was entrusted

with the seals for the purpose of formally dismissing

the other ministers : the man who had been the

king's chief agent in defeating them, was chosen to

offer them this last affront.

But the battle was not yet won. The king had

struck down his ministers, though supported Mr. Pitt as

by a vast majority of the House of Com- i783.

mons : he had now to support a minister of his own

' 17th Dec, 1783. By a majority of I'd.—'Parl. Hist., xxiv. 196.
* Mr. Fox, writing immediately afterwards, said: 'We are beat

in the House of Lords by such treachery on the part of the king,

and such meanness on the part of his friends in the House of Lords,

as one could not expect either from him or them.'

—

Fox Mem., ii.

221, 253.
* Annual Beg., xxrii. [71] ; Tomline's Life of Pitt, i. 230.
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choice against that majority, and to overcome it.

Mr. Pitt no longer hesitated to take the post of

trust and danger, which the king at once conferred

upon him. His time had now come ; and he resolved

to give battle to an angry majority,—under leaders

of great talents and experience,—smarting under

defeat, and full of resentment at the unconstitutional

means by which they had been overthrown. He
accepted the ofl&ces of first lord of the Treasury and

chancellor of the Exchequer ; and the king's sturdy

friend. Lord Thurlow, was reinstated as lord chan-

cellor. Mr. Pitt had also relied upon the assistance

of Earl Temple,* whose zeal in the king's service was

much needed in such a crisis ; but that nobleman

resigned the seals a few days after he had received

them, assigning as his reason a desire to be free to

answer any charges against him, arising out of his

recent conduct.*

The contest which the youthful premier had now
Opposition to couduct, was the most arduous that had
in the Com-

i i i . •

mons. ever devolved upon any minister, since the

accession of the House of Hanover. So overpower-

ing was the majority against him, that there seemed

scarcely a hope of oflfering it an effectual resistance.

His opponents were so confident of success, that when

a new writ was moved for Appleby, on his acceptance

of office, the motion was received with shouts of

derisive laughter.' And while the presumption of

' He was intended to lead the House of Lords.

—

Tomlin^s L\f«
of Pitt, i. 232.

* Pari. Hist., xxiv. 237. As to other causes of this resignation,

see Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 160 164.
• Tomline's Life of Pitt, i. 237.
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the boy minister was ridiculed,' the strongest

measures were immediately taken to deprive him of

his authority, and to intimidate the court, whose

policy he supported. Many of Mr. Pitt's advisers,

despairing of his prospects with the present Parlia-

ment, counselled an immediate dissolution •? but the

same consimamate judgment and foresight which, a

few months earlier, had induced him to decline

office, because the time was not yet ripe for action,

now led him to the conviction that he must convert

public opinion to his side, before he appealed to

the people. Though standing alone,—without the

aid of a single cabinet minister, in the House of

Commons,^—he resolved, under every disadvantage,

to meet the assaults of his opponents on their own

ground ; and his talents, his courage, and resources

ultimately won a signal victory.

Secure of their present majority, the first object

of the opposition was to prevent a dissolu- Attempts to

tion which they believed to be impending, dissolution.

19th Dec.
They could withhold the supplies, and press ivss.

the king with representations against his ministers.

His Majesty had the unquestioned prerogatives of

appointing his own constitutional advisers and dis-

solving Parliament. The last appeal of both was to

the people : and this appeal the Commons sought to

' Pitt, to Bse the happy phrase of Erskine, was ' hatched at once
into a minister by the heat of his own ambition,*

—

Pari. Hist., xxiv.

277. In the Rolliad, his youth was thus ridiculed :

—

* A sight to make gnrrounding nations stare,—
A kingdom trusted to a schoolboy's care.'

« Tomline's Life of Pitt, >. 241, 242. » Ibid., i. 236.
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deny the king. The day after the dismissal of the

late ministers, the opposition insisted on the post-

ponement of the third reading of the Land-tax bill

for two days, in order, as Mr. Fox avowed, that it

might not ' go out of their hands until they should

have taken such measures as would guard against

the evils which might be expected from a dissolu-

tion.'^ On the 22nd December, the House went

into committee on the state of the nation, when Mr.

Erskine moved an address to the crown representing

' that alarming rumours of an intended dissolution

of Parliament have gone forth :
' that ' inconveniences

and dangers ' were ' likely to follow from a proroga-

tion or dissolution of the Parliament, in the present

arduous and critical conjunction of affairs;' and

beseeching his Majesty ' to suffer his faithful Com-

mons to proceed on the business of the session, the

furtherance of which is so essentially necessary to

the prosperity of the public ; and that his Majesty

mil be graciously pleased to hearken to the advice

of his faithful Commons, and not to the secret advices

of particular persons, who may have private interests

of their own, separate from the true interests of his

Majesty and his people.' * Notwithstanding assu-

rances that Mr. Pitt had no intention of advising a

dissolution, and would not consent to it if advised by

others, the address was agreed to, and presented to

the king by the whole House. In his answer the

king assured them that he would ' not interrupt

' Pari. Hist., xxiv. 230.
' Ibid., 246. The last paragraph of the address was taken from

an address to William III. in 1693.
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tbeir meeting by any exercise of his prerogative,

either of prorogation or dissolution.' This assur-

ance, it was observed, merely referred to the meeting

of Parliament after the Christmas recess, and did

not remove the apprehensions of the opposition. On

the 24th of December, a resolution was agreed to,

that the Treasury ought not to consent to the accept-

ance of any more bills from India, until it should

appear to the House that there were sufficient means

to meet them.'^

These strong measures had been taken in Mr.

Pitt's absence; and on his return to the
jgthjan.

House, after Christmas, the opposition re- ^^^'

sumed their offensive attitude. Mr. Fox went so

far as to refuse to allow Mr. Pitt to deliver a message

from the king ; and being in possession of the House,

at once moved the order of the day for the com-

mittee on the state of the nation. In the debate

which ensued, the opposition attempted to extort a

promise that Parliament should not be dissolved

:

but ]Mr. Pitt said he would not ' presume to compro-

mise the royal prerogative, or bargain it away in the

House of Commons.' ^ This debate was signalised

by the declaration of General Boss that he had been

sent for by a lord of the Bedchamber, and told that

if he voted against the new administration on the

12th January, he would be considered as an enemy

to the king.* Unable to obtain any pledge from the

minister, the opposition at once addressed themselves

" Pari. Hist, xxir. 264. « Ibid., 267.
» Ibid., 294 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 180.

« Pari. Hist., xxiv. 205, 299.
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to devise effectual obstacles to an early dissolution.

The House having resolved itself into the committee

on the state of the nation, at half past two in the

Besoiution
Dioming, Mr. Fox immediately moved a re-

ofmoney*"^ solutiou, which was agreed to without a

a^^by°PM. division, declaring it to be a high crime
Uament. ^^^ misdemeauour to issue, after a disso-

lution or prorogation, any money not appropriated

by Parliament. • He then moved for ' accounts of

the several sums of money issued, or ordered to be

issued, from the 19th December, 1783, to the 14th

January, 1 7 84,' for ' services voted in the present

session, but not appropriated by any act of Parlia-

ment to such services.' He also proposed to add,

'that no moneys should be issued for any public

service, till that return was made, nor for three days

afterwards
;

' but withdrew this motion, on being

assured that it would beattended with inconvenience.

He further obtained the postponement of the Mutiny

Bill until the 23rd February, wliich still left time

for its passing before the expiration of the annual

Mutiny Act.

These resolutions were followed by another, pro-

Eari of posed by the Earl of Surrey, ' that in the
Surrey's re-

Boiutions. present situation ofhis Maj esty's dominions,

it is peculiarly necessary that there should be an

administration that has the confidence of this House

• Com. Journ., xxxix. 858. These grants were re-voted in the
next Parliament,—a fact overlooked by Dr. Tomline, who states

that the Appropriation Act of 1784 included the supplies of the

previous session, without any opposition being ofiFered.

—

Life of Pitt,

i. 607; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 223 ; 24 Geo. III., Sess. ii.

c. 24; Com. Journ., xxxis. 733 ; Ihid., xl. 56.
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and the public' Tliis being caxried, he proceeded

to another, ' that the late changes in his Majesty's

councils were immediately preceded by dangerous aud

universal reports : that his Majesty's sacred name

had been unconstitutionally abused to affect the

deliberations of Parliament ; and that the appoint-

ments made were accompanied by circumstances new

and extraordinary, and such as do not conciliate or

engage the confidence of this House.' All these

resolutions were reported immediately and agreed to

;

and the House did not adjourn until half-past seven

in the morning.^

Two days afterwards the attack was renewed. A
resolution was carried in the committee,

Resolutions

' that the continuance of the present minis- ^^^^^

ters in trusts of the highest importance h^u j^*!^'

and responsibility, is contrary to constitu-
^'^*'

tional principles, and injurious to the interests of

his Majesty and his people.' ^ The opposition

accused the minister of reviving the distracted times

before the Eevolution, when the House of Commons

was generally at variance with the crown ; but he

listened to their remonstrances with indifference.

He brought in his India Bill : it was thrown° Jan. 23rd.

out after the second reading. Again, he

was goaded to declare his intentions concerning a

dissolution ; but to the indignation of his opponents,

he maintained silence.^ At length, on the 26th

' Pari. Hist., xxiv. 317. * Ihid., xxiv. 361.
• The king and others were pressing Mr. Pitt to appeal to the

people at this time, but he resisted their counsels.

—

Lord Stanhope's

Life of Pitt, i. 181 ; and King's Letters, Ibid., App. iv.
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January, he declared that, in the present situation

of affairs, he should not advise a dissolution. At

the same time, he said that the appointment and

removal of ministers did not rest with the House of

Commons ; and that as his resignation would be

injurious to the public service, he still intended to

retain office. The House passed a resolution affinn-

ing that they relied upon the king's assurances, that

the consideration of the affairs of the East India

Company should not be interrupted by a prorogation

or dissolution.

Meanwhile, several influential members were en-

Attem ts to
deavouriug to put an end to this hazardous

unite parties, couflict, by effecting an union of parties.

With this view, a meeting was held at the St. Alban's

2nd Feb
Tavcm ; and even the king consented to a

1784. negotiation for the reconstruction of the

ministry upon a wide basis.* To further this scheme

of union. General Grosvenor moved a resolution

:

* that the present arduous and critical situation of

public affairs requires the exertion of a firm, effi-

cient, extended, united administration, entitled to

the confidence of the people, and such as may have

a tendency to put an end to the unfortunate

divisions and distractions of this country.' ' This

being carried, was followed by another, proposed by

Mr. Coke of Norfolk :
' that the continuance of the

present ministers in their offices, is an obstacle to

the formation of such an administration as may

' Lord John Russell's Life of Fox, ii. 70 ; Lord Stanhope's Life

of Pitt, i. 184; King's Letter, Ihld., App. viii.; Malmesbur}' Corr.,

ii. 5. * Pari. Hist., xxiv. 451.
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enjoy the confidence of this House.' This, too, was

agreed to, on a division.^ It pointed too distinctly

at the retirement of Mr. Pitt himself, to favour any

compromise. As these resolutions had no more

effect than previous votes, in shaking the firmness

of the minister, they were ordered, on the following,

day, to be laid before his Majesty.

The House of Lords now came to the aid of the

king and his minister. On the 4th '^\^^^

February, they agreed to two resolutions Mn|.°'^*^*

proposed by the Earl of Effingham. The first,

referring to the vote of the Commons concerning

the acceptance of bills from India, affirmed, ' that

an attempt in any one branch of the legislature to

suspend the execution of law by separately assuming

to itself the direction of a discretionary power,

which, by an act of Parliament, is vested in any

body of men, to be exercised as they shall judge ex-

pedient, is unconstitutional.' The second was that

' the undoubted authority of appointing to the great

offices of executive government is solely vested in

his Majesty; and that this House has every reason

to place the firmest reliance on his Majesty's wisdom,

in the exercise of this prerogative.' They were

followed by an address to the king, assuring him

of their Lordships' support in the exercise of his

undoubted prerogative, and of their reliance upon

his wisdom in the choice of his ministers. To this

address he returned an answer, ' that he had no

object in the choice of ministers, but to call into his

> By 22.3 against 204.
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service men the most deserving of the confidence of

his Parliament, and of the public in general.'

'

To these proceedings the Commons replied by in-

Retortofthe specting the Lords' Journal for their ob-
commons.

jjoxioas resolutions,—by searching for pre-

cedents of the usage of Parliament,—and, finally,

by declaring that the House had not assumed to

suspend the execution of law;—and that they had a

right to declare their opinion respecting the exercise

of every discretionary power, and particularly with

reference to public money. They justified their

previous votes, and asserted their determination to

maintain their own privileges, while they avoided

any encroachment on the rights of either of the

other branches of the legislature.

In the meantime, no answer had been returned to

Postpone- the resolutions which the Commons had
ment of the •• . •, , /.

suppUes. laid before the king. When this was

noticed, Mr. Pitt was silent ; * and at length, on the

10th February, on the report of the ordnance

estimates, Mr. Fox said that the House could not

vote supplies, until they knew what answer they

were to receive. Mr. Pitt engaged that the House

should be informed what line of conduct his Majesty

intended to pursue ; and the report, instead of being

agreed to, was recommitted. On the 18th, Mr.

Pitt acquainted the House ' that his Majesty had

not yet, in compliance with the resolutions of the

House, thought proper to dismiss his present minis-

ters; and that his Majesty's ministers had not

' Pari. Hist., xxiv. 525. See also Lord Auckland's Corr., i. 74.
* Feb. 9th; Pari. Hist., xxiv. 571.
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1

resigned.' This announcement was regarded as a

defiance of the House of Commons, and again the

supplies were postponed for two days: though the

leaders of the opposition disclaimed all intention of

refusing them.* On the 20th, another Further
addresses to

resolution and an address were voted,^ ex- the kmg.

pressing reliance upon the royal wisdom to remove
' any obstacle to the formation of such an adminis-

tration as the House has declared to be requisite.'

The address was presented by the whole House.

The king replied, that he was anxious for a firm and

united administration : but that no charge had been

suggested against his present ministers : that num
bers of his subjects had expressed satisfaction at the

late changes in his councils ; and that the Commons
could not expect the executive oflBces to be vacated,

until such a plan of union as they had pointed out,

could be carried into efiect.' This answer was

appointed to be considered on the 1st March, to

which day the House adjourned, without entering

upon any other business ; and thus again the sup-

plies were postponed. On the motion of Mr. Fox,

the House then presented a further address to the

king, submitting ' that the continuance of an ad-

ministration which does not possess the confidence

of the representatives of the people, must be in-

jurious to the public service,' and praying for its

removal. Mr. Fox maintained it to be without

' Pari. Hist., xxiy. 595 ; Com. Journ., zxxix. 934.
' While in the lobby, on the division ou the resolution, Mr. Fox

proposed to his supporters to move an address immediately after-

wards, which was agreed to at five o'clock in the morninflj.
» Pari. Hist., xxiv. 677.

VOL. T. a
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precedent for a ministry to hold office, in defiance

of the House of Commons. Mr. Pitt retorted that

the history of this country afforded no example of a

ministry being called upon to retire untried, and

without a cause. The king, in his reply, took up

the same ground, and affirming that no charge,

complaint, or specific objection had yet been made

against any of his ministers, again declined to

dismiss them. And thus stood the king and his

ministers on one side, and the House of Commons on

the other, arrayed in hostile attitude,—each party

standing firmly on its constitutional rights : the one

active and offensive,—the other patiently waiting to

strike a decisive blow.

The Mutiny Bill was now postponed for some

days, as its passing was expected to be the signal

for an immediate dissolution ; and one more effort

was made to drive the ministers from office. On

the 8th March, 'a representation' to the king was

moved by Mr. Fox,^ to testify the surprise and

affliction of the House on receiving his Majesty's

answer to their last address,—reiterating all their

previous statements,—comparing the conduct and

principles of his advisers with those which cha-

racterised the unfortunate reigns of the Stuarts,

—

justifying the withholding of their confidence from

ministers without preferring any charge, as it was

their removal and not their punishment which was

sought,—^and taking credit to themselves for their

' On this occasion strangers were excluded, at the instance of Sir

James Lowther, who had failed in gaining admission to the galleiy

for a friend. The debate is not therefore fully reported.
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forbearance, in not withholding the supplies.' This

was the last struggle of the opposition. Yv&ax

When their encounters with the ministry turminte-'

began, their majority was nearly two to one.
**'^^'

This great disproportion soon diminished, though

it was still, for a time, considerable. On the 12th

January, their majority was fifty-four ; on the 20th

February, it was reduced to twenty. On the 1st

March it fell to twelve : on the 5th it was only nine
;

and now, on this last occasion, it dwindled to one.

The parliamentary contest was at an end. The

king and his ministers had triumphed, and were

about to appeal from Parliament to the people.

The Mutiny Bill was passed :
' large supplies were

voted japidly, but not appropriated : on the 24th

March Parliament was prorogued, and on the fol-

lowing day dissolved.

While this contest was being carried on in Parlia-

ment, the contending parties were not idle Reflections

,1, °i this

out of doors. The king, who rushed into struggle.

it with so much boldness, had not been prepared for

the alarming demonstrations of Parliament, If the

minister of his choice had now been driven from

power, he would have been prostrate before the

coalition. This danger was at first imminent ; and

the king awaited it with dismay. Defeat in such a

contest would have been humiliating and disgraceful.

Believing that he could be * no longer of utility to

this country, nor could with honour continue in this

' Pari. Hist., xiiv. 736.
* See Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 1 98 ; King's Letter, Ibid.,

App. xi.
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island,' he repeated his threats of retiring to Hanover,

rather than submit to what he deemed the destruc-

tion of his kingly power. ^ From such extremities,

however, he was relieved by the declining numbers

of his ppponenta, and the increasing influence and

popularity of his own cause. The coalition, though

powerful in Parliament, by means of a combination

of parties, had never been popular in the country.

While in power they had been exposed to continual

obloquy, which was redoubled after their dismissal.

The new ministers and the court party, taking ad-

vantage of this feeling, represented Mr. Fox's India

Bill as an audacious attempt to interfere with the

prerogatives of the crown, and its authors as enemies

of the king and constitution. The loyalty of the

people was aroused, and they soon ranged themselves

on the side of the king and his ministers. Ad-

dresses and other demonstrations of popular sym-

pathy were received from all parts of the country

;

and the king was thus encouraged to maintain a

firm attitude in front of his opponents.' The tactics

of the two parties in Parliament, and the conduct

of their leaders, were also calculated to convert

public opinion to the king's side. Too much
exasperated to act with caution, the opposition

ruined their cause by factious extravagance and

» Tomline's Life of Pitt, i. 271, 341, 396; Lord Stanhope's Life

of Pitt, i. App. iv. vi.

* Writing to Mr. Pitt, 22nd Feb., in reference to his answer to

the address of the 20th, the king said: *I trust that while the

answer is drawn up with civility, it will be a clear support of my
own rights, which the addresses from all parts of the kingdom show
me the people feel essential to their liberties.'

—

Tomline's Lift of
Pitt, i. 467.
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precipitancy. They were resolved to take the king's

cabinet by storm, and without pause or parley

struck incessantly at the door. Their very dread of

a dissolution, which they so loudly condemned,

showed little confidence in popular support. In-

stead of making common cause with the people,

they lowered their contention to a party struggle^

Constitutionally the king had a right to dismiss his

ministers, and to appeal to the people to support his

new administration. The opposition endeavoured

to restrain him in the exercise of this right, and to

coerce him by a majority of the existing House of

Commons. They had overstepped the constitutional

limits of their power; and the assaults directed

against prerogative, recoiled upon themselves.

On the other side, Mr. Pitt, as minister, relied

upon the prerogative of the king to appoint him,

—

the duty of Parliament to consider his measures,

—

and his own right to advise the king to dissolve

Parliament, if those measures were obstructed. The

tact, judgment, courage, and commanding talents of

Mr. Pitt inspired his party with confidence, and

secured popularity for his cause ; while, by main-

taining a defensive attitude, he offered no diversion

to the factious tactics of his opponents. His ac-

cession to ofl&ce had been immediately marked by

the defection of several members from the oppo-

sition,—a circumstance always calculated upon by

a minister in those times,—and was soon followed

by the forbearance of others, who were not prepared

to participate in the violent measures of their

leaders. The influence of the court and govern-
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ment was strenuously exerted in making convert*

;

and the growing popularity of their cause dis-

couraged the less zealous of their opponents.

Mr. Pitt had waited patiently while the majori-

ties against him in Parliament were falling away,

and public opinion was declaring itself, more and

more, in his favour. The results of the dissolution

now revealed the judgment with which he had con-

ducted his cause, and chosen his time for appealing

to the people.' Every preparation had been made

for using the influence of the crown at the elections :

the king himself took the deepest personal interest

in the success of the ministerial candidates ;
' and

Mr. Pitt's popularity was at its height, when

Parliament was dissolved. His enemies were every-

where put to the rout, at the hustings. To support

Mr. Pitt was the sole pledge of the popular candi-

dates. Upwards of one hundred and sixty of his

late opponents lost their seats ;
' and on the

assembling of the new Parliament, he could scarcely

reckon his majorities.* The minister was popular

in the country, all-powerful in Parliament, and had

' ' The precedent of 1784 establishes this rule of conduct : that
if the ministers chosen by the Crown do not possess the confidence

of the House of Commons, they may advise an appeal to the people,

with whom rests the ultimate decision. This course has been fol-

lowed in 1807, in 1831, in 1834, and in 1841. In 1807 and 1831,
the Crown was enabled, as in 1784, to obtain the confidence of the
new House of Commons. In 1834 and 1841, the decision was
adverse to the existing ministry.'

—

Fox Mem., ii. 246.
* Rose Corr., i. 61, 62.

» Tomline's Life of Pitt, i. 469 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt,

i. 204-207.
* His India Bill was carried* by a majority of 271 to 60. He was

defeated, however on the Westminster Scrutiny, Parliamentary
Befonn, and the Scheme of Fortifications on the Coast.
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the entire confidence of the court. If such was the

success of the minister, what was the triumph of the

king ! He had expelled one ministry, and retained

another, in defiance of the House of Commons.

The people had pressed forth loyally to his support

;

and by their aid, he had overborne all opposition

to his will. He now possessed a strong government,

and a minister in whom he confided ; and he en-

joyed once more power, freedom, and popularity.

Not only had he overcome and ruined a party which

he hated : but he had established the ascendency of

the crown, which henceforth, for nearly fifty years,

continued to prevail over every other power in the

state.

Such results, however, were not without danger.

Already the king was too prone to exercise ^^ ^^yis.ts

his power ; and the encouragement he had Stu°e ^uoy

received, was likely to exalt his views of °^ ^^^ ^*^**-

prerogative. But he had now a minister mt! Pitt to*

who—with higher abilities and larger views * ^ °^'

of state policy— had a will even stronger than his

own. Throughout his reign, it had been the tendency

of the king's personal administration to favour men
whose chief merit was their subservience to his own

views, instead of leaving the country to be governed,

—as a free state should be governed,—by its ablest

and most popular statesmen.' He had only had one

other minister of the same lofty pretensions,—Lord

Chatham ; and now, while trusting that statesman's

son,—sharing his councils, and approving his

' See Lord J. Russell's Introd. to vol. iii. of Bedford Corr.,

pp. l.-Lxii.
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policy,— he yielded to his superior intellect. Yet

were the royal predilections not without influence on

the minister. Keared in the Whig school, Mr. Pitt

soon deserted the principles, as he had been severed

from the connections, of that party. He had been

raised to power by royal favour,—maintained in it

by prerogative,—and was now in the ascendant, by

having made common cause with the crown. Hence

he naturally leant towards prerogative, and Tory

principles of government. His contests with his

great antagonist, Mr. Fox, and the Whig party, still

further alienated him from the principles of his

youth. Until the French Eevolution, however, his

policy was wise and liberal : but from that time his

I'ule became arbitrary, and opposed to public liberty.

And such were his talents, and such the temper of

the times, that he was able to make even arbitrary

principles popular. During his long administration

the people were converted to Tory principles, and

encouraged the king and the minister to repress

liberty of thought, and to wage war against opinion.

If the king was no longer his own minister,—as in

the time of Lord North,—he had the satisfaction of

seeing his own principles carried out by hands fair

abler than his own. In prosecutions of the press,

and the repression of democratic movements at

home,' the minister was, perhaps, as zealous as the

king : in carrying on war to crush democracy abroad,

the king was more zealous than his minister.' They

' See Chapter EX., Press nnd Liberty of Opinion.
* See Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, ii. 73 ; Ifnd., App. rvii. xxvii.

xxz. ; iii., App. ii. iii. xxi.
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laboured strenuously together in support of monar-

chy all over the world ; and respected too little the

constitutional liberties of their own people.

Nor did the king relax his accustomed activity

in public affairs. From the close of the The king's
continued

American war until the breaking out of activity.

hostilities with France, his pleasure was taken by

the Secretary-at-War upon every commission granted

in the army ; and throughout Mr. Pitt's administra-

tion, every act of the executive was submitted to

him, for his judgment and approval.^ We find him

combating the opinions of his cabinet concerning

foreign affairs, in elaborate papers : criticising the

policy of government measures,—commenting upon

debates and divisions in Parliament : praising

ministers, and censuring the opposition : approving

taxes : discussing amendments to bills : settling the

appointment and dismissal of officers, the grant of

peerages, and the preferment of bishops.^ "With his

own hand be struck the name of Mr. Fox from the

list of privy-councillors.'

And if, during the administration of Mr. Pitt, the

king's independent exercise of influence
xheinfln-

was somewhat less active, the power of the crown^aug-

crown itself,—as wielded jointly by himself "'^"*^-

• Mr. Wynn, 14th April, 1812 ; Hans. Deb., xxii. 334. On re-

covering from his illness, Feb. 23, 1789, the king writes, 'I must
decline entering into a pressure of business, and, indeed, for the

rest of my life, shall expect others to fulfil the duties of their

employments, and only keep that superintending eye which can be

e£fect&d without labour and fatigue.'

—

Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt,

ii., App. vii.

' King's Letters, Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iii., Ajrp. passim.
* May, 1798. Adolphus' Hist., vi. 692; Holcroft's Mem., iii.

60 ; Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, i. 214.
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and his minister,—was greater than at any former

period. The king and his minister were now abso-

lute. A war is generally favourable to authority,

by bringing together the people and the government,

in a common cause and combined exertions. The

French war, notwithstanding its heavy burthens and

numerous failures, was popular on account of the

principles it was supposed to represent ; and the vast

expenditure, if it distressed the people, multiplied

tlie patronage of the crown,—afforded a rich harvest

for contractors,—and made the fortunes of farmers

and manufacturers, by raising the price of every

description of produce. The * moneyed classes'

rallied round the war minister,—bought seats in

Parliament with their sudden gains,—ranged them-

selves in a strong phalanx behind their leader,

—

cheered his speeches, and voted for him in every

division. Their zeal was rewarded with peerages,

baronetcies, patronage, and all the good things

which an inordinate expenditure enabled him to dis-

pense. For years, opposition in Parliament to a

minister thus supported, was an idle form ; and if

beyond its walls, the voice of complaint was raised,

the arm of the law was strong and swift to silence it.'

To oppose the minister, had become high treason to

the state.

However great the king's confidence in a minister

The Hog ^^ powerful as Mr. Pitt, whenever their

wSre'tMi^ views of policy differed, his Majesty's reso-

agakSihis lutiou was as inflexible as ever. Nor were
nunisters.

j^-g mjnigtgj-g secure from the exercise of

' See Chapter IX., Press and Lil erty of Opinion.
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his personal influence against them, when he was

pleased to use it. The first measure on which Mr.

Pitt was likely to encounter objections from the

king, was that for parliamentary reform. Having

pledged himself to the principles of such a measure,

while in opposition, he was determined not to be

unfaithful to them in ofi&ce. But before he ventured

to bring forward his plan, he prudently submitted it

to the king, and deprecated the opposition of the

court. Writing, on the 20th March, 1785, the king-

said, Mr. Pitt's ' letter expressed that there is but

one issue of the business he could look upon as

fatal, that is, the possibility of the measure being

rejected by the weight of those who are supposed to

be connected with the government. Mr. Pitt must

recollect that, though I have ever thought it un-

fortunate that he had early engaged himself in this

measure, he ought to lay his thoughts before the

House ; that out of personal regard to him I would

avoid giving any opinion to any one on the opening

of the door to parliamentary reform, except to him

;

therefore I am certain Mr. Pitt cannot suspect my
having influenced any one on the occasion. If others

choose, for base ends, to impute such a conduct to

me, I must bear it as former false suggestions.'

'

He proceeded to say that every man ought to vote

according to his own opinion ; and warned Mr. Pitt

that * there are questions men will not, by friend-

ship, be biassed to adopt.' This incident is signifi-

cant. Mr. Pitt apprehended the exertion of the

» Tomline's I ife of Pitt, ii. 40.
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influence of the crown to defeat his measure. The

king was aware of the suspicions attaching to him-

self : but while promising not to interfere, he could

not refrain from intimating that the measure would

be defeated,—as indeed it was,—without his inter-

ference. On both sides the personal influence of the

king over the deliberations of Parliament, was fully

acknowledged.

The extent to which the preponderating influence

Preponderat- of the crowu was recoguised during this
ing influence

,

of the crown, period, is exemplified by the political re-

lations of parties to his Majesty and to the Prince of

Wales, on the occasion of the king's illness in 1788.'

At that time, ministers enjoyed the entire confidence

of the king, and commanded an irresistible majority

in Parliament
; yet was it well understood by both

parties, that the first act of the Eegent would be to

dismiss his father's ministers, and take into his

councils the leaders of the opposition.^ Thus even

the party which protested against the influence of

the crown was quite prepared to use it, and by

its aid to brave a hostile majority in Parliament,

as Mr. Pitt had successfully done a few years before.

At length Mr. Pitt's fall, like his rise, was due to

Mr. Pitt's the king's personal will ; and was brought
'^'^'

about in the same way as many previous

political events, by irresponsible councils. There

is reason to believe that Mr. Pitt's unbending

temper,—increased in stubbornness by his long-

continued supremacy in Parliament, and in the

• See Chap. III. « Tomline's Life of Pitt, ii. 480
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cabinet,—had become distasteful to the king.^ His

Majesty loved power at least as much as his minister,

and was tenacious of his authority, even over those

in whom he had confidence. Mr. Pitt's power had

nearly overshadowed his own ; and there were not

wanting opinions among friends of the king, and

rivals of the statesman, that the latter had ' an

overweening ambition, great and opiniative pre-

sumption, and perhaps not quite constitutional ideas

with regard to the respect and attention due to the

crown.'

2

"While this feeling existed in regard to Mr. Pitt,

his Majesty was greatly agitated by events Catholic

which at once aroused his sensitive jealousy isoi.

of councils to which he had not been admitted, and

his conscientious scruples. Mr. Pitt and his col-

leagues thought it necessary to inaugurate the Union

of Ireland, by concessions to the Eoman Catholics ;

'

and had been, for some time, deliberating upon a

measure to effect that object. Upon this question,

the king had long entertained a very rj^eMng-s

decided opinion. So far back as 1795, he

had consulted Lord Kenyon as to the ob-

ligations of his coronation oath ; and though his

lordship's opinions were not quite decisive upon this

point,^ his Majesty was persuaded that he was

' 27th Feb., 1801. ' I was told this evening, by Pclham, that

his Majesty had for a long time since been dissatisfied with Pitt's,

and particularly with Lord Grenville's " authoritative manners "

towanis him, and that an alteration in his ministry had long been

in his mind.'

—

Malmesbury Corr., iv. 24. See also Wraxall's Mem.,
iv. 483.

« Malmesbury Corr., iv. 35. * See Chap. XII., XVI.
They were published by Dr. Phillpotts ^afterwards Bishop of

Exeter) in 1827.

determined
opposition
to it.
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morally restrained, by that oath, from assenting to

any further measm-es for the relief of the Eoman
Catholics. Long before the ministers had so far

matured their proposal as to be prepared to submit

it for his Majesty's approval, he had been made
acquainted with their intentions. In September,

1800, Lord Loughborough had shown him a letter

from Mr. Pitt upon the subject ; and the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, at the suggestion of Lord

Auckland, had also informed the king that a scheme

was in contemplation, which was represented as

dangerous to the church.' In December, the lord

chancellor communicated to his Majesty an elaborate

paper against the Eoman Catholic claims ; ^ and Dr.

Stuart, Archbishop of Armagh,—a son of the king's

old favourite, Lord Bute,—increased his Majesty's

repugnance to the measure which the ministers

were preparing.^ The king immediately took

counsel with some of the opponents of the Catholic

claims ; and without waiting for any communication

from Mr. Pitt, lost no time in declaring his own

opinion upon the measure. At the levee on the

28th January, 1801, he told Mr. Windham, the

Secretary-at-War, 'that he should consider any

person who voted for it, as personally indisposed

towards him.'* On the same occasion he said to

' Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, i. 315; Malmesbury Corr., iv.

16, 17. 22; Lord Holland's Mem., i. 171 ; Lord Colchester's Diary,

iii. 326. But see an elaborate vindication of Lord Auckland, Corr.,

iii. 113-126.
* Lord Campbell's Lives of the Chancellors, vi. 306, 322, et seq.

Eose's Corr., i. 229 ; Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, i. 500.
' Castlereagh Corr., iv. 83.

* Malmesbury Corr., iv. 2. His Lordship, in relating this cir-

cumstance, states that Pitt had communicated the measure on the
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Mr. Dundas, ' I shall reckon any man my personal

enemy, who proposes any such measure. The

most Jacobinical thing I ever heard of
! '

' On the

29th, he wrote to Mr. Addington, the Speaker,

desiring him to ' open Mr. Pitt's eyes on the danger

arising from the agitating this improper question.' ^

Mr. Addington undertook this commission, and

thought he had dissuaded Mr. Pitt from proceed-

ing with a measure, to which the king entertained

insuperable objections.^ But if at first inclined to

yield, Mr. Pitt, after consulting the cabinet and

other political friends, determined to take his stand,

as a responsible minister, upon the advice he was

about to tender to the king. Mr. Canning is said

to have advised Mr. Pitt not to give way on this

occasion. It was his opinion, ' that for several

years so many concessions had been made, and so

many important measures overruled, from the king's

opposition to them, that government had been

weakened exceedingly ; and if on this particular

occasion a stand was not made, Pitt would retain

only a nominal power, while the real one would pass

into the hands of those who influenced the king's

mind and opinion, out of sight.' *

previous day ; but it appears from Lorrl Sidmouth's Life, that this

communication was not received by the king until Sunday the

Ist Feb., though Lord Grenville and Mr. Dundas had already

spoken to his Majesty upon the subject.—Pellew's Life of Lord
Sidmouth, i. 286, 287.

' Wilberforce's Diary ; Life, iii. 7 ; Court and Cabinets of Geo.

in., iii. 126 ; Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, i. 280 ; Eosc's Corr.,

i. 303.
* The king to Mr. Addington ; Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth,

i. 286, 287.
» Ihid., i. 287 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt. iii. 274,
* Malmesbury Corr., iv. 6,
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Whether sharing this opinion or not, Mr. Pitt

Mr. Htt himself was too deeply impressed with

abandon thc necessity of the measure, and perhaps

Hsigns. too much committed to the Catholics, to

withdraw it.' It appears, however, that he might

have been induced to give way, if he could have ob-

tained an assurance from his Majesty, that ministers

should not be opposed by the king's friends in Parlia-

ment.2 On the 1st February, he made the formal

communication to the king, which his Majesty had, for

Several days, been expecting. The king, aware of Mr.

Pitt's determination before he received this letter,

had wished Mr. Addington, even then, to form a

new administration. By Mr. Addington's advice,

however, a kind but most unbending answer was

returned to Mr. Pitt, in which his Majesty declared

that a 'principle of duty must prevent him from

discussing any proposition tending to destroy the

groundwork of our happy constitution.' ' The in-

tensity of the king's feeling on the subject was dis-

played by what he said, about this time, to the Duke
of Portland :

' Were he to agree to it, he should

betray his trust, and forfeit his crown ; that it might

' Insinuatioiis that Mr. Pitt had other motives for retiring, apart
from this measure, have been sufficiently answered ; see Fox Mem.,
iii. 252 ; Edinb. Eev., ccx, 354 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iii.

309.
2 Kose's Corr., i. 394, 399.
' The king to Mr. Pitt, 1st Feb., 1801 ; Pellew's Life of Lord

Sidmouth, i. 291. All the correspondence between the king and
Mr. Pitt is published in Dr. Phillpott's Pamphlet, 1827, and in

the Quarterly Eeview, xxxvi. 290, and part of it in IJord Sidmouth's
Life ; Kose's Corr., ii, 286, et seq., 303, 309. Lord Stanhope's Life

of Pitt, iii. App.
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bring the framers of it to the gibbet.' His trusty

counsellor replied : ' he was sure the king had

rather suffer martyrdom, than submit to this mea-

sure.' ' In vain did Mr. Addington endeavour to

accommodate these differences. Mr. Pitt, as in-

flexible as the king, resigned ; and Mr. Addington

was entrusted with the task of forming an anti-

Catholic administration; while an active canvass

was undertaken by the courtiers against the Catholic

cause, as a matter personal to the king himself.*

Mr. Pitt has been justly blamed for having so

long concealed his intentions from the ^^ p^^^.^

king. His Majesty himself complained to ^emenTof

Lord Grenville, that the question had been i^^^u?^"'

under consideration since the month of
*'°°'

August, though never communicated to him till

Sunday, the 1st of February ; and stated his own

belief, that if the unfortunate cause of disunion had

been openly mentioned to him * in the beginning, he

should have been able to avert it entirely.'^ Whether

this delay arose, as Lord Malmesbury has suggested,

' either from indolence,' or from want of a ' suffi-

cient and due attention to the king's pleasure,'^ it

was assuredly a serious error of judgment. It can-

not, indeed, be maintained that it was Mr. Pitt's

duty to take his Majesty's pleasure, before any bill

had been agreed upon by the cabinet ; but his

' Malmesbury Corr., iv. 46.

* Ihid., iv. 6 ; Castleretigh Corr., iv. 34 ; Court and Cabinets
of Geo. m., iii. 128; Fox Mem., iii. 252; Pellew's Life of Lord
Sidmouth, i. 86, &c. ; Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 223-233.

* King to Lord Sidmouth, Feb. 7th; Lord Sidmouth's Life, i;

298.
* Malmesbury Corr., iv. 2.
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reticence, upon the general question, aroused the

suspicions of the king, and gave those who differed

from the minister an opportunity of concerting an

opposition at court.'

Mr. Pitt had forfeited power rather than abandon

His snb- ^ measuro which he deemed essential to the

^genot welfare of the state. Yet a few weeks
to revive it.

afterwards, he was so deeply affected on

hearing that the king had imputed his illness to the

recent conduct of his minister, that he conveyed an

assurance to his Majesty, that he would not revive

the Catholic question.* Opposition was now dis-

armed; and the king alone was able to shape the

policy of ministers and of Parliament.

Mr. Addington enjoyed the confidence, and even

The king's the affcction of the king, whose corre-
confideuce . , ^ -

in Mr. spoudeuce at this period resembles— both
Adding- ^ ^
ton. in its minute attention to every depart-

ment of business, foreign or domestic,^ and in its

terms of attachment—his letters to his former

favourite. Lord North.* His Majesty was rejoiced

• Malmesbury Corr., iv. 2 ; Rose's Corr., i. 308.
« Malmesbury Corr., iv. 9, 20, 34 ; Grifford's Life of Pitt, vi. 599

,

Eose's Corr., i. 394; Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 243, ii. 378; Lord
Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iii. 303.

» Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, i. 365, 387, 395, 410, 411.
« Vnd., i. 301, 303. On the 13th Feb., 1801, the king writes:

' I mean to have his affection as well as his zeal.'

—

Ihid., 305. On
the 5th March, he writes: 'The king cannot find words sufficiently

expressive of his Majesty's cordial approbation of the whole arrange-

ments which his own Chancellor of the Exchequer has wisely, and
his Majesty chooses to add, most correctly recommended.'

—

Ibid.,

353. Again on the 19th May, and on other occasions, he terms Mr.
Addington ' his Chancellor of the Exchequer.'

—

Ihid., 394. Some-
times he addresses him as ' My dear Chancellor of the Exchequer.'
—Ibid., 395. On the 14th June, he writes :

' The king is highly

gratified at the repeated marks of the sensibility of Mr. Addington's
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restored to
power,
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to find himself free from the restraints which the

character and position of Mr. Pitt had imposed upon

him ; and delighted to honour the minister of his

own choice,—who shared his feelings and opinions,

—who consulted him on every occasion,—whose

amiable character and respectful devotion touched

his heart,—and whose intellect was not so command-
ing as to overpower and subdue his own.

This administration,—formed under circumstances

vmfavourable to its stability, and beset,

from its very commencement, with jea-

lousies and intrigues,' was upheld for three

years, mainly by the influence of the crown. Feeble

in parliamentary talent and influence, and wanting

in popular support, it was yet able to withstand the

united opposition of Mr. Pitt and Mr. Fox. At

length, however, Mr. Addington, overcome by em-

barrassments, resigned.'^ It was not without re-

luctance that the king found himself obliged to part

with his favourite minister, and to submit himself

heart ; which must greatly add to the comfort of having placed him
with so much propriety at the head of the Treasury. He trusts

their mutual affection can only cease with their lives.'

—

Ibid., 408.

On the 8th July, he writes :
' The messenger who returned from

Cuffnals, agreeable to order, called at Winchester that Mr. Adding-
ton might hear of his son.'

—

Ibid., 428.—See also Lord Colchester's

Diary, i. 613.
' PelleVs Life of Lord Sidmouth, i. 335-340 ; ii. 107, 117, 140,

238, &c., &c, ; Malmesbury Corr,, iv. 36, 40, 42, 49, 91, 97, 102,

167, 297, &c., &c, ; Eose's Corr., i. 292, 317, 329, 449 ; ii. 52. Lord
Colchester's Diary, i. 254, 413-418, 422, 430.

* Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 273, et seq. ' Mr. Addington
resigned, a measure which he has since assured me that he resorted

to from a fear of the King's hpalth, much more than from a dread

of his opponents.'

—

Lord Holland's Mem., i. 191 ; and see Earl Grey
on Parliamentary Government, 95 ; and Lord Colchester's Diary, L
601.

B 2
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again to the loftier temper of Mr. Pitt : but he was

persuaded to give up an impotent administration, in

a time of public danger.^

Mr. Pitt urged the necessity of forming a strong

The king's
government, by an union with Lord Grren-

S^i^^Mr. ville and Mr. Fox; but such was his
^°*"

Majesty's repugnance to the latter, that he

absolutely refused to admit him into the cabinet.^

So inveterate was his aversion to this statesman,

—

aggravated, at this period, by mental disorder,

—

that he afterwards declared 'that he had taken a

positive determination not to admit Mr. Fox into

his councils, even at the hazard of a civil war.'' ^

Mr. Fox being proscribed, the opposition would

listen to no propositions for an arrangement ; * and

Mr. Pitt was obliged to place himself at the head

of an administration as weak as that which he had

succeeded.

Meanwhile, Mr. Addington took up a position in

Lord Sid-
*^® House of Commous, as leader of the

reSTtioii to
' king's friends,'—a party numbering sixty

MdttiT or seventy members.® He was still sup-
mimsiers.

p^ggfj Iq \)q jq communication with the

king,^ and his supporters were sometimes ranged

against the government.^ He professed personal

adherence to his sovereign to be the rule of his

> Twiss's Life of Eldon, i. 437, 450. See also infra, p. 203 ; Lord

Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iv. 161, 165, 177, Ibid., App. ix.—Lord
Colchester's Diary, i. 606.

* Twiss's Life of Eldon, i. 446-450 ; Eose's Corr., ii. 118, 122.

* Rose's C!orr., 156, 182. See also Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt,

iv. App. ix. ; Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 529.

* Ibid., 124-126; Court and Cabinets of Geo. III., iii. 352;

Mem. of Fox, iv. 53.—Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 507.

» Rose's Corr., 119. • Ibid., 141. ' Ibid., 153.
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political conduct. "Writing soon after his retirement

from office, he says :
' I shall keep aloof from all

parties, adhere to the king, and take a course that I

can conscientiously justify to myself.' ' His attitude

was so formidable, that Mr. Pitt was soon obliged to

admit him and his followers to a share of the govern-

ment.^ The king earnestly desired his union with

Mr. Pitt, which the renewal of friendly intercourse

between them easily brought about.' He accord-

ingly joined the administration, as Viscount Sid-

mouth, and president of the Council ; and induced

his friends, who had been lately voting against the

government, to lend it their parliamentary support.

But being dissatisfied with the share of influence

conceded to himself and his allies in the cabinet, he

shortly afterwards threatened to resign.'' And when,

on the impeachment of Lord Melville, Mr. Hiley

Addington and Mr. Bond, who had been promised

places, spoke and voted against the government,

differences arose between himself and Mr. Pitt,

which led to his resignation.* In this anarchy of

parties, the chief support of ministers was the in-

fluence of the crown.

Meanwhile, the only matter on which Mr. Pitt

and the king were at variance, was not suffered

' Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 315 ; Lord Colchester's

Diary, i. 517.
« Court and Cabinets of Geo. III., iii. 388 ; Pellew's Life of Lord

Sidmouth, ii. 325, 348.
* Ibid., ii. 325-341 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iv. 236, App.,

adx. XX. ; Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 530, 632, 540.
* Rose's Corr., ii, 358, 360, 364.
» Rose's Corr., ii. 368-375 ; Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 546-656,

ii. 11, 13, 15, 19 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iv. 288, 313.
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again to disturb their friendly relations. Mr. Pitt

Evasion of had renewed the assurance which he had

licQues- given the king in 1801, that he would not

Mr. Pitt, revive the question of Catholic emancipa-

tion, during his Majesty's life. Not satisfied with

this assurance, the king required an explicit declara-

tion of his minister's determination to resist even

the smallest alteration of the Test Act.* This latter

pledge, indeed, Mr. Pitt declined to give : ' but he

was careful to avoid the forbidden ground, and

was even obliged to oppose others who ventured to

trespass upon it. The minister had surrendered his

own judgment; and the king alone dictated the

policy of Parliament.^ Though Mr. Pitt recovered

the king's confidence, his Majesty continued to form

his own independent opinions, and to exercise a

large influence in the government and patronage of

the state.* He watched the debates with undimin-

ished interest : noted the length of speeches, and

the numbers in divisions ; and even observed upon

the shortcomings of the government whips.^

' Eose's Corr., 114, 157-174; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iv.

App. vi. ; Lord Colchester's Diary, ii. 211.
^ Rose's Corr., 117 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iv, App. viii.

» Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 464 ; Mr. Pitt's Letter to

the King, May 6th, 1 804 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iv. App. xi.

« Hans. Deb., v. 1013 ; see also Chap. XII.
» Rose's Corr., ii. 122, 124, 141, 168, 160. Mr. Pitt was anxious

that his friend and biographer. Dr. Tomline, Bishop of Lincoln,

should be promoted to the See of Canterbury ; but the king insisted

upon appointing Dr. Manners Sutton, Bishop of Norwich, notwith-

standing all the solicitations of his minister.

—

Rose's Corr., ii, 82,

91, &c. ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iv. 233, 252, and App.
passim.

* Correspondence with Mr. Pitt. Lord Stanhope's Life, iv. App.
passim. In November 1805, his Majesty's loss of sight compelled

him to resort to the aid of Col. Herbert Taylor, as his secretary and
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The death of Mr. Pitt, in the midst of defeats,

and disasters to the European cause in orenviue
ministry,

which he was engaged, once more forced isoe.

upon the king an administration, formed from a

party in whom he had no confidence. It was

necessary to accept the ministry of * all the talents,'

under Lord Grenville and Mr. Fox ; ^ and personal

intercourse went far to overcome the king's anti-

pathy to the latter.^ Lord Sidmouth had a strong

body of parliamentary friends, who,—to use the

words of his biographer,—' constituted a species of

armed neutrality, far too powerful to be safely over-

looked ; ' and was ' understood to enjoy the favour and

confidence of the king, and to be faithfully devoted to

his Majesty's interests.' ^ His alliance was necessary

:

and he was induced tojoin a party with whom he had

neither connection, nor political sympathies. The

king's friends werenot to be neglected, and were amply

provided for.* Lord Sidmouth himself, ' not wishing

to excite jealousy by very frequent intercourse with

the king,' declined the presidency of the Council,

and accepted the less prominent office of privy seal.^

As there was a difficulty in admitting Lord Sid-

mouth's political friends to the cabinet. Admission

Lord Ellenborough, the Lord Chief Justice EUen-

of England, was associated with him, in the cabinet.

amanuensis ; but prior to that time, he had kept up a constant cor-

respondence with successive ministers, in his own hand.
• Rose's Corr., ii. 236,
'' Twiss's Life of Eldon, i. 510 ; Lord Holland, however, states

' The king watched the progress of Mr. Fox's disorder. He could
hardly suppress his indecent exultation at his death.'

—

Mem. of
Whig Party, ii, 49.

» Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 412. * Itnd., 424.
» Ibid., 416 ; Mr. Abbot's Diary, 424. On the death of Mr. Fox,

he became President of the Council.
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order to give weight to his councils.^ It had been

the policy of our laws to render the judges indepen-

dent of the crown ;
^ and now the first criminal judge

became one of its confidential advisers. Ministers

were strong enough to defend this appointment in

ParUamentj where the precedent of Lord Mansfield

was much relied on : but it was severely censured

in debate, and condemned by public opinion.^

Before the new ministry was completed, the king

Difference
^^^ alarmed at a supposed invasion of his

^gon\he prerogative. On the 1st February, Lord

tiln'^tS' Grrenville proposed to his Majesty some
*™^* changes in the administration of the army,

by which the question was raised whether the army

should be under the immediate control of the

crown, through the commander-in-chief, or be

subject to the supervision of ministers. The king

at once said that the management of the army

rested with the crown alone ; and that he could not

permit his ministers to interfere with it, beyond

the levying of the troops, their pay and clothing.

Lord Grrenville was startled at such a doctrine,

which he conceived to be entirely unconstitutional,

and to which he would have refused to submit.

For some time it was believed that the pending

' Wilberforce's Life, iii. 256. Lord Rous said: 'Lord Sidmouth,

with Lord Ellenborough by his side, put him in mind of a faithful

old steward with his mastiff, watching new servants, lest they should

have some evil designs against the old family mansion.'

—

Pellew's

Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 417.
« 13 Will. III. c. 32 ; 1 Geo. III. c. 23.

' flans. Deb., vi. 308 ; Lord Campbell's Lives of Chief Justices,

ii. 451 ; Lives of the Chancellors, vi. 684 ; Pellew's Life of Lord
Sidmouth, ii. 417 , Lord Colchester's Diary, ii. 42; and see Chap.

XVIIL
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ministerial arrangements would be broken off: but

on the following day Lord Grrenville presented a

minute to his Majesty, stating that no changes in

the management of the army should be effected

without his Majesty's approbation.^ To the doc-

trine thus amended, there could be no reasonable

objection, and the king assented to it.

The Grenville ministry maintained its groimd,

so long as it was tolerated at court : but Differences

when it ventured to offend the king's re- king on the

!•• 1 •/»n 111T1 1
Army and

hgious scruples, it fell suddenly, like that Navy
?-, ^. . „ ™ , Service Bill,

of Mr. Pitt in I8OI.2 To conciliate the 1807.

Catholics they proposed to remove some of the dis-

qualifications of officers in the army and navy, being

Roman Catholics and Dissenters : but in framing

the measure, ministers either neglected to explain

its provisions with sufficient distinctness to the

king, or failed to make themselves understood.

After the bill had been introduced, as they believed,

with his 'reluctant assent,' his Majesty's distaste

for it became inflamed into violent disapprobation.

To propose such a measure, however just and poli-

tic, was a strange indiscretion. Knowing the king's

repugnance to every concession to the Catholics,

they might have profited by the experience of Mr.

Pitt. The chancellor foresaw the danger they

were incurring; and with Lord Ellenborough and

Lord Sidmoutli, protested against the measure.

The friends of the government called it an act of

suicide.'

' Ann. Reg., 1806, 26 ; Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 416.
« See Chap. XII.
• Malmesbury's Corr., iv. 367, 379, 381-384; but see Lord Hoi*
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The king's friends, and the opponents of the

Activity of ministry, did not neglect this favourable
the king's

friends. Opportunity of turning his Majesty's well-

known religious scruples to account; but soon di-

rected his personal influence against his ministers.

On the 4th March, Lord Sidmouth 'apprised his

Majesty of the nature and details of the measure;'

said he should himself oppose it; and soon after-

wards tendered his resignation to Lord Grrenville.^

On the 12th, the Duke of Portland wrote to the

king, expressing his belief that the measure had

not received his Majesty's consent, and that it

could be defeated in the House of Lords. 'But

for this purpose,' said his grace, ' I must fairly state

to your Majesty, that your wishes must be dis-

tinctly known, and that your present ministers

should not have any pretext for equivocating upon

the subject, or any ground whatever to pretend

ignorance of your Majesty's sentiments and deter-

mination, not only to withhold your sanction from

the present measure, but to use all your influence

in resisting it.' ^ Writing on the same day, his

land's Mem., ii. 173, 181, 185. 'It seems to me as if there was
some fatality or judicial blindness aifecting all we do.' Mr. C. Yorke
to the Speaker.

—

Lord Colchester's Diart/, ii. 101. Wilberforce said

they had no excuse, for they had run upon a rock which was above
water.

—

lUd., 109. Sheridan. said 'he had often heard of people
knocking out their brains against a wall, but never knew of anyone
building a wall expressly for the purpose.'

—

Moore's Life, ii. 349.

Lord Holland explains fully the diflSculties of ministers in relation

to the Catholics, and elaborately vindicates their conduct; but fails,

I think, to show its prudence.

—

Mem. of Whig Party, \\. 160-21.');

see also Life and Opinions of Earl Grey, 138-164. Lord Palmer-
Bton's Journal. Bulwer's Life, i. 62-76.

' Lord Sidmouth's Life, ii. 459-462.—Lord Colchester's Diary,

ii. 97.

.

* Malmesbury Corr., iv. 369.
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grace said :
' His Majesty has signified his orders to

my nephews, Lords Greorge and James Thynne, to

vote against it.'i On the following day a person

came to Lord Malmesbury from the Queen's house,

authorised to say, ' that his Majesty's wishes, sen-

timents, and intentions, respecting every measure

which may lead to alter the legal restrictions

the Catholics are liable to, are invariably the same

as they always have been, and always will be so.'
"^

The king himself also intimated to Lord Grenville,

that ' he should certainly think it right to make

it known that his sentiments were against the

measure.' ^

Hence it appears that courtiers and intriguing

statesmen were still as ready as they had -witb^awai

been twenty-five years before, to influence obnoxious

the king against his ministers, and to use
^*^

his name for the purpose of defeating measures in

Parliament ; while the king himself was not more

scrupulous in committing himself to irregular in-

terference with the freedom of parliamentary deli-

berations. On this occasion, however, opposition to

the ministry in Parliament by the king's friends,

was averted by the withdrawal of the measure. On
announcing its abandonment to the king, ministers

committed a second indiscretion,—far greater than

the first. They reserved to themselves, by
pj^^^^

a minute of the cabinet, the right of ^y°^^ing

openly avowing their sentiments, should o?'the'"°^'^

the Catholic petition be presented, and of
'"i°*«*«'^-

» Malmesbury Coir., iv. 371. * BM., 373.
» Letterto Mr. T. Grenrille, 14th March, 1807 ; Court and Cabinets

of Geo. III., iv. 135. See also Letter, 16th March.
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submitting to his Majesty, from time to time, such

measures as they might deem it advisable to pro-

pose.' ^ The king not only desired them to with-

draw this part of the minute, but demanded from

them a written declaration that they would never,

under any circumstances, propose to him further

concessions to the Catholics, or even offer him
advice upon the subject.^ To such a pledge it was

impossible for constitutional ministers to submit.

They were responsible for all public measures, and

for the good government of the country ; and yet,

having abandoned a measure which they had already

proposed, they were now called upon to fetter their

future discretion, and to bind themselves irrevocably

to a policy which they thought dangerous to the

peace of Ireland. The king could scarcely have

expected such submission. Ministers refused the

pledge, in becoming terms ; and the king proceeded

to form a new administration under the Duke of

Portland and Mr. Perceval. He had regarded this

contest with his ministers as ' a struggle for his

throne;' saying, 'he must be the Protestant king

of a Protestant country, or no king.' ^ Such fears,

' Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., ix., 231-247, 261-279 ; Pellew's Life of

Lord Sidmouth, ii. 463 ; Malmesbxiry Corr., iv. 380 ; Eose's Corr.,

ii. 321-327 ; Lord Holland's Mem., App. ii. 312, where the minute
is printed at length ; Lord Colchester's Diaiy, ii. 111-114 ; Life and
Opinions of Earl Grey, 163. In reference to this minute Lord
Palmerston wrote in his Journal, ' ministers insisted upon retaining

both their places and their opinions.'

—

Bulwer's Life, i. 75.

2 Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., ix. 243 ; Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth,

ii. 464 ; Eose's Corr., ii. 328-331 ; Lord Holland's Mem. of the

Whig Party, ii. 200-205. App. 316. Court and Cabinets of Geo.

III., iv. 143 ; Wilberforce's Life, iii. 306 ; Lord Colchester's Diary,

ii. 101-104, 108, 109.

» Twiss's Life of Eldon, ii. 34.
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however, were idle in a monarch who could cast

down ministers and sway Parliaments, at his plea-

sure. He had overcome the giant power of Mr.

Pitt, and Lord Grrenville was now at his feet.

The dismissal of ministers, and the constitutional

dangers involved in such an exercise of Proceedings

prerogative, did not pass without animad- commons

version in Parliament. They were dis- change of

ministry,

cussed in both houses on the 26th March ;^ i807.

and on the 9th April, Mr. Brand moved a resolu-

tion in the Commons, ' that it is contrary to the first

duties of the confidential servants of the crown to

restrain themselves by any pledge, expressed or im-

plied, from offering to the king any advice which

the course of circumstances may render necessary

for the welfare and security of the empire.' In

support of this motion it was argued, that the king

being irresponsible, if ministers should also claim

to be absolved from responsibility, by reason of

pledges exacted from them, there would be no

security for the people against the evils of bad

government. Had ministers agreed to such a pledge,

they would have violated their oaths as privy-

councillors, and the king would have become abso-

lute. Nor did the conduct of secret advisers escape

notice, who had counteracted the measures of the

public and responsible advisers of the crown.* On
the other side it was contended that the stipulation

proposed by ministers, of being at liberty to support

in debate a measure which they had withdrawn,

—

' Haus. Deb., Ist Ser., ix. 231-279.
« Mr. Plunket, Hans. Deb., Ist Ser., ix. 312.
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and of which the king disapproved,—was uncon-

stitutionalj'—as tending to place the king in direct

opposition to Parliament,—an evil which was ordi-

narily avoided by ministers refraining from support-

ing any measure to which the king might hereafter

have to give his veto. The late ministers were even

charged with not having, in the explanation of the

causes of their retirement, arraigned their sovereign

at the bar of Parliament.' Mr. Perceval denied

that the king had conferred with any secret advisers

until after the ministers were dismissed ; and said

that, in requiring the pledge, he had acted without

any advice whatever. Ministers, he declared, had

brought the pledge upon themselves, which would

never have been suggested, had they not desired

to impose conditions upon his Majesty.

Sir Samuel Komilly went so far as to maintain

that if ministers had subscribed such a pledge, they

would have been guilty of a high crime and mis-

demeanour.'* With regard to Mr. Perceval's state-

ment, that the king had acted without advice, Sir

Samuel affirmed, that there could be no exercise of

prerogative in which the king was without some

adviser. He might seek the counsels of any man,

however objectionable : but that man would be re-

sponsible for the advice given, and for the acts of the

crown. There was no constitutional doctrine more

important than this, for the protection of the crown.

'History had unfolded the evils ofa contrary principle

' General Craufurd, Hans. Deb., 1st. Ser., ix. 299 ; Mr. Perceval,

ibid., 316 ; Mr. Bathurst, ihid., 331 ; Mr. Canning, ibid., 342.

« Lhid., iv. 327.
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Having prevailed.' It was also well observed by

Mr. Whitbread, that the avowal of ministers that

the king had acted without advice, amounted to a

declaration on their part., that they disowned the

responsibility of the act complained of, and left his

Majesty to bear the blame, of it himself, without

that protection which the constitution had pro-

vided : but that from this responsibility they could

not escape; for by accepting office, they had as-

sumed the responsibility which they had shown so

much anxiety to avoid.

But Lord Howick denied that the king had acted

without advice, and asserted that there had been

secret advisers, who had taken pains to poison the

royal mind.^ On the Saturday before the pledge

had been required, Lord Eldon had an audience ;

and both Lord Eldon and Lord Hawkesbury were

consulted by the king, before measures were taken

for forming a new administration. They were,

therefore, the king's responsible advisers. In

answer to these allegations, Mr. Canning stated that

Lord Eldon s visit to Windsor had taken place on

Saturday se'nnight, preceding the change of min-

istry ; that it had reference to a matter of extreme

delicacy, unconnected with these events, and that

before he went, Lord Eldon had explained to Lord

Grenville the object of his visit, and promised to

mention no other subject to his Majesty.* He
added, that the Duke of Portland, Mr. Perceval,

• Hans. Deb., Ist Ser., ix. 339.
* Lord Eldon himself expressly denied having had any eommuni-

cation with the king on the Catholic Question or the Ministers.

—

Twi»is Life, ii. 36-38.
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and himself, had endeavoured to prevent the separ-

ation between the late ministers and the king, by

amicable explanations. Mr. Canning concluded by

saying, that the ministers were ' determined to

stand by their sovereign, even though circumstances

should occur in which they may find it their duty

to appeal to the country.'^ In answer to this

threat, Lord Henry Petty said that a great constitu-

tional wrong had been done, and that no such in-

timidation would induce the House to refrain from

expressing their sense of it. During the division,

Lord Hovsdck addressed the members in the lobby,

and said that, being nearly certain of a majority,'

they must follow up their success with ' an address

to the throne, to meet the threat which had been

thrown out that evening,—a threat unexampled in

the annals of Parliament.' ' But the king and his

adherents were too strong for the opposition, whose

friends, already looking to the court, left them in

a minority of thirty-two.*

On the 13th April, a discussion was raised in

Proceedings the Houso of Lords upou a motion to
tn the Lords. ^^ ^^^^ effect, proposed by the MarquesS

' Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., ix. 346. According to Sir S. Romilly, Mr.
Canning said 'he had made up his mind, when the Catholic Bill was
fii'st mentioned, to vote for it if the king was for it, and against it if

the king was against it. Every art was used to interest persons for

the king ; his age was repeatedly mentioned, his pious scruples, his

regard for his coronation oath, which some members did not scruple

to say would have been violated if the bill had passed.'

—

Bomillt/s

Life, ii. 194.
* A majority of twenty was expected.

—

EomUly's Life, ii. 195.
* Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., ix. 348. It was intended to follow up this

motion, if carried, by resolutions expressing want of confidence in

the ministers.

—

Romilly's Life, i\. 194; Lord Colchester's Diary, ii.

119.
* Ayes, 258 ; Noes, 226.
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of Stafford. The most remarkable speech was that

of Lord Erskine, who had already expressed his

opinions on the subject, to the king himself.^ Not

being himself, on account of religious scruples,

favourable to the Catholic claims, he yet ridiculed

the argument that the king had been restrained by

his coronation oath, from assenting to the late

measure. He had assented to the Act of 1793,

which admitted Catholic majors and colonels to the

army, without perjury :—how then could his oath

be violated by the admission of staff-officers ? On

the question of the pledge he asked, ' Is it consis-

tent with the laws and customs of the realm that

the king shall make a rule for his own conduct,

which his councillors shall not break in upon, to

disturb with their advice ?
' If it were, ' the king,

instead of submitting to be advised by his coun-

cillors, might give the rule himself as to what he

will be advised in, until those who are solemnly

sworn to give full and impartial counsel, and who

are responsible to the public for their conduct as

his advisers, might be penned up in a corner of

their duties and juiisdiction, and the state might

go to ruin.' Again, as to the personal responsibility

of the king, he laid it down that ' the king can

perform no act of government himself, and no man
ought to be received within the walls of this House,

to declare that any act of government has proceeded

from the private will and determination, or con-

science of the king. The king, as chief magistj'ate,

> Komilly's Life, ii. 188.

VOL. I. I
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can have no conscience which is not in the trust of

responsible subjects. When he delivers the seals of

office to his officers of state, his conscience, as it

regards the state, accompanies them.' ' No act of

state or government can, therefore, be the king's:

he cannot act but by advice ; and he who holds

office sanctions what is done, from whatever source

it may proceed.'

By Lord Harrowby the motion was represented as

placing the House in the situation 'of sitting in

judgment upon the personal conduct of their sove-

reign.' But perhaps the best position for the crown

was that assumed by Lord Selkirk. The king, he

said, could not be accountable to Parliament for his

conduct in changing his advisers ; and the proposed

pledge was merely a motive for such a change, be-

yond the reach of parliamentary investigation.

Another view was that of Lord Sidmouth. Admit-

ting that for every act of the executive government

there must be a responsible adviser, he ' contended

that there were many functions of the sovereign

which, though strictly legitimate, not only might,

but must be performed without any such responsi-

bility being attached to them, and which must,

therefore, be considered as the personal acts of the

king. Of these the constitution does not take cog-

nisance.'* It was the object of this ingenious argu-

ment to absolve from responsibility both the king,

who could do no wrong, and his present advisers,

who, by accepting office, had become responsible for

• Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., ix. 3dd-36fi. * Ibid., 399.
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the measures by which their predecessors had been

removed. This unconstitutional position was well

exposed by the Earl of Lauderdale, who felicitously

cited the example of Lord Danby, in support of the

principle that the king can have no separate respon-

sibility. Lord Danby, having been impeached for

offences committed as a minister, had produced in

his defence, a written authority from the king him-

self, but was yet held responsible for the execution

of the king*s commands: nay, the House of Com-

mons voted his plea an aggravation of his offences^

as exposing the king to public odium. ^ The same

argument was ably enforced by Lord Holland. That

for every act of the crown some adviser must be

responsible,—could not, indeed, be denied : but the

artifice of putting forth the king personally, and

representing him as on his trial at the bar,—^this

repeated use of the king's name, was a tower of

strength to the ministerial party.^ Lord Stafford's

motion was superseded by the adjournment of the

House, which was carried by a majority of eighty-

one.'

The question, however, was not yet suffered to

rest. On the 15th April, Mr. W. H. Lyt- „ ,_,^ ^ •' Mr. Lyttle-

tleton renewed the discussion, in proposing
5^°jf ^ "ri?"'

a resolution expressing regret at the late ^^"^•

changes in his Majesty's councils. The debate added
little to the arguments on either side, and was

' Hans. iJeb., 1st Ser., ix. 405, 414,
« Romilly's Life, ii. 197.
* Contents, 171 ; Non-contents, 90. Hans. Deb. 1st Ser., be. 422.
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brought to a close by the House resolving to pass to

the orders of the day.'

As a question of policy, it had obviously been a

Impolicy of falso stcp, ou the part of the ministers, to
the cabinet . • i i i • ^ • • xi.
minute. give expression to their reservations,m tne

minute of the cabinet. They had agreed to abandon

the bill which had caused the difference between

themselves and his Majesty ; and, by virtue of their

office, as the king's ministers, were free, on any

future occasion, to offer such advice as they might

think proper. By their ill-advised minute, they

invited the retaliation of this obnoxious pledge.

But no constitutional writer would now be found to

defend the pledge itself, or to maintain that the

ministers who accepted office in consequence of the

refusal of that pledge, had not taken upon them-

selves the same responsibility as if they had ad-

vised it.

Meanwhile, though this was the first session of a

The dissoiu- ucw Parliament, a speedy dissolution was

1807. determined upon. Advantage was taken

of the prevalent anti-Catholic feeling which it was

feared might subside : but the main issue raised by

this appeal to the country was the propriety of the

recent exercise of prerogative. In the Lords Com-
missioners' speech, on the 27th April, the king said

he was ' anxious to recur to the sense of his people,

while the events which have recently taken place are

yet fresh in their recollection.' And he distinctly

invited their opinion upon them, by declaring that

' he at once demonstrates, in the most unequivocal

• Ayes, 244; Noes, 198. Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., ix. 432-475.
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manner, his own conscientious persuasion of the

rectitude of those motives upon which he has acted,

and aflfords to his people the best opportunity of

testifying their determination to support him in

every exercise of the prerogatives of his crown,

which is conformable to the sacred obligations under

which they are held, and conducive to the welfare

of his kingdom, and to the security of the constitu-

tion.' The recent exercise of prerogative was thus

associated with the obligations of his coronation

oath, so as to unite, in favour of the new ministers,

the loyalty of the people, their personal attachment

to the sovereign, and their zeal for the Protestant

establishment. Without such appeals to the loyalty

and religious feelings of the people, the influence of

the crown was alone sufficient to command a majority

for ministers ; and their success was complete.

On the meeting of the new Parliament, amend-

ments to the address were proposed in both
jj-gg^j^^ „,

Houses, condemning the dissolution, as i^end^"*'

founded upon 'groundless and injurious dreSfmh^'

pretences;' but were rejected by large
•^™®'^^*'^-

majorities.*

The king's will had prevailed, and was not again

to be called in question. His own power, The three

confided to the Tory ministers henceforth ^X^r^'
admitted to his councils, was supreme. ^®'"'^'

Though there was still a party of the king's friends,'

his Majesty agreed too well with his ministers, in

• In the Lords by a majority of 93, and in the Commons by a
majority of 196.

—

Hans. Deb., Ist Ser., ix. 657-658.
» Fellow's Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 469; Komilly's Life, ii. 220.
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principles and policy, to require the aid of irre-

sponsible advisers. But this rule, once more absolute,

—after the struggles of fifty years,—was drawing

to a close. The will, that had been so strong and

unbending, succumbed to disease ; and a reign in

which the king had been so resolute to govern,

ended in a royal ' phantom,' and a regency.'

' See infra, p. 207.
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CHAPTER II.

INFLUENCE OF THE CROWN DURING THE REGENCY, THE REIGNS OF

GEORGE IV., WtLUAM IV., AND HER MAJESTY, QUEEN VICTORIA.

The Prince Regent differed too much, in character

and habits, from his royal father, to be in- character of

clined to exercise the influence of the Regent.

crown, with the same activity. Greorge III., eager

for power, had also delighted in business, to which

he had trained himself from early youth.^ With

greater abilities, and superior education, the prince

was fond of ease and pleasure, and averse to business.

His was not the temperament to seek the labour and

anxieties of public affairs : nor had power devolved

upon him, until the ambitious spirit of youth had

ceased to prompt him to exertion. He loved the

*^pomp and circumstance' of royalty, without its cares.

But though disinclined to the daily toils which his

father had undergone for fifty years,—and disposed,

by indolence and indifference, to leave more dis-

cretion to his ministers, in the ordinary affairs of

state : yet whenever his own feelings or interests were

concerned, his father himself had scarcely been more

imperative.

' See debate, 14th April, 1812, on Col. M'Mahon's appointment
ae Private Secretary to the Prince Eegent.

—

Hans. Deb., Ist Sor.

xxii. 332.
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The very qualities, however, which disinclined the

Influence of
pri^ce to laborious activity, exposed him

his court,
^ijg ^Qj.g readily to the influence of his

court. His father's will was strong, and full of

energy: his own, inconstant and capricious. The
father had judged for himself, with rude vigour

and decision : the son,—impulsive, indolent, and

without strength of principle or conviction,—was

swayed by the advice of those nearest to his person.

The early events of the regency displayed at once

the preponderating influence of the crown, over all

other powers of the state, and the subjection of the

regent to the counsels of the court.

To politics, apart from their relations to himself.

His separa- ^^® priucc was iudifierent ; and his indif-

hTpoiitteai ference led to the same results, as the
friends.

king's stroug predilections. He readily

gave up the opinions, as well as the political friends

of his youth. As to his friends, indeed, he had

been separated from them for many years, by the

French Eevolution :
' the death of Mr. Fox had

more recently loosened the tie which had bound

them together : the part taken by them against the

Duke of York, had further relaxed it ; and the proud

bearing of the great Whig leaders,—little congenial

to the lighter manners of the court,—had nearly

broken it asunder. But lately they had exerted

' Mr. Erskine, writing to Mr. Lee, 8th Feb, 1793, said :
' We are

now plunging, for nothing, or rather for mischief, into a calamitous

war, in combination {not avowed) with the despots of the North, to

restore monarchy in France, And as it is the cause of kings, our

prince is drawn into it, and has taken his leave of all of us.'^-

Eockingham Memoirs, ii. 127.
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themselves strenuously against the restrictions upon

the powers of the regent, which the Government,

following the precedent of 1788, had proposed ; and

their general views of policy were supposed to coin-

cide with his own.

Other circumstances pointed strongly to their

being now called to office. The Perceval Mr. Perce-

administration, which had owed its origin stration.

to the king's dread of the Roman Catholic claims,

was weak and disunited ; and while the leading

statesmen of all other parties were favourable to

the- Roman Catholic cause, the sole merit of this

ministry lay in their opposition to it. Mr. Perceval

himself had been personally obnoxious to the prince,

as the friend and adviser of his detested princess,

Caroline of Brunswick : nor had the chancellor,

Lord Eldon, been free from the same offence. The

regent had also suspected the latter of keeping him
at a distance from his father, and told his lordship

afterwards ' that there was no person in the whole

world that he hated so much, as for years he had

hated him.' *

The prince had further raised the expectations of

the opposition, by confiding to Lord Gren- The prince

ville and Lord Grey the drawing up of his ^fl^*^/*"®

answer to the joint resolutions of the two ^'e^and'^"'

Houses on the conditions of the regency ;
^"^^'

and he, as suddenly, repressed these expectations by

rejecting their draft for another,—the composition

of himself and Mr. Sheridan. This proceeding, so

contrary to the views of these noblemen, as respon-

> Twiss's Life of Eldon, ii. 197, 198.
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sible advisers, drew from them a remonstrance,

which, however constitutional in doctrine, was too

lofty in its tone, and partook too much of the cha-

racter of a lecture, to be altogether acceptable to

the prince.^

While the Eegency Bill was passing through Par-

Hope of the
li^-nient, the prince had frequent communi-

opposition.
cations with the opposition. The plan of

a new administration was concerted, and several of

the principal places were allotted to the Whig
leaders. So assured were they of their speedy ac-

cession to power, that, jealous of the influence of

Lord Moira and Mr. Sheridan, they were already in-

sisting that the prince should engage to consult none

but his future ministers.'^ Nor were ministers less

persuaded of the impending change.' The king

himself, in his lucid intervals, was informed of it

by his chancellor ; and was prepared to restore his

Their dis- old scrvants when he recovered.* But be-

ment. forc the Eegency Bill had received the

royal assent, the queen addressed a letter to the

prince, suggesting the serious consequences which a

change of ministry might have upon the king's

recovery. The prince accordingly acquainted Lord

Grenville that the state of his Majesty's health

prevented the removal of ministers : but that his

' Moore's Life of Sheridan, iL 383, et seq. ; Court and Cabinets of

the Regency, i. 21, ct seq.—Lord Colchester's Diary, ii. 307 ; Life

and Opinions of Earl Grey, 266, 431.
* Rose Corp., ii 471-475 ; Life and Opinions of Earl Grey, 270.
» Twiss's Life of Lord Eldon, ii. 197.

* Ibid., 477 ; Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 315.
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confidence was entirely with his lordship, Lord G-rey,

and his other friends.^

When the restrictions upon the prince's power, as

regent, were about to expire, and the king's His proposal

recovery had become more improbable, it should jom
Mr. Perce-

was still believed that he would, at length, vai!

form a newadministration consisting of the opposition

leaders. He contented himself, however, with pro-

posing, through the Duke of York, that ' some of

those persons with whom the early habits of his

public life were formed,' should agree to strengthen

Mr. Perceval's administration,—a proposal which

they could scarcely have been expected to accept.''

In suggesting this arrangement, he truly avowed

that he had ' no predilections to indulge
;

' having

now become as indifferent to the principles, as to

the persons, of the Whig leaders.

Eestrained for a time, by the possibility of the

king's recovery,' from making any changes, Hia es-

he had easily become satisfied with exist- ft-om the
Whig

ing arrangements,—his contentment being leaders.

increased by a liberal civil list. This result was

imputed to secret counsels,—to the persuasion of the

queen, the Hertford family, and the court. Parlia-

• Rose Corr., ii. 478, 479.—Life and Opinions of Earl Grey, 274.
* Hans. Deb., xxii. 39, n. Court and Cabinets of the Regency, i.

222. Lord Grenville, writing to the Marquess of Buckingham, Feb.

13th, 1812, said; ' The whole will end, I doubt not, in the continu-

ance of Perceval, with Castlereagh and Sidmouth to help him. And
this, I believe, is what Lord Yarmouth means, whose intentions are

those which are alone of any consequence.'

—

Ibid., 225. Mr. T.

Grenville, to same, 14th Feb.—Ibid., 228. Romilly's Life, iii. 11;

Lord Colchester's Diary, ii. 369; Plumer Ward's Mem., i. 412; Life

and Opinions of Earl Grey, 283.

» Rose Corr., ii, 478, 479. . .
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ment and the press resounded with denunciations

of these covert influences.' But the events of this

Paramount pcriod had a deeper import than the

the crown, intrigues of a court, and the disappoint-

ments of a party. They marked the paramount in-

fluence of the crown, in the government of the

country. Here were the two great parties in the

state looking to royal favour alone, as the source of

their power. It was never doubted by ministers,

that, if they retained the confidence of the prince

regent, they would be able to command the support

of Parliament. It was never doubted by the oppo-

sition, that, if invited to accept office, they would

be able to maintain their position as firmly as those

ministers whom they were seeking to displace.

Both parties were assured, that the support of Par-

liament would follow the confidence of the crown.

The Whigs had relied upon the personal friendship

of the prince regent : but ministers, having sup-

planted their rivals in court favour, continued to

govern the country with the acquiescence of an ob-

sequious Parliament. There was no appeal, on either

side, to political principles or policy, or to public

service : but all alike looked upwards to the court.

The Tory party happened to prevail ; and the

' Debate on Lord Boringilon's motion, 19th March, 1812. Lord
Uarnley, Earl Grey, &e.

—

Hans. Deb., xxii. 62, 80. Lord Donough-
more, April 21st, l^\2.—Ibid., 625. Mr. Lyttleton, May 4th, 1812,
said :

* It was notorious that the regent was surrounded with
favourites, and, as it were, hemmed in with minions.'

—

Ibid., 1163.

Moore's Life of Sheridan, ii. 394, 407 ; Romilly's Life, ii. 366

:

Wilberforce's Life, iii. 494 ; Court and Cabinets of the Regency, i.

25, et seq., 71, 163, 177, 241, 216; Twiss's Life of Eldon, ii. 193.—
Plumer Ward's Mem., i. 470; Lord Colchester's Diary, ii. 277.
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government of the state was, therefore, conducted

on Tory principles. If the Whig party had been

placed in power, without any change in public

opinion, Whig principles would have been in the

ascendant.

The assassination of Mr. Perceval made an unex-

pected opening for a new ministry :. but Negotiations

the court appears to have been resolved orMnP^*^

that no considerable change should follow.
*^^^' ^^^^'

Overtures were made to Lord Wellesley and Mr.

Canning, to strengthen a government to whose policy

they were opposed : but—as had doubtless been ex-

pected—they refused such conditions.^ The old

government would have been at once revived, had

not the Commons addressed the regent, on the mo-

tion of Mr. Stuart Wortley, to take measures 'to

form a strong and eflBcient administration.' ' Lord

Wellesley was now commissioned to form a ministry

:

but none of the existing ministers would listen to

his overtures ; and the opposition declined to accept

such a share of the cabinet as was offered to them

;

and thus his lordship's mission failed, as the court

had, probably, intended.'

At length Lord Moira—the intimate friend of the

prince, and the unconscious tool of the
LordMoira's

court—^was charged to consult with Lord ^^'^^^'

Grey and Lord Grrenville, on the formation of an

' Twiss's Life of Eldon, ii. 209-213; Court and Cabinets of the

Regency, i. 305.
» Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., xxiii. 231, 286.
* Court and Cabinets of the Regency, i. 863 ; Stapleton's Life of

Canning, 200 ; Moore's Life of Sheridan, ii. 241 ; Lord Colchester's

Diary, ii. 382-384.
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administration. He stated that he had received

this commission without any restrictions upon the

consideration of such points as they judged useful

for his service. Nothing could exceed the apparent

fairness of this proposal ; but, as Lords Grey and

Grenville had received information that no changes

The royal
would be permitted in the royal house-

honsehoid. ^^i^x ^j^gy inquired whether they should

be at liberty to consider appointments to those great

ofl&ces in the household, which were usually included

in political arrangements, on a change of ministry.

Lord Moira, having obtained the prince's consent to

part with the officers of the household, if he should

advise it, had assured his royal highness, before he

undertook this mission, ' that he should not part

with one of them.' In execution of his promise,

he now said that it would be impossible for him to

concur in the necessity of changing the household

on the formation of a new ministry ; and upon this

issue the negotiations were broken off. As the views

of Lord Moira on the one side, and of the Whigs on

the other, had been well known before Lord Moira

received his commission,'^ this proposal would seem

to have been as illusory as those which had preceded

it. But there was yet another artifice practised

upon the opposition leaders. Though Lord Moira

had determined not to agree to any alteration in

the household. Lord Hertford, Lord Yarmouth, and

other officers had resolved to resign their offices at

' Mr. T. Grenville to Marquess of Buckingham, 30th April, 1812.—Court and Cabinets of the Regency, i. 335. From same to same,
.Tune 1st.—iSic?., 336.

* Mr. T. Grrenville to the Marquess of Buckingham. Ibid., L 357.
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court, should the opposition undertake to form a

government. But this important information was

prevented, by court intrigues, from reaching the

noble lords who were conducting the negotiations.'

They insisted upon the change in order to give ' to

a new government that character of efficiency and

stability, and those marks of the constitutional sup-

port of the crown, which were required to enable it

to act usefully for the public service.' Lord Moira

rested his resistance to a claim,—which, according to

custom, could hardly have been opposed in any hono,

Jide consultations,—on the ground that changes in

the household would give countenance to the impu-

tations which had been thrown upon the court. It

need hardly be said that his conduct produced the

very result which he had professed his anxiety to

avert.

The leaders of the opposition were persuaded of

the hollowness of all the proposals which Therecenfs

had been made to them ; and, knowing the agj^°sfthe

hostility of the court, were as unwilling as
"'^^'««-

their opponents that these overtures should lead to

any result. Had they been less lofty and unbend-

ing, they might perhaps have overcome the obstacles

which they dreaded. The regent had not the stub-

bom will of his royal father, and might have been

won over to their side again, if they had once estab-

lished themselves at court. So thought many of

their disappointed followers: but the great lords

' Debates in Lords and Commons, 8th and 11th June, 1812 ;

Hans. Deb., Ist Ser., xxiii. 356, 397, .')94, 606, and Appendix of

Papers ; Moore's Life of Sheridan, ii, 426 ; Twiss's Life of Eldon,

ii, 214-220; Life and Opinions of Earl Grey, 296.
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judged otherwise, and proudly shrank from the un-

gracious task of combating the disfavour of the

prince, and the intrigues of his courtiers.' The

prince, indeed, had now become so violent against

the opposition, that we are reminded of Greorge III.

in the days of the coalition. ' He told Lord Welles-

ley that he had no objection to one or two of them

individually, but as a body he would rather abdicate

the regency than ever come into contact with them.' ^

And again, after the failure of Lord Moira's mission

—'three times that day, before dinner and after

dinner, he declared that if Lord Grrey had been

forced upon him, he should have abdicated.' ^

These negotiations, meanwhile, had served their

Eeconstitu- purpose. The old administration was im-

niinistry mediately reconstituted, under the Earl of
under Lord

i i i i •

Liverpool. Liverpool ; and when complaints were

made in the House of Commons, that a strong ad-

ministration had not been formed, in compliance

with their address, the blame was thrown upon the

impracticable leaders of the opposition. Ministers

were now safe, and gained an easy triumph over Mr.

Stuart Wortley and Lord Milton, who endeavoured

to unsettle the government, by fui-ther representa-

tions to the regent.*

• Debates in House of Lords, 3rd, fith, and 8th June, 1812

;

Hans, Deb., 1st Ser. xxiii. 332-356, and App. xli. ; Twiss's Life of

Eklon, ii. 216, 217 ; Romilly's Life, iii. 42 ; Horner's Mem., ii. Ill,

311 ; Lord Grenville to the Marquess of Buckingham, June 6th and
9rh, 1812 ; Court and Cabinets of the Regency, i. 353, 377 ; Mr. T.

Grenville.—/6m?., 354 ; Life and Opinions of Earl Grey, 300-308.
^ Court and Cabinets of the Regency, i. 323.
' Moore's Mem. by Lord John Russell, i. 360.

* June 11th, Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., xxiii. 397.
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Henceforth the ascendency of Tory politics, which

George III. had established, and which the Aacemiency

regent had been expected to overthrow, iitics.

was maintained more firmly than ever. By the

influence of the crown it had been created ; and

by the same influence it was upheld during the

regency, and throughout the reign of George IV.

All opposition being thus defeated, and the ministers

and the court party being agreed, the prince regent

had no further need of personal interposition in the

govenunent of the country.

On his accession to the throne, he was dissatisfied

with ministers, for resisting his demands proceedings

for a larger civil list: but submitted to Queen, 1820.

their judgment, and even, in his speech to Parlia-

ment, disclaimed any wish for an increased revenue.'

Soon afterwards his painful relations with the queen

led to proceedings of which his ministers could

not approve : but in which,—with the honourable

exception of Mr. Canning,"—they were induced

to support him. The king's personal feelings and

honour were concerned ; and the embarrassing con-

duct of the queen herself, led them to accept the

responsibility of measures to which the king already

stood committed. No sooner had he succeeded to

the throne than he desired to obtain a divorce ; but

his ministers, at that time, resisted his wishes, and

explained their objections, in some able minutes ol

' Twiss's Life of Eldon, ii. 363 ; Com. Journ., Ixxr. 110.
« Stapleton's Life of Canning, 290-295, 316-323.
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the cabinet.' He obtained from them, however, an

assurance that, if her Majesty should return to

England, they would no longer oppose him in his

cherished object.* They were little prepared for so

embarrassing an event : but it was soon to be

brought about by the offensive measures which the

king had taken, and his ministers- had sanctioned,

against her.

The queen had already bsen irritated by two

great insults. Our ambassadors, acting upon their

instructions from home, had prevented her recogni-

tion as queen of England at foreign courts ; and her

name had been omitted, by command of the king,

from the liturgy of the church. Even the legality

of this latter act was much doubted.' It was at

least so disputable as to be an imwise exercise of the

prerogative.* Such insults as these, naturally pro-

voked the queen to insist upon her proper recogni-

tion. At the same time they aroused popular

sympathy in her cause, which encouraged her to

proceed to extremities. The ministers vainly at-

tempted a compromise : but it was too late. The

queen was already on her way to England, loudly

asserting her rights. They endeavoured to prevent

her approach, by submitting a proposal that she

> 10th and 14th February, 1820; Stapleton's Life of Canning,
266, 279, 299; Lord Colchester's Diary, iii. 115.

« Twiss's Life of Eldon, ii. 368.
* Debates in Lords and Commons, 1820, on the papers relating to

the conduct of the queen. Dr. Phillimore, writing to the Marquess
of Buckingham, 16th Jan. 1821, said: 'The general opinion of
lawyers is, I think, unfavourable to the claim.'

—

Court and Cahivets

of George IV., i. 109.

Mr. C. Wynn to the Marquess of Buckingham.

—

Ibid., 116.-
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should receive an annuity of 50,000L a year, on re-

nouncing her title, and continuing to reside abroad ;

and threatening proceedings against her in Parlia-

ment, if she refused these conditions. She refused

them, and hastened to England,—when preliminary

proceedings were at once commenced. . Even now

there was still hope of a compromise, sought by the

queen herself. The king was willing to drop all

further proceedings against her, and to recognise her

title, on condition of her residing abroad ; but the

queen demanded the restoration of her name in the

liturgy, and her recognition in at least one foreign

court,—which the king refused to concede.^

And now the threat was carried out to the fullest

extent, by the introduction of a bill into
conduct of

the House of Lords, to deprive her Majesty '"'nis**'^^-

of her title, prerogatives, and rights, and to dissolve

her marriage with the king. Ministers were fully

sensible of the difficulties, and even of the danger,

of yielding to the king's desire to prosecute this

formidable measure. Lord Eldon, writing in June,

1820, said, ' I think no administration, who have any

regard for him, will go the length he wishes, as an

administration,—and if they will, they cannot take

Parliament along with them : that body is afraid of

disclosures,—not on one side only,—which may affect

the monarchy itself.' ' But on the failure of all

their attempts to effect an accommodation of the

' Debates, 19th June, 1820, when the failure of these negotiations

was announced; Stapleton's Life of Canning, 285-287.
^ Twiss's Life of Eldon, ii. 372.
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royal differences, they yielded,—against their better

judgment,—to the revengeful spirit of the king.

The disgraceful incidents of the 'queen's trial*

are too well knovm to need repetition, even if they

ought otherwise to find a place in this history. But

what were the constitutional aspects of the case ?

The king had resolved to execute an act of vengeance

rather than of justice against the queen,—whose

wrongs had aroused for her protection, the strongest

popular feelings,—sympathy with a woman, and re-

sentment of oppression. All the power of the crown

was arrayed on one side, and the excited passions of

the people on the other. The impending conflict

was viewed with alarm by statesmen of all parties.

Many sagacious observers dreaded a civil war."

Ministers foresaw the dangers to which the country

was exposed : they disapproved of proceedings which,

without their acquiescence, could not have been

attempted ;—yet they lent themselves to gratify the

singer and hatred of the king. They were saved

from the consummation of their worst fears by the

withdrawal of the Bill of pains and penalties, at its

last stage in the House of Lords : but in proceeding

so far, in opposition to their own judgment, they

had sinned against their constitutional obligations,

as responsible ministers. By consenting to act as

instruments of the king's pleasure, they brought him

into dangerous collision with his people. Had
they refused to permit, what they could not justify

to Parliament or the country, they would have

spared the king his humiliation, and the state its

perils.
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Not to have supported the king in a cause affect-

ing his deepest feelings and his honour, might have

exposed them to the reproach of deserting their

royal master in his utmost need, and even of siding

with his hated consort :
' but a higher sense of their

responsibilities, and greater firmness in asserting

them, would have made them mediators between the

king, on the one side, and the queen, the Parliament,

and the people, on the other.''

The opposition had espoused the queen's cause,

—

some to protect her from oppression,— The king's

some to lead a popular cause against the agahi^'tL

ministers,—and others, like Cobbett, to
°pp°^>«°°-

gratify their bitter hatred of the government. The

king's resentment against th^se who had opposed

him in Parliament, equalled that of his father

against Mr. Fox. Mr. Fremantle, writing on the

29th December, 1820, to the Marquess of Bucking-

ham, said : ' His invective against Lord Grrey was

stronger and more violent than I can possibly repeat;'

and again :
' what I am most anxious to observe to

you, was his increased hostility and indignation

' Lord Brougham has attributed their conduct solely to an un-
worthy desire to retain their places

(
Works, iv. 33) ; but perhaps

the suggestion in the text is nearer the truth.

' Mr. Canning wrote to Mr. Huskisson, Oct. 2, 1820, that the
ministers ought to have held this language to the king : ' " Sir.

—

divorce is impossible! " " What! if she comes, if she braves, if she
insults?" "Yes, sir, in any case, divorce is impossible. Other
things may be tried, other expedients may be resorted to ; but
divorce, we tell you again, is impossible. It can never be ;" . . . .

and see the fruits ' (of their conduct),— ' a government brought into

contempt and detestation ; a kingdom thrown into such ferment and
convulsion, as no other kingdom or government ever recovered from
without a revolution ; but I hope we shall.'

—

Stapleton's Life of
Canning, 299.
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against the opposition, and more personally against

Lord Grey.'' Yet the same acute observer, who
knew the king well, writing again on the 24th

January 1821, said :
' Lord Grenville fancies a Whig

government could not last six months, reasoning

from the conduct of Greorge III. : but in this I am
persuaded he would find himself deceived, for the

same decision and steadiness of mind does not belong

to his successor. And should the change once take

place, new attachments and habits would prevail,

and obliterate all former anger.'*

Meanwhile, the popularity of the king, which had

Popularity Suffered for a time from these proceedings,
of Geo. IV. ^^ speedily recovered. The monarchy had

sustained no permanent injury: its influence was

not in the least impaired. The personal character

of the king was not such as to command the respect

or attachment of the people: yet at no previous

period had their loyalty been more devoted—never,

perhaps, had the adulation of royalty been so ex-

travagant and servile. There were discontent and

turbulence among some classes of the people: but

the crown and its ministers continued to rule supreme

over Parliament, the press, the society and the

public opinion of the country.

Though the influence of the crown was acknow-

Motion of ledged as fully as in the late reign, it had

ham on the not bccu brought uudcr Parliamentary
influence of . ^ , • % nc\c^
the crown, discussiou for many years: when, in 1822,
June 24 ^ •/

1822. ' Mr. Brougham introduced a motion on the

' Court and Cabinets of George IV., i. 99. * Ibid., 112.
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subject. He proposed to declare that the influence

of the crown was 'unnecessary for maintaining its

constitutional prerogatives, destructive of the inde-

pendence of Parliament, and inconsistent with the

well-governing of the realm.' 5y comparing the

present expenditure with that of 1780,—the number

of places and commissions, the cost of collecting the

revenue, and the host of persons looking up to

government for patronage,—he pronounced the in-

fluence of the crown to have been greatly increased

since Mr. Dunning's celebrated resolution. He
admitted, however, that the number of placemen

in the House had been diminished. In the time of

liOrd Carteret there had been two hundred, and at an

antecedent period even three hundred: in 1780

there had been between eighty and ninety ; and in

1822, eighty-seven,—many of whom, however, could

not be said to be dependent on the crown. He
drew an entertaining historical sketch of the manner

in which every party, in turn, so long as it held

office, had enjoyed the confidence of the House of

Commons, but had lost that confidence immediately

it was in opposition,—a coincidence to be attributed

to the ascendency of the crown, which alone enabled

any ministry to command a majority. Lord London-

derry, in a judicious speech, pointed out that the

authority of the crown had been controlled by the

increasing freedom of the press, and by other causes

;

and after a debate of some interest, Mr. Brougham's

motion was negatived by a large majority. It was

' Ayeb 216, Noes Wil.—Ham. BJ)., 2nd Ser., vii 12G6.
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not by paring down prerogative and patronage,

but by enlarging the liberties of the people, that

the influence of the crown was destined to be con-

trolled.

Early in his reign, the king was supposed to be

The king's
^^ favour of a measuro for the relief of the

oSoUo
*^^ Roman Catholics ; and its friends were

qnesuon. evcu Speculating upon his encouragement

to carry it through Parliament.^ But in 1824, he

had become ' violently anti-Catholic
;

' and so para-

moimt was his influence supposed to be over the

deliberations of Parliament, that the friends of

the cause believed it to be hopeless.'* Until the

death of Lord Liverpool, the Catholic claims having

small hope of success, the king was content to

make known his opinions in conversation, and

through common reports.^ But when Mr. Canning,

the brilliant champion of the Roman Catholics,

had become first minister, his Majesty thought

it necessary to declare his sentiments, in a more

authentic shape. And accordingly he sent for

the Archbishop of Canterbury, and the Bishop of

London, and ' directed them to make known to their

clergy that his sentiments on the coronation oath,

and on the Catholic question, were those his revered

father, George III., and lamented brother, the Duke

of York, had maintained during their lives, and

' • I hear he is for it,' said the Duke of "Wellington to Mr. Fre-

mantle. ' By the by,' he added, ' I hear Lady Conyngham supports

it, which is a great thing.'

—

Court and Cabinets of George IV., i.

148; ib. 218.
* Ibid.u. 103, 169.211.
* Lord Colchtsters Diary, iii. 394; Torrens, Life of Melbourne,

i.324.
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which he himself had professed when Prince of

Wales, and which nothing could shake ; finally,

assuring them that the recent ministerial arrange-

ments were the result of circumstances, to his

Majesty equally unforeseen and unpleasant.'' And
when political necessity had wrung from Sir Robert.

Peel and the Duke of Wellington, a conviction that

a measure of relief could no longer be withheld, it

was with extreme difficulty that they obtained his

assent to its introduction.^ After he had given his

consent, he retracted, and again yielded it:—at-

tempted to deny, or explain it away to his anti-

Catholic advisers :—complained of his ministers, and

claimed the pity of his friends. ' If I do give my
assent,' said he, ' I'll go to the baths abroad, and

from thence to Hanover: I'll return no more to

England. . . I'll return no more : let them get a

Catholic king in Clarence.' Such had once been

the threat of the stout old king, who, whatever his

faults, at least had firmness and strength of will.

But the king who now uttered these feeble la-

mentations, found solace in his trouble, by throwing

his arms round the neck of the aged Eldon.^ And

again, in imitation of his father,—having assented

' Speech of the Bishop of London at a dinner of the clergy of his

diocese, 8th May, 1827 ; Court and Cabinets of George IV., ii. 324
;

Gentleman's Magazine, xcvii. 457 ; Lord Colchester's Diary, iii. 48ti ;

TbH. iii. 496. On the 21st May, in reply to a (luestion of Lord
Harewood, the Bishop of London stated in his place, that the news-

paper account of his speech to the clergy -was correct ; and thus the

King's name was introduced into debate, and his opinions stated in

Parliament. Ibid., iii. 608.
* Peel's Mem., i. 274, &c.; and see Chap. XIII.
» Twiss's Life of Eldon, iii. 82-87 ; Peel's Mem., i. 343-350

;

Lord Colchester's Diary, iii. 607-614.
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to the passing of the Act, which he had deliberately

authorised his ministers to carry,—he gratified his

animosity against those who had supported it,

—

particularly the peers and bishops,—by marked

incivility at his levee; while he loaded with at-

tentions those Tiyho had distinguished themselves by

opposition to the government.'

This concession to the Eoman Catholics,—which

the ablest statesmen of all parties concurred in sup-

porting,—had already been delayed for thirty years,

by the influence of the crown. Happily this

influence had now fallen into weaker hands ; or it

might still have prevailed over wiser counsels, and

the grave interests of the state.

Hitherto we have seen the influence of the crown

Keign of iuvariablv exercised against a liberal policy
WiUiam ''

,
IV. and often against the rights and liberties

of the people. But the earlier years of the reign of

William IV. presented the novel spectacle of the

prerogatives and personal influence of the king being

exerted, in a great popular cause, on behalf of the

His sup- people. At various times, small expedients

iSme°ita^' liad been tried with a view to restrain the
reform,

influence of the crown : but the reform bill,

by increasing the real power of the people in the

House of Commons, was the first great measure

Calculated to effect that object; and this measure,

it was everywhere proclaimed that the king himself

approved. The ministers themselves announced his

Majesty's entire confidence in their policy, and his

• Twiss's Life of Eldon, iii. 88. See also Lecky, Hist, of Eng-
land, ch. ii.
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determination to support them ; ' and the advocates

of the cause, in every part of the country, declared

that the king was on their side.

Yet, in truth, the attitude of the king in regard

to this measure, at first resembled that which his

royal predecessors had maintained against a pro-

gressive policy. When ministers first proposed to

introduce it, he regarded it with dislike and appre-

hension : he dreaded the increasing influence and

activity of the Commons, and,—alarmed by the

spirit in which they had investigated the expendi-

ture of his civil list,—he feared lest, strengthened

by a more popular representation, they should en-

croach upon his own prerogatives and independence."

The royal family and the court were also averse to

the measure, and to the ministers. But when his

Majesty had given his consent to the scheme sub-

mitted by the cabinet, he was gratified by its popu-

larity,—in which he largely shared,—and which its

supporters adroitly contrived to associate with his

Majesty's personal character, and supposed political

sympathies.

He was still distrustful of his ministers and their

policy
;
yet while the tide of popular favour was

running high, and no political danger was imme-

diately impending, he gave them his support and

countenance. On their side, they were not slow to

take advantage of the influence of his name : they

• At the Lord Mayor's Dinner, Easter Monday, 1831, Twiss's

Life of Eldon, iii. 126.

« Roebuck's Hist, of the Whig Ministry, ii. 27, 28 ; Corr. of Earl

Grey with Will. IV., i. 9, 47, 95, et seq., 143, 149; Ibid., ii. 161.
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knew that it would be a great aid to their cause

;

and, sensible of the insecurity of his favour, they

took care that it should be widely proclaimed, as

long as it lasted. Politicians like Lord Eldon, who,

for forty years, had relied upon the influence of the

crown to resist every popular measure,—even when

proposed by its own responsible ministers,—were

now scandalised by this 'unconstitutional' cry.'

Yet what did this cry, in truth, import ? The state

of parties in Parliament, and of popular feeling in

the country, had brought into the king's service a

ministry pledged to the cause of Parliamentary

reform. To this ministry he had given his con-

fidence. Greorge III., by some bold stroke or cun-

ning manoeuvre, would soon have set himself free

from such a ministry. George IV., after giving a

doubtful assent to their policy, would have reserved

his confidence and his sympathies for theiropponents:

but William IV. at this time, took a part at once

manly and constitutional. His responsible ministers

had advised the passing of a great measure, and he

had accepted their advice. They were now engaged

in a fierce parliamentary struggle ; and the king

gave them,—what they were entitled to expect,

—

his open confidence. So long as they enjoyed this

confidence, he exercised his prerogatives and influence

according to their counsels. His powers were used

in the spirit of the constitution,—not independently,

or secretly,—but on the avowed advice and responsi-

bility of his ministers.

' Twiss's Life of Eldon, iii. 126.
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1

The king was called upon, at a critical period, to

exercise his prerogative of dissolvingParlia- Dissolution

ment. In 1831, a new Parliament was
°*^^-^^-

yet in its first session : but having been assembled

under the auspices of the late administration, before

the popular feelings in favour of parliamentary

reform had been aroused, it had become evident that

a reform ministry, and this Parliament, could not

exist together. The ministers, having been twice

defeated in three days,' had no alternative but to

resign their offices, or to appeal from the House of

Commons to the people; and they urged the

necessity of an immediate dissolution. The time

was full of peril, and the king hesitated to adopt the

bold advice of his ministers ;
^ but when at length

he yielded his assent,' the prerogative was exercised

at once, and by the king in person.^ If there was

something unseemly in the haste with which this

was done, and imusual in the manner of doing it,

—

the occasion was one demanding the promptest

action. Lord Wharncliffe had given notice of a

motion for an address to the king, remonstrating

against a dissolution ; and his motion was actually

under discussion in the House of Lords, when the

' First on General Gascoigne's amendment, 19th April, and after-

wards on a question of adjournment, 2l8t April.

« Earl Grey's Corr. with Will. IV., i. 158, 169, 166, 176, 178;
see an able and statesmanlike letter from Lord Durham upon the

arguments against a dissolution, 22nd March, 1831, Earl Grey's

Corr. with Will. IV. i. 193, note.

» Earl Grey's Corr., i. 229.
* For an account of the interview between the king and Lords Grey

and Brougham, see Roebuck's Hist, of the Whig Ministry, ii. 149,

et seq., and Earl Grey's Corr. with Will. IV., 7iote by the Editor, i.

234.
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king arrived to prorogue Parliament.' Both houses

would probably have joined in such an address, had

time been allowed them, and would have interposed

embarrassing obstacles to the exercise of the king's

prerogative. By this sudden appeal to the people,

ministers at once deprived their opponents of the

vantage-ground of parliamentary opposition.

The dissolution resulted in an overpowering

Second re- majority of the new House of Commons, in

1831. ' favour of the government reform bill. And

now the House of Lords, exercising its constitutional

right, rejected it. So important a measure was trying

all the powers of the state, to their utmost tension.

The popular excitement was so great that it was im-

possible for ministers to yield. The king, though

disturbed by increasing apprehensions,^

—

still up-

held them, and the Commons supported them by

a vote of confidence. All the political forces of

the country were thus combined against the House

of Lords.

After a short prorogation, a third reform bill was

Third re- passcd bv the Commons. The position
formbiU, \, , -r , -i
1831-32. of the Lords was now too perilous not

to cause some wavering ; and the second reading

of the bill was accordingly agreed to, by the

small majority of nine. This concession, how-

ever, was followed by an adverse vote in Com-

mittee. A graver question of prerogative had now

to be considered. An appeal from the House of

' Hans. Deb., 3rd Sfr., iii. 1806 ; Roebuck's Hist, of the Whig
Ministry, ii. 152 ; Ann. Reg., 1831, p. 110.

« Earl Grey's Corr. with Will. IV., ii. 169, l?."), 3ol.
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Commons to the people had been decisive : but what

appeal was there from the House of Lords ? proposed

None, save to the crown, to which that ^^S:°°°'

body owed its existence. A creation of
**^^*y'

peers was the ultima ratio, which, after serious

doubts and misgivings, ministers submitted to the

king.' His Majesty's resolution had already been

shaken by the threatening aspect of affairs, and by

the apprehensions of his family and court ;^ and he,

not unnaturally, shrank from so startling an exercise

of his prerogative.^ The ministers resigned, and the

Commons addressed the king, praying him to call

such persons only to his councils as would promote

the passing of the reform bill.'* The Duke of Wel-

lington having failed to form a government of

declared anti-reformers, ready to devise a measure

of reform at once satisfactory to the people and to

the House of Lords,* the ministers were recalled.

Another pressure was now brought to bear upon

the House of Lords,—irregular and uncon-
infl„ence of

stitutional indeed, but necessary to avert over'thf

revolution on the one hand, and to save ''^"*

the peers from harsh coercion, on the other. The

king having at length agreed to create a sufficient

number of peers to carry the bill,^—yet anxious to

» Earl Grey's Corr. with Will. IV., ii. 294, 304. Minute of

Cabinet, 8th May, 1832 ; Ihid., 394.
« Earl Grey's Corr. with Will. IV., ii, 175, 179.
• Roebuck's Hist, of the Whig Ministry, ii. 222-227, 281. Earl

Grey's Corr. with Will. IV., ii. 395.
* See also infra, Chap. V.
» See Earl Grey's Corr. with Will. IV., ii. 406, pofe.

' Roebuck's Hist, of the Whig Ministry, ii. 331 ; Earl Grey's

Corr. with Will. IV., ii. 432, 434; infra, Chap. V.
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avoid so extreme a measure,—averted the dangers

of a great political crisis, by a timely interference.

Some of the most violent peers were first dissuaded

from proceeding to extremities; and on the 17th

]\Iay, the following circular letter was addressed,

without the knowledge of ministers, to the opposi-

tion peers :

—

" Mt dear Lord,—I am honoured with his Majesty's

cominands to acquaint your lordship, that all diflBculties

to the arrangements in progress will be obviated by a

declaration in the House to-night from a sufficient

number of peers, that in consequence of the present

state of aflRlirs, they have come to the resolution of

dropping their farther opposition to the Reform Bill,

so that it may pass without delay, and as nearly as

possible in its present shape.

' I have the honour to be, &c.,

'Herbert Taylor.''

The peers took this suggestion, and yielded. Had
they continued their resistance, a creation of peers

could not have been avoided. This interference of

the king with the independent deliberations of the

House of Lords was, in truth, an act no less uncon-

stitutional than a creation of peers,—the one being

an irregular interference of the crown with the free-

dom of Parliament,—the other an extreme exercise

of an undoubted prerogative. But it was resorted

to,—not to extend the authority of the crown, or to

overawe Parliament,—but to restore harmonious

action to those powers of the state, which had been

• Roebuck's Hist, of the Whig Ministry, ii. 334 ; Earl Grey's

Corp., ii. 420, 444.
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brought into dangerous opposition and conflict.' In

singular contrast to the history of past times, this

greatest extension of the liberties of the people was

now obtained, in the last resort, by the personal in-

fluence of the crown.

Two years after these great events, the preroga-

tives of the crown were again called into Thewhigs

activity, in a manner which seemed to re- c^fi^^ence

Vive the political history of 1784. Earl
°^ti^«'^"8-

Grey's government had lost the confidence of the

king. His Majesty had abeady become apprehen-

sive of danger to the church, when his alarm was

increased by the retirement of Lord Stanley, Sir J.

Graham, and two other members of the cabinet, on

the question of the appropriation of the surplus

revenues of the church in Ireland. And without

consulting his ministers, he gave public expression

to this alarm, in replying to an address of the

prelates and clergy of Ireland.' The ministry of

Earl Grey, enfeebled by the retirement of their

colleagues, by disunion, and other embarrassments,

soon afterwards resigned. Though they had already

lost their popularity, they continued to command a

large majority in the House of Commons. Lord

Melbourne's administration, which succeeded, was

composed of the same materials, and represented the

great liberal party, and its parliamentary majority.

Lord Melbourne had concluded the business of the

• The Duke of Wellington writing to the Earl of Derby in 1846,

said, 'this course gave, at the time, great dissatisfaction to the party:

notwithstanding that, I believe, it saved the existence of the H&u»9
of Lords, at the time, and the constitution of the country.'

•^ Annual Register, 1834, p. 43.

TGI,. I. L
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session of 1834, with the full support of this ma-

jority. But the king, who had withdrawn his con-

fidence from Earl Grrey, reposed it still less in Lord

Melbourne,— having, in the meantime, become

entirely converted to the political opinions of the

opposition.

In October, the death of Earl Spencer having

Their Slid- rcmovcd his son, Lord Althorp, from the
den dismis-
sal in 1834. leadership of the House of Commons, and

from his office of Chancellor of the Exchequer, the

king seized this opportunity for suddenly dismissing

his ministers ; and proceeded to consult the Duke

of Wellington upon the formation of a government,

from the opposite party.^ Lord Althorp's elevation

to the House of Lords rendered necessary a partial

reconstruction of the ministry : but assuredly that

circumstance alone would not have suggested the

propriety of taking counsel with those who consti-

tuted but a small minority of the House of Com-

mons. Lord Molboume proposed to supply the

place of Lord Althorp by Lord John Eussell,—a far

abler man : but the king was determined that the

ministry should be dissolved. All the accustomed

grounds for dismissing a ministry were wanting.

There was no immediate difiference of opinion be-

tween them and the king, upon any measure, or

question of public policy: there was no disunion

among themselves : nor were there any indications

that they had lost the confidence of Parliament.

• See the Duke of Wellington's explanation of these proceedings

in a letter to the Duke of Buckingham, Nov. 21st, 1831.

—

Courts

and Cabinets of William IV., &c., ii. 143, et seg.
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But the accidental removal of a single minister,

—

not necessarily from the government, but only from

one House of Parliament to the other,—was made the

occasion for dismissing the entire administration. It

is true that the king viewed with apprehension the

policy of his ministers in regard to the Irish church

:

but his assent was not then required to any specific

measure of which he disapproved, nor was this the

ground assigned for their dismissal. The right of

the king to dismiss his ministers was unquestionable :

but constitutional usage has prescribed certain con-

ditions under which this right should be exercised.

It should be exercised solely in the interests of the

state, and on grounds which can be justified to

Parliament,—to whom, as well as to the king, the

ministers are responsible. Even in 1784, when
Greorge III. had determined to crush the coalition

ministry, he did not venture to dismiss them, until

they had been defeated in the House of Lords,

upon Mr. Fox's India Bill. And again, in 1807,

the ministers were at issue with the king upon a

grave constitutional question, before he proceeded

to form another ministry. But here it was not

directly alleged that the ministers had lost the con-

fidence of the king ; and. so little could it be af-

firmed that they had lost the confidence of Parlia-

ment, that an immediate dissolution was counselled

by the new administration. The act of the king

bore too much the impress of his personal will, and

too little of those reasons of state policy by which it

should have been prompted : but its impolicy was

L 2
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so signal as to throw into the shade its unconstitu-

tional character.

The Duke of Wellington advised his Majesty that

Temporary the difficult task of forming a new admin-
ATTAIl ETC-

ments under istratiou, should be entrusted to Sir Eobert
the Duke ot

Wellington. Peel. But such had been the suddenness

of the King's resolution, that Sir Eobert, wholly

imprepared for any political changes, was then at

Rome. The duke, however, promptly met this

difficulty by accepting the office of first lord of the

Treasury himself, imtil Sir Robert Peel's arrival.

He also held the seals of one of his Majesty's prin-

cipal secretaries of state, which,—as there was no

other secretary,—constituted his grace secretary for

the home, the foreign and the colonial departments.

His sole colleague was Lord Lyndhurst, who was

entrusted with the great seal : but still retained

the office of Lord Chief Baron of the Court of Ex-

chequer,

This assumption of the government by a single

man, while Parliament was not sitting,—avowedly

for the purpose of forming an administration from

a party whose following comprised less than a fourth

of the House of Commons,^—presented an rmpro-

mising view of constitutional government, after the

Reform Act.

In defence of this concentration of offices, the

precedent of the Duke of Shrewsbury was cited, who,

in the last days of Queen Anne, had held the several

' Sir Robert Feel himself adn>:tted that he could not have de-

pended upon more than 130 votes.

—

Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., xxvi. 224,

293*, 425. See also Chap. VIII.
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offices of Lord High Treasurer, Lord Chamberlain,

and Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.^ But the critical

emergency of that occasion scarcely afforded an ex-

ample to be followed, except where some public

danger is to be averted. The queen was upon her

death-bed : the succession was disputed,—a civil

war was impending,—and the queen's ministers had

been in secret correspondence with the Pretender.

At such a time of peril, any means of strengthening

the executive authority was justifiable : but to

resort to a similar expedient, when no danger

threatened the state, merely for the purpose of con-

certing ministerial arrangements and party combi-

nations,—if justifiable on other grounds,—could

scarcely be defended on the plea of precedent. Its

justification, if possible, was rather to be sought in

the temporary and provisional nature of the ar-

rangement. The king, having dismissed his minis-

ters, had resolved to entrust to Sir Kobert Peel the

formation of another ministry. The accident of

that statesman's absence deferred, for a time, the

carrying out of his Majesty's resolution; and the

Duke of Wellington, in the interval, administered

the executive business of several departments of the

government, in the same manner as outgoing

ministers generally undertake its administration,

imtil their successors are appointed. The provisional

character of this inter-ministerial government was

shown by the circumstances stated by the duke

himself, ' that during the whole time he held tlie

> Hansard's Deb., 3rd Ser., xxvi. 224.
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seals, there was not a single office disposed of, nor

an act done, which was not essentially necessary for

the service of the king, and of the country.' ' That

it was an expedient of doubtful and anomalous

character,—which, if drawn into precedent, might

be the means of abuses dangerous to the state,

—

could scarcely be denied : but as the duke had ex-

ercised the extraordinary powers entrusted to him,

with honour and good faith, his conduct, though

exposed to invective, ridicule, and caricature,'^ did

not become an object of parliamentary censure.

Such was the temper of the House of Commons,

that had the duke's ' dictatorship,'—as it was called,

—been more open to animadversion, it had little to

expect from their forbearance.

If any man could have accomplished the task

Sir Eobert which the king had so inconsiderately im-
Peel as pre-
mier, 1834, posed upon his minister. Sir Eobert Peel

was unquestionably the man most likely to succeed.

He perceived at once the impossibility of meeting

the existing House of Commons, at the head of a

Tory administration; and the king was therefore

advised to dissolve Parliament.

So completely had the theory of ministerial re-

Assnmesthe
spousibility bccn now established, that,

Smty^of'thfi
though Sir Eobert Peel was out of the

king's acts,
jg^ij^ -v^Jien the late ministers were dis-

missed,—though he could have had no cognizance

' Duke of Wellington's Explanations, Feb. 24, 1835 ; Hans. Deb.,

3rd Ser., xxvii. 85.
* H. B. represented the duke, in multiform characters, occupying

every seat at the Council Board,
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of the causes which induced the king to dismiss them,

—though the Duke of Wellington had been invested

with the sole government of the country, without

his knowledge,—he yet boldly avowed that, by

accepting office after these events, he became con-

stitutionally responsible for them all,—as if he had

himself advised them.* He did not attempt, like

the ministers of 1807, to absolve himself from cen-

sure for the acts of the crown, and at the same time

to denounce the criticism of Parliament, as an

arraignment of the personal conduct of the king

:

but manfully accepted the full responsibility which

had devolved upon him.

The minister could scarcely have expected to ob-

tain a majority in the new Parliament : The new
Parliament.

but he relied upon the reaction m favour isss,

of Tory principles, which he knew to have com-

menced in the country, and which had encouraged

the king to dismiss Lord Melbourne. His party was

greatly strengthened by the elections : but was still

unequal to the force of the opposition. Yet he

hoped for forbearance, and a 'fair trial
;

' and trusted

to the eventual success of a policy as liberal, in its

general outline, as that of the Whigs. But he had

only disappointments and provocations to endure.

A hostile and enraged majority confronted him in

the House of Commons,—comprising every section

of the ' liberal party,'—and determined to give him

no quarter. He was defeated on the election of the

Speaker, where at least he had deemed himself

> Hans. Deb., 8rd Ser., xxvi. 216, 223.
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secure ; and again upon the address, when an amend-

ment was voted condemning the recent dissolution

as unnecessary ; ' and,—not to mention minor dis-

comfitures,—he was at length defeated on a resolu-

tion, affirming that no measure on the subject of

tithes in Ireland would be satisfactory, that did not

provide for the appropriation of the surplus revenues

of the Irish Church.*

These few weeks formed the most brilliant episode

Efforts of in Sir Eobert Peel's distinguished parlia-
Sir Robert

, . , ,
Peel. mentary career. He combined the temper,

tact, and courage of a great political leader, with

oratory of a higher order than he had ever pre-

viously attained. He displayed all the great

qualities by which Mr. Pitt had been distinguished,

in face of an adverse majority, with a more con-

ciliating temper, and a bearing less haughty. Under

similar circumstances, perhaps, his success might

have been equal. But Mr. Pitt had still a dissolu-

tion before him, supported by the vast influence of

the crown ; Sir Eobert Peel had already tried that

venture, under every disadvantage : he found the

king's confidence a broken staff,—and no resource

was left him, but an honourable retirement from a

hopeless struggle.'

' It lamented that the progress of ' reforms should have been
interrupted and endangered by the unnecessary dissolution of a Par-
liament earnestly intent upon the vigorous prosecution of measures,
to which the wishes of the people were most anxiously and justly

directed.'—Com. Journ., xc. 8. Hans. Deb., xxvi., 3rd Ser., 26, 151,

410, 425.
^ Com. Joum., xc. 208.

' See PeoVs Mem , ii. 44-48 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 211

;

Torrens. Life of Melbourne, ii, 68 et seq.
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He resigned, and Lord Melbourne's government,

with some alterations, was reinstated. The stroke

of prerogative had failed ; and its failure ^-^ ^^^^^_

oflfers an instructive illustration of the cau^tofhis

eflfects of the Eeform Act, in diminishing
*^^'^®-

the ascendent influence of the crown. In George

the Third's time, the dismissal of a ministry by

the king, and the transfer of his confidence to their

opponents,—followed by an appeal to the country,

—

would certainly have secured a majority for the new

ministers. Such had been the effect of a dissolution

in 1784, after the dismissal of the coalition ministry:

such had been the effect of a dissolution in 1807, on

the dismissal of Lord Grrenville. But the failure of

this attempt to convert Parliament from one policy

to another, by the prerogative and influence of the

crown, proved that the opinion of the people must

now be changed, before ministers can reckon upon

a conversion of Parliament. It is true that the

whole of these proceedings had been ill advised on

the part of the king, even in the interests of the

party whom he was anxious to serve : but there had

been times within the memory of many statesmen

then living, when equal indiscretion would not have

incurred the least risk of defeat.

The second ministry of Lord Melbourne, though

rapidly sinking in the estimation of their
j^^^ jj^j.

own supporters,—and especially of the ^"nd^
extreme, or radical party,— while their "™'**^y'

,

opponents were gaining strength and popularity in

the country,—continued in office during the two
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remaining years of the king's reign, without recover-

ing his favour.'

Her Majesty, on her most auspicious accession to

Accession the throno, finding: them the ministers of
of her Ma-

' °
jesty, 1837. the crowu, at once honoured them with

her entire confidence. The occasion was especially

favourable for ministers to secure and perpetuate

such confidence. The young queen, having no

political experience, was without predilections ; and

the impressions first made upon her mind were

Her house- likely to be lasting. A royal household was
hold.

immediately to be organised for her

Majesty, comprising not merely the officers of state

and ceremony ; but,—what was more important to

a queen,—all the ladies of her court. Ministers

appointed the former, as usual, from among their

own parliamentary supporters ; and extended the

same principle of selection to the latter. Nearly

all the ladies of the new court were related to

the ministers themselves, or to their political

adherents. The entire court thus became identified

with the ministers of the day. If such an arrange-

ment was calculated to ensure the confidence of the

crown,—and who could doubt that it was ?—it

necessarily involved the principle of replacing this

household with another, on a change of ministry.

This was foreseen at the time, and soon afterwards

became a question of no little constitutional diffi-

culty.

The favour of ministers at court became a subject

• Courts and Cabinets of "Will. IV., &e., ii. 186 ; Lord Sydenham's
MS. Diary, kindly lent me by Mr. Poulett Scrope, M.P.
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of jealousy, and even of reproach, amongst their op-

ponents : but the age had passed away, in The • Bed-

which court favour alone could uphold a Question."

falling ministry against public opinion. They were

weaker now, with the court on their side, than they

had been during the late reign, with the influence

of the king and his court opposed to them ; and in

May, 1839, were obliged to offer their resignation.

Sir Kobert Peel, being charged with the formation

of a new administration, had to consider the peculiar

position of the household. Since Lord Moira's

memorable negotiations in 1812, there had been no

difficulties regarding those offices in the household,

which were included in ministerial changes : but the

court of a queen, constituted like the present, raised

a new and embarrassing question.' To remove

from the society of her Majesty, those ladies who

were immediately about her person, appeared like

an interference with her family circle, rather than

with her household. Yet could ministers undertake

the government, if the queen continued to be sur-

rounded by the wives, sisters, and other near rela-

tives of their political opponents ? They decided that

they could not; and Sir Eobert Peel went to the

palace to acquaint her Majesty that the ministerial

changes would comprise the higher offices of her

court occupied by ladies, including the ladies of her

bedchamber. The queen met him by at once

declaring that she could not admit any change of

the ladies of her household. On appealing to Lord

• Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., xlvii. 985, et seq,, and see supra, p. 126,
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John Russell on this subject, her Majesty was assured

that she was justified, by usage, in declining the

change proposed ; and afterwards, by the advice of

Lord Melbourne and his colleagues, she addressed a

letter to Sir Robert Peel, stating that she could not

' consent to adopt a course which she conceived to

be contrary to usage, and which was repugnant to

her feelings.' ' Sir Robert Peel, on the receipt of

this letter, wrote to her Majesty to resign the trust

he had undertaken : stating that it was essential to

the success of the commission with which he had

been honoured 'that he should have that public

proof of her Majesty's entire support and confidence,

which would be afforded by the permission to make

some changes in that part of her Majesty's house-

hold, which her Majesty resolved on maintaining

entirely without change '
* By a minute of the

cabinet, immediately after these events, the ministry

of Lord Melbourne recorded their opinion * that for

the purpose of giving to the administration that

character of efficiency and stability, and those marks

of constitutional support of the crown, which are

required to enable it to act usefully to the public

service, it is reasonable that the great offices of the

court, and situations in the household held by

members of Parliament, should be included in the

political arrangements made on a change of the

administration ; but they are not of opinion that a

similar principle should be applied, or extended, to

» Hans. Deb., 3rd Series, xlvii. 985.

» Ihxd., 986.
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the offices held by ladies in Her Majesty's house-

hold.' •

In the ministerial explanations which ensued, Sir

Eobert Peel pointed out forciblythe difficulties which

any minister must be prepared to encounter, who

should leave about her Majesty's person the nearest

relatives of his political opponents. It had not

been his intention to suggest the removal of ladies,

—even from the higher offices of the household,

—

who were free from strong party or political con-

nection : but those who were nearly related to the

outgoing ministers, he had deemed it impossible to

retain. Ministers, on the other hand, maintained

that they were supported by precedents, in the

advice which they had tendered to her Majesty.

They referred to the examples of Lady Sunderland

and Lady Eialton, who had remained in the bed-

chamber of Queen Anne, for a year and a half after

the dismissal of their hvisbands from office ; and to

the uniform practice by which the ladies of the

household of every queen consort had been retained,

on changes of administration, notwithstanding their

close relationship to men engaged in political life.

Ministers also insisted much upon the respect due

to the personal feelings of her Majesty, and to her

natural repugnance to sacrifice her domestic society

to political arrangements.*

The 'Bedchamber Question' saved Lord Mel-

' Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., xlvii. 1001 ; Courts and Cabinets of Will.
IV. and Queen Victoria, ii. 383; Lord Sydenham's MS. Diary, 9th
and 11th May, 1839 ; Torrens, Life of Melbourne, ii. 300 et seq.

* Hans. Deb,, 3rd Series, xJvii. 979, 1008.
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bourne's government for a further term. Sir Eobert

Increased Peel had eYperienced the evil consequences

Lord Mel- of the late king's premature recall of his
bourne's

i i • • i

government, party to ofl&ce ; and his prospects m the

country were not even yet assured. The imme-

diate result of the bedchamber question was, there-

fore, not less satisfactory to himself than to min-

isters. The latter gained no moral strength, by

owing their continuance in office to such a cause

;

while the former was prepared to profit by their

increasing weakness. The queen's confidence in

her ministers was undiminished ; yet they continued

to lose ground in Parliament, and in the country.

In 1841, the opposition, being fully assured of their

growing strength, obtained, by a majority of one,

a resolution of the Commons, affirming that mini-

sters had not the confidence of the House; and
' that their continuance in office, under such cir-

cumstances, was at variance with the spirit of the

constitution.' The country was immediately ap-

pealed to upon this issue ; and it soon became clear

that the country was also adverse to the ministers.

Delay had been fatal to them, while it had assured

the triumph of their opponents. At the meeting of

the new Parliament, amendments to the address were

agreed to in both Houses, by large majorities, repeat-

ing the verdict of the late House of Commons.^

Sir Robert
^^^ Kobcrt Peel was now called upon,

S^nS^*^ at a time of his own choosing, to form
tion, 1841. ^ government. Supported by Parliament

' In the Lords by a majority of 72, and in the Commons by a

majority of 91.
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and the country, he had nothing to fear from court

influence, even if there had been any disposition to

use it against him. No difficulties were again

raised on the bedchamber question. Her ^he house-

Majesty was now sensible that the position ^°^^-

she had once been advised to assert, was constitu-

tionally untenable. The principle which Sir Eobert

Peel applied to the household, has since been ad-

mitted, on all sides, to be constitutional. The

offices of mistress of the robes and ladies of the

bedchamber, when held by ladies connected with

the out-going ministers, have been considered as

included in the ministerial arrangements. But

ladies of the bedchamber belonging to families

whose political connection has been less pronounced,

have been suffered to remain in the household, with-

out objection, on a change of ministry.

In 1851, an incident occurred which illustrates

the relation of ministers to the crown,— Relations of

the discretion vested in them,—and the oSteto"

circumstances imder which the pleasure of ^^^ crown.

the sovereign is to be signified, concerning acts of the

executive government. To all important acts, by

which the crown becomes committed, it had been

generally acknowledged that the sanction of the

sovereign must be previously signified. And in

1850, her Majesty communicated to Lord Palmer-

ston, the secretary of state for foreign affairs,

—

through Lord John Eussell, her first minister,—

a

memorandum, giving specific directions as to the

transaction of business between the crown and the

secretary of state. It was in these words :
—

' The
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queen requires, first, that Lord Palmerston will dis-

The queen's tinctlv state what he proposes in a given
memoran-
dum, 1850. case, in order that the queen may know as

distinctly to what she is giving her royal sanction.

Secondly, having once given her sanction to a

measure, that it be not arbitrarily altered or modi-

fied by the minister. Such an act she must consider

as failing in sincerity towards the crown, and justly

to be visited by the exercise of her constitutional

right of dismissing that minister. She expects to

be kept informed of what passes between him and

the foreign ministers, before important decisions

are taken, based upon that intercourse : to receive

the foreign despatches in good time ; and to have

the drafts for her approval, sent to her in sufficient

time to make herself acquainted with their contents,

before they must be sent off.'

Such being the relations of the foreign secretary

to the crown, the sovereign is advised upon ques-

tions of foreign policy by her first minister, to whom
copies of despatches and other information are also

communicated, in order to enable him to give such

advice eflfectually.'' In controlling one minister,

the sovereign yet acts upon the counsels and re-

sponsibility of another.

Immediately after the cowp d^etat of the 2nd

Lord Pal- December, 1851, in Paris, the cabinet de-

romovai termined that the government of this

in 1851. countiy should abstain from any inter-

• Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., cxix. 90.

* Sir Robert Peel's evidence before Select Committee on Official

Salaries. Statement by Lord J. Eussell ; Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser. cxix. 91,
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ference in the internal aflfairs of France ; and a

despatch to that effect, approved by the queen,

was addressed to Lord Normanby, the British am-

bassador in Paris. But before this official com-

munication was written, it appeared that M.
Walewski, the French ambassador at the Court of

St. James's, had assured his own government, that

Lord Palmerston had ' expressed to him his entire

approbation of the act of the president, and his con-

viction that he could not have acted otherwise than

he had done.' This statement having been com-

municated to Lord Normanby by M. Turgot, was

reported by him to Lord Palmerston. On receiving

a copy of Lord Normanby's letter, Lord John Eus-

sell immediately wrote to Lord Palmerston requir-

ing explanations of the variance between his verbal

communications with the French ambassador, and

the despatch agreed upon by the cabinet ; and a few

days afterwards her Majesty also demanded similar

explanations. These were delayed for several days
;

and in the meantime, in reply to another letter from

Lord Normanby, Lord Palmerston, on the 16th of

December, wrote to his lordship, explaining his own

views in favour of the policy of the recent cowp

dbttat. On receiving a copy of this correspondence.

Lord John Kussell conceived that the secretary of

state was not justified in expressing such opinions

without the sanction of the crown and the concur

rence of the cabinet,—more particularly as these

opinions were opposed to the policy of non-interven-

tion upon which the cabinet had determined, and

inconsistent with that moral support and sympathy,

VOL. I. M
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which England had generally offered to constitu-

tional government in foreign countries. The ex-

planations which ensued were not deemed satisfac-

toiy ; and Lord Palmerston was accordingly removed

from office, on the ground that he had exceeded his

authority as secretary of state, and had taken upon

himself alone, to be the organ of the queen's govern-

ment.'

In defence of his own conduct. Lord Palmerston,

while fully recognising the principles upon which ar

secretary of state is required to act in relation to the

crown and his own colleagues, explained that his

conversation with Count Walewski on the 3rd of

December, and his explanatory letter to Lord

Normanby on the 16th, were not inconsistent with

the policy of non-intervention upon which the

cabinet had resolved ; that whatever opinions he

might have expressed, were merely his own ; and that

he had given no official instructions or assurances on

the part of the government, except in the despatch

of the 5th of December, which her Majesty and the

cabinet had approved.

Though the premier and the secretary of state had

differed as to the propriety of the particular acts of

the latter, they were agreed upon the general

principles which regulate the relations of ministers

to the crown. These events exemplify the effective

control which the crown constitutionally exercises

in the government of the country. The policy and

conduct of its ministers are subject to its active

' Explanations of Lord J. Russell, Feb. 3, 1852.
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supervision. In minor affairs the ministers have a

separate discretion, in their several departments : but

in the general acts of the government, the crown is

to be consulted, and has a control over them all.

From this time no question has arisen concerning

the exercise of the prerogatives or influence wise use of

. -r* 1 *^® influence

of the crown, which calls for notice. Both o. thecrown,
in tlie pre-

have been exercised wisely, justly, and in sent reign.

the true spirit of the constitution. Ministers, en-

joying the confidence of Parliament, have never

claimed in vain the confidence of the crown. Their

measures have not been thwarted by secret influence,

and irresponsible advice. Their policy has been

directed by Parliament and public opinion, and not

by the will of the sovereign, or the intrigues of the

court. Vast as is the power of the crown, it has

been exercised, throughout the present reign, by the

advice of responsible ministers, in a constitutional

manner, and for legitimate objects. It has been

held in trust, as it were, for the benefit of the people.

Hence it has ceased to excite either the jealousy of

rival parties, or popular discontents. This judicious

exercise of the royal authority, while it has conduced

to the good government of the state, has sustained

the moral influence of the crown ; and the devoted

loyalty of a free people, which her Majesty's personal

virtues have merited, has never been disturbed by

the voice of faction.'

' A most touching metnoir has revealed how wise and faithful a

councillor her Majesty found in her beloved Consort,— ' the life ot

her life,'—whose rare worth was not fully known until it was lost

to his country. Speeches, &c. of the Prince Consort, .55, 62, 68-74.

H 2
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But while the influence of the crown in the govem-

Generai Hieut of the couutrj has been gradually

theTnfluence hrought iuto Subordination to Parliament
of the crown,

^^j public opiniou, the same causes, which,

for more than a century and a half, contributed to its

enlargement, have never ceased to add to its great-

ness. The national expenditure and public estab-

lishments have been increased to an extent that

alarms financiers : armies and navies have been

maintained, such as at no former period had been

endured in time of peace. Our colonies have ex-

panded into a vast and populous empire ; and her

Majesty, invested with the sovereignty of the East

Indies, now rules over two hundred millions of

Asiatic subjects. Grovernors, commanders-in-chief,

and bishops attest her supremacy in all parts of the

world ; and the greatness of the British empire,

while it has redounded to the glory of England, has

widely extended the influence of the crown. As

that influence, constitutionally exercised, has ceased

to be regarded with jealousy, its continued enlarge-

ment has been watched by Parliament without any

of those efforts to restrain it, which marked the

parliamentary history of the eighteenth century.

On the contrary, Parliament has met the increasing

demands of a community rapidly advancing in

population and wealth, by constant additions to the

power and patronage of the crown. The judicial

establishments of the country have been extended,

by the appointment of more judges in the superior

courts,—by a large staff of county court judges,

with local jurisdiction,—and by numerous stipendi-
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ary magistrates. Ofi&ces and commissions have been

multiplied, for various public purposes ; and all these

appointments proceed from the same high source of

patronage and preferment. Parliament has wisely

excluded all these officers, with a few necessary ex-

ceptions, from the privilege of sitting in the House

of Commons : but otherwise these extensive means

of influence have been entrusted to the executive

government, without any apprehension that they

will be perverted to uses injurious to the freedom, or

public interests of the country.

The histoi^ of the influence of the crown has now

been sketched, for a period of one hundred continued

years. We have seen George III. jealous '^eat toi-^

of the great Whig families, and wresting
^'^'

power from the hands of his ministers; w*e have

seen ministers becoming more accountable to Parlia-

ment, and less dependent upon the crown : but

as in the commencement of this period, a few great

families commanded the support of Parliament,

and engrossed all the power of the state,

—

so under a more free representation, and more

extended responsibilities, do we see nearly the same

families still in the ascendant. Deprived, in great

measure, of their direct influence over Parliament,

—their general weight in the country, and in the

councils of the state, had suffered little diminution.

Notwithstanding the more democratic tendencies of

later times, rank and station had still retained the

respect and confidence of the people. When the

aristocracy enjoyed too exclusive an influence in the

government, they aroused jealousies and hostility

:
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but when duly sharing power with other classes, and

admitting the just claims of talent, they prevailed

over every rival and adverse interest ; and,—what-

ever party was in power,—were still the rulers of the

state.

In a society comprising so many classes as that of

England, the highest are willingly accepted as

governors, when their personal qualities are not

unequal to their position. They excite less jealousy

than abler men of inferior social pretensions, who

climb to power. Born and nurtured to influence,

they have studied how to maintain it. That they

have maintained it so well, against the encroach-

ments of wealth,—an expanding society, and popular

influences, is mainly due to their progressive policy.

As they have been ready to advance with their age,

the people have been content to acknowledge them

as leaders : but had they endeavoured to stem the

tide of public opinion, they would have been swept

aside, while men from other classes advanced to

power.
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CHAPTER III.

THE PREROGATIVES OF THE CHOWN, DUBING THE MINOBITT OB IN-

CAPACITY OF THE SOVEEEIGX.—ILLNESS AND EE6BNCT OF GEOEGE
THE THIRD.—LATEB EERENCY ACTS.

We have seen the prerogatives of the crown wielded

in the plenitude of kingly power. Let us
pre^ogg.

now turn aside for awhile, and view them
cr'^^i^^i^''®

as they lay inert in the powerless hands of ^'^y*"**-

a stricken king.

The melancholy illnesses of George III., at dif-

ferent periods of his reign, involved political con-

siderations of the highest importance,—affecting

the prerogatives of the crown, the rights of the

royal family, the duties of ministers, and the au-

thority of Parliament.

The king was seized by the first of these attacks

in 1765. Though a young man, in the full First niness

vigour of life, he exhibited those symptoms ui. in i765.

of mental disorder, which were afterwards more seri-

ously developed. But the knowledge of this melan-

choly circumstance was confined to his own family,

and personal attendants.' This illness, however, had

been in other respects so alarming, that it led the

king to consider the necessity of providing for a

' Grenville Papers, iii. 122; Adolphus, Hist., i. 175, n. ; Quar-
terly Review, Ixvi. 240, by Mr. Croker.
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regency, in case of his death. The laws of England

recognise no incapacity in the sovereign, by reason

of nonage; and have made no provision for the

guardianship of a king, or for the government of

his kingdom, during his minority.^ Yet the common
sense of every age has revolted against the anomaly

of suffering the country to be practically governed

by an infant king. Hence special provision has

been made for each occasion, according to the age

and consanguinity of the surviving relatives of the

minor ; and as such provision involves not only the

care of an infant, but the government of the realm^

the sanction of Parliament has necessarily been re-

quired, as well as that of the king.

By the Kegency Act of 1751, passed after the

Regency death of Frederick Prince of Wales, the
Act of '

1751. Princess Dowager of Wales had been ap-

pointed regent, in the event of the demise of

Greorge II. before the Prince of Wales, or any other

of her children succeeding to the throne, had at-

tained the age of eighteen years. This act also

nominated the council of regency : but empowered

the king to add four other members to the council,

by instruments under his sign manual, to be opened

after his death.^ But this precedent deferred too

much to the judgment of Parliament, and left too

little to the discretion of the king himself, to be

' ' In judgment of law, the king, as king, cannot be said to be a
minor ; for when the royall bodie politique of the king doth meete
with the naturall capacity in one person, the whole bodie shall have

the qualitie of the royall politique, which is the greater and more
worthy, and wherein is no minoritip.'—Co. Litt.^ 43.

* 24 Geo. II. c. 24 ; Walpole's Mem. Geo. lU., ii. c. 102.
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acceptable to Greorge III. He desired to reserve to

himself the testamentary disposition of his preroga-

tives, and to leave nothing to Parliament but the

formal recognition of his power.

The original scheme of the regency, as proposed

by the king, in 1765, was as strange as
^he king's

some of the incidents connected with its orar^ency,

farther progress. He had formed it with-
^^'^''

out any communication with his ministers, who

consequently received it with distrust, as the work

of Lord Bute and the king's friends, of whom they

were sensitively jealous.* The scheme itself was

one to invite suspicion. It was obviously proper,

that the appointment of a regent should be expressly

made by Parliament. If the king had the nomina-

tion, there could be no certainty that any regent

would be appointed : he might become incapable,

and die intestate, as it were ; and this contingency

was the more probable, as the king's mind had

recently been affected. But his Majesty proposed

that Parliament should confer upon him the un-

conditional right of appointing any person as regent,

whom he should select.' Mr. Grrenville pressed him

to name the regent in his speech, but was unable to

persuade him to adopt that suggestion. There can

be little doubt that the king intended that the

queen should be regent ; but he was believed to be

dying of consumption,' and was still supposed to be

under the influence of his mother. Hence ministers

' Walpole's Mem., ii. 99, 104 ; Rockingham Mem., i. 183.
* Grenville Papers (Diary), iii. 126, 129.
» Walpole's Mem., ii. 98.
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feared lest the princess might eventually be ap-

pointed regent, and Lord Bute admitted to the

council of regency. Some even went so far as to

conceive the possibility of Lord Bute's nomination

Modified by to the Tcgency itself.* It was ultimately
the mini- ii. iij
sters. arranged, however, that the king should

nominate the regent, but that his choice should be

restricted ' to the queen and any other person of

the royal family usually resident in England ;

'
* and

the scheme of the regency was proposed to Parlia-

ment upon that basis.^

On the 24th of April, 1765, the king came down

The king's
^ Parliament and made a speech to both

Bpeech. Houses, recommending to their considera-

tion the expediency of enabling him to appoint,

'from time to time, by instrument in writing,

under his sign-manual, either the queen, or any

other person of his royal family, usually residing in

Grreat Britain, to be the guardian of his successor,

and the regent of these kingdoms, until such suc-

cessor shall attain the age of eighteen years,'—sub-

ject to restrictions similar to those contained in the

Eegency Act, 24 Geo. II.,—and of providing for a

council of regency. A joint address was imme-
diately agreed upon by both Houses,—ultra-loyal,

according to the fashion of the time,—approaching

1 Walpole Mem., ii. 101, 104.
* Cabinet Minute, 5th April ; Grrenville Papers, iii. 15, 16.
' Lord John Russell says that the ministers ' unwisely introduced

the bill without naming the regent, or placing any limit on the king's

nomination.' Introd. to 3rd vol. of Btdford Corr., xxxix. This was
not precisely the fact, as will be seen from the text ; but ministers
were equally blameable for not insisting that the queen alone should
be the regent.
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his ' sacred person ' with ' reverence,' * affection,'

' admiration,' and ' gratitude ; ' scarcely venturing

to contemplate the possibility of ' an event which,

if it shall please Grod to permit it, must overwhelm

his Majesty's loyal subjects with the bitterest dis-

traction of grief
;

' and promising to give immediate

attention to recommendations which were the re-

sult of the king's ' consummate prudence,' * benefi-

cent intention,' 'salutary designs,' 'princely wis-

dom,' and ' paternal concern for his people.' *

A bill, founded upon the royal speech, was imme-

diately brought into the House of Lords. The Re-
gency Bill,

In the first draft of the bill, the king, fol- i765.

lowing the precedent of 1751, had reserved to him-

self the right of nominating four members of the

council of regency : but on the 29th April, he sent

a message to the Lords, desiring that his four

brothers and his uncle, the Duke of Cumberland,

should be specified in the bill ; and reserving to

himself the nomination of other persons, in the

event of any vacancy.'^ ' The bill was read a second

time on the following day. But first it was asked

if the queen was naturalised,—and if not, whether

she could lawfully be regent. This question was

referred to the judges, who were unanimously of

opinion, ' that an alien married to a king of Great

' Pari. Hist, xvi. 53.

* Walpole's Mem., ii. 109 ; Lords' Journ., xxxi. 162. A memoriiil

by Lord Lytteltx)n says, ' While the bill was in the House of Lords,

the clause naming the king's brothers was concerted, with the Duke
of Cumberland, unknown to the ministry till the king sent to them.

They, to return the compliment, framed the clause for omitting the

princess dowager, and procured the king's consent to it.'

—

Rocking-

ham Mem., i. 183.
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Britain is, by operation of the law of the crown

(which is a part of the common law), to be deemed a

natural-bom subject from the time of such mar-

riage ; so as not to be disabled by the Act of the

12th "William III., or by any other Act, from hold-

ing or enjoying any office or place of trust, or from

having any grant of lands, &c., from the crown.' *

Then, suddenly a doubt arose whether the king's

mother, the Princess of Wales, was comprehended

in the ' royal family ' or not. It was suggested that

this term applied only to members of the royal

family in the line of succession to the crown, and

would not extend beyond the descendants of the

late king.' There can be no question that the king,

in his speech, had intended to include the princess ;

and even the doubt which was afterwards raised,

was not shared by all the members of the cabinet,

—and by the Lord Chancellor was thought un-

founded.^ Whether it had occurred to those by

whom the words had been suggested to the king, is

doubtful.

On the 1st May, Lord Lyttleton moved an address,

praying the king to name the regent, which
^*i>e -vvas rejected. On the 2nd, the Duke of
Pnncess »• '

of Wales. Richmond moved an amendment in com-

mittee, defining the persons capable of the regency to

be the queen, the princess dowager, and the descend-

ants of the late king. Strange as it may seem, the

ministers resisted this amendment, and it was

• Lords' Journ., xxxi. 174.
- Grenville Papers (Diary), iii. 125-148 ; Walpole's Mem., ii.

118.
3 Lhid., 148.
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negatived.' The doubt which had thus l)een raised

concerniug the Princess of Wales had not been re-

moved, when, on the following day. Lord Halifax

and Lord Sandwich had an audience of the king,

and represented, that if the Lords should insert the

princess's name in the bill, the Commons would

strike it out again ; and that such an insult might

best be avoided by not proposing her name at all.^

The king was taken by surprise, and either misun-

derstood the proposal, or failed to show his usual

firmness and courage in resisting it.' Lord Halifax

at once proceeded to the House of Lords, and moved

the re-commitment of the bill, according to the

alleged wishes of his Majesty, in order to make an

amendment, which limited the regency to the queen,

and the descendants of the late king, usually resi-

dent in England. Thus, not satisfied with gaining

their point, ministers had the cruelty and assurance

to make the king himself bear the blame of pro-

posing an affront to his own mother. Well might

Horace Walpole exclaim :
' And thus she alone is

rendered incapable of the regency, and stigmatised

by Act of Parliament !' *

The king had no sooner given his consent than he

recoiled from its consequences,—complained that he

had been betrayed,—and endeavoured to obtain the

insertion of his mother's name. He could gain no

satisfaction from his ministers :
* but in the Com-

' Pari. Hist., xri. 65 ; Eockingham Mem., i. 183.
« Walpole's Mem., ii. 125.
* Granville Papers (Diary), iii. 149, and 154, n.

* Letter to Lord Hertford, May 5th.

* ' The king seemed much agitated, and felt the force of what Mr.
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mons, the friends of the Princess, encouraged by the

king himself, took up her cause; and, on the motion

of Mr. Morton, Chief Justice of Chester, which was

not opposed by the ministers,—her name was in-

ner name serted in the bill. The king had been as-
replaced
in the biu. sured that the Commons would strike it out:

and yet, after the House of Lords had omitted it,

on the supposed authority of the king himself, there

were only thirty-seven members found to vote against

its insertion, while one hundred and sixty-seven

voted in its favour ; ^ and in this form the bill

passed.

Could any lover of mischief,—could Wilkes him-

self,—have devised more embarrassments and cross

purposes, than were caused by this unlucky Eegency

Bill? Faction and intrigue had done their worst.

The Eegency Act '^ provided for the nomination by

Provisions
^^^ king, uuder his sign-manual, of the

gency Act, quecu, the Priuccss of Wales, or a member
^^^^" of the royal family descended from the late

king, to be the guardian of his successor, while

under eighteen years of age, and ' Eegent of the

kingdom,' and to exercise the royal power and pre-

rogatives. His nomination was to be signified by

three instruments, separately signed and sealed vip,

and deposited with the Archbishop of Canterbury,

Grenville said in regard to the different directions given to his ser-

vants in the two Houses, but still enforced the argument of this

being moved by the gentlemen of the Opposition. The king was in

the utmost degree of agitation and emotion, even to tears.'

—

Mr.
GrenviiUs Diary, May 6th, 1765; GrenvUIe Papers, iii. 154.

' Mr. Grenville's Report of the Debate to the King ; Grenville

Papers, iii. 25, n. ; Walpole's Mem. George III., ii. 129-146.
-" 5 George III. c. 27.
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che Lord Chancellor, and the President of the Coun-

cil. It attached the penalties of praemunire to any

one who should open these instruments during the

king's life, or afterwards neglect or refuse to produce

them before the privy council. It appointed a

council of regency, consisting of the king's brothers

and his uncle, the Duke of Cumberland, and several-

great officers of church and state, for the time being.

In case any of the king's brothers or his uncle should

die, or be appointed regent, it gave the king the

power of nominating another person, being a natural-

born subject, to the council of regency, by instru-

ments in the same form as those appointing the

regent. The act also defined the powers of the

regent and council. On the demise of his Majesty,

the privy council was directed to meet and proclaim

his successor.

The king's next illness was of longer duration,

and of a more distressing character. It The king's

was the occasion of another Eegency Bill, nss-a.

and of proceedings wholly unprecedented. In the

summer of 1788, the king showed evident symptoms

of derangement. He was able, however, to sign a

warrant for the further prorogation of Parliament

by commission, from the 25th September to the

20th November. But, in the interval, the king's

malady increased : he was wholly deprived of reason,

and placed under restraint ; and for several days his

life was in danger.' As no authority could now be

' Tomline's Life of Pitt, ii. 363; Lord Auckland's Corr., ii.

240-298 ; Jkladame D'Arblay's Diary, iv. 275, et seq. ; Moore's Life

af Sheridan, ii. 21. At such times as these, political events pressed
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obtained for a further prorogation, both Houses as-

sembled on the 20th November, though they had

not been summoned for despatch of business, and no

causes of summons could be communicated to them,

in the accustomed manner, by a speech from the

throne. These circumstances were explained in

both Houses ; and, on the suggestion of ministers,

they agreed to adjourn for a fortnight, and to sum-

mon all their members, by circular letters, to attend

at their next meeting.^ According to long-estab-

lished law. Parliament, without being opened by the

crown, had no authority to proceed to any business

whatever : but the necessity of an occasion for which

the law had made no provision, was now superior to

the law ; and Parliament accordingly proceeded to

deliberate upon the momentous questions to which

the king's illness had given rise.

In order to afford Parliament authentic evidence

Examina- *^^ *^® kiug's Condition, his five physicians

kS^'fphy- were examined by the privy council on the
sicians.

3^^ December. They agreed that the king

was then incapable of meeting Parliament, or of at-

tending to any business ; but believed in the proba-

bility of his ultimate recovery, although they could

not limit the time. On the following day this evi-

heavily on the king's mind. He said to Lord Thurlow and the Duke
of Leeds, ' Whatever you and Mr. Pitt may think or feel, I, that am
bom a gentleman, shall never lay my head on my last pillow in peace

and quiet as long as I remember the loss of my American colonies.'—Lord Malm, Corr., iv. 21. On a later occasion, in 1801, the king's

mind showed equally strong feelings as to the supposed dangers of

the Church.
> Pari. Hist., xxvii. 653, 685. The House of Commons was also

ordered to be called over on that day.
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dence was laid before both Houses : but as doubts

were suggested whether Parliament should rest satis-

fied without receiving the personal testimony of the

physicians, it was afterwards agreed that a committee

should be appointed, in each House, for that pur-

pose. In the Lords the committee was nominated

by ballot, each peer giving in a list of commit-
tees ap-

twenty-one names. ^ Meanwhile all other pointed.

business was suspended. In the Commons, the

speaker even entertained doubts whether any new

writs could be issued for supplying the places of

members deceased : but Mr. Pitt expressed a decided

opinion, ' that though no act could take place which

required the joint concurrence of the different

branches of the Legislature, yet each of them in its

separate capacity was fully competent to the ex-

ercise of those powers which concerned its own ordeis

and jurisdiction.' ^ And in this rational view the

House acquiesced.

Tlie reports of these committees merely confirmed

the evidence previously given before the
co^^mit-

privy council; and the facts being thus es- g^rchfor

tablished, a committee was moved for, in P'^^cedents.

either House, to search for precedents ' of such pro-

ceedings as may have been had in case of the per-

sonal exercise of the royal authority being prevented

or interrupted by infancy, sickness, infirmity, or

otherwise, with a view to provide for the
D(^tjingg

same.' When this motion was made in the and^M/"'"

Commons, Mr. Fox advanced the startling ^'"'

opinion that the Prince of Wales had as clear a

' Pari. Hist., xxvii. 668. « BAd.^ 688.

VOL. I. N
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right to exercise the power of sovereignty during

the king's incapacity, as if the king were actually

dead ; and that it was merely for the two Houses of

Parliament to pronounce at what time he should

commence the exercise of his right.' To assert an

absolute right of inheritance during his father's life,

in defiance of the well-known rule of law, 'nemo

est hoBres viventis^ was to argue that the heir-at-

law is entitled to enter into possession of the estate

of a lunatic ; and while it amounted to a deposition

of the king, it denied the constitutional rights of

Parliament. Mr. Pitt, on the other hand, main-

tained that as no legal provision had been made for

carrying on the government, it belonged to the

Houses of Parliament to make such provision. He
even went so far as to affirm, that, ' unless by their

decision, the Prince of "Wales had no more right

—

speaking of strict right—to assume the government,

than any other individual subject of the country,'*

—a position as objectionable in one direction, as

that of Mr. Fox in the other,'—and which gave

great umbrage to the prince and his friends. And

here the two parties joined issue.

When next this matter was discussed, Mr. Fox,

-g^^ being sensible that he had pressed his doc-

toe rig'hte'of
trine of right beyond its constitutional

the Prince,
ijjjj^its, somewhat receded from his first

ground. He now spoke of the Prince having a

' Pari. Hist., xxvii. 707. * Knd., 709.
* Lord John Eussell says, ' The doctrine of Mr. Fox, the popular

leader, went far to set aside the constitutional authority of Parlia-

ment, while that of Mr. Pitt, the organ of the Crown, tended to shake

the stability of the monarchy, and to peril the great rule of hereditary

Buccession.'

—

Fox Mem., ii. 263.
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legal claim rather than a right to the regency ; and

contended that it was for Parliament to adjudicate

upon that claim, which, when allowed, would become

an absolute title to the exercise of all the rights of

sovereignty, without any limitation. He declared

that he spoke merely his own opinion, without any

authority ; but that if he had been consulted, he

should have advised a message from the prince,

stating his claim, to be answered by a joint address

of both Houses, calling upon him to exercise the

prerogatives of the crown. It was now his main

position that no restrictions should be imposed upon

the powers of the regent. But here, again, Mr.

Pitt joined issue with him; and while he agreed

that, as a matter of discretion, the Prince of Wales

ought to be the regent, with all necessary authority,

—unrestrained by any permanent council, and with

a free choice of his political servants ; he yet con-

tended that any power not essential, and which

might be employed to embarrass the exercise of the

king's authority, in the event of his recovery, ought

to be withheld.' And as the question of right had

been raised, he insisted that it ought first to be

determined,—since if the right should be held to

exist. Parliament having adjudicated upon such

right, need not deliberate upon any further mea-

sures.

The same questions were debated in the House of

Lords, where the Duke of York said that ,^^ .^^^^

no claim of right had been made on the a'adSmt

part of the prince, who ' understood too well ^'^ "^'"'"

• Dec. 12th. Pari. Hist., xxvii. 727.

N 2
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the sacred principles which seated the house of

Brunswick on the throne, ever to assume or exercise

any power, be his claim what it might, not derived

from the will of the people, expressed by their re-

presentatives and their Lordships in Parliament

assembled.' His Koyal Highness, therefore, depre-

cated the resolution of ministers to press for any

decision on that point,—in which the Duke of

Gloucester concurred. •

Meanwhile, the Prince, greatly offended by Mr.

The Prince
^itt's couduct, WTotc to the chaucellor

^!°Pitf8^ complaining that the premier had publicly
conduct. announced so much of his scheme of re-

gency, and was prepared, as he conceived, to lay it

still more fully before Parliament, without having

previously submitted it to his consideration. He
desired that Mr. Pitt would send him, in writing,

an outline of what he proposed. Mr. Pitt imme-

diately wrote to the prince, explaining his own con-

duct, and stating that it was not his intention to

propose any specific plan until the right of Parlia-

ment to consider such a plan had been deternoined

;

and that he would then submit to his Eoyal High-

ness the best opinions which Ms Majesty's servants

had been able to give.^

On the 16th December, the House resolved itself

Mr Ktt'a ^^^° ^ committce on the state of the na-

SS^io- tion, when Mr. Pitt again enforced the
lutions.

right of Parliament to- appoint a regent,

—

fortifying his position by reference to the report of

» Pari. Hist., xxvii. 678, 684.
* Tomline's Life of Pitt, iL 388 ; where the letter is printed at

length.
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precedents,' which had then been received,—and argu-

ing ably and elaborately that neither law, precedent,

nor analogy could be found to support the claim

which had been urged on behalf of the Prince of

Wales. He concluded by moving three resolutions

;

affirming, firstly, that the personal exercise of royal

authority was interrupted ; secondly, the right of

the two Houses to supply this defect of the royal

authority in such manner as the exigency of the

case may seem to require; and, thirdly, the ne-

cessity of ' determining the means by which the

royal assent may be given to bills passed by the

two Houses respecting the exercise of the powers

of the crown, during the continuance of the king's

indisposition.'

Mr. Fox argued, ingeniously, that the principles

maintained by Mr. Pitt tended to make the mon-

archy elective instead of hereditary ; and that if

Parliament might elect any one to be regent, for

whatever time it thought fit, the monarchy would

become a republic. Nor did he omit to seek for

support, by intimations that he should be Mr. Pitt's

successor, under the regency.^

On the report of these resolutions to the House,

^

Mr. Pitt explained,—in reference to his third reso-

lution, which had not been clearly understood,

—

that he intended, when the resolutions had been

agreed to by both Houses, to propose that the

Lord Chancellor should be empowered by a vote

' Commons' Journ., xliv. 11 ; Lords' Joum., xxxviii. 276.
« Pari. Hist., xxvii. 731-778.
• Ibid.., 782 ; Twiss's Life of Eldon, i. 191.
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of the two Houses, to affix the great seal to com-

missions for opening the Parliament, and for

giving the royal assent to a Eegency Bill. The

propriety of this singular course of proceeding was

much questioned : but, after long debates, the reso-

lutions were agreed to, and communicated to the

House of Lords at a conference. In that House the

same questions were debated, and Lord Eawdon

moved as an amendment, an address to the Prince

of Wales, praying him ' to take upon himself, as

sole regent, the administration of the executive

government, in the king's name.' Lord Chancellor

Thurlow,—though faithless to his colleagues, and

intriguing, at the very time, with the queen and

the Prince of Wales,*—supported the ministerial

position with great force. In answer to Lord Eaw-

don's amendment, he 'begged to know what the

term " regent " meant ? where was he to find it

defined ? in what law-book, or what statute ? He
had heard of custodes regni, of lieutenants for the

king, of guardians, and protectors, and of lords

justices : but he knew not where to look for an ex-

planation of the office and functions of regent. To

what end, then, would it be to address the prince to

take upon himself an office, the boundaries of which

were by no means ascertained ? . . . . What was

meant by the executive government ? Did it mean

the whole royal authority ? Did it mean the power

of legislation ? Did it mean all the sovereign's

' Nicholl's Recollections, 71 ; Tomline's Life of Pitt, iii. c. 14

;

Wilberforce's Life, i. App. ; Moore's Life of Sheridan, ii. 31 ; Lord
Campbell's Lives of Chancellors, v. 583, et seq. ; Lord Stanhope's Life

of Pitt, 395-403.
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functions without restriction or limitation of any

kind whatsoever ? If it did, it amounted to the

actual dethroning of his Majesty, and wresting the

sceptre out of his hand.' ' All the resolutions were

agreed to : but were followed by a protest signed by

forty-eight peers.'*

The perplexities arising out of the incapacity of

the sovereign,—the constitutional source Dg^thof

and origin of authority,— were now in- s^^e,

creased by the death of Mr. Cornwall, the
comwau.

Speaker of the House of Commons. His Majesty's

leave could not be signified that the Commons
should proceed to the election of another speaker

;

nor could the new speaker, when elected, be pre-

sented for the king's approval. But the necessity

of the occasion suggested an easy expedient : and

both these customary formalities were simply dis-

pensed with, without any attempt to assume the

appearance of the royal sanction.^

All these preliminaries being settled, Mr. Pitt

now submitted to the Prince of Wales the ^^ p.^.^

plan of regency which he intended to pro- ^^^fto'^

pose. The limitations suggested were '''^^ p'^"''=«-

these :—that the care of the king's person and

' Pari. Hist., xxvii. 885. The office of regent, however, does not

appear to be wholly without recognition, as contended by the chan-

cellor and others. On the accession of Henry III., a minor, the great

council of the nation, assembled at Bristol, appointed the Earl of

Pembroke regent, as ' Rector Regis et RegnV (Matthew Paris, Wats'

2nd Ed., p. 246 ; Carte's History of Eng., ii. 2) ; and when the Duke
of York was appointed protector by the Parliament during the ill-

ness of Hen. VI., it is entered in the rolls of Parliament that the

title of regent was not given him, because ' it emported auctorite of

fovemaunce of the lande.'—Rot. ParL, v. 242, a.d. 1454 ; Eymer's
'oedera, v. 55.

» Pari. Hist., xxvii. 901. » Ibid., 903, 1160.
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household, and the appointment of officers and ser-

vants should be reserved to the queen:—that the

regent should not be empowered to dispose of the

real or personal property of the king, or to grant

any office in reversion, or any pension or office,

otherwise than during pleasure, except those which

were required to be granted for life, or during good

behaviour; or to bestow any peerage except upon

his Majesty's issue, having attained the age of

twenty-one.' These limitations were suggested, he

said, on the supposition that the king's illness would

not be of long duration, and might afterwards be re-

vised by Parliament.

The prince's reply to this communication was a

The prince's
^aost skilful compositiou, Written by Burke

'*^'^" and revised by Sheridan. ^ He regarded

the restrictions as ' a project for producing weak-

ness, disorder, and insecurity in every branch of the

administration of affairs,—a project for dividing the

royal family from each other, for separating the

court from the state,—a scheme disconnecting the

authority to command service, from the power of

animating it by reward, and for allotting to the

prince all the invidious duties of government, with-

out the means of softening them to the public, by

any act of grace, favour, or benignity.' And he

repudiated as unnecessary, the restriction upon his

granting away the king's property,—a power which

he had shown no inclination to possess.'

» Tomline's Life of Pitt, ii. 422 ; Pari. Hist., xxvii. 909.
^ Moore's Life of Sheridan, ii. 60. Lord Stanhope assigns the

authorship to Mr. Burke alone.

—

Life of Pitt, ii. 18.

» Tomline's Life of Pitt, ii. 425 ; Pari. Hist., xxvii. 910,
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But before Mr. Pitt was able to bring his pro-

posals before Parliament, fresh discussions Further
*

, . , inquiriea

were raised by the opposition on the state concerning
J ^i^

_ the king's

of the king's health, which resulted in health.

another examination of his physicians by a select

committee. The inquiry lasted for several days

:

but while it disclosed much party spirit, intrigue,

and jealousy, it established no new facts concerning

the probable recovery of the royal patient.^ The

least hopeful physicians were popular with the

opposition : the more sanguine found favour with

the court and ministers. At length, on the 19th

January, Mr. Pitt moved in committee on Further re-

. .
solutions on

the state of the nation, five resolutions on the regency.

which the Eegency Bill was to be founded. After

animated debates they were all agreed to, and com-

municated at a conference to the Lords, by whom
they were also adopted : but not without a protest

signed by fifty-seven peers, headed by the Dukes of

York and Cumberland.

The next step was to lay these resolutions before

the prince ; and to ascertain whether he
j^^j^ before

would accept the regency, with the con-
*'^^p"^<=^-

ditions attached to it by Parliament. The resolu-

tions were accordingly presented by both Houses;

and the prince, out of respect for his father, the in-

terests of the people, and the united desires of the

two Houses, consented to undertake the trust,

though he felt the difficulties which must attend its

execution. The resolutions were also presented to

the queen and received a gracious answer.'

' Commons' Joum., xliv. 47. * Pari. Hist., xxvii. 1122.
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Another technical difficulty was still to be over-

commis- come before the Eegency Bill could, at last,

opening be Introduced. Parliament had not yet
Parlia-

ment, been opened, nor the causes oi summons

declared, in a speech from the throne,—formalities

always held to be essential to enable Parliament to

proceed with its legislative business. It was now

Jan 31
proposed, by a vote of both Houses, to au-

^^^^- thorise the passing of letters patent under

the great seal, for the opening of Parliament by

commission. The necessity of adopting this ex-

pedient had been already intimated, and had been

described as a ' phantom ' of royalty, a ' fiction,' and

a ' forgery.' It was now formally proposed, by

ministers, on the ground that the opening of Par-

liament, by royal authority, was essential to the

validity of its proceedings : that during the king's

incapacity such authority could only be signified by

a commission under the great seal : that without the

direction of both Houses, the Lord Chancellor could

not venture to affix the seal ; but that the commis-

sion being once issued, with the great seal annexed

to it,—the instrument by which the will of the

king is declared—no one could question its lega-

lity.' It was also stated that the royal assent

would hereafter be signified to the Eegency Bill

by commission, executed in the same way. A
precedent in 1754 was further relied on, in which

Lord Hardwicke had affixed the great seal to two

commissions,—the one for opening Parliament, and

• Lord Camden's Speech ; Pari. Hist, xxvii. 1124.
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tlie other for passing a bill, during a dangerous

illness of Greorge 11.^

It was contended on the other side, with much

force, that if this legal fiction were necessary at all,

it ought to have been used for the opening of Par-

liament two months ago : that hitherto the time of

Parliament had been wasted,—its deliberations un-

authorised, irregular, and fruitless. But this fiction

was also an assumption of royal authority. The

Houses had already agreed to allot one portion of

the prerogatives to the queen, and another to the

regent, and now they were about to take another

portion themselves : but, after all, the fictitious use

of the king's name would be illegal. By the 33rd

Henry VIII., it was declared that a commission for

giving the royal assent to a bill must be by letters

patent under the great seal, and signed by the king's

own hand. The great seal alone would not, there-

fore, make the commission legal ; and the Act for

the Duke of Norfolk's attainder had been declared

void by Parliament, because the commission for

giving the royal assent to it had wanted the king's

sign-manual, his name having been affixed by means

of a stamp.* The course proposed by ministers,

however, was approved by both Houses.

According to invariable custom, the names of all

the royal dukes, having seats in the House Theroyai

of Lords, had been inserted in the pro- ciinetobe

posed commission : but the Duke of York mission.

' Speeches of Mr. Pitt and Lord Camden. In the latter this pre-

cedent is erroneoTisly assigned to 1739. See also Lord Colchester's
Diary, ii. 283.

» 1 Mary, Seas. 2, c. 13 (Private).
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desired that his ovm name and that of the Prince of

Wales might be omitted, as he ' deemed the mea-

sure proposed, as well as every other which had been

taken respecting the same subject, as unconstitu-

tional and illegal.' The Duke of Cumberland also

desired the omission of his name, and that of the

Duke of Grloucester.

On the 3rd February, Parliament was at length

Opening of Opened by commission.^ Earl Bathurst,

ment. one of the commissioners who sat as

speaker, in the absence of the chancellor, stated

that the illness of his Majesty had made it neces-

sary that a commission m his name should pass the

great seal ; and when the commission had been read,

he delivered a speech to both Houses, in pursuance

of the authority given by that commission, declar-

ing the causes of summons, and calling attention to

the necessity of making provision for the care of

the king's person, and the administration of the

royal authority.

Meanwhile, it became necessary that the usual

comtnis-
commission should issue for holding the

hoid^'gthe assizes. Although the sign-manual could
assizes. ^^^ then be obtained, the urgency of the

occasion was so great that Lord Thurlow, the chan-

cellor, afl&xed the great seal to a commission for

that purpose, by virtue of which the judges went

their circuits.'*

After all these delays, Mr. Pitt now brought the

' See form of Commission, Lords' Journ., xxxviii. 344.

* Speech of Lord Liverpool. Jan. .'jth, 1811 ; Hans. Deb., 1st Ser.,

xviii. 789.
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Regency Bill into tlie House of Commons.' The pro-

visions which attracted most observation Regency

were the nomination of the queen's council, brought in.

the restriction upon the creation of peers, the power

of the privy council to pronounce his Majesty's

restoration to health and capacity, and a clause by

which the regent's authority would cease if he

married a Eoman Catholic. But, as the measure

was not destined to pass, the lengthened debates to

which it gave rise, need not be pursued any further.

The bill had been sent to the Lords,—its clauses

were being discussed in committee,—and politicians,

in expectation of its early passing, were busily filling

up the places in the prince regent's first administra-

tion,—when on the 19th February, the lord chan-

cellor announced that his Majesty was convalescent;

and further proceedings were arrested. The king's

_,,-., . , , , sudden re-

The king s recovery was now rapid : on the covery.

25th, he was pronounced free from complaint, and,

on the 27th, further bulletins were discontinued by

his Majesty's own command. On the 10th March,

another commission was issued, authorising ' the

commissioners, who were appointed hy forniier letters

'patent to hold this Parliament, to open and declare

certain further causes for holding the same,''^ thus

recognising the validity of the previous commission,

to which the great seal had been affixed in his name.'

' 6th February, 1789 ; see a copy of the Kegency Bill as passed

by the Commous, Pari. Hist., xxvii. 1268.
^ Commons' Journ., xliv. 169.
' While the proceedings upon the Regency Bill were pending,

several other bills were introduced into both Houses of Parliament,

which received the royal assent after his Majesty's recovery.
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He thanked Parliament for its attachment to his

person, and its concern for the honom* of the crown,

and the security of his dominions. Loyal addresses

were agreed to by both Houses, n&m. con., as well as

a message of congratulation to the queen.

The 23rd April was appointed as a day of pubL'c

The king thanksgiving, when the king and royal

Paul's.
' family, attended by both Houses of Parlia-

ment, the great officers of state, and foreign am-

bassadors, went in procession to St. Paul's. It was

a solemn and affecting spectacle : a national demon-

stration of loyalty, and pious gratitude.

Thus ended a most painful episode in the history

Fortunate of this Tcigu. Had uo delays been inter-
delay in

passing the poscd in the progress of the Regency Bill,

Bill. the king, on his recovery, would have

found himself stripped of his royal authority. He
was spared this sorrow, partly by the numerous pre-

liminaries which the ministers had deemed necessary

;

and partly by the conduct of the opposition, who

though most interested in the speedy passing of the

bill, had contributed to its protracted consideration.

By asserting the prince's right, they had provoked

ministers to maintain the authority of Parliament,

as a preliminary to legislation. Twice they had

caused the physicians to be examined ; and they

discussed the bill in all its stages, in full confidence

that his Majesty's recovery was hopeless.

Many of the preliminaries, indeed, would seem to

Comments ^lavc been superfluous: but the unprece-

pro<^-^ dented circumstances with which ministers
"*^' had to deal,—the entire want of con-
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fidence between them and the Prince of Wales,

—

the uncertainty of the king's recovery,—the conduct

of the opposition, and their relations to the prince,

—together with several constitutional considerations

of the utmost difficulty, contributed to the embar-

rassment of their position.

If it was necessary to authorise the opening of

Parliament by a commission under the great seal,

this course ought to have been at first adopted ; for

the law of Parliament does not recognise the dis-

tinction then raised, between legislative and any

other proceedings. No business whatever can be

commenced until the causes of summons have been

declared by the crown. ^ The king having been un-

able to exercise this function. Parliament had pro-

ceeded with its deliberations for upwards of two

months, without the accustomed speech from the

throne. And if any doubt existed as to the validity

of these proceedings, it is difficult to understand

how they could be removed by the commission. As

the king's authority could not in fact be exercised,

and as the great seal, intended to represent it, was

affixed by direction of the two Houses, why was the

fiction needed ? The only real authority was that of

Parliament, which might have been boldly and

openly exercised, during the incapacity of the king.

The simplest and most direct course would, un-

doubtedly, have been for both Houses to agree upon

an address to the Prince of "Wales, praying him

to exercise the royal authority, subject to condi-

' Even the election of a speaker and the swearing of members in

a new Parliament, are not coaunenced until the pleasure of the crowu
has been signified.
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tions stated in the address itself; and on his accept-

ance of the trust, to proceed to give legal effect to

these conditions by a bill,—to which the royal assent

would be signified by the regent, on behalf of the

crown. Either in earlier or in later times, such a

course would probably have been followed. But at

that period, above all others, lawyers delighted in

fiction, and Westminster Hall was peopled with

legal ' phantoms ' of their creation.^

In proposing to proceed by address, the opposition

Precedent
relied upou the precedent of the Eevolu-

Toiutfontf tioii of 1688. On the other side it was
^'^^'

contended, and particularly by Sir John

Scott, the Solicitor-General,—by whose advice the

government were mainly guided,—that after the

throne had been declared vacant, Parliament

solicited the Prince of Orange to assume the royal

powers : but here the rights of the lawful sovereign

could not be passed by, and superseded.^ His name

must be used in all proceedings : his great seal

afl&xed by the chancellor of his appointment, to

every commission ; and his authority recognised and

represented, though his personal directions and

capacity were wanting. It is obvious, however, that

whatever empty forms were observed, the royal au-

thority was, of necessity, superseded. As the throne

was not vacant, no stranger was sought to fill it, and

• See Chap. XVIII. Lord John Eussell says, ' All reasonable

restrictions might have been imposed by Act of Parliament, with the

royal assent given by the regent, acting on behalf of the crown.'

—

Mem. of Fox, ii. 265. He ridicules the ' absurd phantom of a royal

assent given by the Houses of Parliament to their own act, by a
fiction of their own creation.'

' Pari. Hist., xxvii. 825 ; Twiss's Life of Eldon, 192.
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all parties concurred in calling upon the heir ap-

parent to exercise his father's royal authority. The

two occasions differed in regard to the persons whom
Parliament, in times of nearly equal emergency,

proposed to invest with the supreme power : but why

a simple and direct course of proceeding was not as

appropriate in the one case as in the other, we need

the subtlety and formalism of the old school of

lawyers to perceive.

As regards the conduct of political parties, it can

hardly be questioned that, on the one hand, conduct of

T-i 11- • • 1 1
political

Mr. Fox and his party incautiously took up parties.

an indefensible position ; while, on the other, Mr. Pitt

was unduly tenacious in asserting the authority of

Parliament,—which the Prince had not authorised

any one to question,—and which his brother, the

Duke of York, had admitted. Yet the conduct of

both is easily explained by the circumstances of their

respective parties. The prince had identified him-

self with Mr. Fox and the Whigs ; and it was well

known to Mr. Pitt, and offensively announced by

his opponents, that the passing of the Regency Act

would be the signal for his own dismissal. To assert

the prince's rights, and resist all restrictions upon his

authority, was the natural course for his friends to

adopt; while to maintain the prerogatives of the

crown,—to respect the feelings and dignity of the

queen, and at the same time to vindicate the para-

mount authority of Parliament,—was the becoming

policy of the king's minister. Mr. Pitt's view, being

favourable to popular rights, was supported by the

people: Mr. Fox, on the other hand, committed

VOL. I. o
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himself to the assertion of prerogative, and inveighed

against the discretionary power of Parliament. Well

might Mr. Pitt exultingly exclaim, ' I'll unwhig the

gentleman for the rest of his life.' ' The proceedings

on the regency confirmed the confidence of the king

in Mr. Pitt, and his distrust of Mr. Fox and his ad-

herents ; and the popular minister had a long careei

of power before him.

While these proceedings were pending, the Parlia-

proceed-
Dieut of Ireland, adopting the views of Mr.

PMUamwft ^°^' agreed to an address to the Prince of
of Ireland.

"VValcs, praying him to take upon himself

' the government of this realm, during the continu-

ance of his Majesty's present indisposition, and no

longer, and under the style and title of Prince

Eegent of Ireland, in the name and on behalf of

his Majesty, to exercise and administer, according to

the laws and constitution of this kingdom, all regal

powers, jurisdictions and prerogatives to the crown

and government thereof belonging.' The lord lieu-

tenant, the Marquess of Buckingham, having re-

fused to transmit this address, the Parliament

caused it to be conveyed directly to his Eoyal

Highness, by some of their own members ; and

censured the conduct of the lord lieutenant as

unconstitutional. *

To this address the prince returned an answer, in

which, after thanking the Parliament of Ireland for

' Adolphus's Hist., iv. 326, n. ; Moore's Life of Sheridan, ii. 38.

* Debates of the Parliament of Ireland ; Pari. Register of Ireland,

ix. 119 ; Lords' Journ. (Ireland), vol. vi. 240 ; Com. Journ. (Ireland),

vol. xiii. 7. Plowden"8 Hist., ii. 236-250. The speech of Mr. Grat-

t»in was peciiliarly forcible and well reasoned.
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their loyalty and afifection, he stated that he trusted

*;he king would soon be able to resume the personal

exercise of the royal authority, which would render

unnecessary any further answer, except a repetition

of his thanks.^

Soon after his recovery, the king said to Lord

Thurlow, ' what has happened may happen wise fore-

again : for God's sake make some perma- the king.

nent and immediate provision for such a regency

as may prevent the country from being involved

in disputes and difficulties similar to those just

over.' Lord Thurlow and Mr. Pitt agreed as to

the expediency of such a measure : but differed as

to the mode in which it should be framed. The

former was soon afterwards out of office, and the

latter thought no more about the matter.^ It is in-

deed singular that the king's wise foresight should

have been entirely neglected ; and that on three

subsequent occasions, embarrassments arising from

the same cause should have been experienced.

In February, 1801, the king was again seized

with an illness of the same melancholy The king's

character, as that by which he had been isoi.

previously afflicted.' If not caused, it was at least

aggravated by the excitement of an impending

' Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., xviii. 183.
* Lord Malmesbury's Diary, iv. 23.

» Lord Malmesbury's Diary, Feb. 17th, 1801: 'King got a bad
cold ; takes James's powder ; God forbid he should be ill

!

' Feb.
19th :

' This the first symptom of the king's serious illness.' Malm.
Corr., iv. 11, 13. Feb. 22nd: 'King much worse; Dr. J. Willis
attended him all last night, and says he was in the height of a

phrenzy-fever, as bad as the worst period when he saw hirn in

1 788.'—i&Mf., 16 ; Evid. of Dr. Eeynolds, 1810. Hans. Deb., xviii.

134.

o 2
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change of ministry,' in consequence of his dif-

ference of opinion with Mr. Pitt on the Catholic

question.'

This illness, though not involving constitutional

Ministerial diflBculties SO important as those of 1788,
changes.

occurrcd at a moment of no small political

embarrassment. Mr. Pitt had tendered his resigna-

tion ; and was holding office only until the appoint-

ment of his successor. Mr. Speaker Addington,

having received the king's commands to form an ad-

ministration, had already resigned the chair of the

House of Commons. The arrangements for a new
ministry were in progress, when they were inter-

rupted by the king's indisposition. But believing it

to be nothing more than a severe cold, Mr. Adding-

ton did not think fit to wait for his formal appoint-

ment ; and vacated his seat, on the 1 9th February,

by accepting the Chiltem Hundreds, in order to

expedite his return to his place in Parliament. In

the meantime Mr. Pitt, who had resigned office, not

only continued to discharge the customary official

duties of chancellor of the Exchequer,^ but on the

18th February, brought forward the annual budget,"*

which included a loan of 25,500,000^., and new

taxes to the amount of l,750,OOOL®

Mr. Addington had fully expected that his formal

' Lord Holland's Mem., i. 176. He had been chilled by remaining

very long in church on the Fast Day, Friday, Feb. 1 3, and on his re-

turn home was seized with cramps.

—

Malmesbury Corr., iv. 28.

* See supra, p. 93, et seq., and infra, Chap. XII.
' Malmesbury Corr., xiv. 28.

* Pari. Hist, xxxt. 972.
* It seems that he spoke from the third bench, on the right hand

of the chair.—Mr. Abbofs Biary ; Life of Lord Sidmcuth, i. 34§, n.
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appointment as first lord of the Treasury and chan-

cellor of the Exchequer would have been completed

before his re-election : but this was prevented by the

king's illness ; and as his election could not legally

be postponed, he took his seat again on the 27th,

—

not as a minister of the crown, but as a private

member.

On the 22nd, the king's condition was as critical as

at the worst period of his attack in 1788.* Towards

the evening of the following day he came to himself,

and indicated the causes of disturbance which were

pressing on his mind, by exclaiming :
' I am better

now, but I will remain true to the church;'^ and

afterwards, ' the king's mind, whenever he came to

himself, reverted at once to the cause of his dis-

quietude.'' At the beginning of March his fever

increased again, and for a time his life was despaired

of :* but about the 5th, a favourable turn took place

;

and though not allowed to engage in any business,

he was from this time gradually recovering.* On
the 10th, he wrote a letter approving of a minute of

the cabinet ; and on the 11th he saw Mr. Addington

and the chancellor, when he was pronoimced,

—

somewhat prematurely,—to be quite well.^

On the 24th February, the bill for repealing the

brown bread Act of the previous session was awaiting

the royal assent ; and it was thought very desirable

that no delay should occur. Mr. Addington declined

' Malmesbury Corr., iv. 16 ; Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 242; Corn-
wallis-Corr., Hi. 341.

" Malmesbury Corr., iv. 20. » Ibid., 28. * Ibid., iv. 27.
» IMd., 30-33, et seq. ; Lord Colcheeter's Diary, i. 245-249.
• Malmesbury Corr., iv. 44 ; Lord Sidmouth's Life, i. 360 ; Lord

Colchester's Diary, 253.
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presenting the commission for his Majesty's signa-

ture ; but the chancellor, Lord Loughborough, waited

upon the king, who signed the commission, saying it

was a very good bill.'

Meanwhile, who was minister—Mr. Pitt or Mr.

Addington ? or neither ? Both were in communica-

tion with the Prince of Wales on the probable

necessity of a regency : both were in official inter-

course with the king himself.* The embarrassment

of such a position was relieved by the forbearance of

all parties, in both Houses of Parliament ; and at

length, on the 14th March, the king was sufficiently

recovered to receive the seals from Mr. Pitt, and to

place them in the hands of Mr. Addington. This

acceptance of office, however, again vacated his seat,

which he was unable to resume as a minister of the

crown, until the 23rd March. The king was still

for some time obliged to abstain from unnecessary

exertion. On the 15th April, he transferred the

great seal from Lord Loughborough to Lord Eldon ,•

but though several other things were required to be

done, the ministers were unanimous that he should

only perform this single act on that day.'

But even after the king had transacted business,

and his recovery had been formally announced, his

health continued to cause great anxiety to his family

and ministers. Apprehensions were entertained lest

' Life of Lord Sidmouth, i. 308 ; Malmesbury Corr., iv. 17, 18 ;

Lord Holland's Mem., i. 177 ; Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 245, 249.

It appears, however, that the Chancellor did not himself see the

king, but sent in the commission by Dr. Willis. Fox Mem., iii. 336 ;

Eose's Corr., 1. 316 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iii. 295.
* Life of Lord Sidmouth, i. 348, 350 ; Malmesb. Corr., iv. 25, &c.
* Life of Lord Sidmouth, i. 401.
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*his intellectual faculties should be impaired so

much as never to recover their former tone.''

Writing in August, 1801, Mr. T. Grrenville says :

' The king has seen the chancellor for two hours, and

the ministers give out that the king will hold a

council in a day or two at farthest.' ^

On this occasion his Majesty's illness, however

alarming, passed over without any serious hindrance

to public business. It occurred while Parliament

was sitting, and at a time when the personal exercise

of the royal authority was not urgently required,

except for the purposes already noticed. The con-

stitutional questions, therefore, which had been so

fully argued in 1788,—though gravely considered by

those more immediately concerned,—did not come

again under discussion.^ It must be admitted that

the king's speedy recovery aflfords some justification

of the dilatory proceedings adopted regarding the

regency, in 1788. Too prompt a measure for sup-

plying the defect of the royal authority, would,

on the king's recovery, have been alike embarrass-

ing to his Majesty himself, the ministers, and Par-

liament.

In 1804, the king was once more stricken with the

same grievous malady. In January, he was The Mng'B

attacked with rheumatic gout, and about 1804.
"*

' Malmesbury Corr., 20th March; iv. 51.

» Court and Cabinets of Geo. III., iii. 167.
* It was suggested that both parties, who had opposed each othet

so violently in 1788 upon the question of a regency, should now
make mutual concessions, and, if possible, avoid the discussion of

their conflicting opinions. In this view, it seems. Lord Spencer, the

Duke of Portland, Mr. T. Grenville, and Mr. T. Pelham concurred

;

but Mr. Pitt appears not to have entirely acquiesced in it.

—

Malvies-

bury Corr., iv. 19. Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iii. '296.
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the 12th February, his mind became aflfected.* He
gradually recovered, however, towards the end of tlie

month.^ On the 26th, the archbishop offered a

thanksgiving for the happy prospect of his Majesty's

speedy recovery ; and on the same day, the physicians

issued a bulletin, announcing that any rapid amend-

ment was not to be expected.^ Henceforth his

malady continued, with more or less severity, so as

to make it requisite to spare him all unnecessary

exertion of mind, till the 23rd April, when he pre-

sided at a council. He remained imder medical care

and control until the 10th June.* For a time his

life was in danger ; but his mind was never so com-

pletely alienated as it had been in 1788 and 1801.*

Meanwhile, the ordinary business of the session

was proceeded with. On the 27th February, the

king's illness was adverted to in the House of Com-
mons ; but ministers were of opinion that a formal

communication to the House upon the subject was

not required, and could secure no good object. Mr.

Addington stated that there was not, at that time,

any necessary suspension of such royal functions as

' Lord Malmesbury says, although ' there was a council held about

the 24th January at the queen's house, yet before the end of that

month it was no longer to be concealed that the king had a return of

his old illness.'

—

Corr., iv. 292. But it appears that the king's

reason was not affected until about the 12th of February.

—

Pellevfs

Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 246 ; Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 479.
* PelleVs Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 249, et seq. ; Lord Colchester's

Diary, i. 481-484.
* Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 250 ; Lord Colchester's

Diary, i. 483.
* Evidence of Dr. Heberden, 1810. He had otherwise been indis-

posed for a month previously, with symptoms of his old malady.

Malmesburjr Corr., iv. 292 ; Fox's Mem., iv. 24, 35, 37 ; Lord Col-

chester's Diary, i. 517.
* Malmesbury Corr., W. 29S>
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it might be needful for his Majesty to discharge.*

That very day the cabinet had examined the king's

physicians, who were unanimously of opinion that

his Majesty was perfectly competent to understand

the effect of an instrument to which his sign-manual

was required : but that it would be imprudent for

him to engage in long argument, or fatiguing dis-

cussion. ^ The delicate and responsible position of

the ministers, however, was admitted. The king

having already been ill for a fortnight,—how much
longer might they exercise all the executive powers

of the state, without calling in aid the authority of

Parliament ? At present they accepted the respon-

sibility of declaring that the interference of Parlia-

ment was unnecessary. On the 1st March, similar

assurances were given by Lord Hawkesbury in the

House of Lords : the lord chancellor also declared

that, at that moment, there was no suspension of the

royal functions.

On the 2nd March, the matter was again brought

forward by Mr. Grey, but elicited no further expla-

nation.^ On the 5th, the lord chancellor stated that

he had had interviews, on that and the previous day,

with the king, who gave his consent to the Duke
of York's Estate Bill, so far as his own interest was

concerned ; and on the same day the physicians were

of opinion ' that his Majesty was fully competent to

transact business with his Parliament, by commission

and message.'* On the 9th, Mr. Grey adverted to

* Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., i, 307, 626, 630. See also Stanhope's Life
of Pitt, iv. 119-126.

* Twiss's Life of Eldon, i. 421 ; Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 483.
' Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., i. 663.
* TwiBs's Life of Eldon, i. 422.
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the fact that fifteen bills had just received the royal

assent,—a circumstance which he regarded with 'un-

easiness and apprehension.'' Among these bills

were the annual Mutiny Acts, the passing of which,

in the midst of war, could not have been safely post-

poned. On this day also, the lord chancellor assured

the House of Lords, ' that not satisfied with the

reports and assurances of the medical attendants, he

had thought it right to obtain a personal interview

with the sovereign, and that at that interview due

discussion had taken place as to the bills offered for

the royal assent, which had thereupon been fully ex-

pressed.' In reference to this interview. Lord Eldon

states in his anecdote book, that the king had noticed

that he was stated in the commission to have fully

considered the bills to which his assent was to be

signified ; and that to be correct, he ought to have

the bills to peruse and consider. His Majesty added,

that in the early part of his reign he had always had

the bills themselves, until Lord Thurlow ceased to

bring them, saying :
' it was nonsense his giving

himself the trouble to read them.' If there was

somewhat of the perverse acuteness of insanity in

these remarks, there was yet sufficient self-possession

in the royal mind, to satisfy Lord Eldon that he was

justified in taking the sign-manual.'' On the 23rd

March, seventeen other bills received the royal

assent ; and on the 26th March, a message from the

king, signed by himself, was brought to the House

of Commons by Mr. Addington : but no observation

' Hans. Deb., 1st Sep., i. 823. ^

« Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., i. 162 ; Twiss's Life of Eldon, i. 419.
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was made concerning his Majesty's health. There is

little doubt that his Majesty, though for some months

afterwards strange and disordered in his family circle,

was not incapacitated from attending to necessary

business with his ministers.^ The opposition, how-

ever, and particularly the Carlton House party, were

disposed to make the most of the king's illness, and

were confidently expecting a regency.'*

Before his Majesty had been restored to his ac-

customed health, the fall of his favourite change of

minister, Mr. Addington, was impending ; SsSre tue

and the king was engaged in negotiations covery.

with the chancellor and Mr. Pitt, for the formation

of another administration.' To confer with his

Majesty upon questions so formal as his assent to the

Mutiny Bills, had been a matter of delicacy : but to

discuss with him so important a measure as the re-

construction of a ministry, in a time of war and

public danger, was indeed embarrassing. Mr. Pitt's

correspondence discloses his misgivings as to the state

» Twiss's Life of Eldon, i. 422 ; Malmesbury Corr., iv. 317, 323,

327, 344 ; Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 248, et seq.

* Mr. Pitt, on being told that the Prince of Wales had asserted

that the king's illness must last for several months, said :
' Thy wish

was father, Harry, to that thought.'

—

Malmesbury Corr., iv. 298,

313, 315.
* Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 502-505 ; Twiss's Life of Lord

Eldon, i. 442; Kose's Corr., ii. 113. The chancellor's conduct, on
this occasion, in negotiating for Mr. Pitt's return to ofiSce, without
the knowledge of Mr. Addington and his colleagues, has exposed
him to the severest animadversions.

—

Lord Brougharria Sketches of
Statesmen : Works, iv. 66, ». ; Pellew's Life of Lord Sidmouth, ii. 277

;

Lord Campbell's Lives, vii. 166 ; Law Review, Nos. ii. and xi. ; Lord
Colchester's Diary, i. 629. He was sensible of the awkwardness of his

mission : nor do there appear to be sufficient grounds for inferring

the consent of Mr. Addington. But see Court and Cabinets of Geo.
III., iii. 348 ; Edin. Rev., Jan. 1868, p. 167 ; Lord Stanhope's Life

of Pitt, iv. 161-156 ; and App.
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of the king's mind.' But on the 7th May, he was

with him for three hours, and was amazed at the cool

and collected manner in which his Majesty had car-

ried on the conversation.^ It was probably from this

interview that Lord Eldon relates Mr. Pitt to have

come out ' not only satisfied, but much surprised with

the king's ability. He said he had never so baffled

him in any conversation he had had with him in his

life.' ^ Yet, on the 9th May, after another interview,

Mr. Pitt wrote to the chancellor :
' I do not think

there was anything positively wrong : but there was

a hurry of spirits and an excessive love of talking.'

. . . . 'There is certainly nothing in what I

have observed that would, in the smallest degree,

justify postponing any other steps that are in pro-

gress towards arrangement.' Nor did these continued

misgivings prevent the ministerial arrangements

from being completed, some time before the king

was entirely relieved from the care of his medical

attendants.

The conduct of the government, and especially of

impnta- ^^® \qx^ chaucellor, in allowing the royal

thTconduct fuuctious to be oxcrcised during this period,
of ministers.

^gj.g ggveral ycars afterwards severely im-

pugned. In 1811, Lord Grrey had not forgotten the

suspicions he had expressed in 1804 ; and in examin-

ing the king's physicians, he elicited, especially from

Dr. Heberden, several circumstances, previously un-

' Letters to Lord Eldon, April 22, May 8 ; Lord Campbell's Lives,

vii. 169, 173.
* Malmesbury Corr., iv. 306. See also Lord Colchester's Diarv,

May 2nd and 8th, 1804, i. 502, 507.
' Twiss's Life, i. 449.
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known, relative to the king's former illnesses. Oh
the 28th January, fortified by this evidence, he

arraiofned the lord chancellor of conduct 'little

short of high treason,'—of ' treason against the con-

stitution and the country.' He particularly relied

upon the fact, that on the 9th March, 1804, the

chancellor had afl&xed the great seal to a commis-

sion for giving the royal assent to fifteen bills ; and

accused the ministers of that day of 'having cul-

pably made use of the king's name without the king's

sanction, and criminally exercised the royal functions,

when the sovereign was under a moral incapacity to

authorise such a proceeding.'' Lord Sidmouth and

Lord Eldon, the ministers whose conduct was mainly

impugned, defended themselves from these impu-

tations, and expressed their astonishment at Dr.

Heberden's evidence, which, they said, was at

variance with the opinions of all the physicians,

—

including Dr. Heberden himself,—expressed in 1804,

while in attendance upon the king. They stated

that his new version of his Majesty's former illness

had surprised the queen, not less than the ministers.

And it is quite clear, from other evidence, that Dr.

Heberden's account of the duration and continuous

character of the king's malady, was inaccurate.^

Lord Eldon, oddly enough, affirmed, that on the 9th

of March, the king understood the duty which the

chancellor had to perform, better than he did him-

self. This he believed he could prove. A motion

was made by Lord King, for omitting Lord Eldon's

' Hans. Debates, 1st Ser., xviii. 1054.
« Swpra, p. 199.
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name from the Queen's Council of Regency ; and

its rejection was the cause of a protest, signed by

nine peers,—including Lords Grrey, Holland, Lauder-

dale, and Erskine,—in which they affirmed his un-

fitness for that office, on the ground that he had

improperly used the king's name and authority,

during his incapacity in 1804.' In the House of

Commons, Mr. Whitbread made a similar charge

against his lordship ; and the lord chancellor com-

plained,—not without reason,— that he had been

hardly dealt with by his enemies, and feebly de-

fended by his friends.^

In 1804, the propriety of passing a regency bill.

Necessity ^^ provido for any future illness of the

gency Act ^^i^^g? was ouco moro the subject of grave
canvassed,

consideration among the statesmen of the

period ;' but,—as in 1789, so now again,—no sooner

did the king recover, than all further care seems to

have been cast aside. Six years later this want of

foresight again led to serious embarrassment.

The king's last mental disorder commenced in the

KinK'siii-
autumu of 1810. His kingly career was

ness in 1810. ^ ^j^g^ ^^^ QMQx. Bereft of reason and

nearly blind, the poor old king,—who had ruled for

fifty years with so high a hand, and so strong a will,

—was now tended by physicians, and controlled by

keepers. His constitutional infirmity, aggravated

by political anxieties and domestic distresses, had

overcome him; and he was too far advanced in

> Hans. Deb., Ist Ser., xviii. 1031-1087.
* Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., xix. 87 ; Lord Sidmouth's Life, iii. 37 ;

Twiss's Life of Eldon, ii. 151-161.
' Malmesbury Corr., iv. 315.
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years to rally again. It was a mournful spectacle.

Like King Lear, he was

' A poor old man,

'As full of grief as age : wretched in both.

But as physicians will dispute at the bedside of the

dying patient,—so the hopes and fears of rival

parties, and the rude collisions of political strife,

were aroused into activity by the sufferings of

the king. The contentions of 1788 were re-

vived, though the leaders of that age had passed

away.

Parliament stood prorogued to the 1st November,

and a proclamation had appeared in the Meeting of

'Gazette,' declaring the king's pleasure that
p^'"'^'^«>^*-

it should be further prorogued by commission to the

29th. But before this commission could be signed,

his Majesty became so ill that the lord chancellor,

unable to obtain his signature, did not feel justified

in aflBxing the great seal ; and in this view of his

duty, statesmen of all parties concurred.^ Following

the precedent of 1788, both Houses met on the 1st

November ; and on being informed of the circum-

stances under which they were assembled,'* adjourned

' Lord Colchester's Diary, ii. 280. Lord Campbell, however,
eays, ' It would have been but a small liberty to have passed this

commission, for there had been an order made at a council, at which
the king presided, to prorogue Parliament from the 1st to the 29th
November, and to prepare a commission for this purpose.'

—

Lives of
the Chancellors, vii. 242.

* In the Commons, the Speaker first took his seat at the table, and
explained the circumstances under which the House had met, before

he took the chair.

—

Hansards Debates, 1st Ser., xviii. 3. On taking
the chair, he acquainted the House that he had issued a new
writ during the recess. See also Lord Colchester's Diaiy, ii. 282,

et seq.
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until the 15th,—fourteen days being the shortest

period within which Parliament may, by law, be

summoned for despatch of business. Circular letters

were directed to be sent, summoning the members

of both Houses to attend on that day. Strong hopes

had been entertained by the physicians, of his

Majesty's speedy recovery ; and in the interval they

were confirmed. Both Houses, therefore, on these

representations being made, again adjourned for a

Not. 29. fortnight. Before their next meeting, the

king's physicians were examined by the privy coun-

cil ; and as they were still confident of his Majesty's

recovery, a further adjournment for a fortnight was

agreed upon,—though not without objections to so

long an interruption of business, and a division in

both Houses.

No longer delay could now be suggested ; and at

Dec. 13. the next meeting, a committee of twenty-

one members was appointed in both Houses, for the

examination of the king's physicians. They still

entertained hopes of his Majesty's ultimate recovery,

in spite of his age and blindness ; but could not

form any opinion as to the probable duration of his

illness.

Continuing to follow generally the precedent of

Precedent 1788, ministers proposed, on the 20th
of 1788

T-v 1 • 1 c
foUowed. December, in a committee on the state of

the nation, three resolutions,—affirming the king's

incapacity,—the right and duty of the two Houses

to provide for this exigency,—and the necessity of

determining by what means the royal assent should

be signified to a bill for that purpose.
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Again the question of proceeding by bill, or by

address was argued. The proceedings of
pigg^g.

1788 were exposed to a searching criticism
; tlfaTpre-'^

and all the precedents of constitutional his-
<=^^^*-

tory, presenting any analogy to the present circum-

stances, learnedly investigated. -The expedients which

had delighted Lord Eldon in his early career, found

little favour with the more philosophic lawyers of a

later school. Sir S. Eomilly regarded them ' in no

other light but as a fraudulent trick,' and asked wha4i

would be said of ' a set of men joining together, and

making a contract for another in a state of insanity,

and employing a person as his solicitor, to affix his

seal or his signature to such a deed ?'

Considering the recency and complete application

of the precedent of 1788, it is not surprising that

both ministers and Parliament should have agreed

to follow it, instead of adopting a more simple

course : but to minds of the present age, the

arguments of those who contended for an address,

and against the * phantom,' will appear the more

conclusive. The royal authority was wanting, and

could be supplied by Parliament alone. So far all

were agreed ; but those who argued for proceeding

by means of a bill, accepted a notoriously fictitious

use of the king's name, as an equivalent for his real

authority ; while those who supported a direct ad-

dress, desired that Parliament,—openly recognising

the king's inability to exercise his royal authority,

—should, from the necessity of the case, proceed to

act without it. Of all the speeches against proceed-

ing by way of bill, the most learned, able, and argu-

VOL. I, p
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mentative, was that of Mr. Francis Horner.' Com-
paring the proceedings of 1788, with those of the

Eevolution of 1688, he said : ' It is impossible not to

contrast the virtuous forbearance of all parties at

the Eevolution, in concurring to provide for the

public interests, with the struggle that was made for

power in the other instance ; and, above all, to con-

trast the studied delays by which power was then so

factiously retained, with the despatch with which

our ancestors finished, in one short month, their

task of establishing at once the succession to the

crown, reducing its prerogatives within limitations

by law, and founding the whole structure of our

civil and religious liberties.'*

But independently of precedents and legal forms.

Political the ministers expecting, like their prede-
causes of . t, n it-ii
delay. cessors in 1788, to be dismissed by the

regent, were not disposed to simplify the preliminary

proceedings, and accelerate their own fall ; while

the opposition, impatient for office, objected to

elaborate preliminaries,—as much, perhaps, for the

delays which they occasioned, as for their hollow

subtlety and uselessness.

The resolutions were agreed to, and communi-

Eesointions cated to the Lords, at a conference. There
agreed to i-ititti
Dec. 22. an amendment was moved by Lord Hol-

land, to the third resolution, by which an address to

the Prince of Wales was proposed to be substi-

tuted for the proceeding by bill, inviting the prince

to take upon himself the exercise of the powers and

authorities of the crown, but to abstain from the

> Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., xviii. 299. * Ibid., 306.
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exercise of such powers as the immediate exigencies

of the state shall not call into action, until Parlia-

ment had passed a bill for the future care of his

Majesty's person, and securing the resumption of his

authority.' The Dukes of York and Sussex spoke

in favour of this amendment, and all the seven

dukes of the blood royal voted for it:' but the

resolution was carried by a majority of twenty-six.

The royal dukes also signed protests against the

rejection of the amendment, and against the third

resolution.^ The chancellor differed widely from

the royal dukes, declaring that an address from the

two Houses to the Prince of "Wales, praying him to

exercise the royal prerogatives during the king's

life, would be treasonable.^

The next step was to propose, in committee on

the state of the nation, resolutions to the effect that

the Prince of Wales should be empowered, as regent

of the kingdom, to exercise the royal authority, in

the name and on behalf of his Majesty, subject to

such limitations as shall be provided : that for a

limited time the regent should not be able to

grant any peerage, except for some singular naval or

military achievement:* nor grant any office in re-

version : nor any office otherwise than during plea-

sure, except such offices as are required by law to be

granted for life or during good behaviour : that his

Majesty's private property, not already vested in

' Hans. Deb., Ist Ser., zviii. 418. Life and Opinions of Earl
Grey, 255-266.

* York, Clarence, Kent, Cumberland, Sussex, Cambridge, and
Gloucester.

» Hans. Deb., 1st Ser„ xviii. 471. « Ibid., 459, 713.
* This exception was subsequently omitted.
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trustees, should be vested in trustees for the benefit

of his Majesty : that the care of the king's person

should be committed to the queen, who, for a limited

time, should have power to appoint and remove

members of the royal household ; and that her Ma-
jesty should have a council, with power to examine

the king's physicians, upon oath, from time to

time. It was explained, at the same time, that

twelve months would be the period to which the

proposed limitations upon the regent's authority

would extend.

Four of these resolutions were agreed to in the

Commons by small majorities, and not without

strong arguments against any restrictions upon the

authority of the regent. The fifth was amended

on a motion of Earl Grower, in such a manner as to

leave the queen merely 'such direction of the

household as may be suitable for the care of his

Majesty's person, and the maintenance of the royal

dignity.'

The resolutions were communicated to the Lords

at a conference. There, on the motion of the Mar-

quess of Lansdowne, the first resolution was amended

by the omission of the last words, viz., ' subject to

such limitations and restrictions as shall be pro-

vided ' ^— thus appointing the regent generally, with-

out restrictions upon his authority. But as the two

next resolutions, imposing limitations upon the grant

of peerages, places and pensions, were immediately

afterwards agreed to, the words were restored to the

first resolution. And thus the restrictions proposed

' By a majority of 3.
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by the Commons were ultimately agreed to mthout

alteration.

The next step, as in 1789, was to lay these resolu-

tions before the Prince of Wales, and to Kesointions

beg him to accept the trust, subject to the the prince.

proposed restrictions ; and in reply, he signified his

acceptance of the regency.* The queen was also

attended in regard to the direction of the royal

household.

Again, it was resolved by both Houses that a

commission should issue under the great commission

seal for opening Parliament; but warned ParUament,

by the precedent of 1788, ministers had taken the

precaution of consulting the royal dukes, and by

their desire omitted their names from the commis-

sion. On the 15th January, Parliament was opened

by virtue of this commission ; and the Eegency Bill

was brought in by the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

on the same day. The bill, though still
T^e Regency

the subject of much discussion, was rapidly sm passed.

passed through both Houses, with some few amend-

ments. Resolutions were agreed to by both Houses,

authorising the issue of letters patent under the

great seal, for giving the royal assent by commis-

sion ; and on the 5th February, the bill received the

royal assent by virtue of that commission.

It is worthy of note, that both this commission and

that for opening Parliament, deviated ma-
j-ormof the

terially from the usual form of such com- <:°°imi88ion.

missions, and instead of being issued by the advice

of the privy council, it was expressed thus :
' by the

' See «Mpra, p. 121.
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king himself, by and with the advice of the Lords

spiritual and temporal, and Commons in Parliament

assembled.'

During these proceedings, an unexpected difficulty

issue of pub- ^^^ arisen. Certain sums of money had
lie money, already been granted, and appropriated by

Parliament, for the service of the army and navy

:

but in consequence of the king's incapacity, the usual

warrants, under the privy seal, could not be prepared,

directing issues to be made from the Exchequer, for

such services. The Lord Keeper of the privy seal

was willing to take upon himself the responsibility

of affixing the seal to such a warrant,' although by

the terms of his oath he was restrained from using

it ' without the king's special command ;
'* but the

deputy clerks of the privy seal held themselves pre-

cluded by their oaths of office, from preparing letters

to pass the privy seal, until a warrant had been signed

by the king himself, for that purpose. The necessities

of the public service were urgent ; and the Treasury,

unable to obtain the money according to the usual

official routine, prepared two warrants addressed to

the auditor of the Exchequer, directing him to draw

one order on the Bank of England for 500,000Z., on

account of the army, and another to the same

amount, for the navy. The auditor. Lord Grrenville,

DifBcnities
doubtiug the authority of these warrants,

^^Gren. desired that the law officers of the crown
^^*- should be consulted. It was their opinion

that the Treasury warrants were not a sufficient

' Speech of Mr. Perceval, 4th Jan., and of Lord Westmorland,
ftth Jan., 1811.—flaw*. Beb., 1st Ser., xviii. 759, 798.

* Speech of Earl Spencer, 5th Jan., 1811.—Hans, Deb., 1st Ser

xriii. 797.
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authority for the auditor, who accordingly refused to

issue the money ; and although the Treasury exprfessly

assumed the entire responsibility of the issue, he per-

sisted in his refusal.

It was now necessary to resort to Parliament to

supply the defect of authority which had
Rggoiutiou

been discovered ; and on the 4th of Janu- ho^m
ary the chancellor of the Exchequer moved the^^sufof

a resolution in committee of the whole '"""'^y-

House, by which the auditor and officers of the Ex-

chequer were ' authorised and commanded ' to pay

obedience to Treasury warrants for the issue of such

sums as had been appropriated for the services of

the army and navy, as well as money issuable under

a vote of credit for 3,000,000^. To this resolution

it was objected, that it involved a further assump-

tion of the executive powers of the croAvn, and was

only rendered necessary by the unreasonable delays

which ministers had interposed, in providing for the

exercise of the royal authority : but the immediate

necessity of the occasion could not be denied ; and

the resolution was agreed to by both Houses. A
protest, however, was entered in the Lords' Journal,

signed by twenty-one peers, including six royal

dukes, which affirmed that the principle of the

resolution would justify the assumption of all the

executive powers of the crown, during any suspension

of the personal exercise of the royal authority ; and

that this unconstitutional measure might have been

avoided without injury to the public service, by an

address to the Prince of Wales.'

> Hans. Deb., Ist Ser., xviii. 801 ; Twiss's Life of Eldon, ii. MO.
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Happily there has been no recurrence of circum-

The Royal stances similar to those of 1788 and 1811 :

Sign Manual
BUI, 1830. but Parliament has since had occasion to

provide for the exercise of the royal authority, under

other contingencies. From an early period in the

reign of George IV., his Majesty's health had ex-

cited apprehensions.^ In 1826, his life was said not

to be worth a month's purchase ; * but it was not until

within a few weeks of his death, that he suffered from

any incapacity to exercise his royal functions. In

1830, during the last illness of the king, his Majesty

found it inconvenient and painful to subscribe with

his own hand, the public instruments which required

the sign-manual ; and accordingly, on the 24th of

May, a message was sent to both Houses, desiring

that provision should be made for the temporary

discharge of this duty.^ The message was acknow-

ledged by suitable addresses ; and a bill was passed

rapidly through both Houses, enabling his Majesty

to empower by warrant or commission, under his

sign-manual, one or more persons to afl£x. in his

presence, and by his command, signified by word of

mouth, the royal signature by means of a stamp. In

order to prevent the possibility of any abuse of this

power, it was provided that the stamp should not be

• Lord Sidmouth's Life, iii. 309; Court and Cabinets of Geo. IV.,

i. 313, 336, 447 ; Ibid., ii. 67, 217. Sir "William Knighton's Mem.,
88, &c. So far back as 1812 the Prince had been afraid of paralysis,

Lord Colchester's Diary, ii. 354. In Sept. 1816, he was dangerously

ill at Hampton Court, his death being hourly expected. Ibid., ii.

581 ; Ibid., iii. 112, 115, 116, 272, 298.
2 Mr. Plumer Ward to Duke of Buckingham, April 21, 1826.

Court and Cabinet* of George IV., ii. 297; Ibid., 300, 301. Loitl

Colchester's Diary, iii. 420.
» Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., xxiv. 986, 1001.
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affixed to any instrument, unless a memorandum
describing its object had been indorsed upon it,

signed by the Lord Chancellor, the President of the

Council, the Lord Privy Seal, the First Lord of the

Treasury, and the Secretaries of State, or any three

of them. The seal was directed to be kept in

the custody of one of these officers, and when used,

was required to be attested by one or more of

them.

The course thus adopted was not without prece-

dent. Henry VIII. had issued a patent, precedents

authorising the Archbishop of Canterbury, fonndS.

the Lord Chancellor, and other persons to apply a

stamp, bearing the impress of the royal signature, to

warrants for the payment of money out of the royal

treasury ; and had also issued several proclamations

and other instruments, on which his sign-manual

had been impressed by means of a stamp. His

signature to the commission for signifying the royal

assent to the bill for the attainder of the Duke of

Norfolk had been given by means of a stamp,

affixed,—not by his own hand, but by that of a

clerk,—and was on that account declared by Parlia-

ment to be invalid. Edward VI. had issued two

proclamations, to which his signature was affixed by

means of a stamp. Queen Mary had issued a pro-

clamation, in the same form, calling for aid to sup-

press the insurrection of Sir Thomas Wyatt. The
same queen had issued a patent, in 1558, stating that

in consequence of the great labour which she sus-

tained in the government and defence of the king"

dom, she was unable without much danger and
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inconvenience, to sign commissions, warrants, and

other instruments with her own hand ; empowering

certain persons to affix a seal in her presence ; and

declaring that all instruments so sealed should be as

valid and eflfectual in law, as if signed with the hand

of the queen. It appears also that King William III.,

being on the point of death, and no longer able to

sign his own name, affixed a stamp to a commission,

in presence of the Lord Keeper and the clerks of

the Parliament, by. which the royal assent was

signified to the Bill of Abjuration, and the Malt

Duty Bill.

But notwithstanding these precedents,—which

proved that in former times the kings of England

had been accustomed, by their own authority, to

delegate to others the right of affixing their sign-

manual,—it was now laid down by ministers, and by

all legal authorities, that such a right could not

lawfully be conferred, except by the sanction of

Parliament. This sanction was readily given in this

particular case ; but not without warnings that as

his Majesty's present indisposition was merely phy-

sical, the proceedings then adopted should not here-

after be drawn into a precedent, if the mind of any

future king should become affected. In such an

event, the power of affixing the royal sign-manual

to instruments, would invest the ministers of the

day with all the authority of the crown. On more

than one occasion, during the late reign, such a

power might have been liable to abuse ; and it would

not again be conferred upon ministers, if there should
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be any doubt as to the mental capacity of the sove-

reign.*

When "William IV. succeeded to the throne, he

was nearly sixty-five years of age, and his Question of

, . . • r> 1 * regency on
heiresspresumptive was a princess 01 eleven, theaccessioa

•^ -"^ ^ of William

It was, therefore, necessary to provide for a iv.

regency ; but ministers were of opinion that they

might safely defer this measure, until after the as-

sembling of a new Parliament. Even this brief

delay was represented as hazardous. It was said

that if the king should die suddenly, the crown

would devolve upon an infant princess,—subject,

perhaps, to the claims of a posthumous child of his

Majesty. This risk, however, the ministers were

prepared to encounter. The law did not recognise

the incapacity of an infant king ; and, in the event

of a sudden demise of the crown before a regent had

been appointed, the infant sovereign would be able

to give her assent to an act of Parliament, appoint-

ing a guardian for herself, and a regent for the king-

dom. Henry III., Richard II., and Henry VI., had

succeeded to the throne, without any previous par-

liamentary provision for a regency ; and after their

accession, Parliament appointed persons to govern

the kingdom during their minority.

The lord chancellor said: * On the accession of an

infant to the throne, the same course would be

adopted as if the sovereign were of mature years : a

declaration, similar to that which many of their lord-

• 11 Geo, IV. and 1 Will. IV. c. 23 ; Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., xsiv.

986, 1062, 1132, 1148, 1193 ; Rymer's Foedera, x. 261 ; Cotton, 664;
Burnet's Own Time, iv. 559 ; Hiuue's Hist., ii. 328 ; Smollett's Hist.,

i. 441.
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ships had witnessed a few days ago, would be made.

The infant would have the power of continuing or

changing his ministers, and the same responsibility-

would exist as at present.'* And this doctrine of the

law was thus explained by Lord Eldon: ' If an infant

sovereign were to be on the throne, whose head could

not be seen over the integument which covered the

head of his noble and learned friend on the wool-

sack, he would, by what the Scotch called a fiction

of law, and by what the English called presumption,

in favour of a royal infant, be supposed to have as

much sense, knowledge, and experience, as if he had

reached the years of three-score and ten.''

This abstract presumption of the law was not de-

nied : but it was argued that to rely upon it in prac-

tice, would bring into contempt the prerogatives of

the crown, and might be fraught with dangers to the

state. An infant sovereign might indeed appoint

her own guardian, and a regent of the kingdom : but

she would scarcely be more competent to exercise

the discriminating judgment of a sovereign, than

was Greorge III. when the royal assent was given, in

his name, to the Eegency Bill, by a phantom com-

mission. That necessary act had struck a blow at

royalty : it had shown how Parliament could make

laws without a king : it had exhibited the crown as

a name, a form, a mere fiction of authority : and to

allow a princess of eleven to assent to another act

of regency, would be a dangerous repetition of that

precedent.. But there are other dangers which ought

to be averted. It was easy, before the demise of the

> Hans. Deb., 2nd Sep.. xxv. 738 ' UM., 742.
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crown, to nominate a regent who might never be

called upon to exercise his power ; but to appoint a

regent,—possibly from among many claimants,

—

who would at once assume all the authority of the

crown, might be difficult and embarrassing. Still

greater would be the embarrassment, if the right of

succession should be rendered doubtful, by the pro-

spective claims of an unborn child. An attempt

was made, in the Commons, to represent to the king

the importance of making immediate provision for

a regency: but ministers successfully resisted it;

and the question was reserved for the consideration

of the new Parliament.'

Happily, these dreaded evils were not encountered

;

and on the meeting of the new Parliament, The Re-

a well-considered Eegency Bill was intro- i83o-i83i.

'

duced. By this bill the Duchess of Kent was ap-

pointed sole regent, until her Majesty should attain

the age of eighteen. Departing from former prece-

dents, it was not proposed that the regent should be

controlled by a council. It was said that a regent,

for the maintenance of the royal authority, needed

the free exercise of the prerogatives of the crown,

even more than a king himself. Cases might, in-

deed, arise in which it would be necessary to control

the ambition and influence of a regent, by such a

council : but here the regent could never succeed to

the throne : her interests were identified with those

of the future sovereign, to whom she was united by

the tenderest ties ; and she could have no object but

to uphold, in good faith, the authority of the infant

• Hjvns. Deb., 2nd Ser., xxv. 771-828. .
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queen. Her Eoyal Highness would, theretore, be

left to administer the government of the country,

"by means of the responsible ministers cf the crown,

and to act upon their advice alone.

Another question of great constitutional delicacy

was also wisely dealt with. No precedent was to be

found, since the Norman conquest, of any provision

having been made for the exercise of the royal pre-

rogatives, between the demise of the crown, and the

birth of a posthumous child. The law upon this

important question was not settled : but reasoning

from the analogy of the law of real property, as well

as according to the dictates of common sense, it was

clear that an unborn child could not be seised of the

crown. There could be no abeyance or vacancy of

the crown. The king never dies. The crown must,

therefore, devolve at once upon the heir presump-

tive ; and be resigned, if a child should be born,

entitled to inherit it. If Parliament interposed,

and appointed a regent to administer the government

until the birth of a posthumous child, such a regent

would not be governing in the name and on behalf

of the sovereign, but would be a parliamentary

sovereign, created for the occasion, under the title

of regent. And, in the meantime, if no child should

be born, the heir presumptive would have been un-

lawfully deprived of her right to the throne. Upon

these sound principles the regency was now to be

established. If the king should die during the

minority of the Princess Victoria, she was to be pro-

claimed queen, subject to the rights of any issue of

his Majesty, which might afterwards be torn of his
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consort. The Duchess of Kent would at once as-

sume the regency in the name of the infant queen,

and on her behalf ; and should a posthumous child

be bom, her Majesty Queen Adelaide would forth-

with assume the regency, on behalf of her own child.

These principles were accepted by statesmen and

lawyers of every party ; and the Eegency Bill, which

had been prepared by the government of the Duke
of Wellington, was adopted and passed by the go-

vernment of Lord Grrey.* It was a wise provision

for contingencies, which fortunately never arose.

When King William IV. died, in 1837, after a short

but eventful reign, her most gracious Majesty had,

less than a month before, completed her eighteenth

year ; and ascended the throne, surrounded by happy

auguries, which have since been fully accomplished.

On the accession of her Majesty, the
pirgt^e-

King of Hanover became heir presumptive ^"g^e^*"

to the throne ; and as he would probably "^"^^o"*-

be resident abroad, it was thought necessary to pro-

vide that, in the event of her Majesty's decease,

while her successor was out of the realm, the ad-

ministration of the government should be carried

on in his name by lords justices, until his second Re-

arrival.' But the queen's marriage, in 1840T

1840, required provision to be made for another con-

tingency, which, though more probable, has, happily

not arisen. Following the precedent of 1831, Par-

liament now provided, that in the event of any child

of her Majesty succeeding to the throne before the

• Act 1 Will. IV. c. 2 ; Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., i. 499, 764, 954, &c.
» 7 WiU. IV, and 1 Vict, c 72.
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age of eighteen, Prince Albert, as the surviving

parent, should be regent, without any council of

regency, or any limitation upon the exercise of the

royal prerogatives,—except an incapacity to assent

to any bill for altering the succession to the throne,

or affecting the uniformity of worship in the Church

of England, or the rights of the Church of Scotland.

And, founded upon these principles, the bill was

passed with the approval of all parties.'

» 3 & 4 Vict. c. 62 ; Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., Iv. 75i, 850, 1074.
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CHAPTEE IV.

4NaKNT REVENUES OF THE CBOWN. CIVIL LIST OF WILLIAM iND
UABY: CIVIL LIST OF QUEEN ANNE, OF GEOEGE I. AND GEOEGE
n. CIVIL LIST, EXPENDITUEE, AND DEBTS OF GEOEGE III.".

CIVIL LIST OF THE EEGENCY, AND OF THE EEIGNS OF GEOEGE IV.,

WILLIAM rV., AND HEB MAJESTY :—DUCHIES OF LANCASTEE AND
COENWALL : PEIVATB PEOPEETY OF THE CEOWN.—PEOVISION FOE
THE EOYAL FAMILY : MANAGEMENT OF THE LAND EEVENUES, ON
BEHALF OF THE PUBLIC I CIVXL LIST PENSIONS.— PEEEOGATIVBS

OF THE CEOWN, IN RELATION TO THE EOYAL FAMILY.

The history of the land revenues of the crown pre-

sents as many vicissitudes, and varied for- vast posses-

tunes, as are to be found in the domestic crown^in^*

annals of any family in the kingdom. ^^^^ *™®*'

The entire lands of the realm were originally held

of the crown, by various feudal tenures ; and the

royal revenues were derived from fines, fees, first-

fruits and tenths, and other profits arising from

these lands, and from the rents of the ancient

demesnes of the crown. To support the barbarous

magnificence of his household,—his numerous re-

tainers, and rude hospitality,—was nearly the sole

expense of the king; for, as feudal superior, he

commanded the services of his tenants in the field,

who fought by his side with an array of men and

horses, equipped and maintained at their own ex-

pense.

By means of escheats and forfeitures, there was

VOL. I. Q
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even a danger of the crown becoming the absolute

Extensive proprietor of all the lands of the realm,
forfeitures, -g^^ ^^^ ^ ^gj,g ^jjg king's possessions, they

were not vast enough to satisfy the rapacity of his

followers ; and in every succeeding reign, the grants

Grants and ^^^ alienations of crown lands exceeded the
alienations,

eschcats and forfeitures. The estates of

the crown were further diminished by wrongful ap-

propriations, and encroacliments. Repenting their

liberality, kings frequently resumed their former

grants ; and alienations improvidently made, were

unjustly and violently revoked. Yet such had been

the waste of the once ample revenues of the crown,

that Henry III. complained that they had become

too scanty to furnish his royal table ; and the needy

monarch was reduced to the necessity of giving

tallies for the supply of beeves and grain for his

household. An extensive assumption of grants,

however, and the forfeiture of the estates of rebel

barons, retrieved his fallen fortunes. Such was the

liberality of Edward II. that an ordinance was passed

by Parliament prohibiting the alienation of crown

lands,—which was repealed, however, by a Parlia-

ment at York, in the 15th year of his reign. But

the profusion of this king was supplied by prodigious

forfeitures.

Richard II. again, was not less profuse in his

grants, nor less prodigal in his confiscations. The

Wars of the Roses were so fruitful of forfeitures, that

a large proportion of the land of the realm became

the property of the crown. Had it been retained,

there would have been no monarch in Europe so
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absolute as that of England: but the spoils of one

faction were eagerly grasped by the other ; and the

crown gained little by the lands which it won upon

the field of battle, or wrested from their owners on

the scaffold. In the reign of Henry V. the estates

of the crown were considerably augmented by the

appropriation of the Alien Priories,—one hundred

and ten in number. Yet the income of Henry VI,

was reduced so low as 5,000Z. a year ; and in his

reign, several general resumptions of grants were

authorised by Parliament, in order to supply his

necessities.

The rapacity of Henry VII. was needed to re-

trieve the revenues of the crown ; and his

exactions and thrift repaired the waste of i^nT^
**

» . TT" • -i' 1 venues by
former reigns. His acquisitions, however, Henry vii.

were as nothing compared with the whole-

sale plunder of the monasteries, and other religious

and charitable foundations, by Henry VIII., which

has been valued at upwards of 30,000,000^. sterling.'

Yet such were the magnificence and prodigality of

this king, that at his death, his treasury was found

to be entirely empty. The crown was as poor as

ever : but the great nobles, who were enriched by

grants of the church lands—more provident than

their royal master—held them fast for their descend-

ants. In the seventh year of the reign of James I.

the entire land revenues of the crown and Duchy of

Lancaster amounted to no more than 66,870^. a year,

while the king's debts exceeded a million.' During

• St. John on the Land Revenues of the Crown, 68. "^ Vnd., 79.

Q 2
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his reign he sold lands to the extent of 775,000^., and

left debts of about an equal amount.

But more evil days were at hand for the land

Destniction
reveuues. Charles I., unable to obtain

vlnuM d^- supplies from ParKament, and gaining little

Common- from his illegal exactions,—was forced to
wealth,

gg^ ^^^ mortgage the property ofthe crown.

The Parliament, after his death, completed the spo-

liation, of which he had set them the example ; and

sold nearly all the royal estates, in order to pay the

arrears due to the Parliamentary forces, and discharge

the debts of the new government.^ At the Eestora-

tion, these latter sales were declared void ; and many

of the estates of the crown were recovered. But

Their re- ^^1 Were recovered,—to be again squan-

subsequent dercd and dispersed. In three years,
waste.

Charles II. bad reduced the income of the

crown lands from 217,900^. to 100,000^. a year. In

the first year of his reign he surrendered the court

of wards and liveries, and the military tenures, in

exchange for a settlement of certain duties of excise ;'

being the first instance of a surrender by the crown

of its interest in any part of the hereditary revenues.

During this reign, a large proportion of the fee-farm

rents belonging to the crown, was sold by act of

Parliament ;' and further grants of these rents

were made during the reigns of William III. and

Queen Anne. The liberality of William III. to his

followers, provoked remonstrances from Parliament.

' Scobell, part ii. 51, 106, 227, &c.
« 12 Car. IL c. 24.
» 22 Car. U. c. 6 ; 22 and 23 Car. II. c. 24.
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He was even obliged to recall an enormous grant to

the Earl of Portland, which conveyed to that noble-

man four-fifths of the county of Denbigh, with a re-

served rent of 6s. 8<i., payable to the crown :
' but

he compensated the Earl with other lands and

manors.'

So jealous were the Commons, at this period, of

the continual diminution of the hereditary revenues

of the crown, that several bills were brought in to

resume all grants made by Charles 11., James II.,

and William ;
' and to prevent further alienations

of crown lands.'* At the end of William's reign.

Parliament having obtained accounts of the state of

the land revenues, found that they had been reduced

by grants, alienations, incumbrances, reversions, and

pensions, until they scarcely exceeded the rent-roll

of a squire.^

Such an abuse of the rights of the crown could no

longer be tolerated ; and on the settlement
^ugnations

of the civil list of Queen Anne, Parliament fan^re^

at length interposed to restrain it. It was ^*'^''i"<^'^-

now nearly too late. The sad confession was made,

* that the necessary expenses of supporting the crown,

or the greater part of them, were formerly defrayed

by a land revenue, which had, from time to time,

been impaired by the grants of former kings and

• 1695 Pari. Hist, v. 978 ; Com. Journ., li. 391, 395, 409.
* Com, Journ., xi. 608.
» In 1697, 1699, 1700, 1702, and 1703: Com. Journ., xii. 90;

Ihid., xiii. 208, 350 ; Ibid., xiv. 95, 269, 305. &c. ; Macaulay's Hist.,

V. 32.

In 1697 and 1699, Com. Journ., xii. 90; Ihid., xiii. 62.
» Com. Journ., xiii. 478, 498 ; St. John on the Land Eevenues,

t'9.
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<)^ueens, so that her Majesty's land revenues could

then afford very little towards the support of her

government.'^ Yet to preserve what was still left,

it was now provided that no future lease (except a

building lease) should be granted for more than

thirty-one years, or three lives ; and that a reason-

able rent should be reserved. If such a law as this

had been passed immediately after the Eestoration,

the land revenues would probably have provided for

the entire charge of the civil list of Queen Anne.

But at least the small remnant of crown lands was

saved, and in that and the next two reigns, some

additions were made to the royal estates, by escheats

and forfeitures.*

While this waste of the crown property had been

constitn. iujurious to the public revenues, it favoured

oftheim- the development of the liberties of the

kings. people. Kings with vast hereditary re-

venues,—husbanded and improved,—would have

been comparatively independent of Parliament.

But their improvidence gradually constrained them

to rely upon the liberality of their subjects ; until

their own necessities, and the increasing expenditure

of the state, at length placed them entirely under

the control of Parliament.

' 1 Anne, c 7, s. 5.

* Much curious learning is to be found concerning the land

revenues of the crown in Wright's Tenures ; Hargrave's Notes to

Coke on Littleton ; Coke's 1st Inst. ; Spelman's Works (of Feuds)

;

Lord Hale's History of the Common Law ; Gilbert's Hist, of the

Exchequer; Maddox's Hist, of the Exchequer; Davenant on Re-
sumptions ; Dugdale's Monasticon ; Rjmer's Foedera ; Rapin's Hist.

;

and an interesting summary in St. John's Observations on the Land
Eerenues of the Crown, 4to., 1''87.
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No constitutional change has been more important

in securing popular control over the execu-
importance

tive government, than the voting of supplies menrji?
^^

by the House of Commons : nor has any venu^ of

expedient been better calculated to restrain ^^^ ^o^^

the undue influence of the crown, than a strict

settlement of its revenues by Parliament. In the

reign of Charles II., the principle of appro- Revenues of

priating suppKes to specific service by priorT<rthe

statute,—which had not been without pre-
^^°^'^*'°'^-

vious recognition,—was formally established as one

of the conditions, under which Parliament granted

money for the service of the state. But until the

Revolution, no limitation had been imposed upon

the personal expenditure of the sovereign. It had

been customary for Parliament to grant to the king,

at the commencement of each reign, the ordinary

revenues of the crown, which were estimated to

provide, in time of peace, for the support of His

Majesty's dignity and civil government, and for the

public defence. To these were added, from time to

time, special grants for extraordinary occasions.

The ordinary revenues were derived, first, from the

hereditary revenues of the crown itself, and secondly,

from the produce of taxes voted to the king for life.

The hereditary revenues consisted of the rents of

crown lands, of feudal rights, the proceeds of the

post-office, and wine licenses ; and, after the surren-

der of feudal tenures by Charles II., in 1660, of part

of the excise duties.

In the reign of James II. the hereditary revenues,

together with the taxes voted for the king's life,
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amounted on an average to 1,500,964^. a year.'

Whatever remained of this annual income, after the

payment of the necessary expenses of the government,

was at the king's absolute disposal,—whether for the

support of his dignity and influence, or for his

pleasures and profusion. Not satisfied with these

resources for his personal expenditure, there is no

doubt that Charles II. applied to his own privy purse,

large sums of money which had been specially ap-

propriated by Parliament, for carrying on the war.^

To prevent such abuses in future, on the accession

Settlement of William and Mary, Parliament made a
of the ' Civil •' '

wiui°*
separate provision for the king's 'Civil

'^^'^-
List,'—which embraced the support of the

royal household, and the personal expenses of the

king, as well as the payment of civil offices and

pensions. The revenue voted for the support of the

crown in time of peace, was 1,200,000Z. ; of which

the civil list amounted to about 700,000^, being

derived from the hereditary revenues of the crown,

estimated at 400,000^. a year and upwards,—and from

a part of the excise duties, producing about

ust^om- 300,000^.' The system thus introduced
prised items , . , . ,, . ,

of national was coutinued lu succecdiug reigns : and

the civil list still comprised not only the

expenses of the sovereign, but a portion of the civil

expenditure of the state.

' Pari. Hist, v. 151 ; Hallam, Const. Hist., ii. 279.
* Lord Clarendon's Life, iii. 131 ; Pepys' Diary, Sept. 23rd, and

Dec. 12th, 1666, whence it appears that above 400,000^. had gone
into the Privy Purse since the War. Memoirs, iii. 47, 105.

s Pari. Hist., v. 193 ; Com. Journ., x. 438, 54 ; Smollett and
Hallam state the civil list at 600,000/.
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The civil list of Queen Anne was settled by Par-

liament in the same form, and computed at civu List of

the same amount as that of William 111}
Q>>««"^«-

Her Majesty, while she feared the revenue granted to

her would fall short of that enjoyed by the late king,

promised that 100,000^. a year should be applied to

the public service.^ So far, however, from fulfilling

this promise,—during the twelve years of her reign,

she incurred debts amounting to 1,200,000^, which

were paid off by Parliament, by way of loans charged

upon the civil list itself.

The civil list of George I. was computed at

700,000^. a year; and, during his reign,
of George

debts were incurred to the extent of t^^^ First.

1,000,000^., which were discharged by Parliament,

in the same manner.'

The hereditary revenues were continued to George

II., with a proviso that if they should pro-
qj George

duce less than 800,000L a year. Parliament f^^ second.

would make up the deficiency. The king, however,

was entitled to any surplus above that sum.^ This

was an approximation to a definite civil list, as the

minimum at least was fixed. For the last five years

of his reign these revenues had risen, on an average,

to 829,155?. a year: but during the whole of his

reign, they amounted to less than 800,000?.'"' In

1746 a debt of 456,000?. on the civil list was dis-

charged by Parliament. This debt was stated by

» 1 Anne, c. 7. ' Pari. Hist, vi. 1 1.
'

1 Geo. I. c. 1.; Burke's Works, ii. 309.
* 1 Geo. II. c. 1.

» Beport on civil list, 1816, p. 4 ; Burke's Works, ii. 810.
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the king to have been incurred in consequence of

the hereditaiy revenues having fallen short of

800,000L a year; and Parliament was, therefore,

bound by the terms of its original contract to make

up the deficiency.

On the accession of George III., the king consented

civu List of
^^ make such a disposition of his interest in

George in. tQ^^ hereditary revenues of the crown in

England, as Parliament might think fit. Hitherto the

crown had enjoyed certain revenues which were calcu-

lated by Parliament to produce a sufficient income

;

but now the king agreed to accept a fixed amount as

his civil list, ' for the support of his household, and

the honour and dignity of the crown.' ' This was

the first time that the direct control of Parliament

over the personal expenditure of the king had been

acknowledged ; and it is not a little curious that so

important a change in the relations of the sovereign

to Parliament, should have been introduced at the

very period when he was seeking to extend his pre-

rogatives, and render himself independent of other

influences in the state. It soon appeared, however,

from the debts incurred, that his Majesty was not

inclined to permit this concession to diminish the

influence of the crown.

The money arising out of the hereditary revenues,

seciired by various acts of Parliament to the king's

predecessors, was now carried to the * aggregate

fund,' out of which the annual sum of 723,000Z. was

granted to his Majesty, during the continuance of

, .
' Com. Journ., xxviii. 28.
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the existing annuities to the Princess Dowager of

Wales, the Duke of Cumberland, and the Princess

Amelie ; and as these charges ceased, the amount of

the civil list was to be increased until it reached

800,000^. a year. He thus accepted the miniTnura

civil list of his predecessor ; and relinquished all

claim to the surplus, which for the first eight years

of his reign amounted, upon an average, to 100,000L

a year.'

But the king enjoyed other sources of income,

independent of Parliamentary control. He other,., •1-11 f 1 sources of

derived a considerable amount from the revenue.

droits of the crown and Admiralty, the 4^ per cent,

duties, and other casual sources of revenue in

England. He was in possession of the hereditary

revenues of Scotland ; and of a separate civil list for

Ireland. He retained the rich Duchies of Cornwall

and Lancaster. With these additions to the civil

list, Mr. Burke estimated the total annual income of

the crown at little less than a million ; exclusive of

the revenues of Hanover, and the Bishopric of

Osnaburgh.' During this long reign, the droits of

the crown and Admiralty, and the casual revenues,

which were wholly withdrawn from the cognisance

of Parliament, amounted to the large sum of

12,705,461^. : out of which, however, he voluntarily

contributed 2,600,000^. to the public service : while

5,372,834i. were appropriated as the expenses of

captors, and payments to persons concerned in taking

prizes. The surplus actually enjoyed by the crown,

> 1 Geo. III. c. 1.; Rep. on Civil List, 1815.
» Present Discontents, Burke's Works, ii. 281.
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after making these deductions, amounted, therefore,

to 4,732,627/1.1 G-eorge III. also succeeded to

172,605^. which the late king,—more frugal than

any prince since Henry III.,—had saved out of his

civil list.^

But great as were these revenues, the burthens on

Charges on them wcrc still greater. Places and pen-
the civil

. ,.,., -i , ,
ust. sions were multiplied, until the royal

income was inadequate to provide for their payment.

On the accession of Greorge III., the greater part of

the late king's household was retained ; and, at the

same time, numerous personal adherents of his

Majesty were added to the establishment.' But

while the expenditure of the civil list was increased,

the king and his family were living, not only with

economy, but even with unkingly parsimony. In

1762 he purchased Buckingham House, and settled

it on the queen ;
' St. James's,' according to Horace

Walpole, ' not being a prison strait enough.' ^

Here he lived in privacy, attended only by menial

servants, and keeping up none of the splendour of a

court.** ' In all this,' said Burke, ' the people see

nothing but the operations of parsimony, attended

with all the consequences of profusion. Nothing

> Report on the Civil List, 1815 ; Hans. Deb., 3rcl Ser., H3.
• Grenville Papers, iii. 144 ; Wraxall's Mem., ii. 55.
» Walp. Mem., i. 25. * Ibid., i. 169
* The king continued this plain style of living throughout his

reign.—WraxaUs Mem., i. 8-10. Mr. Addington, writing to his

brother, 29th Dec, 1804, said he had just partaken of the king's

dinner, 'which consisted of mutton chops and pudding.'

—

Life of
Sidmouth, ii. 342. Similar examples are to be found in Twisss
Life of Lord Eldon, and in Madame D'Arblay's Memoirs.
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expended—nothing saved. . . . They do not believe

it to be hoarded, nor perceive it to be spent.' *

While practising this apparent economy, the king

was engaged in that struggle to increase
paruamen-

the influence, and establish the ascendency ^^^cured

of the crown, which has been described ust*e':q)en-^

elsewhere.* The large expenditure of the
^'^'

civil list could not fail, therefore, to be associated

with the fidelity and subserviency of the court party

in Parliament. The crown was either plundered by

its servants ; or Parliamentary support was purchased

by places, pensions, and pecuniary corruption.'

In February, 1769, before the king had yet been

nine years upon the throne, the arrears of Debt upon
,..•,,. , . ,,. the civil list,

the civil list amoimted to 5 1 3,5 lit.; and his i769.

Majesty was obliged to apply to Parliament to dis-

charge them. This demand was made at an untimely

moment, when the people were exasperated by the

persecution of Wilkes,—when the policy of the court

was odious, and the king himself unpopular. But

if the country was discontented. Parliament was

held in safe subjection. Inquiry was demanded

into the causes of the debt, and explanatoryaccounts

were sought : but all investigation being resisted by

ministers, the amount was granted without informa-

tion. In the following year, motions for inquiry into

the expenditure of the civil list were renewed, with

no better success.* Lord Chatham avowed his con-

' Present Discontents, Works, ii. 280.
» Sufra, Chap, I. • Infra, Chap. IV.
Pari, Hist, xvi. 843, 926 ; Walp. Mem., iii. 343 ; Rockingham

Mem., ii. 90, 167, The Duke of Richmond, writing to Lord
Rockingham as to a division in the Lords, says, ' The division of
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viction that the civil list revenues were expended in

corrupting members of Parliament; ' and the civil

list expenditure,—and the withholding from Parlia-

ment such an explanation of its causes, as had been

customary in former reigns,—formed a prominent

topic in Mr. Burke's celebrated pamphlet on ' the

Causes of the Present Discontents.'

But the same causes of excessive expenditure.

—

Further debt whatever they may have been,—continued
^ ^^'^''- without a check ; and after the lapse of

eight years, the king was again obliged to have

recourse to Parliament, not only to discharge a debt

of 618,340^., but to increase his annual civil list to

900,000^. a year. On this occasion, accounts ex-

planatory of the arrears were laid before Parliament.

Ministers no longer ventured to withhold them :

but they were not deemed satisfactory by the

opposition. Again the causes of increased expen-

diture were freely animadverted upon in Parlia-

ment. The income of the king was compared with

that of his predecessors,—the large amount of secret-

service money, and the increased pension list were

noticed,—and insinuations made of covert influence

and corruption.'* But Parliament acceded to the

demands of the king. When the speaker, Sir

Fletcher Norton, addressed the throne, on presenting

the bill for the royal assent, he said, the Commons

twenty-six on so courtly a point as paying his Majesty's debts, and
enabling him to bribe higher, is, I think, a very strong one.'

—

Roclc-

ingham Mem., ii. 92.

> Pari. Hist., xvi. 849.
» Ibid., xix. 103, 160, 187; Walp. Mem. iv. 92; Walp. .Tourn.,

ii. 110.
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'have not only granted to your Majesty a large

present supply, but also a very great additional

revenue
;
great beyond example ; great beyond your

Majesty's highest expense.' The speaker's uncourtly

address became the subject of remark and censure in

the House of Commons : but his friend, Mr. Fox,

having come to the rescue, he was thanked for ex-

pressing with ' just and proper energy, the zeal of this

House for the support of the honour and dignity

of the crown, in circumstances of great public

charge.' ^ His conduct, however, was not forgiven

by the court; and in the next Parliament, he was

punished by the loss of the speaker's chair.' ^

Promptly as these demands of the crown were met,

they yet excited lasting dissatisfaction. Debates

The public expenditure and the national cmri^t^

debt had been prodigiously increased by

the American War, when the abuses of the civil list

were again brought under the notice of Parliament.

In 1779, the Duke of Eichmond moved an address

to the crown praying for the reduction of the civil

list, which was rejected by a majority of more than

two to one.' But a few days afterwards Mr.
jj^ Borke'a

Burke gave notice of his motion on econo- ^on^muf

mic reform, with which his name has since
'*^°'^™' "^^•

been honourably associated. On the 11th of

February, 1780,—fortified, in the meantime, by

numerous petitions,—he propounded his elaborate

gcheme. This embraced a considerable reduction of

• Pari. Hist., xix. 227.
« lUd., xxi. 798-807 ; Wraxall's Mem., 5. 372.
• Dec. 7th, 1779 ; Pari. H'st., xx. 120.').
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offices, a diminution of expenditure, and improved

administration and accounts in the various depart-

ments of the state ; and in his masterly review, the

expenditure of the civil list attracted a large share

of his scrutiny. Describing the royal household, he

pointed out the social changes which had taken

place, and the obsolete character of many of the

offices which were still retained. * The royal house-

hold,' he said, ' has lost all that was stately and

venerable in the antique manners, without retrench-

ing anything of the cumbrous charge, of a gothic

establishment.' ' Examples of profusion and abuse

were given,—useless offices, and offices performed by

deputy,—the king's turnspit being a member of

Parliament,'—jobbing, waste and peculation in every

department, without restraint. He proposed the

reduction and consolidation of offices, the diminu-

tion of the pension list to 60,000Z. a year, and the

payment of all pensions at the Exchequer.

Mr. Burke obtained leave to bring in five bills to

carry out these various objects : but his Establish-

ment Bill ^ was the only one which was considered

in that session. It was read a second time, and

several of its provisions were discussed in committee

:

but it was ultimately defeated by the government.*

The discussions, however, led to a proposition from

Lord North, for a commission of Public Accounts.

• In the following year, Mr. Burke resumed his

» Pari. Hist., xxi. 30.

• Md., 33, and Lord Talbot's Speech in 1777 ; Und., xix. 176.
• See Pari. Hist., ixi. Ill, where it is printed at length.
« Ibid., xxi, 714.
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1

efforts, and again obtained leave to bring in his

Establishment Bill. In advocating this ^^ Buike-*

measure he was boldly supported by young
^e*?t''Bui",

William Pitt, who then first offered himself ^^^^•

to the notice of Parliament. The bill was lost on

the second reading.^

But a sudden change soon took place in the

prospects of this question. Lord Eocking- Measures
of the

ham's administration acceded to ofl&ce, Rocking-
ham minis-

pledged to economic reform, and resolved try, i782.

to carry it into effect. Lord Eockingham, in lay-

ing his plan before the king, explained ' that not

a single article of the expense to be retrenched

touches anything whatsoever which is personal to

your Majesty, or to your Majesty's royal family, or

which in the least contributes to the splendour of

your court
;

' and that in fact he only intended to

reduce the patronage and influence of ministers.*

On the 15th April, 1782, a message from the king

was sent to both Houses, recommending economy in

all branches of the public expenditure, and stating

that he had already considered the reform and re-

gulation of his civil establishment. Well might

Mr. Burke congratulate the House of Commons and

the country, on so favourable a change in the policy

of the government, and on the attitude of the king

towards his people. In both Houses this communi-
cation was cordially received and acknowledged.' It

was soon followed by another, which though not so

• Pari. Hist., xxi. 1292; Wraxall's Mem., ii. 333; Lord Stan-
hope's Life of Pitt, i. 54.

* Lord Rockingham's letter to the king.—Bock. Mem., ii. 477.
» ParL Hist., xxii. 1269; Wraxall's Mem., 43-47, 54.

VOL. I. R
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satisfactory, at least afiforded convincing proof of the

necessity of that economy which had been already

recommended.

The king was now ohKged to annoimce to Parlia-

civii list ment another debt upon his civil list ; but
debt, 1782.

iiigtga(j of proposiug that it should be dis-

charged, as on previous occasions, out of the general

revenues of the state, he intimated that its liquida-

tion was to be secured by intended reductions of the

civil list establishment. Notwithstanding the recent

additions to the civil list, the arrears now amounted

to 295,877?. ; and the proposed savings, instead of

being available either to the king or to the country,

would thus become immediately mortgaged for the

payment of a debt, by annual instalments.

The Civil List Act of Lord Eockingham, though

Civniist falling short of Mr. Burke's original pro-
Actofi782.

pQgg^i^ ^g^g nevertheless a considerable

measure. Many useless offices were abolished,

restraints were imposed upon the issue of secret-

service money, the Pension List was diminished,

and securities were provided for a more eflfectual

supervision of the royal expenditure. And now, for

the first time, the civil list expenditure was divided

into classes, eight in number, which led to more

important changes hereafter.^

But debt continued to be the normal condition of

Subsequent the civil list throughout the reign of George
debts in this

o o
reign. HI. Again and again applications were

renewed to Parliament ; and the debts discharged at

• 22 Geo. III. c. 82; Pari. Hist, xxii. 1395 ; BM., xxiii. 121.
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dififerent periods after 1782, exceeded 2,300,000?.

From the beginning to the end of this reign, the

several arrears paid off by Parliament, exclusive of

the debt of 300,000L charged on the civil list in

1782, amounted to 3,398,000?.'

In defence of these continued excesses it was urged

that they were more than defrayed by the surplus of

,., hereditary

surplus of the hereditary revenues, which revenues.

the king had surrendered ; and which, in 1815, ex-

ceeded by upwards of 6,000,000?. the entire expendi-

ture of the civil list since the accession of the king,

—including all the debts which had been paid off

by Parliament, and the charges from which the civil

list had been relieved.^

Meanwhile the civil list continued to comprise

charges wholly imconnected with the per-
charges

sonal comfort and dignity of the sovereign, ^^ t^e

—the salaries of judges, ambassadors, and "^^^ ^*''

other ofl&cers of state,—annuities to members of the

royal family, and pensions granted for public services

—all of which were more fairly chargeable to the

state revenues, than to the civil list of the crown.

' In 1769 £513,511

1777 618,340

1784 60,000

1786 210,000

1802 990,053

1804 691,842

1806 10,458

1814 118,857

1814 100,000 (extia expenses.)

1816 185,000

£3,398,061

Beport on Civil List, 1816, p. 4 ; Speech of Mr. Spring Rico,

Nov. 23rd, 1837.—Hang. Deb.. 3rd Ser., xxxix. 144.

» Report on Civil List, 1815, p. 4.

u 2
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From many of these charges the civil list was,

from time to time, relieved,—amounting, between

the accession of Greorge III. and 1815, to

9 561,396^'

On the expiration of the first year of the regency,

Regulation ^"^ 1812, the civil list was increased by

U8t*o£tS^ 70,000L a year, and a special grant of
regency.

ioo,OOOL was votcd to the prince regent.^

In 1816, the civil list was settled at 1,083,727?.,

including the establishment of the king ; and its

expenditure was, at the same time, subjected to

further regulation. It was relieved from some of

the annuities to the royal family : the payments on

account of the several classes of expenditure were

defined and controlled ; and the expenses of the

royal household were subjected to the supervision

and audit of a treasury officer,—the auditor of the

civil list.'

King Greorge IV., on his accession, expected a

Civil ust on larger civil list than he had enjoyed as
accession of -^ . ^^ , .it
George IV. Pnuce Ecgeut : but yielding to the per-

suasion and remonstrances of his ministers, he stated

in his speech from the throne, that so far from

desiring any arrangement which would lead to the

imposition of new burdens upon his people, he had

no wish to alter the settlement adopted by Parliament

in 1816.*

' Eeport on Civil List, 1815, p. 5.

« 52 Geo. III. c. 6, 7 ; Hans Deb., 1st Ser., xxi. 151, &c.
» 66 Geo. III. e. 46.

* Twiss's Life of Eldon, ii. 363; Hans. Deb., 2nd Sor., i. 11.

This concession, ' if report be true, was obtained by nothing but

the most determined refusal of the ministers to do more.'

—

Mr. T.

GrenvUle to the Marquess of Buckingham, May 4th, 1820.
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The civil list being now free from the expenses of

the late king, was fixed by Parliament at other re-

845,727^. But during the whole of this the crown.

reign the king enjoyed, in addition to this income,

the hereditary revenues of Scotland, amounting on

an average to 109,000^., and the civil list for Ireland

of 250,000^. He also received the droits of the

crown and Admiralty, the 4^ per cent, duties, the

West India duties, and other casual revenues, which

were still vested in the crown, and independent of

Parliament.^

King William IV., on his accession, for the first

time surrendered the interest of the croi^Ti civii list of

in all these sources of revenue ; and ac-
^'^'^^ ^^•

cepted a civil list of 510,000^. The future expendi-

ture of this amount was divided into five different

classes, to each of which a specific annual sum was

appropriated, including a Pension List of 75,000^.

At the same time, the civil list was still further re-

lieved from charges, which more properly belonged

to the civil government of the state. These charges

included judicial salaries,—which had been paid

partly out of the civil list, partly out of the

Consolidated Fund, and partly out of the fees ot

the Courts,—the salaries and pensions of the diplo-

matic service,—and numerous miscellaneous ex-

penses.*

These arrangements were not concluded until the

accounts of the civil list expenditure had been referred

' Report on Civil Government Charges, 1831 : 1 Geo. IV. c. 1.

'' Report on Civil Government Charges, 1831; Report on Civil

List Chiirges, 1833.
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to a select committee of the House of Commons,

and freely investigated. The Wellington ministry-

resisted this investigation, and fell : when the settle-

ment of the civil list was left to the Whig ministry

of Earl Grey.^ The committee, in their inquiries,

not thinking it consistent with the respect due to

his Majesty to scrutinise the details of his domestic

household, nevertheless recommended several re-

ductions in the salaries of the officers of state,

amounting in the aggregate to 11,529L^ The king,

however, remonstrated with his ministers against the

proposed reduction, saying :—'If the people, accord-

ing to the new (reform) bill, are really to govern the

House of Commons, and the House of Commons is to

decide upon the amount of salary I am to give to

my servants, then the prerogatives of the crown

will in reality pass to the people, and the monarchy

cannot exist.' The ministers yielded to this re-

monstrance, and induced the House of Commons to

restore the civil list to the amount originally pro-

posed.'

The civil list of Queen Victoria was settled on the

Civil list of same principles as that of William IV.,
Her Majesty.

^^^ amounted to 385,000?. : the only

material variation being that in lieu of the Pension

List of 75,000?., her Majesty was empowered to

grant pensions annually to the extent of 1,200?.

The crown was thus finally restricted to a definite

' Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., i. 429, 626. Courts and Cabinets of
William IV. and Queen Victoria, i. 128.

* Report on the Civil List Accounts, March 2l8t, 1831.
' Roebuck's Hist, of the Whig Ministry, ii. 159 ; Hans. Deb., 3rd

Ser., iii. 959.
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annuity for the support of its dignity, and for the

personal comfort of the sovereign.^

It may be added, as at once a proof of the wisdom

of these arrangements, and of the improved No debts

• c 1 i • 1 J
upon the

administration of our later sovereigns, that civii ust
~^ during three

neither in the reign of Her Most Grracious reigns.

Majesty, nor in the reigns of George IV. and

William IV., has any application been made to

Parliament for the discharge of debts upon the civil

Hst.2

While the civil list has been diminished in amount,

its relief from charges with which it had
importance

formerly been incumbered, has placed it dviuist^^

beyond the reach of misconstruction. The ^^s^'^'^

crown repudiates the indirect influences '^ ^^'

exercised in former reigns, and is free from imputa-

tions of corruption. And the continual increase of

tlie civil charges of the government, which was

formerly a reproach to the crown, is now a matter

for which the House of Commons is alone responsible.

In this, as in other examples of constitutional pro-

gress, apparent encroachments upon the crown have

but added to its true dignity, and conciliated, more

than ever, the confidence and affections of the

people.

Until the accession of her Majesty, every previous

sovereign of her royal house had also enjoyed Rerennea of

the revenue of the Kingdom of Hanover, ^"'°^^^-

which was now detached from the crown of England.

Former sovereigns had also inherited considerable

' Hans. Deb., rxxix. 137, et seq.

* Eep, 1837-8, on the Civil List.
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personal property from their predecessors : but lier

Duchies ot Majestj succeeded to none whatever. The

^d^rn- crown, however, still retains the revenues

of the Duchies of Lancaster and Cornwall.

The former are the property of the reigning sove-

reign ; the latter the independent inheritance of the

Prince of Wales, as Duke of Cornwall. The estates

of both these duchies have been largely augmented

by judicious management, and by vigilant attention

to the interests of the crown.

At the commencement of her Majesty's reign, the

Revenue of gross rcvcnue of the Duchy of Lancaster
the Duchy ^ •'

of Lancaster, amouuted to 23,038t., and the charges to

14,126^., leaving a net revenue of no more than

8,912/. In 1859, the gross revenue had increased

to 45,436^., and the net revenue to 31,349/., of

which 25,000/. were paid to her Majesty's Privy

Purse.^

When George, Prince of Wales, came of age in

Revenue of 1783, the Income of the Duchy of Cornwall
the Duchy r\ -t

of Cornwall, was Icss than 13,000/. a year. On the

accession of her Majesty, the gross income was

28,456/., and the payments were 12,670/., leaving a

net income of 15,786/. In 1859, the gross income

had increased, under the admirable management of

the Prince Consort, to 63,704/., and the net revenue

to 50,777/. ; of which no less than 40,785/. were

paid over to the trustees and treasurer of his Royal

Highness the Prince of Wales.'^ Former sovereigns

had themselves appropriated the income of the

• Pari. Papers, 1837-8 (665), 1860 (98). ' BM., 1860 (13).
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duchy, during the minority of the heir-apparent

:

but her Majesty generously renounced it ; and out

of this ample revenue, accumulations exceeding

half a million, were invested for the future benefit

of his Eoyal Highness.^

In addition to these public revenues, the rights of

the crown to its own private property have private

been secured. The alienation of the land X^^^V^
revenues of the crown havingbeen restrained

'^®^^'^"

by the 1st Anne, a doubt subsequently arose, whether

the restrictions of that Act extended to the private

property of the sovereigTi, acquired by purchase, gift

or devise, or by descent, from persons not being-

kings or queens of the realm. But such restrictions

being without any colour of justice, an Act was

passed, in 1800, declaring that property so acquired,

could be disposed of like the property of subjects.''

On the accession of George IV., however, doubts

were suggested whether this Act applied to property

acquired, by the reigning sovereign, before he had

succeeded to the throne, which were set at rest bv

statute in 1823.3

- While the civil list has been ample for the sup-

port of the personal dignity of the crown. Provision

Parliament has also provided liberally for family/"^

the maintenance of the various members of the

royal family. A separate annuity to the Queen

' The country had the full benefit of this royal generosity and
foresight, on the Prince's marriage. Report of the Council of the
Prince of Wales, 1863 ; Debate on Prince of Wales' Annuity Bill,

Feb. 23rd, 1863.
» 39 & 40 Geo. III. c. 88.
» 4 Geo. IV. c. 18; Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., viii. .509, 651.
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ConFort, with a large dowry in case of the death
of the king,—annuities to the brothers, sisters,

and other relatives of his Majesty,—establishments
for each of his children on coming of age, and
even allowance for their education and main-

tenance,—marriage portions for princesses of the

royal house,—such are the claims which have been

made upon the liberality of Parliament, in addition

to the civil list. To these must be added, in the

reign of Greorge III., the debts of the Prince of

Wales.

The prince came of age in 1783,—a time ill-

Debts of the suited for heavy demands upon the public
Prince of rm i
Wales. purse. The people were still suffering

under the accumulated burthens of the American

War ; and the abuses of the civil list had recently

imdergone a rude exposure. But the prince's Whig
friends in the Coalition ministry, overlooking these

considerations, proposed a settlement of 100,000^. a

year. They were glad to have this opportunity of

strengthening their political connection with the

heir-apparent. But the king was more sensible

than they, of the objections to such a proposal at

that time ; and being tenacious of his own power,

—

loving his son but little, and hating his ministers

much,—he declined an arrangement which would

have secured the independence of the prince, and

drawn him still more closely to the party most

obnoxious to himself. He agreed, therefore, to

make the prince an allowance of 50,000Z. a year out

of his civil list, which had already proved unequal

to his own expenditure ; and limited his demand
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upoD Parliament to an outfit of 60,000Z.' To a

prudent prince such an allowance would have been

ample : to the spendthrift and the gamester it was a

pittance. The prince was soon in difficulties ; and

his ' debts of honour ' to the blacklegs of Newmarket,

and the sharpers of St. James's, left little for the

payment of the royal tradesmen. On the revision

of the civil list in 1786, another effort was made by

the prince's friends to obtain for him a more liberal

settlement : but Mr. Pitt was cold, and the king

inexorable. The prince broke up his establishment,

yet failed to pay his debts.

In 1787 his affairs had become desperate, when

the heir-apparent was saved from ruin by the friendly

intervention of a London alderman. Mr. Alderman

Newnham having given notice, in the House of

Commons, of an address to the king on the subject

of the prince's debts, and being supported by the

friends of his Eoyal Highness, the king thought it

better to arrange a compromise. This resulted in

the addition of 10,000^. a year to the income of the

prince out of the civil list; and the voting of

161,000^. for the payment of his debts, and 20,000^.

for the buildings at Carlton House.'* No less than

63,700^ were afterwards granted by Parliament, at

different times, for the completion of this costly

palace,' which, after being the scene of tinsel

' 25th June, 1783; Pari. Hist., xxiii. 1030; Lord J. Eussell's

Life of Tox, ii. 8; Lord Auckland's Corr., i. 64; Earl Stanhope's

Life of Pitt, i. 123; Wraxall's Mem., iv. 464.
« Pari. Hist., xx^•i. 1010, 1048, 1064, 1207; Tomline's Life of

Pitt, ii. 260; Lord Auckland's Corr., i. 416, 417.
• Viz., ZbfiOQl. in 1789, 3,500/. in 1791, and 27,600i. in lV96.
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splendour and bad taste for little more than twenty

five yeai's, was rased to the ground to make room for

metropolitan improvements.*

The king assured the House of Commons that the

prince had promised to confine his future expenses

within his income
;
yet so little were these good

intentions carried out, that in 1792 his Royal High-

ness confessed to Lord Malmesbury that his debts

then amounted to 370,000^" In 1795 they had

increased to the extraordinary sum of 650,000^.

;

when he was extricated from these embarrassments,

by his ill-fated marriage with Caroline of Brunswick,

To propose a grant for the payment of these debts,

was out of the question : but an additional annuity

of 60,000^. was settled upon him, of which nearly

the whole was appropriated, for many years, to the

gradual discharge of his incumbrances.^ In 1803,

an addition of 60,000^ was made to his income, and

his debts were ultimately paid ofif.^ After a youth

of excess and extravagance, the spendthrift prince,

—

though still fond of building and enlarging palaces

at the public expense,—learned, in his old age, to

husband his own resources, with the caution of a

miser.

Parliament has since cheerfully granted every

suitable provision for members of the royal family :

but its liberality has not been discredited by any

' Court and Cabinets of the Regency, i. 99; Lord Colchester's

Diary, ii. 336, iii. 522.
* Lord Malmesbury' s Corr., ii. 415, 418.
« King's Message, April 27th, 1795; Pari. Hist., xxxi. 1464,

1496 ; Ih\d., xxxii. 90, 135; 35 Geo. III. c. 129.
^ 43 Geo. III. c. 26 ; Pari. Hist., xxxri. 1197 : Lord Stanhope's

Life of Pitt, iv. 13; Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 413.
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furtlier application for the payment of their

debts.

We have seen that the income arising from the

land revenues of the crown was surrendered „.
Misma-

to the state, by George III. in exchange thfiSiT*
°'

for a civil list: but for a long time the STfthe
state was deprived, by mismanagement, of

p'^^^'°'

the greater part of the benefit to which it was en-

titled. Leases were improvidently, if not corruptly,

granted,—often without any survey of the property,

and even without a copy or counterpart of the lease

being retained by the Surveyor-General, on behalf of

the crown : renewals were conceded at the pleasure

of the tenants ; while extravagant fees, payable at

public offices, instead of being charged to the

tenants, were deducted from the fines, and became a

grievous burthen' upon the revenues of the crown.

At least seven-eighths of the value of the land were

received in the shape of fines, and one-eighth only

in rent ; and these fines, again, were computed at

high rates of interest, by which the payments to the

crown were further diminished.

Encroachments and waste were permitted upon

the royal demesnes, with scarcely a check. Such

mismanagement, however, was not due to any want

of officers, appointed to guard the public interests.

On the contrary, their very number serve to facilitate

frauds and evasions. Instead of being a check upon

one another, these officers acted independently ; and

their ignorance, incapacity, and neglect went far to

ruin the property under their charge. As an illus-

tration of the system, it may be stated that the
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land-tax was frequently allowed twice over to lessees ;

from which error alone, a loss was sustained of up-

wards of fifteen hundred pounds a year. Even with-

out mismanagement, the wide dispersion of the

estates of the crown multiplied the charges of

superintendence and administration.

From these various causes the noble estates of

the crown, for the first twenty-five years of the

reign of Greorge III., produced an average net re-

venue little exceeding six thousand pounds a year.'

Some of these abuses were exposed by Mr. Burke in

1780, who suggested as a remedy, a general sale of

the crown lands.'^ In 1786, the king sent a message

to Parliament, by the advice of Mr. Pitt, recom-

mending an inquiry into the condition of the woods,

forests, and land revenues of the crown ; and a com-

mission was accordingly appointed by Act, to make

that inquiry, and to suggest improvements in the

system of management.^ The recommendations of

this commission led to the passing of an Act in 1794,

by which an improved administration of the land

revenues was introduced ;* and means were taken

for making them more productive. This commission

had reported that, in their opinion, the estates

which had hitherto yielded so insignificant a revenue

might, under improved management, eventually

produce no less than 400,000^. a year. Existing

interests postponed for a time the realisation of so

' Reports of Commissioners of Inquiry into the Woods, Forests,

and Land Eevenues, under Act 26 Geo. III. c. 87.
=' Pari. Hist., xxi. 26. ' Ihvi., xxvi. 186, 202.

* 34 Geo. 111. c. 76.
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sanguine an estimate : but in 1798 the crown lands

were valued at 201,250^. a year*/ in 1812 they

were valued at 283,160^. ;2 in 1820 they actually

yielded 114,852^. ; in 1830, they produced 373,770L
;

and in the year ending 31st March 1860, they re-

turned an income of 416,530^^

But when the land revenues of the crown were at

length becoming nearly an equivalent for Appropria-

the civil list, a considerable proportion of proceeds of

1 • -n T 1 /• 1
the land

the income was still diverted from the revenues.

Exchequer. The land revenues, and the woods

and forests, were originally managed, each by a

Surveyor-General: but in 1810 the functions of

these two ofl&ces were combined in a commission of

woods, forests, and land revenues.'* In 1832, the

superintendence of public works was added to the

duties of this commission ; * when it soon became

evident that what they received with one hand, they

were too ready to pay over to the other. The

revenue derived from the property of the crown, was

applied with too much facility, to the execution of

public works and improvements : the Exchequer

was deprived of the funds which were due to it, in

exchange for the civil list; and Parliament was

denied its proper control over an important branch

of the public expenditure. To arrest this evil, an-

other administrative change was necessary ; and in

1851, the departments of Woods and Forests and

' Report of Surveyor-General, Com. Jo«m., liii. 187.
' 1st Report of Comm. of Woods and Forests, 1812.
* l-"inance Accoupts, 1860. 60 Geo. III. c. efl.

' 2 & 8 WilL IV. c. 1.
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of PubKc Works were again entirely separated.'

Hence, whatever may be the net proceeds of the

property of the crown, they form part of the public

revenue ; and whatever sums may be needed for

public works, are voted by Parliament out of the

general income of the state.

A very important part of the expenditure of the

Civil list
civil list has been caused, in every reign

pensions.
|^^^ ^j^^ prescut, by the payment of pen-

sions. The grant of pensions by the crown has so

often been the subject of political discussion, that

a brief explanation of the law and usage by which

they were granted, and the funds from which they

were payable, will not be devoid of constitutional

interest.

Prior to the reign of Queen Anne, the crown had

Restrictions
Gxerciscd the right of charging its heredi-

of^n^onf ^^^ revenues with pensions and annuities

;

u^?CTown S'lid it had been held that the king had
^^*^

power, in law, to bind his successors.* But

on the accession of Queen Anne, in 1701, when

alienations of crown lands were for the first time

restrained by Parliament,^ it was also provided that

no portion of the hereditary revenues * could be

alienated for any term, longer than the life of the

reigning king.®

' 14 and 15 Vict. c. 41.
* Bankers' Case, 1691 ; State Trials, xir. 3-43.

» Sufra, p. 229.
* The hereditary revenues specified in the Act •were these : the

hereditary duties on beer, ale, or other liquors, the post-office, first-

fruits and tenths, fines on writs, post fines, -wine licenses, sheriffs'

processes and compositions, and seizures of uncustomed and pro-

hibited goods. * 1 Anne, st. I.e. 7.
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This Act, however, having been passed before the

union with Scotland, did not extend to the
pensions

hereditary revenues of the Scottish crown,
hereditary

Nor was any similar Act passed in the Par- '^«^^'^"^-

liament of Ireland, restraining grants from the

hereditary revenues of Ireland : neither did the Act

of Anne extend to the A\ per cent, duties. Subse-

quently to this Act, pensions on the hereditary

revenues of the crown in England could only be

granted during the life of the reigning sovereign

:

but were practically re-granted at the commence-

ment of every reign. But pensions charged on the

hereditary revenues of Scotland and Ireland, and on

the 4^ per cent, duties, continued to be granted for

the lives of the grantees.

On the accession of George III., the larger

branches of the hereditary revenues of the pensions

crown of England being surrendered in ex- c^fust of

change for a fixed civil list, the pensions
^^'^®™-

which had previously been paid out of the heredi-

tary revenues, were henceforth paid out of the civil

list. There was no limit to the amount of the

pensions so long as the civil list could meet the

demand ; and no principle by which the grant of

them was regulated, but the discretion of the crown

and its advisers.

No branch of the public expenditure was regarded

with so much jealousy, as that arising out Jealousy of

. p .
the pension

of the \mrestncted power of granting list.

pensions by the crown. Not only did it involve a

serious public burthen,—being one of the principal

causes of the civil list debts,—but it increased the

VOL. I. s
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influence of the crown, and impaired the independ-

ence of Parliament. Mr. Burke, in bringing for-

ward his scheme of economical reform in 1780,

dwelt much on the excessive amount of the pension

list, and the absence of proper regulations; and

particularly adverted to a custom which then pre-

vailed, of granting pensions on a private list, during

pleasure, by which dangerous corruption might be

practised. Mr. Burke proposed that the English

pension list should be gradually reduced to 60,000^.,

and that pensions should be restricted to the reward

of merit, and ' real public charity
;

' extraordinary

cases being in future provided for by an address of"

either house of Parliament.

By the Civil List Act of the Rockingham admi-

Restriction nistratiou in 1782, the power of granting

grant of peusions was considerably limited. It was
pensions in ,,-, -ii -t
1782. provided that until the pension list should

be reduced to 90,000^ no pension above 300^. a year

should be granted : that the whole amount of pen-

sions bestowed in any year should not exceed 6OOL,

a list of which was directed to be laid before Parlia-

ment : that the entire pension list should afterwards

be restricted to 95,000Z.; and that no pension to

any one person should exceed 1,200Z. This Act fully

recognised the principles of Mr. Bui'ke's plan : it

affirmed almost in his very words, that by the usage

of granting secret pensions during pleasure, ' secret

» 22 Geo. in. c. 82. On the 21st February, 1780, Sir G. Savile'

s

motion for a list of the pensions was lost by a majority of two only.

—Pari. Hist., xxi. 104 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 37 (Letter

from Pitt).
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and dangerous corrnption mayhereafter be practised;'

and it directed that in future all pensions should be

paid at the Exchequer. It farther acknowledged the

principle that pensions ought to be granted for two

causes only ;—viz. as a royal bounty for persons in

distress, or as a reward for desert.

So far, therefore, the English pension list was

regulated, and made subject to parliamen-
iriah pension

tary control. But the crown still retained
'^'"

ample means, from other sources, of rewarding poli-

tical or personal services. The hereditary revenues

of the crown, in Ireland, amounting to the net sum of

275,1 02L, were still at the sole disposal of the crown,

and were even alienable, so as to bind future

sovereigns. It is natural that this convenient fund

should have been largely charged with pensions.

They had been granted in every form,—during the

pleasure of the crown,—for the life of the sovereign,

—for terms of years,—for the life of the grantee,

—

and for several lives in being, or in reversion. As

there was no control whatever over such grants, the

pension list was continually increasing. Complaints

had long been made of the reckless prodigality of the

crown in bestowing pensions; and so far back as

1757, the Irish House of Commons had unanimously

resolved ' that the granting of so much of the public

revenue in pensions is an improvident disposition of

the revenue, an injury to the crown, and detrimental

to the people.' Yet the pension list, which in

1757 had amounted to 40,000^., was trebled in the

first thirty years of George III. ; and, in 1793, had

reached the prodigious sum of 124,000^. But the

s 2
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abuse had now worked itself out, and could be toler-

ated no longer. In tbat year, therefore, the govern-

ment itself proposed a change, which was readily

adopted by the Irish Parliament.^ The hereditary

revenues were surrendered in Ireland,—as they had

previously been surrendered in England,—in ex-

change for a fixed civil list of 145,000Z., exclusive

of pensions; and a pension list of 124,000^, to

be eventually reduced to 80,000^. Meanwhile the

crown was restrained from granting pensions, in any

one year, exceeding 1,200L : but still retained and

exercised the power of granting pensions for life, and

in reversion. It was not until 1813 that the Irish

pension list was reduced to 80,000^., as contemplated

by this Act. On the accession of George IV., this

list was further reduced to 50,000L : no grants ex-

ceeding 1,200L in any one year being permitted

until that reduction had been effected.^

The hereditary revenues of the crown, in Scotland,

Scotch remained exempt from parliamentary con-
pensioniist.

trol. Until 1810. At that time, the peusions

charged upon them amounted to 39,000^ It was

then arranged by Parliament that no amount greater

than 800Z. should be granted in any one year, until

the pensions had been reduced to 25,000^. ; and

that no pension exceeding 300^. a year should be

given to any one person.^

There was still one fund left beyond the control of

Pensions on Parliament, and of course amply charged
tbe 4i per .

' ^ •' »
cent, duties. With pcusious. The A.\ per cent, duties

> 33 Geo. III. c. 34 (Ireland).

« Geo. IV. c. 1. 8. 10. » 50 Geo. in. c. 111.
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1

were not surrendered until 1830, when William IV.

gave up his own life interest in them : the pen-

sions previously granted being still payable by the

state.

At this time, the three pension lists of England,

Scotland, and Ireland, were consolidated ; Consouda-

• •! • T f 1
tion of the

and the entire civil pension list lor the pensionusts.

United Kingdom was reduced from 145,750^. to

75,000?. ; the remainder of the pensions being

charged upon the Consolidated Fund.

Finally, on the accession of her present Majesty,

the right of the crown to grant pensions Eeguiation
of pensions

was restricted to l,200t. a year. Such pen- imss?.

sions were now confined, according to the terms of a

resolution of the House of Commons, of the 18th

Feb. 1834, to 'such persons as have just claims on

the royal beneficence, or who, by their personal

services to the crown, by the performance of duties

to the public, or by their useful discoveries in

science, and attainments in literature and the arts,

have merited the gracious consideration of their

sovereign, and the gratitude of their country.' ^ At

the same time an inquiry was directed by the House of

Commons to be made into the existing pension list,

which resulted in the voluntary surrender of some

pensions, and the suspension or discontinuance of

others.*

The pensions thus reduced in amount, and sub-

jected to proper regulation, have since been beyond

the reach of constitutional jealousy. They no

longer afford the means of corruption,—they add

' 1 Vict. c. 2: Report on Civil List, Dec. 5th, 1837.
* lleport on Pensions, 24th July, 1838.
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little to the influence of the crown,—they impose a

trifling burthen on the people,—and the names of

those who receive the royal bounty are generally

such as to command respect and sympathy.

Such being the pecuniary relations of the crown

Powers of ^^^ royal family to Parliament, let us take

overthe ^ brief review of the relations of the royal
royal family.

fg^j^Qy ^q ^]jg reigning Sovereign.

Among the prerogatives of the crown is that of a

more than parental authority over the royal family

;

and, in 1772, the king sought the aid of Parliament

Marriage of for the enlargement of his powers. The
theDnkeof . , „
Gloucester. Duke of Glouccster had been married for

several years to the Countess Dowager of Walde-

grave ; but had not publicly acknowledged her as his

consort, nor had she assumed his title." At court

she was neither recog7dsed as his wife, nor discoun-

tenanced as his mistress: but held an equivocal

position between these two characters.

But in the autumn of 1771, another of the king's

Of the Duke brothers, the Duke of Cumberland, an-
of Cumber-

•. i . i . • • i -\x
land. nounced to the king his marriage with Mrs.

Horton, whom he at once called Duchess of Cumber-

land. By a singular coincidence, his bride was a

daughter of Lord Irnham, and a sister of the famous

Colonel Luttrell, whom the court party had put

into Wilkes's seat for Middlesex. The mortification

of the king, was only to be equalled by the malici-

ous triumph of Wilkes. The family which had

been made the instrument of his oppression, had

' Walpole's Mem., iij. 402 408
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now brought shame upon the king.' The Duke
and Duchess were not only forbidden to appear

at coui't themselves : but their society was inter-

dicted to all who desired to be admitted to the

palace.* At first the king was not without hope

that the validity ofthe marriage might be questioned.

It had been solemnised without the usual formali-

ties prescribed by law : but the royal family had

been excepted from Lord Hardwicke's Marriage Act,

by the express command of George II., who would

not allow restraints, intended only for his subjects,

to be imposed upon his own family.^ Such re-

straints might now have postponed, or even pre-

vented, this hateful marriage. The alliance of the

Duke of Cumberland with a subject was followed by

the public avowal of his marriage by the Duke of

Grloucester, whose wife's position would have been

seriously compromised by any longer concealment.

The king was now resolved to impose such restric-

tions upon future marriages in his own family, as

had never been contemplated for his subjects. And,

in truth, if alliances with persons not of royal blood

were to be prevented, the king and his brothers had

given proof enough of the dangers to which princes

are exposed. In his youth the king had been him-

self in love with Lady Sarah Lennox : * the Duke
* Walpole says, ' Could punishment be more severe than to bo

thus scourged by their own instrument ? And how singular the

fate of Wilkes, that new revenge always presented itself to him
when he was sunk to the lowest ebb !

*

—

Mem., iv. 356.
* Ibid., 362. » Ihid., 359.
* Mr. Grenville relates in his Diary, that the king actually pro-

posed to marry her, and that her engagement with Lord Newbottle
was consequently broken otF: but she broke her leg while out riding,

and during her absence the match was prevented, by represent*-
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of York had been attached to Lady Mary Coke ; and

now his Majesty was deploring the marriages of his

brothers.

The prerogative claimed by the crown, in matters

King-spower
conceming the royal family, was already

^^^.*" considerable. In 1718, King George I.,

children.
-^^hon in Open enmity with his son, the

Prince of Wales, maintained that he had power, by

virtue of his prerogative, to direct the education of

his grandchildren, and even to dispose of them in

marriage, to the exclusion of the parental authority

of the prince. A question was submitted to the

judges ; and ten out of the twelve, led by Lord

Chief Justice Parker, afterwards Lord Macclesfield,

decided in favour of the king's claim.^ Even the two

dissentientjudges, who were of opinion that the edu-

cation of the king's grandchildren belonged to their

father, yet held ' that the care and approbation of

their marriages, when grown up, belong to the king

of this realm.' *

It was now proposed to enlarge this prerogative,

Koyai Mar- and cxtcnd the king's powers, by the au-
riage Act,
1772. thority of the law. On the 20th ofFebruary

1772, a message from the king was delivered to

both houses of Parliament, stating that he was

desirous ' that the right of approving all marriages

in the royal family (which ever has belonged to the

kings of this realm, as a matter of public concern)

may be made effectual
;

' and recommending to their

tions that she continued her intercourse with Lord Newbottle.

—

Grenv. Papers, iv. 209.
' St. Tr., xy. 1195 ; Lord Campbell's Lives, iv. p. 521.
« St. Tr., XV. 1225.
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consideration the expediency of guarding 'the

descendants of his late Majesty George II.' (other

than the issue of princesses married into foreign

families), from marrying without the approbation of

the king.

On the following day, the Royal JNIarriage Bill

was presented to the House of Lords. The Prerogative

/Y» 1 1 •
claimed in

preamble ainrmed the prerogative, as regard to^ r & 5
royal mar-

claimed in the message, to its fullest extent, nages.

and the wisdom and expediency of the king's re-

commendation. The bill provided that no descend-

ant of George II. (except the issue of princesses

married into foreign families) should be capable of

contracting matrimony, without the king's previous

consent, signified under his sign-manual, and de-

clared in coimcil ; and that any marriage contracted

without such consent, should be null and void.

There was a proviso, however,—which it seems had

not been contemplated when the message was

delivered,—enabling members of the royal family,

above twenty-five years of age, to marry without

the king's consent, after having given twelve

months' previous notice to the Privy Council, rmless

in the meantime both Houses of Parliament should

signify their disapprobation of the marriage. This

concession, it is said, was caused by the resignation

of Mr. Fox, who intended to oppose the measure,

and by the disapprobation of some of the advisers of

the crown.^ It was also provided that any person

solemnising, or assisting, or being present at the

> Fox's Mem., i. 76 (H. Walpole).
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celebration of such prohibited marriages, should

incur the penalties of prasmunire.

This was unquestionably the king's own measure,

and was reluctantly adopted by his ministers. His

views of prerogative were exalted ; and in his own

family, at least, he was resolved that his authority

should be supreme. The absolute control which he

now sought for, over members of his family of full

age, was not a little startling. First, as to his claim

of prerogative. Had it ever yet been asserted to the

same extent ? It had been recognised by the ' grand

'opinion'—as it was called— of the judges in 1718,

so far as regarded the king's grandchildren, but no

farther ; and it is impossible to read the arguments

of the judges in that case, without being impressed

with the slender grounds, strained constructions of

law and precedent, and far-fetched views of expedi-

ency, upon which their conclusion was founded. As

a matter of state policy, it may be necessary that

the king should be empowered to negotiate alliances

for the royal family, and for that purpose should

have more than parental authority. But the pre-

sent claim extended to brothers, of whatever age,

—

to uncles, and to cousins. So comprehensive a claim

Question to could uot be at once admitted. This ques-
the judges,

^jqjj^ therefore, was put to the judges: 'is

the king entrusted by law with the care and appro-

bation of the marriages of the descendants of his late

Majesty Greorge II., other than his present Majesty's

own children, during their minorities ?
' As this

question extended to all descendants of Greorge II.,

whether within this kingdom or not, nine judges
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unanimously answered it in the negative ; and to

another question, more restricted, they replied, ' that

the care and approbation of the marriages of the

king's children and grandchildren, and of the pre-

sumptive heir to the crown (other than the issue of

princesses married into foreign families), do belong

to the kings of this realm : but to what other

branches of the royal family such care and appro-

bation extend, we do not find precisely determined.'

'

It was plain that the bill declared the prerogative to

be much more extensive than that allowed by the

judges. Yet in spite of their opinion, the lord

chancellor, Lord Apsley, with an effrontery worthy

of Lord Thurlow, said that ' he would defend every

clause, every sentence, every word, every syllable,

and every letter ' in the bill ; and ' would not con-

sent to any amendment whatsoever !

' The preroga-

tive, he asserted, was founded in its ' importance to

the state
:

' an argument which might be extended

to any other power claimed by the crown, on the

same ground.

The arbitrary character of the bill was conspicuous.

It might be reasonable to prescribe certain Arbitrary

rules for the marriage of the royal family : this Act.

as that they should not marry a subject,—a Eoman
Catholic,—or the member of any royal house at war

with this country, without the consent of the king :

but to prescribe no rule at all save the absolute will

of the king himself, was a violation of all sound

principles of legislation. Again, to extend the

» Pari. Hist, xvii. 387.
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minority of princes and princesses to twenty- five

created a harsh exception to the general law, in re-

gard to marriages.' The prohibition of a marriage

might continue until the age of twenty-six ; and

required nothing but the vote of a Parliament

subservient to the crown, to render it perpetual

;

and this not by virtue of any general principle of

law—^human or divine,—but by the arbitraiy will

of a superior power.

But the personal will of the king triumphed over

all opposition, whether of argument or numbers ; and

he was implacable against those who opposed it.** The

bill was passed rapidly through the House of Lords
;

though not without one protest, signed by fourteen

peers, and another signed by seven, in which the

most material objections to the measure were con-

cisely expressed. In the Commons the bill met

with a more strenuous and protracted opposition :

—

the Lords' Journals were searched for the opinion of

the judges,—and the most serious argiunents against

the measure were ably and learnedly discussed. But

' A squib appeared in answer to the objection that a prince

might ascend the throne at eighteen, yet might not marry till twenty-

five:
' Quoth Tom to Dick,—" Thou art a fool.

And little know'st of life :

Alas ! 'tis easier far to rule

A kingdom, than a wife." '

—

Pari, Hist. xvii. 407.

* Fox's Mem., i. 75. Lord Chatham said of the Bill, 'the doctrine

of the Royal Marriage Bill is certainly new-fangled and impudent,

and the extent of the powers given wanton and tyrannical.'

—

Letter to Lord Shdburne, April 3rd, 1772, Corr., iv. 203.

Horace Walpole said, ' Never was an Act passed against which so

much and for which so little was said.'

—

Fox's Mem., i. 81. See also

IVafpole's Journ., i. 28 -74.
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it was still carried with a high hand. The doors of

the House were closed against all strangers,—peers

in vain sought admission below the bar,—and the

government even went so far as to refuse the print-

ing of the bill, and supported their refusal bya large

majority. No amendment was suffered to be miade,

except one of pedantic form, suggested by the

speaker, that the king's consent to a marriage should

be signified under the great seal ; and on the 24th

March the bill was passed. Attempts have since

been made, without success, to repeal this law,^ and

to evade its provisions ; but it has been inflexibly

maintained.

In 1785, the Prince of "Wales contracted a clan-

destine marriage with Mrs. Fitzherbert, a
g^^.^^.

Roman Catholic. His marriage being with- ^^^^^^^i

out the king's consent, and consequently ^*^^*

invalid, the princely libertine ventured to satisfy

the fair lady's scruples, and to indulge his own pas-

sions ; while he was released from the sacred obli-

gations of the marriage tie, and saved from the for-

feiture of his succession to the crown, which would

have been the legal consequence of a valid marriage

with a Roman Catholic. Even his pretended

marriage, though void in law, would have raised

embarrassing doubts and discussions concerning the

penal provisions of the Bill of Rights ; and, if con-

fessed, would undoubtedly have exposed him to

obloquy and discredit. The prince, therefore, denied

the fact of his marriage ; and made his best friend

' By Lord Holland, in 1820 ; Hansard's Debates, New Ser., L
1099.
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the unconscious instrument of this falsehood and

deception.'

The Duke of Sussex was twice married without

Marriafres the couseut of the crowu : first, in 1793, to
of the Duke
of Sussex. Lady Augusta Murray ; and, later in life,

to Lady Cecilia Underwood. His first marriage hav-

ing been solemnised abroad, a question was raised

whether it was rendered invalid by the Eoyal

Marriage Act. It was again celebrated in England,

where it was unquestionably illegal.

The king immediately directed a suit of nullity

of marriage to be commenced by his proctor, and it

was adjudged by the Court of Arches, that the

marriage was absolutely null and void.'^

In 1831, the law officers of the crown were con-

sulted by the government as to the validity of this

marriage ; and their opinions confirmed the judg-

ment of the Court of Arches. On the death of the

Duke of Sussex in 1843, Sir Augustus D'Este, the

son of his Royal Highness by this marriage, claimed

the dukedom and other honours of his father. The

marriage had been solemnised at Rome in 1793,

according to the rights of the Church of England,

by a clergyman of that establishment, and would have

• Pari. Hist., xxyL 1070. See an excellent letter from Mr. Fox to

the Prince, Dec. lOtI', 1785, dissuadi'g his Ro^-al Highness from
the marriage.

—

Fo£s Mem., ii. 278, 284, 287. The prince confessed

his marriage to Lord Grey ; Bnd., 289. Lord J. Russells Life of

Pox, ii. 177, et scq. Lord Holland's Mem. of the Whig Party, ii.

123-142,148. Langdale's Mem. of Mrs. Fitzherbert. The general

incidents of this discreditable marriage do not fall within the design

of this work: but a most animated and graphic narrative of them
will be found in Mr. Massey's History, vol. iii. 315-331.

' Heseltine v Lady A. Murray, Addam's Reports, ii. 400 ; Burn's

Eccl. Law, ii. 433 ; Ann. Reg. 1^794, p. 23.
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been a valid contract between British subjects but

for the restrictions of the Eoyal Marriage Act ; and

it was contended before the House of Lords, that the

operation of that Act could not be extended beyond

the British dominions. But it was the unanimous

opinion of the judges,—in which the House of Lords

concurred,—that the prohibition of the statute was

personal, and followed the persons to whom it applied,

out of the realm, and beyond the British jurisdiction.

It was accordingly decided that the claimant had

not made out his claim. ^

The prerogative of the king to direct the educa-

tion of his grandchildren, which had been Ed„cation

established in 1718, was again asserted in chrriott^

1804. The king claimed the guardianship
^**'*'

of the Princess Charlotte ; and the Prince of Wales,

her father, perplexed with divided councils, was long

in doubt whether he should concede or contest the

right.' At length, he appears to have agreed that

the king should have the direction of the princess's

education. The understanding not being very pre-

cise, a misapprehension arose as to its conditions
;

and it was said that the prince had withdrawn

from his engagement.'' But Mr. Pitt ultimately

• Clark and Finnelly's Reports, xi. 85-154.
• Lord Malmesbury says :

' The two factions pulled the prince dif-

ferent ways ; Ladies Moira, Hutchinson, and Mrs. Fitzherbert, wer«

for his ceding the child to the king ; the Duke of Clarence and
DeTOnshire House most violent against it, and the prince ever in-

clines to the faction he saw last In the Devonshire House Cabal,

Lady Melbourne and Mrs. Fox act conspicuous parts, so that the

alternative for our future queen seems t^ be whether Mrs. Fox or

]\lrs. Fitzherbert shall have the ascendency.'

—

Maim. Diar., iv. 343.

• Letters of Mr. T. Grenville to the Marquess of Buckingham,
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arranged this difference by obtaining the removal

of the princess to Windsor, without excluding the

prince from a share in the control of her education.'

Nov. 26th, Dec. 1st and 11th, 1804 ; Court and Cab. of Geo. III.,

iii. 372, 385, 389, 391.
' lUd., 395, 398. Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 531. Lord Stan-

hope's Life of Pitt, iv. 229, 254.
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CHAPTEE V.

THE HOUSE OF LOEDS t CONSTANT ADDITIONS TO ITS NUMBERS :—
PBOFUSE CREATIONS IN THK REIGN OF GEORGE III. AND SINCE.

REPRESENTATIVE PEERS OF SCOTLAND AND IRELAND : REPRESEN-
TATIVE CHARACTER OF THE PEERAGE :— LIFE PEKRAGES.—THE
BISHOPS. POLITICAL POSITION OF THE HOUSE OF LORDS :—ITS

ENLARGEMENT A SOURCE OF POWER: THREATENED CREATION OF
PEERS TO CARRY THE REFORM BILL. THE ARISTOCRACY, AND
CLASSES ASSOCIATED WITH IT.

Nothing in the history of our constitution is more

remarkable than the permanence of every Permanence

n . n , of British

institution forming part of the government institutions.

of the country, while undergoing continual, and

often extraordinary changes in its powers, privileges,

and influence. The crown, as we have seen, remains

with all its prerogatives undiminished, and with its

sources of influence increased
;
yet in the exercise of

its great powers by responsible ministers, it has been

gradually controlled by Parliament and public

opinion, until the authority of the crown in govern-

ment and legislation, bears as little resemblance to

the sway of the Tudor and Stuart kings, as to that

of Louis XIV.

So also the House of Lords continues to hold its

high place in the state, next to the crown, ^^ ^^^^
and still enjoys the greater part of its

o'^^"-

ancient privileges. Yet no institution has under-

gone greater changes. In its numbers, its composi-

tion, and its influence, it is difficult to recognise its

VOL. I. T
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identity with the * Great Council ' of a former age.

But the changes which it has undergone have served

to bring this great institution into harmony with

other parts of the constitution, and with the social

condition of the people, upon which time has worked

equal mutations.

The continual additions which have been made to

Constant *^® number of temporal peers, sitting in

additions Parliament, have been so remarkable as to
numbers. change the very constitution and character

of the House of Lords. No more than twenty-nine

temporal peers received writs of summons to the first

Parliament of Henry VII. ; and this number had in-

creased at the death of Queen Elizabeth to fifty-nine.

The Stuarts were profuse in their creations,' and

raised the number of the peerage to about one

hundred and fifty ;
^ which "William III. and Queen

Anne further increased to one hundred and sixty-

eight.' In the latter reign no less than twelve

Represen- P^ers wcrc Created at once, to secure a ma-

^V7of joi"ity i^ favoiu- of the court, which they
Scotland. ^j-(j Qjj ^jjg ^gj.y ^g^y ^jf ^jjg-j. introduction.'*

' James I. created sixty-two ; Charles I., fifty-nine ; Charles II.,

sixty-four ; and James II., eight ; being a total number of one

hundred and ninety-three ; but during these reigns ninety-nine

peerages became extinct, and thus the total addition to the peer-

age was ninety-four. From returns delivered to the House of

Lords in 1719. As many of these peerages were sold by James
I. and Charles II., it is surprising that the creations were not

even more numerous.

'In 1661, one hundred and thirty-nine lords were summoned.
In 1696, the total number of temporal peers, exclusive of minors,

Roman Catholics, and non-jurors, was about one hundred and
forty.

—

Macatdai/s Hist., iv. 753.
' See list of one hundred and fifty-seven Peers in the first Par-

liament of George I., capable of voting.

—

Pari. Hist., vii. 27.

* 2nd January, 1711. Lords' Journ., xix. 353; Somerville's
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In this same reign were also added, on the Union

with Scotland, sixteen representative peers,— a

number scarcely adequate to represent an ancient

peerage, little less numerous than that of England,'

in a House of Lords, in which sat twenty-six bishops

to make laws for Presbyterian Scotland. But if

some injustice was then done to the Scottish peerage,

it has since been amply redressed, as will be seen

hereafter.

This rapid increase of the peerage had been re-

garded with much jealousy by that privi- ThePeer-

leged body, whose individual dignity and i-io.

power were proportionately diminished. Early in

the reign of George I., several new creations further

aroused the apprehensions of the peers ; and, in

1719, partly to gratify their lordships,—but more,

perhaps, to further party objects,'—a bill was brought

into the House of Lords by the Duke of Somerset,

proposing an extraordinary limitation of the royal

prerogative,—to which the king himselfwas induced

to signify his consent. The crown was to be re-

strained from the creation of more than six beyond

the existing number of one hundred and seventy-

eight peerages,—the power being still reserved of

creating a new peerage whenever a peerage should

Queen Anne, 460 ; Swift's Four Last Yeare of Queen Anne, 44
;

Smollett's Hiet., ii. 224.
' There were one hundred and fifty-four Scottish Peers at the time

of the Union. The roll is printed in Lords' Journ., xviii. 468.

Lord Haversham said upwards of one hundred peers would be dis-

franchised.
* The Prince of Wales was supposed not to be friendly to the

Whig party then in power, which was said to be the reason why
Lord Sunderland persuaded the king to consent to the bill.

T 2
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become extinct ; and instead of sixteen representative

peers of Scotland, it was proposed that twenty-five

hereditary peers should have seats in the House of

Lords. This bill soon reached a third reading ; but

not until it had raised so much dissatisfaction in the

House of Commons and the country, that its promo-

ters thought prudent to abandon it. In the next

session, however, another bill was introduced, by the

Duke of Buckingham, and sent down to the Com-

mons ; where, after an effectual exposure of its un-

constitutional character,—especially by Sir Kichard

Steele, and Sir Eobert Walpole,—it was rejected by

a majority of two hundred and sixty-nine voices,

against one hundred and seventy-seven.^ It was, in

truth, an audacious attempt to limit the prerogative

of the crown, and discourage the granting of just

rewards to merit, for the sake of perpetuating a

close aristocratic body,—^independent of the crown,

and irresponsible to the people.

The first two kings of the House of Hanover con-

Number of tinned to make occasional additions to the

ting in peerage, which on the accession of Greorge

ment 1700. HI. amouuted to one hundred and seventy-

four. Of this number, thirteen minors, and twelve

Roman Catholics, were incapable of sitting and

voting in Parliament.^

> Pari. Hist., vii. 689-594. Coxe's Life of Walpole, i. 116.

« Pari. Hist., vii. 606-627. Coxe's Life of Walpole, i. 117-125;

ii. 651. Sir Robert Walpole also opposed the measure in a pam-
phlet entitled, 'The Thoughts of a Member of the Lower House
in relation to a project for restraining and limiting the power of

the Crown in the future creation of Peers.' Steele likewise op-

posed it in 'The Plebeian,' while Addison warmly supported it in

' The Old Whig.'

Court and City Register for 1760.
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Great as had been the additions to the peerage

since the reign of Queen Elizabeth, they
profnse

were destined to be far exceeded in this ^"^^6°"*

and succeeding reigns. The creation of ceOTge*

peers, having become an expedient for in-
^^'

creasing the influence of the crown, and the streng-th

of parties, was freely resorted to by successive

ministers. In the first ten years of this reign forty-

two peers were created, or raised to a higher order

in the peerage.^

Lord North was liberal in the creation of peers,

with a view to strengthen his own position Creations° ^ by Lord

as minister, and to carry out the policy of North.

the court. In 1776, before the continued arrears

of the civil list were again brought before Parlia-

ment, twelve new peers were created, one baron was

raised to the dignity of a viscount, and three were

promoted to earldoms.^ In 1780, he created seven

new barons.^ During his administration he created

or promoted about thirty British peers.* In Ireland,

he distributed honours still more liberally. In 1777

he created eighteen barons, and raised seven barons

and five viscounts to higher dignities in the

peerage.*

Mr. Pitt, himself disdaining honours,^ dispensed

them to others with greater profusion than creations

any former minister. During the first five Pitt.

' Beatson's Political Index, i. 133.

' Lord North's Administration, 257. "Walpole's Journ., ii. 34.

Donne's Corr. of George III. with Lord North, ii, 22.
• Walpole's Journ., ii. 426.
• Beatson's Political Index, i. 137.
• Walpole called them ' a mob of nobility.' Joum., ii. 68.
• In 1790 he doclined tlio Garter, which the king pressed him to

accept,

—

Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, ii. 85 ; Ibid., App., xiii.
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years of his administration, he had created nearly

iifty peers, and secured a safe majority.* The influ-

ence he had himself derived from thus gratifying his

supporters, suggested to him the precaution of

restricting the regent in the exercise of this pre-

Restric-
rogative. This restriction he proposed to

JI^P'^**" extend to the entire period of the regency,

^ntfSi which, however, he trusted would be of
^^^^"

short duration. Having created peers to

consolidate his own power, he was unwilling to leave

the same instrument in the hands of his opponents.

Had his proposal taken effect, such a restraint,

—

extending over the whole regency,—was open to

many of the objections which are admitted to apply

to the more extensive limitation contemplated in

1719. It was said by Mr. Pitt that the exercise of

the prerogative was required to reward merit, to

recruit the peerage from the great landowners and

other opulent classes, and to render the crown inde-

pendent of factious combinations among the exist-

ing peers.^ All these grounds were as applicable to

the regency as to any other time : while the fact of

a powerful minister having recently made so. large an

addition to the House of Lords from his own party,

Bestric- was the strongest argument against the

ing the proposed restriction. To tie up the hands
regency of
1811. of the regent, was to perpetuate the power

' In the debates upon the Regency, Mr. Fox said forty-two, and
Mr. Sheridan forty-eight. From Beatson's Political Index (i. 140)
the latter statement appears to be strictly accurate. Pari. Hist.,

xxrii. 967, &c.
^ His speech on the 16th Jan. 1789, is so imperfectly reported,

that his reasoning can only be gathered from the context of the

debate, in which his observations are adverted to.
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of the minister. A similar condition was after-

wards imposed upon the regent in 1810 : but, being

limited to one year, was exposed to less objection.

In 1792, when Mr. Pitt had been eight years in

power, he had created between sixty and continued1^11 creations by
seventy peers,' of whom the greater part Mr. pitt.

owed their elevation to the parliamentary support

which they had themselves given to the minister, or

to their interest in returning members to the House

of Commons. In 1796 and 1797, he created and

promoted no less than thirty-five peers,—within the

space of two years.'* And, in 1801, he had created

or promoted, during the seventeen years of his ad-

ministration, upwards of one hundred and forty

peers, sitting by hereditary right.^ Can we wonder

if some of these were unworthy of nobility ? "• He
also introduced as members of that body, in 1801,

the Irish representative peers and bishops. It was

not without misgivings that the king and Mr. Pitt

consented to so great an extension of the peerage :*

but it was forced upon them by the importunity of

' Mr. Sheridan's speech on Parliamentary Eeform, April 30th,

1792. Mr. Courtenay, speaking in 1792, said: 'It had been a
matter of complaint that twenty-eight peers had been made in the

reign of George I., which, it was argued, would destroy the balance

of power in the other branches of the constitution.' But Pitt ' had
created three times as many,' Pari. Hist., xxix. 1494. The number
of creations and promotions appears to have been sixty-four. Beat-

son's Political Index, i. 144.

* Beataon's Political Index, i. 147. Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt,

iii. 80.
* Beatson's Political Index, i. 149, »t seq. Collins' Peerage, by

Sir Egerton Brydges, viii.

« Pari. Hist., ixvii. 1198, xxix. 1330, xxxiii. 1197; Butler'a

Rem., i. 76.

* Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 307, App. xiii. ; and see Wraxall'i

Mem., iii. 149.
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friends and partisans,—by the rivalry of old and

new families,—and by the just claims of merit and

public service. Meanwhile, a host of Tory nobles

in one house, and their nominees in the other, were

sure allies and champions of the court.

The peerage of Ireland, on the union of that

Representa- couutry, was dealt with, in some measure,
tive peers of

. . , p , „„
Ireland. upon different principles from that of Scot-

land. The principle of representation was followed

;

twenty-eight representative peers being admitted to

seats in the Parliament ofthe United Kingdom. But

they were elected, not for the Parliament only, as

in Scotland, but for life. Again, no Scottish peers

could be created after the Union : but the peerage

of Scotland was perpetuated, as an ancient and ex-

clusive aristocracy. It was otherwise with Ireland.

It was admitted that the peerage of that country

was too numerous, and ought gradually to be dim-

inished; and with this view, the royal prerogative

was so far restricted, that one Irish peer only can be

created, whenever three Irish peerages,—in existence

at the time of the Union,—have become extinct.

But the object of this provision being ultimately to

reduce the number of Irish peers,—not having here-

ditary seats in Parliament,—to one hundred, it was

also provided that when such reduction had been

effected, one new Irish peerage may be created as

often as a peerage becomes extinct, or as often as

an Irish peer is entitled, by descent or creation, to a

peerage of the United Kingdom.'

' In 1859, the Irish peerage consisted, besides the King of Han-
over and one Peeress, of 193, of whom 73 are also English peers.
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Another peculiar arrangement, made on the union

of Ireland, was the permission granted to
pennission

Irish peers of sitting in the House of Com- ^^^^
mons for any place in Grreat Britain,—a House"f*^

privilege of which they have extensively
^°™™°'^^

availed themselves.^

At the same time, an addition of four lords spirit-

ual was made to the House of Lords, to re- Irish repre-

present the episcopal body of Ireland, and bishops.

to sit by rotation of sessions ; of whom an archbishop

of the Church in Ireland was always to be one.' At

the imion there were twenty bishoprics and arch-

bishoprics of the Church in Ireland; but provision

was made in 1833, by the Church Temporalities

Act, for the reduction of that number to ten '

Since the union, further additions have con-

tinually been made to the Peerage of the Peerages of

x-T' 1 1 1 • r. -1
the tTnited

Umted Kingdom ; and an analysis of the Kingdom.

existing peerage presents some singular results. In

It will probably be more than a century before the number is

reduced to 100. Note to Lord C5ornwallis' Corp., iii. 214.
' By the Reform Bill of 1860, it was proposed to extend this

privilege to places in Ireland, as well as Great Britain. In 'A
Letter to the Earl of Listowel, M.P. for St. Albans, by a " Joint of

the Tail,"' 1841, the position of his lordship as a peer of Ireland

and a member of the House of Commons, was thus adverted to:
' A peer, and in your own right—and yet a peer without rights

!

Possessor of a name, of a dignity having no better reality than in a
sound. . . . True, you are at this moment a legislator, but by no
right of birth, and only as a commoner ; and, again, as representa-

tive for an English town, not for one in Ireland. However great

your stake in that country, you could not, though fifty places were
held open for you, accept one

; your marrowless dignity gliding

ghost-like in, to forbid the proffered seat.'

' By the Act of 1869 for disestablishing the Church in Ireland,

these bishops lost their seats in Parliament.
« 3 & 4 WilL IV. c. 37, schedule B.
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1860, the House of Lords consisted of four hundred

Bnmmary of
^^^ sixtj lotds, Spiritual and temporal.

creauons. rpj^g number of hereditary peers of the

United Kingdom had risen to three hundred and

eighty-five, exclusive of the peers of the blood

royal. Of these peerages, one hundred and twenty-

eight were created in the long reign of George

III. ;' forty-two in the reign of Greorge IV. ;' and

one hundred and seventeen since the accession of

William FV.' Thus two hundred and eighty-

seven peerages were created, or raised to their

present rank, since the accession of George III. ; or

very nearly three-fourths of the entire number.

But this increase is exhibited by the existing peer-

age alone,—notwithstanding the extinction or merger

of numerous titles, in the interval. The actual

number of creations during the reign of George III.

amounted to three hundred and eighty-eight ; or

more than the entire present number of the peer-

age.*

No more than ninety-eight of the peerages ex-

Antiqnity of
istiug iu 1860 could claim an earlier crea-

the peerage,
^j^j^ ^^^^ ^^ reign of Gcorge III. : but this

fact is an imperfect criterion of the antiquity of the

peerage. When the possessor of an ancient dignity

' Viz., two dukes, thirteen marquesses, thirty-eight earls, eight

viscounts, and sixty-seven barons.
* One duke, two marquesses, seven earls, three viscounts, twenty-

nine barons.
* Two dukes, five marquesses, twenty earls, six viscounts, eighty-

four barons.
* The following Table, prepared by the late Mr. Pulraan, Claren-

cieux King of Arms, was placed at my disposal by the kindness of

his son :
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is promoted to a higher grade in the peerage, his

lesser dignity becomes merged in the greater, but

more recent title. An earl of the fifteenth century,

is transformed into a marquess of the nineteenth.

Many of the families from which existing peers are

descended, are of great antiquity ; and were noble

before their admission to the peerage. Nor must

the ancient nobility of the Scottish peerage be for-

gotten in the persons of those high-bom men, who

now figure on the roll, as peers of the United King-

dom, of comparatively recent creation.

Grreat as this increase of peerages has been, it has

borne no proportion to the demands made Numerous

n 1 • claims to

upon the favour of the crown. We find m peerages.

Lord Malmesbury's Diary for 1807 this entry :

—

' Lord Whitworth and Mr. Heathcote (Sir William's

son) urged me to apply for peerages. I told them

truly, there were no less than fifty-three candidates

for peerage, and to none of which the king would

Statement shovnng the nwmher of Peerages created within periods of
Twenty Yearsfrom 1700 to 1821.

From 1700 to 1720 inclusive

Dnkefl
Mar-

quesses
Earls

Vis-
counts

Barons

22 14 33 30 68

„ 1721 to 1740 2 3 14 8 19

„ 1741 to 1760 2 1 24 15 34

„ 1761 to 1780 4 1 14 9 46

„ 1781 to 1800 4 10 24 23 91

„ 1801 to 1821 3 8 37 34 80

37 37 146 119 328

Total number of peerages created, 667 ; of which 388 were created

between 1761 and 1821. From 1830 to 1860, 153 peerages (including

promotions) were created. From 1861 to 1870 indusive, 50 peerages

were created.

—

Pari. Return, No. 81, 1871.
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listen.' ' And every minister since that time, has

probably been obliged to resist the solicitations of

not less than ten earnest claimants, for every peerage

which he has advised the crown to bestow. When
Lord Grrey was contemplating the creation of nearly

one hundred peers in 1832, there was no lack of

candidates, although the occasion was neither

flattering to their self-esteem, nor free from offen-

sive imputations. And, more recently, another

minister discovered, in a single year, that upwards

of thirty of his supporters were ambitious of the

peerage, as an acknowledgment of their friendship

towards himself, and devotion to his party.

With this large increase of numbers, the peerage

Changes In ^^^ Undergone further changes, no" less re-

tkm ofthef'" Hiarkable, in its character and composition.
Peerage.

j^ ^^ ^^ longer a council of the magnates of

the land,—the territorial aristocracy, the descend-

ants or representatives of the barons of the olden

time ; but in each successive age, it has assumed a

more popular and representative character. Men
who have attained the first eminence in war and

diplomacy, at the bar or in the senate,—men wisest

in council, and most eloquent in debate,—^have taken

their place in its distinguished roll ; and their

historic names represent the glories of the age from

which they sprung. Men who have amassed fortunes

in conunerce, or whose ancestors have enriched

themselves by their own industry, have also been

admitted to the privileged circle of the peerage.

» Lord Malm. Diary, iv. 397.
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Men of the highest intellects, achievements, and

wealth, the peerage has adopted and appropriated

to itself : men of secondary pretensions, it has still

left to the people.

A body so constantly changed, and recruited from

all classes of society, loses much of its dis- its repre-

tinctive hereditary character. Peers sitting character.

in Parliament by virtue of an hereditary right, share

their privilege with so many, who by personal pre-

tensions have recently been placed beside them, that

the hereditary principle becomes divested of exclu-

sive power, and invidious distinction.

At the same time, the principle of representation

has been largely introduced into the con- Extension

stitution of the House of Lords. The represen-

(• n 1
tative

Sixteen representative peers of Scotland, principle.

elected only for a Parliament ; the twenty-eight

representative peers of Ireland, elected for life,

—form a body as numerous as the entire peerage

in the time of Henry VIII. And when to these

are added the twenty-six English bishops, holding

their seats for life,—the total number of Lords not

sitting by virtue of hereditary right, becomes a

considerable element in the constitution of the

Upper House.*

In analysing these numbers, however, the grow-

ing disproportion between the representa-
j^j^ ^^

live lords and the hereditary peers cannot here^tT^"

fail to be apparent. If sixteen Scottish 8ent^f;r

peers were deemed an inadequate represen-
^'*®™*

' There are seventy lords of Parliament not sitting by hfireditarj

right.
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tation of the ancient peerage of Scotland in the

reign of Anne,—what are they now, when the peer-

age of the United Kingdom has been trebled in

numbers ? But this inequality,—apparently exces-

sive,—has been corrected by the admission of

Scottish peers to hereditary seats in the British

Scottish House of Lords. In 1860 there were
peers crea-

ted peers sevonty-eight Scottish peers,' of whom no
Britain. less than forty,—or more than half,—sat in

Parliament by virtue of British peerages created in

their favour since the union.

Great was the jealousy with which the House of

Their right I^ords at first regarded the admission of
to sit denied,

gpottish peers to the peerage of Great

Britain. In 1711, the Duke of Hamilton was

created Duke of Brandon, of the peerage of Great

Britain : when the Lords declared, by a majority of

five, that no patent of honour granted to any peer

of Great Britain who was a peer of Scotland at the

time of the Union, entitled such peer to sit and

vote in Parliament, or to sit upon the trial of peers.*

The undoubted prerogative of the queen was thus

boldly set aside for a time, by 'an adverse determi-

nation of the House of Lords.

At the time of this decision, the Duke of Queens-

Rightsof berry was sitting by virtue .of a British

^read- peerage, created since the union. The
'"*"

determination of the Lords prevented, for

' There were also two peeresses, and the Prince of Wales, who is

Duke of Rothesay.
* Lords' Joum., xix. 346 ; Peere Williams, i. 582 ; Burnet's Own

Time, vi. 86 ; Somerville's Queen Anne, 549.
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many years, the direct admission of any other

Scottish peers to the peerage of Grreat Britain ; but

this restriction was cleverly evaded by frequent

creations of their eldest sons, who, having obtained

seats in the House of Lords, succeeded, on the death

of their fathers, to their Scottish peerages.' At

length, in 1782, the question of the disability of

Scottish peers to receive patents of peerage in Great

Britain, was referred to the Judges, who were un-

animously of opinion that no such disability had

ever been created by the Act of Union. The Lords,

therefore, reversed the decision of 1711 ; and hence-

forth Scottish peers were freely admitted to the

ranks of the British peerage.*

In 1787, another important question arose, affect-

ing the rights of the Scottish peerage. It ^^^^ ^^^

had been the plain intention of the Act of thd/rightg

Union, that the peers of Scotland, who were tativr^ers

denied a seat in the Parliament of Great
*'^*^'

Britain, should be entitled to representation by

members of their own body, subject to the same

political conditions as themselves. The right of

the crown to admit Scottish peers to the peerage of

Great Britain having at length been recognised, the

king exercised the right in favour of the Earl of

Abercom and the Duke of Queensberry,—both of

whom were sitting, at that time, in the House of

Lords, as representative peers of Scotland. That

these noblemen, who now sat by hereditary right,

' Walpole'8 Mem. of Geo. III., ii. 412.
* 6th June, 1782 ; Lords' Journ., xxxvi. 517.
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should continue to be the representatives of the

Scottish peerage, was a constitutional anomaly which

could not easily be maintained. As well might it

have been contended that a member of the Lower

House continued to represent the constituents by

whom he had been elected, notwithstanding his

elevation to a seat in the House of Peers. In 1736,

indeed, the Duke of Athol had inherited the Barony

of Strange, and had continued to sit as a represen-

tative peer, without any decision of the House of

Lords, or any question being raised concerning his

legal position. But now Lord Stormont brought

the matter before the House of Lords, in a clear and

unanswerable argument ; and though he was boldly

opposed by Lord Thurlow, the House resolved that

the Earl of Abercom and the Duke of Queensberry

had ceased to sit as representatives of the peerage of

Scotland.'

The two peers thus disqualified from sitting as

representatives, immediately proceeded to vote as

Scottish peers for their successors, in contravention

of a resolution of the House of Lords, in 1708. An
attempt was made to defend their right to vote, and

to cast doubts upon the former determination of the

House : but the Lords were not to be convinced

;

and directed a copy of the resolution of January 21,

1708-9, to be transmitted to the Lord Eegistrar of

Scotland, with an ' injunction to him that he do

conform thereto.' ^ For a time this order was

' Lords' Journ., xxxvii. 594 ; Pari. Hist., xxvi. 696.
* Pari. Hist., xxvi. 1168 (May 18, 1787); Lords' Journ., xxxvii.

709.
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observed : but in 1793, it was superseded by another

decision ; and since that time, all peers of Scotland

have been permitted to vote for representatives.^

Meanwhile, the admission of Scottish peers to

hereditary seats in the House of Lords, is present

tending to a singular result. At no distant tSfScottish

period, the Scottish peerage will probably
p®®"^*^®-

become absorbed in that of the United Kingdom.

One half their number have already been absorbed :

more may hereafter be admitted to the House of

Lords ; and, as no new creations can be made, we

may foresee the ultimate extinction of all but sixteen

Scottish peers, not embraced in the British peerage.

These sixteen peers, instead of continuing a system

of self-election, will then probably be created here-

ditary peers of Parliament. The Act of Union will

have worked itself out ; and a Parliamentary incor-

poration of the two countries will be consummated,

—

more complete than any which the most sanguine

promoters of the Union could, in their visions of the

future, have foreshadowed.

A similar absorption of the Irish peerage into the

peerage of the United Kingdom has also present

been observable, though, by the terms of tbfiri°h°^

the Act of Union, the full number of one
p^"^*^®-

hundred Irish peers will continue to be maintained.

In 1860, there were one hundred and ninety-three

Irish peers,^ of whom seventy-one had seats in Par-

' Cases of Duke of Queensberry and Earl of Abercorn, 6th June,

1793. Lords' Journ., xxxix. 726.
^ There is also one peeress ; and the King of Hanover is Earl of

Armagh in the peerage of Ireland.

VOL. I. U
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liament, as peers of the United Kingdom. Thus,

the peers of Ireland sitting in Parliament,—includ-

ing the representative peers,—amounted to ninety-

nine.

By this fusion of the peerages of the three king-

Pnsion of doms, the House of Lords has grown at once
the peer-

. . i i • .

ages of the more national, and more representative in
three king-
domg. its character. As different classes of

society have become represented there, so different

nationalities have also acquired a wider representa-

tion. Nor ought it to be overlooked that Scotland

and Ireland are further represented in the House of

Lords by numerous commoners, of Scottish and Irish

birth, who have been raised to the dignity of the

peerage for distinguished services, or other eminent

qualifications.

But all temporal peers,—whether English, Scottish,

Hereditary Or Irish, and whether sitting by hereditary

of thT^- right or by election,—have been ennobled
^^'

in blood, and transmit their dignities to

their heirs. Hereditary descent has been the charac-

teristic of the peerage, and—with the exception

of the bishops—of the constitution of the House of

Lords.

In 1856, however. Her Majesty was advised to

Defects in iutroduce amoug the hereditary peers of the

lafe^m^' realm, a new class of peers, created for life

the Lords, only. Well-founded complaints had been

made of the manner in which the appellate juris-

diction of the House of Lords had been exercised.

The highest court of appeal was often without

judges, their place being filled by peers unlearned
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in the law, who sat as members of the court, without

aflfectin^ to participate in its judgments. This had

been an evil of long standing ; though it had not,

until lately, aroused the vigilance of suitors and the

public. For some years after the Kevolution, there

had not been a single law-lord in the House,—Lord

Somers having heard appeals as Lord Keeper.

When that distinguished lawyer was at length

admitted to a seat in the House of Peers, he was the

only law-lord. During the greater part of the

reigns of Greorge II. and George III., appeals had

been heard by Lord Hardwicke, Lord Mansfield,

Lord Thurlow, and Lord Eldon, sitting in judicial

solitude,—while two mute, unlearned lords were to

be seen in the background, representing the collective

wisdom of the court. In later times a more decor-

ous performance of judicial duties had been exacted

by public opinion ; and frequent changes of adminis-

tration having multiplied ex-chancellors, the number

of law-lords was greater than at former periods.

But in an age in which reforms in the administra-

tion of justice had become an important department

of legislation, and a subject of popular interest,

theoretical improvements, at least, were demanded

in the constitution of the first court of appeal.

As an expedient for adding to the judicial strength

of the House, without a permanent increase Life-peer-

of its nimibers, it was suggested that the
^"^

most eminent judges might be admitted to the pri-

vilege of sitting there, for life only. The practice

of granting peerages for life was not a constitutional

TI 2
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novelty, but had long fallen into desuetude.

Between the reigns of Eichard II. and Henry VI.,

several precedents were to be found of the creation

of life-peerages. Some of these, however, had been

made,—^like many other peerages of that period,

—

in full Parliament : some had been granted to peers

already entitled to sit in Parliament by hereditary

right : some peers so created had never sat in the

House of Peers: one had been a foreigner, who
could not claim a seat by virtue of his title : and,

for upwards of four hundred years, there was no

instance on record, in which any man had been

admitted to a seat in the House of Lords, as a peer

Life-peer- for life. But thoro were many later in-
ages to

women. stauces in which ladies had received life-

peerages. Charles II. had created the beautiful

Louise-de Querouaille, Duchess of Portsmouth for

life ; James II. had created Catherine Sedley a

baroness, by the same tenure ; George I. had raised

Madame de Schulemberg to the rank of Duchess of

Kendal for life, and had conferred a life-peerage

upon her niece ; * and Greorge II. had made Madame
Walmoden Countess of Yarmouth for life. Between

the reign of Jam.es I. and that of Greorge II., peer-

ages for life had been granted to no less than

eighteen ladies. But as the fair sex are unable to

sit in Parliament, this class of peerages could not be

relied upon, in support of the right of the crown to

introduce life-peers into the House of Lords.

There was, however, another class of peerages,

1 Or reputed daughter, the Countess of Walsingham.
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whence a strong argument was derived in favour of

the royal prerogative. Though peerages Peerages

in their general character have been here- dersover.

ditary,—descending like estates to the elder son,

—

yet peerages have been continually granted to

persons, with remainder to collateral relatives, or- to

the elder son of the peer by a second wife, or to the

son of a younger brother, or other relative not in

the direct line of succession, as heir at law. All

grants of this class—^being governed, not by the

general law of descent, but by the special limitations

in the patent—were exceptions from the principle

of hereditary succession. The first grantee was, in

effect, created a peer for life, though the second

grantee became entitled to the peerage, subject to

the ordinary rights of succession. But the grant of

a peerage of this class was plainly distinguisnable

from a peerage for life, as it provided—though in

an exceptional manner—for the duration of the

dignity beyond the life of the first grantee. It was

indeed maintained that such peerages afforded

further evidence against the legality of life-peerages,

as they had been constantly granted, without

objection, while none of the latter had been created

for centuries.

But if these precedents and analogies were obso-

lete, or of doubtful application, the legality
^ut^jorities

of life-peerages had been recognised by onSe?peer-

nearly all constitutional authorities. Lord *^^*

Coke had repeatedly affirmed the doctrine, that the

crown may create peerages ' for life, in tail, or in

fee
:

' the learned Selden had referred to the ancient
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custom without comment : Chief Baron Comyns and

Cruise had accepted the authority of Coke as un-

questioned law : the popular Blackstone had re-

peated and enforced it;^ and, lastly, Lord Eedes-

dale's committee, ' On the dignity of a Peer,' in 1822,

had acknowledged it without reserve.* Butler was

the only eminent writer who had expressed any

doubt upon the subject.' The doctrine had also

been generally received among statesmen as well as

lawyers. Lord Liverpool's administration, impressed

with the necessity of improving the appellate juris-

diction of the Lords, had, at one time, unanimously

resolved to create life-peers. In 1851, the govern-

ment of Lord John Kussell had offered a life-peerage

to Dr. Lushington, the distinguished judge of the

Admiralty Court, who, by a late statute, had been

denied the privilege of sitting in the House of

Commons. In the Devon peerage case. Lord

Brougham had stated from the woolsack, as chan-

cellor, that the crown had not only the power of

creating a peerage for the life of the grantee him-

self, but for the life of another person ; and upon

a more recent occasion. Lord Campbell had laid it

down in debate, that the ' crown might create, by

its prerogative, a peerage for life, but not a peerage

during a man's continuance in office: that would

' * For a man or -woman may be created noble for their own lires,

and the dignity not descend to their heirs at all, or descend only to

some particular heirs, as where a peerage is limited to a man and the

heirs male of his body, by Elizabeth, his present lady, and not to

such heirs by any former or future wife.'

—

Steph. Blackstone, ii. 589.

2 3rd Rep. 37, 38.

* Coke's Inst., 19th edit., by Hargrave and Butler.
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tequire an enactment of the three branches of the

legislature.'

'

Eelying upon these precedents and authorities,

ministers advised her Maiesty, before the The wena-
** -^

.
leydale

meeting of Parliament in 1856,, to issue peerage,

letters patent to Sir James Parke, lately an eminent

baron of the Court of Exchequer, creating him Baron

Wensleydale for life. The letters patent were

issued : but the peers loudly protested against the

intrusion of a life-peer to sit amongst the hereditary

nobles of the realm. An untimely fit of the gout

disabled Lord Wensleydale from presenting himself,

with his writ of summons', on the first day of the

session ; and on the 7th of February, Lord Lyndhurst

proposed, in a masterly speech, to refer his excep-

tional patent to the Committee of Privileges.

Throughout the learned debate which followed,

the abstract prerogative of the crown to Axgumenu
^

for and
create a life-peerage was scarcely ques- against it.

tioned ; but it was denied that such a peerage con-

ferred any right to sit in Parliament. It was

treated as a mere title of honour, giving rank and

precedence to its possessor, but not a place in an

hereditary legislative chamber. The precedents

and authorities in support of life-peerages were ex-

posed to a searching criticism, which failed, how-

ever, to shake the position that the crown had, in

former times, introduced life-peers to sit in the

House of Lords. But it was admitted on all sides,

that no such case had occurred for upwards of four

> Hans. Deb., June 27th, 1851, 3«i Series, cxvii. 1312.
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hundred years. Hence arose a most difficult question

of constitutional law. Had the ancient prerogative

of the crown been lost by desuetude ; or could it be

exercised, if the Queen thought fit to revive it ?

The ministers, relying upon the maxim, ^nulluTn

tempus occurrit regi^ argued that there could be

no loss of prerogative by lapse of time. But their

opponents forcibly contended that the crown could

not alter the settled constitution of the realm. In

ancient times,—before the institutions of the

country had been established by law and usage,

—

the crown had withheld writs of summons from

peers who were unquestionably entitled, by inheri-

tance, to sit in Parliament : the crown had disfran-

chised ancient boroughs by prerogative ; and had

enfranchised new boroughs by royal charter. What
would now be said of such an exercise of the prero-

gative ? By constitutional usage, having the force

of law, the House of Lords had been for centuries a

chamber consisting of hereditary councillors of the

crown, while the House of Commons had been

elected by the suffrages of legally qualified electors.

The crown could no more change the constitution of

the House of Lords by admitting a life-peer to a

seat in Parliament, than it could change the repre-

sentation of the people, by issuing writs to Birken-

head and Staleybridge, or by lowering the franchise

of electors.

Passing beyond the legal rights of the crown, the

opponents of life-peerages dilated upon the hazard-

ous consequences of admitting this new class of peers.

Was it probable that such peerages would be con-
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fined to law-lords ? If once recognised, would they

not be extended to all persons whom the ministers

of the day might think it convenient to obtrude

upon the House of Lords ? Might not the heredi-

tary peers be suddenly overpowered by creatures of

the executive government,—not ennobled on account

of their public services, or other claims to the favour

of the crown, but appointed as nominees of ministers,

and ready to do their bidding ? Nay I might not

the crown be hereafter advised to discontinue the

grant of hereditary peerages altogether, and gradu-

ally change the constitution of the House of Lords

from an hereditary assembly, to a dependent senate

nominated for life only ? Nor were there wanting

eloquent reflections upon the future degradation of

distinguished men, whose services would be rewarded

by life-peerages instead of by those cherished honours

which other men,—not more worthy than themselves,

—had enjoyed the privilege of transmitting to their

children. Sitting as an inferior caste, among those

whom they could not call their peers, they would

have reason to deplore a needless innovation, which

had denied them honours to which their merits

justly entitled them to aspire.

Such were the arguments by which Lord Wensley-

dale's patent was assailed. They were ably ^^^^^^ „,

combated by ministers ; and it was even *^® ^°'^^'

contended that without a reference from the crown,

the Lords had no authority to adjudicate upon the

right of a peer to sit and vote in their House ; but,

on a division, the patent was referred to the Com-
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mittee of Privileges, by a majority of thirty-three.*

After an inquiry into precedents, and more learned

and ingenious debates, the committee reported, and

the House agreed, 'that neither the letters patent,

nor the letters patent with the usual writ of sum-

mons issued in pursuance thereof, can entitle the

grantee to sit and vote in Parliament."^

Some hereditary peers, who concurred in this

conclusion, may have been animated by the same

spirit of jealousy which, in 1711, had led their

ancestors to deny the right of the crown to admit

Scottish peers amongst them, and in 1719 had

favoured a more extensive limitation of the royal

prerogative : but with the exception of the lord

chancellor,—by whose advice the patent had been

made out,—all the law-lords of both parties sup-

ported the resolution, which has since been generally

accepted as a sound exposition of constitutional law.

Where institutions are founded upon ancient usage,

it is a safe and wholesome doctrine that they shall

not be changed, unless by the supreme legislative

authority of Parliament. The crown was forced to

submit to the decision of the Lords ; and Lord

Wensleydale soon afterwards took his seat, under a

new patent, as an hereditary peer of the realm.

But the question of life-peerages was not imme-

Further
diately set at rest. A committee of the

E^gsl^re- Lords having been appointed to inquire

i^°^w- i'lt*^ t^6 appellate jurisdiction of that
*^^' House, recommended that her Majesty

' Content, 138; not content, 105. Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., cxl. 263.
* Ibid., Wbl et seq.\ Report of Committee of Privileges; Clark's

House of Lords' Cases, v. 958.
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should be empowered by statute, to confer life-peer-

ages upon two persons who had served for five years

as judges, and that they should sit with the lord

chancellor as judges of appeal and ' deputy speakers.'

A bill, founded upon this recommendation, was

passed by the House of Lords ; but after much dis-

cussion, it miscarried in the House of Commons.^

In reviewing the rapid growth of the temporal

peers sitting in Parliament, it is impossible j^^^

not to be struck with the altered propor- ^pi^'tiiai.

tions which they bear to the lords spiritual, as com-

pared with former times. Before the suppression of

the monasteries by Henry VIII., in 1539, when the

abbots and priors sat with the bishops, the lords

spiritual actually exceeded the temporal lords in

nmnber. First in rank and precedence,—superior

in attainments,—exercising high trusts and extended

influence,—they were certainly not inferior, in

political weight, to the great nobles with whom they

were associated. Even when the abbots and priors

had been removed, the bishops alone formed about

one third of the House of Lords. But while the

temporal lords have been multiplied since that

period about eight-fold, the English bishops sitting

in Parliament have only been increased from twenty-

one to twenty-six,—to whom were added, for a time,

the four Irish bishops. The ecclesiastical element in

our legislature has thus become relatively incon-

siderable and subordinate. Instead of being a third

of the House of Lords, as in former times, it now

> Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., cxlii. 780, 899, 1059 ; Ibid., cxliii. 428,

683, 613.
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forms less than a fifteenth part of that assembly

:

nor is it likely to receive any accession of strength.

When the pressing demands of the church obtained

from Parliament the constitution of the new

bishopric of Manchester, care was taken that not

even one spiritual lord should be added to the exist-

ing number. The principle of admitting a new

bishop to sit in Parliament was indeed conceded

;

but he was allowed that privilege at the expense of

the more ancient sees. Except in the case of the

sees of Canterbury, York, London, Durham, and

Winchester, the bishop last appointed receives no

writ of summons from the crown to sit in Parlia-

ment, until another vacancy arises.^ The principle of

this temporary exclusion of the junior bishop, though

at first exposed to objections on the part of the

church, has since been found to be not without its

advantages. It enables a bishop recently inducted,

to devote himself without interruption to the labours

of his diocese, while it relieves him from the ex-

penses of a residence in London, at a time when they

can be least conveniently borne.

But, however small their numbers, and diminished

Attem ts
their influence, the presence of the bishops

Mshop"*^^ in Parliament has often provoked opposition

Houseof ^^d remonstrance. This has probably
^"^"

arisen, more from feelings to which episco-

pacy has been exposed, than from any dispassionate

objections to the participation of bishops in the

» Bishopric of Manchester Act, 10 & 11 Vict. c. 108. See also

Debates, 1844, in the House of Lords, on the St. Asaph and Bangor
Dioceses' Bill.
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legislation of the country. Proscribed by Presby-

terian Scotland,—ejected from Parliament by the

English Puritans,*—repudiated in later times, by

every sect of dissenters,—not regarded with too

much favour, even by all the members of their own

church,—and obnoxious, from their dignity and out-

ward pomp, to vulgar jealousies,—the bishops have

had to contend against many popular opinions and

prejudices. Nor has their political conduct, gene-

rally, been such as to conciliate public favour.

Ordinarily supporting the government of the day,

—

even in its least popular measures,—leaning always

to authority,—as churchmen, opposed to change,

—

and precluded by their position from courting popu-

larity,—it is not surprising that cries have some-

times been raised against them, and efforts made to

pull them down from their high places.

In 1834, the Commons refused leave to bring in a

bill ' for relieving the bishops of their legislative

and judicial duties in the House of Peers,' by a

majority of more than two to one.^ By a much
greater majority, in 1836, they refused to affirm

' that the attendance of the bishops in Parliament,

is prejudicial to the cause of religion.'^ And again

in the following year, they denied, with equal

emphasis, the proposition that the sitting of the

bishops in Parliament 'tends to alienate the affec-

tions of the people from the established Church.'*

• 16 Car. I. c. 27.

• 13th March, 1834. Ayes, 58 ; Noes, 125.
• 26th April, 1836. Ayes, 53; Noes, 180.
» 16th February, 1837. Ayes, 92; Noes, 197.
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Since that time, there were no adverse motions

in Parliament, and few unfriendly criticisms else-

where, in relation to the Parliamentary functions of

the bishops.

Their place in our venerable constitution has

circnm- hitherto been upheld by every statesman,

favourable and by nearly all political parties. At the
to the
bishops. same time, the liberal policy of the

legislature towards Eoman Catholics and Dissenters,

has served to protect the bishops from much

religious animosity, formerly directed against the

church, of which they are the most prominent

representatives. Again, the church, by the zeal and

earnestness with which, during the last thirty years,

she has followed out her spiritual mission, has greatly

extended her own moral influence among the people,

and weakened the assaults of those who dissent from

her doctrines. And the increased strength of the

church has fortified the position of the bishops.

That they are. an exception to the principle of here-

ditary right—^the fiied characteristic of the House

of Lords—is, in the opinion of many, not without

its theoretical advantages.

The various changes in the constitution of the

Pouticai
House of Lords, which have here been

th^Hmis^' briefly sketched, have considerably afiected
of Lords. ^^ political positiou and influence of that

branch of the legislature. It is not surprising that

peers of ancient lineage should have regarded with

jealousy the continual enlargement of their own

privileged order. The proud distinction which they

enjoyed lost some of its lustre, when shared by a
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larger body. Their social preeminence, and the

weight of their individual votes in Parliament, were

alike impaired by the increasing number of those

whom the favour of their sovereign had made equal

to themselves. These effects, however, have been

rendered much less extensive than might have been

anticipated, by the expansion of society, and by the

operation of party in all political affairs.

But however the individual privileges of peers

may have been affected by the multiplica-
j^^ ^^

tion of their numbers, it is scarcely to be a^^urcrof

questioned that the House of Lords has ^^'^''^'i-

gained importance, as a political institution, by its

enlargement. Let us suppose, for a moment, that

the jealousy of the peers had led either to such a

legal restraint upon the prerogative, as that pro-

posed in the reign of Greorge I., or to so sparing an

exercise of it, that the peerage had remained without

material increase since the accession of the House of

Hanover. Is it conceivable that an order so limited

in number, and so exclusive in character, could have

maintained its due authority in the legislature ?

With the instinctive aversion to change, which

characterises every close corporation, it would have

opposed itself haughtily to the active and improving

spirit of more popular institutions. It might even

have attempted to maintain some of its more in-

vidious privileges, which have been suffered to fall

into desuetude. Hence it would necessarily have

been found in opposition to the House of Commons,

the press, and popular opinion; while its limited

and unpopular constitution would have failed to give
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it strength to resist the pressure of adverse forces.

But the wider and more liberal constitution which

it has acquired from increased numbers, and a more

representative character, has saved the House of

Lords from these political dangers. True to the spirit

of an aristocracy, and to its theoretical uses in the

state, it has been slower than the House of Commons
in receiving popular impressions. It has often

checked, for a time, the progressive policy of the

age
;
yet, being accessible to the same sympathies

and influences as the other House, its tardier convic-

tions have generally been brought, without violence,

into harmony with public opinion. And when

measures, demanded by the national welfare, have

sometimes been injuriously retarded, the great and

composite qualities of the House of Lords,—the

eminence of its numerous members,—their talents

in debate, and wide local influence,—have made it

too powerful to be rudely overborne by popular

clamour.

Thus the expansive growth of the House of

And Buited
Lords,—Concurring with the increased au-

po^S in-
thority of the House of Commons, and the

stitntions. enlarged influence of the press,—appears

to have been necessary for the safe development

of our free institutions, in which the popular ele-

ment has been continually advancing. The same

cause has also tended to render the peers more inde-

pendent of the influence of the crown. To that

influence they are naturally exposed : but the larger

their number, and the more various their interests,

the less effectually can it be exercised: while the
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cro"wii is no longer able to secure their adherence by

grants of land, offices, and pensions. And if the

peerage has occasionally been discredited by the

indigence or abasement of some few of its number,

its dignity has been well maintained by territorial

power,—by illustrious ancestry,—by noble deeds,

—

by learning, eloquence, and public virtue.

These changes in the constitution of the House

of Peers must further be considered in their ^^ peerage

relations to party. The general object ^irr^c^to

which successive ministers have had in ^'"*^"

view in creating peers,—apart from the reward of

special public services,—has been to favour their

own adherents, and strengthen their Parliamentary

interest. It follows that the House of Lords has

undergone considerable changes, from time to time,

in its political composition. This result has been

the more remarkable, whenever one party has en-

joyed power for a great length of time. In such

cases the number of creations has sometimes been

sufficient to alter the balance of parties ; or, if this

cause alone has not sufficed, it has been aided by

political conversions,—the not uncommon fruit of

ministerial prosperity. The votes of the bishops

have also been usually recorded with that party to

whom they owed their elevation. Hence j^^.^^

it was that, on the accession of George III., p^^con-

when the domination of the great Whig SiffereS**

families had lasted for nearly half a cen-
p®"'**^*

tury,—^the House of Lords was mainly Whig. Hence

it was that, on the accession of William IV., when

the Tory rule—commenced under Lord Bute,

TOL. I. X
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strengthened by Lord North, and consolidated by

Mr. Pitt—bad enjoyed ascendency for even a longer

period, the House of Lords was mainly Tory.

Under such conditions as these, when a ministry,

Danger from having established a sure majority in the
this cause of -- p ~r \ • n -i

collisions ±louse 01 Lords, IS overthrown by an oppo-

the Houses, sitiou Commanding a majority of the House

of Commons, the two Houses are obviously in dan-

ger of being brought into collision. A dissolution

may suddenly change the political character of the

House of Commons, and transfer power from one

party to another ; but a change in the political

character of the House of Lords may be the work

of half a century. In the case of Whig administra-

tions since the Keform Act, the creation of a majority

in the Upper House has been a matter of peculiar

difficulty. The natural sympathies of the peerage

are conservative ; and are strengthened by age, pro-

perty, and connections. A stanch Whig, raised to

the Upper House, is often found a doubting, critical,

fastidious partisan,—sometimes an absentee, and not

unfrequently an opponent of his own party. No
longer responsible to constituents for his votes, and

removed from the liberal associations of a popular

assembly, he gradually throws off his political alle-

giance ; and if habit, or an affectation of consistency,

still retain him upon the same side of the House, or

upon the neutral ' cross-benches,' his son will pro-

bably be found an acknowledged member of the

opposition. Party ties, without patronage, have been

slack, and easily broken.

While the influence of the crown was sufficiently
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great to direct the policy of the country ; and while

a large proportion of the members of the ^^ .^^g^

Lower House were the nominees of peers, crow ^rf

collisions between the two Houses, if torecon^^^

not wholly averted, were at least easily
*^'®'^®'^-

accommodated. There had been frequent contests

between them, upon matters of privilege. It was

not without protracted struggles, that the Commons
had established their exclusive right to grant sup-

plies and impose taxes. The two Houses had con-

tended violently in 1675, concerning the appellate

jurisdiction of the Lords ; they had contended, with

not less violence, in 1704, upon the jurisdiction of

the Commons, in matters of election ; they had

quarrelled rudely, in 1770, while insisting upon the

exclusion of strangers. But upon general measures

of public policy, their differences had been rare and

unimportant. George III., by inducing the Lords

to reject Mr. Fox's India Bill, in order to overthrow

the coalition ministry, brought them into open colli-

sion with the Commons ; but harmony was soon re-

stored between them, as the crown succeeded, by

means of a dissolution, in obtaining a large majority

in the Lower House. In later times, the Lords

opposed themselves to concessions to the Eoman
Catholics, and to amendments of the Criminal Law,

which had been approved by the Commons. For

several years, neither the Commons nor the people

were sufficiently earnest to enforce the adoption of

those measures : but when public opinion could no

longer be resisted, the Lords avoided a collision with

the Commons, by acquiescing in measures of which

X 2
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they still disapproved. Since popular opinion has

been more independently expressed by the Com-

mons, the hazard of such collisions has been greatly

increased. The Commons, deriving their authority

directly from the people, have increased in power

;

and the influences which formerly tended to bring

them into harmony with the Lords, have been

impaired.

The memorable events of 1831 and 1832, arising

The Be- out of the measures for extending the re-

of 1831 re- presentation of the people, exposed the

the Lords, authority of the House of Lords to a

rude shock ; and even threatened its constitution

with danger. Never since the days of Cromwell

had that noble assembly known such perils. The
Whig Ministry having, by a dissolution, secured a

large majority of the Commons in favour of their

second Eeform Bill, its rejection by the Lords was

still certain, if the opposition should put forth their

strength. For seventy years, the House of Lords

had been recruited from the ranks of the Tory party

;

and was not less hostile to the Whig ministry than

to Parliamentary reform.* The people had so re-

cently pronounced their judgment in favour of the

bill, at the late election, that it now became a ques-

tion,—who should prevail, the Lords or the Commons ?

The answer could scarcely be doubtful. The excited

people, aroused by a great cause, and encouraged by

'

' ' I stated my views of the present state of the House of Lords,

which had given to a party in it, which had possessed the Government
for the last seventy years, a power which enabled them to resist the

united wishes of the House of Commons, and the people.'—Minute
by Earl Grey of his Conversation with the King, 1st April, 1832 ;

Ead Grey's Corr., ii. 305.
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bold and earnest leaders, were not likely to yield.

The Lords stood alone. The king's ministers, the

House of Commons, and the people were demanding

that the bill should pass. "Would the Lords venture

to reject it? If they should bend to the rising

storm, their will indeed would be subdued,—their

independent judgment set aside ; but public danger

would be averted. Should they brave the storm,

and stand up against its fury, they could still be

overcome by the royal prerogative.

Already, before the second reading, no less than

sixteen new peers had been created, in order to

correct, in some measure, the notorious dispropor-

tion between the two parties in that House ; but a

majority was still known to be adverse to the bill.

A further creation of peers, in order to ensure the

success of the measure, was then in contemplation ;

'

but the large number that would be required for that

purpose, the extreme harshness of such a course, and

the hope,—not ill-founded,—that many of the peers

should yield to the spirit of the times, discouraged

ministers from yet advising this last resource of

power. The result was singular. The peers hesi-

tated, wavered, and paused. Many of them, actuated

by fear, by prudence, by policy, or by public spirit,

refrained from voting. But the bishops,—either less

alarmed, or less sensible of the imminent danger of

" The king, in a letter to Earl Grey. 8th Oct., 1831, wrote:

—

' The evil (i.e., a collision between the two Houses) cannot be met by
resorting to measures for obtaining a majority in the House of Lords,
which no government could propose, and no sovereign consent to,

witho\it losing sight of what is due to the character of that House,
to the honour of the aristocracy of the country, and to the dignity of

tiio crown.'

—

Earl Grey's Corr. vrith WUl. IV., i. 362.
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the occasion,—^mustered in unusual force. Twenty-

two were present, of whom twenty-one voted against

the bill. Had they supported ministers, the bill

would have been saved : but now they had exactly

turned the scale,—as Lord Grrey had warned them

that they might,—and the bill was lost by a majority

of forty-one.

The House of Commons immediately supported

Ministers
Diinisters by a vote of confidence; the

by^thT^ people were more excited than ever; and
Commons. ^^ reformers more determined to prevail

over the resistance of the House of Lords.

Parliament was prorogued merely for the purpose

Heform of introducing another Eeform Bill. This
BiU of

1831-2. bill was welcomed by the Commons, with

larger majorities than the last; and now the issue

between the two Houses had become still more

serious. To 'swamp the House of Lords' had, at

length, become a popular cry : but at this time, not

a single peer was created. Lord Grey, however, on

the second reading, while he declared himself averse

to such a proceeding, justified its use in case of

necessity. The gravity of the crisis had shaken the

courage of the majority. A considerable number of

' waverers,' as they were termed, now showed them-

selves ; and the fate of the bill was in their hands.

Some who had been previously absent, including five

bishops, voted for the bill; others who had voted

against the former bill, abstained from voting ; and

seventeen who had voted against the last bill actually

voted for this ! From these various causes, the second

reading was carried by a majority of nine.
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Meanwhile it was well known, both to ministers

and the people, that the further progress The crisis.

of the measure was exposed to imminent danger

;

and while the former were contemplating, with re-

luctance and dread, the immediate necessity of a

further creation of peers, the popular cry was raised

more loudly than ever, that the House of Lords

must be ' swamped.' Such a cry was lightly encou-

raged by reckless and irresponsible politicians : but

the constitutional statesmen who had to conduct the

country through this crisis, weighed seriously a step

which nothing but the peril of the times could

justify. Lord Brougham—perhaps the boldest of

all the statesmen concerned in these events—has thus

recorded his own sentiments regarding them:

—

' When I went to Windsor with Lord Grrey, I had a

list of eighty creations, framed upon the principles

of making the least possible permanent addition to

our House and to the aristocracy, by calling up

peers' eldest sons,—by choosing men without any

families,—by taking Scotch and Irish peers. I had

a strong feeling of the necessity of the case, in the

very peculiar circumstances we were placed in ; but

such was my deep sense of the dreadful consequences

of the act, that I much question whether I should

not have preferred running the risk of confusion

that attended the loss of the bill as it then stood,

—

rather than expose the constitution to so imminent

a hazard of subversion.'

'

' Lord Brougham's Political Philosophy, iii. 308. The British

Constitution, 1861, p. 270. See also Minute of Conversation with
the Eling, 1st April, 1832, in which the number of peers to be

created was estimated at fifty or sixty.

—

Earl Ghrexfs Corr. with

WUl. IV., ii. 304.
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No sooner was the discussion of the bill com-

Ministera menccd in committee, than ministers

crea'tion of Suddenly found themselves in a minority
^^^^'

of thirty-five.' Now, then, was the time,

if ever, for exercising the royal prerogative ; and

accordingly the cabinet unanimously resolved to

advise the king to create a sufficient number of

peers, to turn the scale in favour of the bill ; and in

the event of his refusal, to tender their resignation.

He refused; and the resignation of ministers was

immediately tendered and accepted. In vain the

Duke of Wellington attempted to form an adminis-

tration on the basis of a more moderate measure of

reform : the House of Commons and the people

were firm in their support of the ministers; and

nothing was left for the peers, but submission or

coercion. The king unwillingly gave his consent,

in writing, to the necessary creation of peers ; ^ but

in the meantime,—averse to an oSensive act of

authority,—he successfully exerted his personal in-

fluence with the peers, to induce them to desist from

further opposition.^ The greater part of the Oppo-

• 151 and 116.
' ' The king grants permission to Earl Grey, and to his chancellor,

Lord Brougham, to create such a number of peers as will be sufficient

to ensure the passing of the Reform Bill,—first calling up peers'

eldest sons. Wilxiam R. Windsor, May 17th, 1832.'

—

Boebuck's

Hist, of the Whig Ministry, ii. 331-333. On the 18th May the king

wrote to Earl Grey : — ' His Majesty authorises Earl Grey, if

any obstacle should arise during the further progress of the bill,

to submit to him a creation of peers to such extent as shall

be necessary to enable him to carry the bill,' &c. &c.

—

Earl Grey's

Corr., ii. 434.
' See his Circular Letter, supra, p. 144 ; and infra, Chapter

VI.
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sition peers absented themselves ; and the memor-

able Eeform Bill was soon passed through all its

further stages. The prerogative was not exercised

;

but its efficacy was not less signal in overcoming a

dangerous resistance to the popular will, than if it

had been fully exerted ; while the House of Lords

—^humbled, indeed, and its influence shaken for a

time—was spared the blow which had been

threatened to its dignity and independence.

At no period of our history, has any question

arisen of greater constitutional importance
^^^^^^^ „f

than this proposed creation of peers. The
of ^ve^^

peers and the Tory party viewed it with ^*°^°°-

consternation. 'If such projects,' said the Duke of

Wellington, 'can be carried into execution by a

minister of the crown with impunity, there is no

doubt that the constitution of this House, and of this

country, is at an end. I ask, my lords, is there any

one blind enough not to see that if a minister can

with impunity advise his sovereign to such an un-

constitutional exercise of his prerogative, as to there-

by decide all questions in this House, there is

absolutely an end put to the power and objects of

deliberation in this House, and an end to all just

and proper means of decision. . . . ? And, my
lords, my opinion is, that the threat of carrying this

measure of creating peers into execution, if it should

have the effect of inducing noble lords to absent

themselves from the House, or to adopt any particu-

lar line of conduct, is just as bad as its execution

;

for, my lords, it does by violence force a decision on
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this House, and on a subject on which this House is

not disposed to give such a decision.' *

He was finely answered by Lord Grrey : ' I ask what

Opinion of
would be the consequences if we were to

Earl Grey,
g^ppoge that such a prerogative did not

exist, or could not be constitutionally exercised?

The Commons have a control over the" power of the

crown, by the privilege, in extreme cases, of refus-

ing the supplies ; and the crown has, by means of its

power to dissolve the House of Commons, a control

upon any violent and rash proceedings on the part

of the Commons ; but if a majority of this House

is to have the power, whenever they please, of op-

posing the declared and decided wishes both of the

crown and the people, without any means of mo-

difying that power,—then this country is placed

entirely under the influence of an uncontrollable

oligarchy. I say, that if a majority of this House

should have the power of acting adversely to the

crown and the Commons, and was determined to

exercise that power, without being liable to check

or control, the constitution is completely altered,

and the government of this country is not a limited

monarchy : it is no longer, my lords, the Crown,

the Lords and the Commons, but a House of Lords,

—a separate oligarchy,—governing absolutely the

others.' ^

It must not be forgotten that, although Parlia-

' May 17th, 1832. Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., xii. 995. In 1819, the
King of France created sixty-three new peers, in order to overcome
the party opposed to the ministry.'— Lord Colehester's Diary,

iii. 71.
« May 17th, 1832. Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., xii. 1006.
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ment is said to be dissolved, a dissolution extends,

in fact, no further than to the Commons, a creation
' of peers

The peers are not affected by it,—^no change eqni^nt

can take place in the constitution of solution.

their body, except as to a small number of Scotch

representative peers. So far, therefore, as the

House of Lords is concerned, a creation of peers by

the crown, on extraordinary occasions, is the only

equivalent which the constitution has provided, for

the change and renovation of the House of Commons

by a dissolution. In no other way can the opinions

of the House of Lords be brought into harmony

with those of the people. In ordinary times the

House of Lords has been converted gradually to the

political opinions of the dominant party in the state,

by successive creations : but when a crisis arises, in

which the party, of whose sentiments it is the ex-

ponent, is opposed to the majority of the House of

Commons and the country, it must either yield to

the pressure of public opinion, or expose itself to

the hazard of a more sudden conversion. States-

men of all parties would condemn such a measure,

except in cases of grave and perilous necessity : but,

should the emergency be such as to demand it, it

cannot be pronoimced unconstitutional.'

' In a miinite of Cabinet, 13th January 1832, it was said:

—

' It must be admitted that cases may occur, in which the House of
Lords, continuing to place itself in opposition to the general wishes
of the nation, and to the declared sense of the House of Commons,
the greatest danger might arise, if no means existed of putting an
end to the collision which such circumstances would produce, and
which, while it continued, must unavoidably occasion the greatest

evils, and in its final issue might involve consequences fatal on the

one hand to public liberty, and to the power and security of the

government on the other.
' It is with a view to a danger of this nature, that the constitution
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It was apprehended that, by this moral coercion,

the legitimate influence of the peers would be im-

position of paired, and their independence placed at the
the Lords „ ^ • • , . i

since the mercj 01 any popular minister, supported

Act, by a majority of the House of Commons.

To record the fiats of the Lower House,— sometimes,

perhaps, with unavailing protests,—sometimes with

feeble amendments,—^would now be their humble

office. They were cast down from their high place

in the legislature,—their ancient glories were de-

parted. Happily, these forebodings have not since

been justified. The peers had been placed, by their

natural position, in opposition to a great popular

cause ; and had yielded, at last, to a force which

they could no longer resist. Had they yielded

earlier, and with a better grace, they might have

shared in the popular triumph. Again and again,

the Commons had opposed themselves to the influ-

ence of the crown, or to popular opinion, and had

been overcome
;
yet their permanent influence was

not impaired. And so was it now with the Lords.

The Commons may be overborne by a dissolution,

—

the Lords by a threatened creation of peers,—^the

crown by withholding the supplies ; and all alike

must bow to the popular will, when constitutionally

expressed.

The subsequent history of the Lords attests their

Their in. Undiminished influence since the Eeform

ence. Act of 1832. That measure unquestion-

has given to the crown the power of dissolving, or of making an ad-

dition to the House of Lords, by the exercise of the high prerogative

of creating peers, which has been vested in the king for this as well

as for other imtjortant purposes.'

—

Earl Grey's Corr., ii. 98.
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ably increased the authority of the House of Com-
mons. But the Lords have not shown themselves

less independent in their judgment, or less free in

their legislative action. It had previously been

their function, not so much to originate legislation,

and to direct the policy of the country, as to con-

trol, to amend, and to modify measures received

from the Commons ; and in that function, they have

since laboured with as much freedom as ever. In

1835 and 1836, the Commons maintained that the

principle of appropriating the surplus revenues of

the church in Ireland, was essential to the settle-

ment of the question of Irish tithes. Yet the

Lords, by their determined resistance to this prin-

ciple, obliged the Commons, and ministers who had

fought their way into office by its assertion, defini-

tively to abandon it. They exercised an uncon-

strained judgment in their amendments to the

English Municipal Eeform Bill, which the Commons
were obliged reluctantly to accept. They dealt with

the bills for the reform of the Irish corporations,

with equal freedom. For four sessions their amend-

ments,—wholly inconsistent with the principles of

legislation asserted by the Commons,—led to the

abandonment of those measures. And at length they

forced the Commons to accept amendments, repug-

nant to the policy for which they had been con-

tending. Again, they resisted, for several years,

the removal of the Jewish disabilities,—a measure

approved by the settled judgment of the Commons
and the people ; and obliged the advocates of reli-

gious liberty to accept, at last, an unsatisfactory
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compromise. But these examples of independence

are thrown into the shade by their proceedings in

1860, when,—treading upon the forbidden ground

of taxation, they rejected a bill which the Commons
had passed,—as part of the financial arrangements

of the year,—for repealing the duties upon paper.

The controverted question of privilege involved in

this vote, will be touched upon hereafter ; ^ but here

it may be said, that the Commons have ever been

most jealous of their exclusive rights, in matters of

supply and taxation ; and that their jealousy has

been wisely respected by the Lords. But, finding a

strong support in the Commons,—an indiflFerent and

inert public opinion,—much encouragement from an

influential portion of the press,—and a favourable

state of parties,—the Lords were able to defy at

once the government and the Commons. There

had been times, when such defiance would have

been resented and returned ; but now the Lords,

rightly estimating their own strength, and the

causes by which retaliation on the part of the Com-

mons was restrained, overruled the ministers of the

crown and the Commons, on a question of finance

;

and, by their single vote, continued a considerable

tax upon the people. The most zealous champion

of the independence of the peers, in 1832, would

not then have counselled so hazardous an enterprise.

Still less would he have predicted that it would be

successfully accomplished, within thirty years after

the passing of the Eeform Act.

.
• Infra, Chap. VIL
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In short, though the Lords were driven, in 1832,

from an indefensible position, which they had held

with too stubborn a persistence, they have since

maintained their independence, and a proper weight

in the legislature. It was admirably said by Lord

Granville, on a recent occasion : '—
' My Lords, you

have power,—great power,—immense power—for

good ; but there is one power you have not
;
you

have not, more than the House of Commons,

—

more than the constitutional sovereigns of this

country,— more, I will add, than the despotic

sovereigns of some great empires, in civilised com-

munities,—you have not the power of thwarting the

national will, when properly and constitutionally

expressed.'

As a legislative body,the Lords have great facilities

for estimating the direction and strength of vantage-

T-T • • XT 1 T-
ground of

public opmion. JN early every measure has the Lords.

been fully discussed, before they are called upon to

consider it. Hence they are enabled to judge, at

leisure, of its merits, its defects, and its popularity.

If the people are indifferent to its merits, they can

safely reject it altogether : if too popular, in prin-

ciple, to be so dealt with, they may qualify, and

perhaps neutralise it by amendments, without any

shock to public feeling.

At the same time they are able, by their debates,

to exercise an extensive influence upon the convic-

tions of the people. Sitting like a court of review

upon measures originating in the Lower House, they

' 14th Jane, 1869, on moving second reading of Irish Church Bill.

196 Haas. Deb., 3rd Ser., 1656.
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can select from the whole armoury of debate and

public discussion, the best arguments, and the most

eflfective appeals to enlightened minds. Nor have

there ever been wanting, amongst their numbers,

the first orators of their age and country.

But with these means of influence, the political

Small at- Weight of the House of Peers has been

of peers much affected by the passive indifference
affects

their which it Ordinarily displays to the business
poUtical

J r J

weight. of legislation. The constitution of that

assembly, and the social position of its members,

have failed to excite the spirit and activity which

mark a representative body. This is constantly

made apparent by the small number of peers who

attend its deliberations. Unless great party ques-

tions have been under discussion, the House has

ordinarily presented the appearance of a select com-

mittee. Three peers may wield all the authority of

the House. Nay, even less than that number are

competent to pass or reject a law, if their unanimity

should avert a division, or notice of their imperfect

constitution. Many laws have, in fact, been passed

by numbers befitting a committee, rather than the

whole House.* That the judgment of so small a

number should be as much respected as that of the

large bodies of members who throng the House of

Commons, can scarcely be expected.

' On April 7th, 1854, the Testamentary Jnrisdietion BillTras read

a third time by a majority of two in a house of twelve. On the 25th

August, 1860, the Tenure and Improyement of Land (Ireland) Bill,

•which had occupied weeks of discussion in the Commons, was nearly

lost by a disagreement between the two Houses ; the numbers, on a

division, being seven and six. See also Bentham, Political Tactics,

Bowring's ed., ii. 308.
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A quorum of three,—though well suited for judi-

cial business, and not wholly out of proportion to

the entire number of its members, in the earlier

periods of its history,—has become palpably inade-

quate for a numerous assembly. That its members

are not accountable to constituents, adds to their

moral responsibilities ; and should suggest safeguards

against the abuse of the great powers which the

constitution has entrusted to them.

The indiflference of the great body of the peers to

public business, and their scant attendance, ^^j^. .^_

by discouraging the efforts of the more able ^^bn^r.**

and ambitious men amongst them, further
"^^^

impair the influence of the Upper House. States-

men who have distinguished themselves in the House

of Commons, have complained, again and again, of

the cold apathy by which their earnest oratory has

been checked in the more patrician assembly. The

encouragement of numbers, of ready sympathy, and

of warm applause, are wanting ; and the disheartened

orator is fain to adapt his tone to the ungenial tem-

perament of his audience. Thus to discourage public

spirit, and devotion to the great affairs of state, can-

not '^fail to diminish the political influence of the

House of Lords.

The inertness of the House of Lords has produced

another result prejudicial to its due influ- Their

ence in public affairs. It has generally toieudere.

3rielded, with an indolent facility, to the domination

of one or two of its own members, gifted with the

strongest wills. Lord Thurlow, Lord Eldon, the

Duke of Wellington, and Lord Lyndhurst, have

VOL. 1. Y
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swayed it, at different times, almost with the power

of a dictator. Such men had acquired their activity

and resolution in a different school from that of an

hereditary chamber ; and where peers by hereditary

descent, like the Earl of Derby, have exercised an

equal sway, they have learned how to lead and

govern men, amidst the more stirring scenes of the

House of Commons. Every assembly must have its

leaders : but the absolute surrender of its ownjudg-

ment to that of a single man,—perhaps of narrow

mind, and unworthy prejudices,—cannot fail to im-

pair its moral influence.

Such, then, are the political position of the House

The peerage of Lords, and the causes of its strength and
in its social

r. i l . l rm
relations, weakness, as a part of the legislature. The

peerage is also to be regarded in another aspect,

—

as the head of the great community of the upper

classes. It represents their interests, feelings, and

aspirations. Instead of being separated from other

ranks in dignified isolation, it is connected with

them by all the ties of social life. It leads them

in politics : in the magistracy : in local admi-

nistration : in works of usefulness, and charity : in

the hunting-field, the banquet, and the ball-

room.

The increase of the peerage has naturally ex-

Thearia- tended the social ramifications of the aris-

tocracy,
tocracy. Six hundred families ennobled,

—

their children bearing titles of nobility,—allied by

descent or connection with the first county families,

and with the wealthiest commoners of other classes,

—

have struck their roots far and wide into the soil of
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^x^^nglish society. In every county their influence is

great,—in many paramount.

The untitled landed gentry,—upheld by the con-

servative law of primogeniture,—are an The landed

ancient aristocracy in themselves ; and the sentry.

main source from which the peerage has been re-

cruited. In no other country is there such a class,

—at once aristocratic and popular, and the bond

of connection between the nobles and the com-

monalty.

Many of these have been distinguished by heredi-

tary titles,—inferior to nobility, and con- jhe baronet-

ferring no political privileges
;
yet highly *^®"

prized as a social distinction. The baronetage,

like the peerage, has been considerably increased

during the last century. On the accession of George

III., there were about five hundred baronets ; ^ in

1860, they had been increased to no less than eight

hundred and sixty.* During the sixty years of a single

reign, the extraordinary number of four hundred

and ninety-four baronetcies were created.^ Of these

a large number were conferred for political services

;

and by far the greater part are enjoyed by men of

family and fortime. Still the taste for titles was

difficult to satiate.

The ancient and honourable dignity of knighthood

• Betham'fl Baronetage. Gentl. Mag., lix, 398.
• Viz., six hundred and seventy-four baronets of Great Britain, one

hundred and eleven baronets of Scotland and Nova Scotia, and
seventy-five of Ireland.

• This number is from 1761 to 1821 ; from a paper prepared by
the late Mr. Fulman, Clarencieuz King-at-Arms.

1 2
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was conferred unsparingly by Greorge III. upon little

Orders of ^^^^ ^^r little services, until the title was
knighthood,

^gji j^jgjj degraded. After the king's es-

cape from assassination at the hands of Margaret

Nicholson, so many knighthoods were conferred on

persons presenting congratulatory addresses to the

crown, that 'a knight of Peg Nicholson's order'

became a by-word. The degradation of knighthood

by the indiscriminate liberality of the crown in

granting it, continued until a recent time.

Still there were not knighthoods enough ; and in

1783 the king instituted the Order of St. Patrick.

Scotland had its most ancient Order of the Thistle :

but no order of knighthood had, until that time,

been appropriated to Ireland. The Hanoverian

Gruelphic Order of Knighthood had also been opened

to the ambition of Englishmen ; and William IV.,

during his reign, added to its roll a goodly company

of English knights.

The Order of the Bath, originally a military

order, was enlarged in 1815 ; and again in 1847,

the queen added a civil division to the order, to

comprise such persons as by their personal services

to the crown, or by the performance of public duties,

have merited the royal favour.'

Besides these several titled orders, may be noticed

other classes
officers eujoyiug naval and military rank,

tto^ffisto?*
whose numbers were extraordinarily aug-

*^'^" mented by the long war with France, and

by the extension of the British possessions abroad.

Men holding high offices in the state, the church,

' Letters Patent, 24th May, 1847 ; London Gazette, p. 1951.
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the law, the universities, and other great incorpora-

tions, have also associated their powers and influence

with those of the nobility.

The continual growth and accumulation of pro-

perty have been a source of increasing
-^g^u-h

strength to the British nobles. Wealth is, ^^''aris.

in itself, an aristocracy. It may desire to
^^''"^^y-

rival the nobility of a country, and e^'^en to detract

from its glory. But in this land of old associations,

it seeks only to enjoy the smiles and favours of the

aristocracy,—craves admission to its society,—aspires

to its connection,—and is ambitious of its dignities.

The learned professions, commerce, manufactures,

and public employments have created an enormous

body of persons of independent income ; some con-

nected with the landed gentry, others with the

commercial classes. All these form part o^ the

independent ' gentry.' They are spread over the

fairest parts of the country ; and noble cities have

been built for their accommodation. Bath, Chelten-

ham, Leamington, and Brighton attest their numb«-s

and their opulence.' "With much social influence

and political weight, they form a strong outwork of

the peerage, and uphold its ascendency by moral as

well as political support.

The professions lean, as a body, on the higher

ranks of society. The Church is peculiarly .j^^ p^^,.

connected with the landed interest. Every- ^^^°^^

where the clergy cleave to power ; and the vast lay

patronage vested in the proprietors of the soil, draws

close the bond between them and the Church. The

' Bath has been termed the ' Citj of the Three-per-cent. Consols.'
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legal and medical professions, again, being mainly

supported by wealthy patrons, have the same poli-

tical and social interests.

How vast a community of rank, wealth, and

intelligence do these several classes of society con-

stitute I The House of Lords, in truth, is not only

a privileged body, but a great representative insti-

tution,—standing out as an embodiment of the

aristocratic influence, and sympathies of the country.
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CHAPTEK VI.

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS : NOMINATION BOROUGHS :—VARIOUS AND
LIMITED EIGHTS OF ELECTION : BEIBEBT AT ELECTIONS : SALE
OF SEATS : GOVERNMENT INFLUENCE IN lARGE TOWNS :—EEVENXTB

OFFICERS DISFRANCHISED

:

VEXATIOUS CONTESTS IN CITIES.

REPRESENTATION OF SCOTLAND AND IRELAND. INJUSTICE IN THE
TRIAL OF ELECTION PETITIONS. PLACES AND PENSIONS. BRIBES
TO members: SHARES IN LOANS, LOTTERIES, AND CONTRACTS.

SUCCESSIVE SCHEMES OF PARLIAMENTARY REFORM PRIOR TO 1 830 :

THE REFORM BILLS OF 1830-31, 1831, AND 1831-32 : CHANGES
EFFECTED IN THE REPRESENTATION, BY THE REFORM ACTS OF
1832. BRIBERY SINCE 1832, AND MEASURES TAKEN TO RESTRAIN
IT.—DURATION OF PARLIAMENTS :—VOTE BY BALLOT :—PROPERTY
QUALIFICATION. LATER MEASURES OF PARLIAMENTARY REFORM.

In preceding chapters, the various sources of political

influence enjoyed by the crown, and by the unfaithful-

House of Lords, have been traced out. House of

m-i • • 1 1 • • 1 Commons
Their united powers long maintained an to its trust.

ascendency in the councils and government of the

state. But great as were their own inherent powers,

the main support of that ascendency was found

among the representatives of the people, in the

House of Commons. If that body had truly repre-

sented the people, and had been faithful to its trust,

it would have enjoyed an authority equal at least,

if not superior, to that of the crown and the House

of Lords combined.

The theory of an equipoise in our legislature,

however, had been distorted in practice ; its depen-

and the House of Commons was at -once corruption.
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dependent and corrupt. The crown, and the domi-

nant political families who wielded its power,

readily commanded a majority of that assembly.

A large proportion of the borough members were

the nominees of peers and great landowners; or

were mainly returned through the political interest

of those magnates. Many were the nominees of the

crown ; or owed their seats to government influence.

Eich adventurers,—having purchased their seats of

the proprietors, or acquired them by bribery,

—

supported the ministry of the day, for the sake of

honours, patronage, or court favour. The county

members were generally identified with the terri-

torial aristocracy. The adherence of a further class

was secured by places and pensions ; by shares in

loans, lotteries, and contracts ; and even by pecu-

niary bribes.

The extent to which these various influences pre-

vailed, and their effect upon the constitution of the

legislature, are among the most instructive inquiries

of the historian.

The representative system had never aimed at

Defects of
theoretical perfection ; but its general de-

sentel?^ sign was to assemble representatives from
''^^™* the places best able to contribute aids and

subsidies for the service of the crown. This design

would naturally have allotted members to counties,

cities, and boroughs, in proportion to their popu-

lation, wealth, and prosperity; and though rudely

carried into effect, it formed the basis of represen-

tation in early times. But there were few large

towns the population was widely scattered : indus-
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try was struggling with unequal success in different

places ; and oppressed burgesses,—so far frona press-

ing their fair claims to representation,—were reluc-

tant to augment their burthens, by returning

members to Parliament. Places were capriciously

selected for that honour by the crown,—and some-

times even by the sheriff,^—and were, from time to

time, omitted from the writs. Some small towns

failed to keep pace with the growing prosperity of

the country, and some fell into decay ; and in the

meantime, unrepresented villages grew into places

of importance. Hence inequalities in the repre-

sentation were continually increasing. They might

have been redressed by a wise exercise of the ancient

prerogative of creating and disfranchising boroughs

;

but the greater part of those created between the

reigns of Henry VIII. and Charles II. were incon-

siderable places, which afterwards became notorious

as nomination boroughs.^ From the reign of

Charles II.,—when this prerogative was superseded,

—the growing inequalities in the representation were

left wholly without correction.'

From these causes an electoral system had be-

come established,—^wholly inconsistent with any

rational theory of representation. Its defects,

—

* Glanville's Reports, Pref. v.

* One hundred and eighty members were added to the House of

Commons, by royal charter, between the reigns of Henry VIII. and
Charles II. Glanville's Reports, cii.

* In 1653, Cromwell disfranchised many small boroughs, increased

the number of county members, and enfranchised Manchester, Leeds,

and Halifax,—a testimony at once to his statesmanship, and to the

anomalies of a representation which were not corrected for nearly

200 years.

—

Act for the Settlement of the Government of the Common-
wealth, IQth Deo., 1653.
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originally great, and aggravated by time and change,

—had attained monstrous proportions in the middle

of the last century.

The first and most flagrant anomaly was that

Nomina- of nomination boroughs. Some of these

roughs. boroughs had been, from their first crea-

tion, too inconsiderable to aspire to independence
;

and being without any importance of their own,

looked up for patronage and protection to the

crown, and to their territorial neighbours. The

influence of the great nobles over such places as

these was acknowledged and exerted so far back as

the fifteenth century.^ It was freely discussed, in

the reign of Elizabeth; when the House of Com-
mons was warned, with a wise foresight, lest ' Lords'

letters shall from henceforth bear all the sway.' ^ As

the system of parliamentary government developed

itself, such interest became more and more impor-

tant to the nobles and great landowners, who ac-

cordingly spared no pains to extend it ; and the

insignificance of many of the boroughs, and a

limited and capricious franchise, gave them too

easy a conquest. Places like Old Sarum, with

fewer inhabitants than an ordinary hamlet, avow-

edly returned the nominees of their proprietors.^

In other boroughs of more pretensions in respect of

population and property, the number of inhabitants

enjoying the franchise was so limited, as to bring the

' Paston Letters, ii. 103.
^ Debate on the Bill for the validity of biirgesses notresiant, 19th

April, 1571 ; D'Ewes Journ., 168-171.
» Pari. Eeturn, Sess. 1831-32, No. 92.
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representation under the patronage of one or more

persons of local or municipal influence.

Not only were the electors few in number : but

partial and uncertain rights of election
y^rions

prevailed in different boroughs. The com-
rfg^t^f*®*^

mon law right of election was in the in-
^^'=*^°"'

habitant householders resident within the borough :
^

but, in a large proportion of the boroughs, peculiar

customs prevailed, by which this liberal franchise

was restrained. In some, indeed, popular rights •

were enjoyed by custom; and all inhabitants paying

* scot and lot,'—or parish rates,—or all ' potwallers,'

—being persons furnishing their own diet, whether

householders or lodgers,—were entitled to vote. In

others, none but those holding lands by burgage-

tenure had the right of voting: in several, none

but those enjoying corporate rights by royal charter.

In many, these different rights were combined, or

qualified by exceptional conditions.

Eights of election, so uncertain and confused, were

founded upon the last determinations of Eights of

the House of Commons, which,—however termined by
the House of

capricious, and devoid of settled princi- commons.

pies,—^had a general tendency to restrict the ancient

franchise, and to vest it in a more limited number

of persons.'

In some of the corporate towns the inhabitants

paying scot and lot, and freemen, were admitted to

' Com. Dig., iv. 288. Glanville's Eeports.
' Glanville's Eeports ; Determinations of the House of Commons

concerning Elections, 8vo., 1780; Introduction to Merewether and
Stephens, History of Boroughs; Male's Election Law, 289, 317;
Luders' Election Keports, &c.
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vote : in some, the freemen only : and in many, none

but the governing body of the corporation. At

Buckingham, and at Bewdley, the right of election

was confined to the bailiff and twelve burgesses:

at Bath, to the mayor, ten aldermen, and twenty-

four common-councilmen : at Salisbury, to the mayor

and corporation, consisting of fifty-six persona. And
where more popular rights of election were acknow-

ledged, there were often very few inhabitants to

exercise them. Gratton enjoyed a liberal franchise

:

all freeholders and inhabitants paying scot and lot

were entitled to vote, but they only amounted to

seven. At Tavistock, all freeholders rejoiced in the

franchise, but there were only ten. At St. Michael,

all inhabitants paying scot and lot were electors, but

there were only seven.'

In 1793, the Society of the Friends of the Peo-

Number of pie Were prepared to prove that in England

roughs. and Wales seventy members were returned

by thirty-five places, in which there were scarcely

any electors at all; that ninety members were

returned by forty-six places with less than fifty

electors ; and thirty-seven members by nineteen

places, having not more than one hundred electors.'*

Such places were returning members, while Leeds,

Birmingham, and Manchester were unrepresented

;

and their pretended representatives were the no-

minees of peers and other wealthy patrons, and

voted at their bidding.^ No abuse was more flagrant

> Pari. Return, Sess. 1831-2, No. 92.

« Pari. Hist., xxx. 789.
' The relations of patrons and nominees were often creditable to

both parties ; but the right of the patron to direct the political con-
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than the direct control of peers, over the constitu-

tion of the Lower House. The Duke of Norfolk

was represented by eleven members ; Lord Lonsdale

by nine ; Lord Darlington by seven ; the Duke of

Eutland, the Marquess of Buckingham, and Lord

Carrington, each by six.^ Seats were held, in both

Houses alike, by hereditary right.

Where the number of electors in a borough was

sufficient to ensure their independence, in 'Q^^^^ ^t

the exercise of the franchise, they were ^i^*!""^-

soon taught that their votes would command a price
;

and thus, where nomination ceased, the influence of

bribery commenced.

Bribery at elections has long been acknowledged

as one of the most shameful evils of our constitutional

government. Though not wholly unknown in earlier

times, it appears,—like too many other forms of

corruption,—to have first become a systematic abuse

in the reign of Charles IL* The Eevolution, by

increasing the power of the House of Commons,

served to enlarge the field of bribery at elections.

As an example of the extent to which this practice

prevailed, it was alleged that at the Westminster

election, in 1695, Sir Walter Clarges, an unsuccessful

candidate, expended 2,000^. in bribery in the course

of a few hours.'

These notorious scandals led to the passing of the

Act 7 William III. c. 4. Bribery had already been

duct of his members was unquestioned. Lord Campbell's Lives, vi.

216. Lord Colchester's Diary, i. 13, 17, 124-131. Lord Stiinhope's

Life, i. 47.
' Oldfield's Representative Hist., vi. 286.
' Mftcaulay's Hist, i. 236. » Jbid., iv. 615.
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recognised as an oflfence, by the common law ;
^

The Bribery and had been condemned by resolutions of
Act of WU-

o 1uam in. the House of Commons :
^ but this was the

first statute to restrain and punish it. This necessary

measure, however, was designed rather to discourage

tTie intrusion of rich strangers into the political

preserves of the landowners, than for the general

repression of bribery. It seems to have had little

eflfect ; for Davenant, writing soon afterwards, spoke

of ' utter strangers making a progress through Eng-

land, endeavouring by very large sums of money to

get themselves elected. It is said there were known

brokers who have tried to stock-job elections upon

the exchange ; and that for many boroughs there

was a stated price.' ^ An act of parliament was not

likely to touch the causes of such corruption. The

increasing commerce of the country had brought

forward new classes of men, who supplied their want

of local connections by the unscrupulous use of

riches. Political morality may be elevated by ex-

tended liberties: but bribery has everywhere been

the vice of growing wealth.*

' Burr., iii. 1235, 1388; Dougl., iv. 294; Male's Election Law,
339-345.

"^ Com. Journ., ix. 411, 517.
• Essay on the Balance of Power ; Davenant's Works, iii. 326. 328.

See also Pamphlets, ' Freeholder's Plea against Stock-jobbing Elec-

tions of Parliament Men ; ' ' Considerations upon Corrupt Elections

of Members to serve in Parliament,' 1701.
* ' The effect produced by the rapid increase in wealth upon poli-

tical morality [in Rome] is proved by the frequent laws against

bribery at elections, which may be dated from the year 181 b.c. In
that year it was enacted that anyone found guilty of usiug bribery

to gain votes should be declared incapable of becoming a candidate

for the next ten years.'

—

Br. lAddelFs Hist, of Rome. These laws
are enumerated in Colquhoun's Roman Civil Law, § 2402. In France
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The prizes to be secured through seats in Parlia-

ment, during the corrupt administrations of Walpole

and Pelham, further encouraged the system of

bribery ; and early in the reign of George III. its

notoriety became a public scandal.

The very first election of this reign, in 1761, was

signalised by unusual excesses. Never General eiec-

perhaps had bribery been resorted to with ^^°^ ^ ^^^^*

so much profusion.' One class of candidates, now

rapidly increasing, consisted of men who The<Na-

had amassed fortunes in the East and West ^^'

Indies, and were commonly distinguished as ' Nabobs.'

Their ambition led them to aspire to a place in the

legislature :— their great wealth gave them the

means of bribery ; and the scenes in which they had

studied politics, made them unscrupulous in corrup-

tion. A seat in Parliament was for sale, like an

estate; and they bought it, without hesitation or

misgiving. Speaking of this class, Lord Chatham

said : ' without connections, without any natural

interest in the soil, the importers of foreign gold

have forced their way into Parliament, by such a

torrent of corruption as no private hereditary fortune

could resist.'

'

To the landed gentry they have long since been

obnoxious. A country squire, whatever his local in-

fluence, was overborne by the profusion of wealthy

strangers. Even a powerful noble was no match for

and America, bribery has been practised upon representatives rather

than electors.

—

Be TocquevUle, i. 264, &c.
' ' Both the Court and particulars went greater lengths than in

any preceding times. In truth, the corruption of electors met, if not

exceeded, that of candidates.'— Walp. Mem., i. 42.
* Jan. 22nd, 1770. Pari. Hist., xvi. 762.
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men, wlio brought to the contest the *- wealth of the

Indies.' Nor were they regarded with much favour

by the leaders of parties : for men who had bought

their seats,—and paid dearly for them,—owed no

allegiance to political patrons. Free from party

connections, they sought admission into Parliament,

not so much with a view to a political career, as to

serve mere personal ends,—to forward commercial

speculations, to extend their connections, and to

gratify their social aspirations. But their inde-

pendence and ambition well fitted them for the

service of the court. The king was struggling to

disengage himself from the domination of party

leaders ; and here were the very men he needed,

—

without party ties or political prepossessions,

—

daily increasing in numbers and influence,—and

easily attracted to his interests by the hope of those

rewards which are most coveted by the wealthy.

They soon ranged themselves among the king's

friends ; and thus the court policy,— which was

otherwise subversive of freedom,—became associated

with parliamentary corruption.

The scandals of the election of 1761 led to the

Bribery Act P^'Ssiug of an act iu the following year, by
of 1762. which pecuniary penalties were first im-

posed for the offence of bribery.^ But the evil

which it sought to correct, still continued without a

check.

Where the return of members was left to a small.

Sale of
^^* independent body of electors, their in-

borougha. dividual votes were secured by bribery;

' 2 Geo. ni. c. 24.
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and when it rested with proprietors or corporations,

the seat was purchased outright. The sale of

boroughs,—an abuse of some antiquity,^—and often

practised since the time of Charles II.,—^became, at

the commencement of this reign, a general and no-

torious system. The right of property in boroughs

was acknowledged, and capable of sale or transfer,

like any other property. In 1766, Lord Hertford

prevailed upon Lord Chatham's ministry to transfer

to him the borough of Orford, which belonged to

the crown.^ And Sudbury, infamous for its cor-

ruption until its ultimate disfranchisement,^ publicly

advertised itself for sale.*

If a seat occupied by any member happened to be

reqmred by the government, for some other candi-

date, he was bought out, at a price agreed upon

between them. Thus in 1764, we find Lord Ches-

terfield advising his son upon the best means of

securing 1,000^. for the surrender of his seat, which

had cost him 2,000^. at the beginning of the Parlia-

ment.®

The general election of 1768 was at least as corrupt

as that of 1761, and the sale of seats more General

• 1 rrn 1 1 election of

open and undisguised. They were bought i768.

by the Treasury,® by great nobles for their clients,

by speculators, and by gentlemen for whom there

' In 1571, the borough of Westbury was fined by the House of

Commons for receiving a bribe of 4Z. ; and the mayor was ordered to

refund the money.— Com. Joum., i. 88.
« Walpole's Mem., ii. 361.
» 7 & 8 Vict., c. 63.

* Walpole's Mem., i. 42.

* Oct. 19th, 1764. Letters of Lord Chesterfield to his Son, iv.

218
* Ann. Reg. 1768, p. 78.

VOL. I. Z
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was no other way into Parliament. Some of the

cases were so flagrant as to shock even the moral

sentiments of that time. The corporation of Oxford

being heavily embarrassed, oflFered again to return

their members, Sir Thomas Stapylton and Mr. Lee,

on payment of their bond debts, amounting to

5,670i. These gentlemen refused the offer, saying

that as they did not intend to sell the corporation,

they could not afford to buy them ; and brought

the matter before the House of Commons. The

mayor and ten of the aldermen were committed to

Newgate ; but after a short imprisonment, were dis-

charged with a reprimand from the Speaker. Not

discouraged, however, by their imprisonment, they

completed, in Newgate, a bargain which they had

already commenced ; and sold the representation of

their city to the Duke of Marlborough and the Earl

of Abingdon. Meanwhile the town clerk carried off

the books of the corporation which contained evi-

dence of the bargain ; and the business was laughed

at and forgotten.'

For the borough of Poole there were three can-

didates. Mauger, the successful candidate, pro-

mised the corporation 1,000L, to be applied to

public purposes, if he should be elected ; Grulston

made them a present of 7501., as a mark of gratitude

for the election of his father on a former occasion

;

and Calcraft appears to have vainly tempted them

with the more liberal offer of l,500i. The election

was declared void.'

' Pari. Hist., xvi. 397 ; Walpole's Mem., iii. 153.
* Feb. 10th. I7fi9 ; Com. Journ., xxxii. 199.
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The representation of the borough of Ludgershall

was sold for 9,000^. by its owner, the celebrated

George Selwyn ; and the general price of boroughs

was said to be raised at that time, from 2,500L to

4,000^, or 5,000^, by the competition of the East and

West Indians.' It was notorious at the time, that

agents or * borough-brokers ' were commissioned by

some of the smaller boroughs to offer them to the

highest bidder. Two of these, Eeynolds and Hickey,

were taken into custody, by order of the House

;

and some others were sent to Newgate.^ While

some boroughs were thus sold in the gross, the

electors were purchased elsewhere by the most lavish

bribery. The contest for the borough of North-

ampton was stated to have cost the candidates ' at

least 30,000^. a side.'' Nay, Lord Spencer is said

to have spent the incredible sum of 70,000^. in con-

testing this borough, and in the proceedings upon

an election petition which ensued.*

In 1771, the systematic bribery which had long

prevailed at New Shoreham was exposed New^
, r>

Shoreham

by an election committee—the first ap- case, 1771.

pointed under the Grenville Act.' It appeared that

a corrupt association, comprising the majority of the

electors, and calling itself the * Christian Club,' had,

under the guise of charity, been in the habit of sell-

ing the borough to the highest bidder, and dividing

' Letters of Lord Chesterfield to his Son, Dec. 19tli, 1767 ; April

J 2th, 1768, iv. 269, 274.
* Walpole's Mem., iii. 157.
» Lord Chesterfield to his Son, April 12th. 1768, iv. 274.
* Walpole's Mem., iii. 198, n, by Sir D. Le Marchant.
» CHvendish Deb., i. 191.

z 2
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the spoil amongst its members. They all fearlessly

took the bribery oath, as the bargain had been made
by a committee of their club, who abstained from

voting ; and the money was not distributed till

after the election. But the returning officer, having

been himself a member of the society, and knowing

all the electors who belonged to it, had rejected

their votes. This case was too gross to be lightly

treated; and an act was passed to disfranchise the

members of the club, eighty-one in number, and to

admit to the franchise all the forty shilling free-

holders of the Eape of Bramber. An address was

also voted to prosecute the five members of the

committee for a corrupt conspiracy.'

In 1775, bribery was proved to have prevailed so

Hmdon and widelv and shamelessly at Hindon, that an
Shaftesbury

"' ''

i i i t
cases. election committee recommended the dis-

franchisement of the borough;* and at Shaftesbury

the same abuse was no less notorious.^

In 1782, the universal corruption of the electors

erickiade
®^ Crickladc WES exposcd before an election

'*®®' committee. It appeared that out of two

himdred and forty voters, eighty-three had already

been convicted of bribery ; and that actions were

pending against forty-three others.* A bill was ac-

cordingly brought in, to extend the franchise to all

the freeholders of the adjoining hundreds. Even

this moderate measure encountered much opposition,

—especially in the Lords, where Lord Mansfield and

Lord Chancellor Thurlow fought stoutly for the

« Com. Joarn., xsxiii. 69, 102, 179; 11 Geo. III. c. 65.

' Com. Joum., sxxv. 118. * Ihid., 311.

« Pari. Hist., xxii. 1027, 1167, 1388.
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1

corrupt electors. Though the bill did not seek to

disfranchise a single person, it was termed a bill

of pains and penalties, and counsel were heard

against it. But the cause of the electors, even with

such supporters, was too bad to be defended; and

the bill was passed.'

There can be little doubt that the king himself

was cognisant of the bribery which, at this Bribery

11 1
encouraged

period, was systematically used to secure by the King.

Parliamentary support. Nay, more, he person-

ally advised and recommended it. Writing to Lord

North, 16th October, 1779, he said: 'If the Duke

of Northumberland requires some gold pills for

the election, it would be wrong not to satisfy

him.' 2

As these expenses were paid out of the king's civil

list, his Majesty, however earnest in the cause, found

them a hea^'y burthen upon his resources. Writing

to Lord North on the 18th April, 1782, he said : 'As

to the immense expense of the general election, it

has quite surprised me : the sum is at least double

of what was expended on any other general election

since I came to the throne.'^ And Lord North, in

excusing himself for this heavy outlay, entered into

some curious details, illustrative of the part which

the king and himself had taken in various elections.

He said : 'IfLord North had thought that the expense

attending elections and re-elections in the years 1779,

1780, and 1781, would have amounted to 72,000^.,

• 22 Geo. III. c. 31.
* King's Letters to Lord North ; Lord Brotigham's Works, iii.

137, 138.
» Corr. of Geo. Ill -rith Lord North, ii. 423.
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he certainly would not have advised his Majesty to

have embarked in any such expense.' And he pro-

ceeded to explain the reasons which had induced him
to spend 5,000^. at Bristol, 8,000L at Westminster,

4,000^. in Surrey, 4,000^. in the city of London, and

how the last general election had altogether cost the

crown 50,000Z., as well as certain pensions.'

When the disgraceful traffic in boroughs was ex-

Attempts posed in the House of Commons, before the

coSt£ general election of 1768, Alderman Beck-
1768-1786.

£^^^ brought in a bill requiring an oath to

be taken by every member, that he had not been

concerned in any bribery. According to Horace

Walpole, the country gentlemen were favourable to

this bill, as a protection against 'great lords, Nabobs,

commissaries, and West Indians
:

'
"^ but the extreme

stringency of the oath, which was represented as an

incitement to perjury,—a jealousy lest, under some

of the provisions of the bill, the privileges of the

House should be submitted to the courts of law,

—

and above all, a disinclination to deal hardly with

practices, which all had been concerned in, had pro-

fited by, or connived at,— ultimately secured its

rejection. Again, in 1782 and 1783, Lord Mahon
vainly proposed bills to prevent bribery and expenses

at elections. In 1786, he brought in a bill for the

improvement of county elections, which was sup-

ported by Mr. Pitt, and passed by the Commons, but

rejected by the Lords.^ The same evil practices con-

> Corr. of Geo. III. with Lord North, ii. 424. See also Lor<.

Stanhope's Life of Pitt, iii., App. p. ri.; Sir G. Lewis's Letters, 411.
2 Walp. Mem., iii. 153, 157, 159.
« Wraxall's Mem., iii. 136 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 294

Wyvill's Pol. Papers, iv. 542; Wilberforce's Life, i. 114.
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tinued,—unchecked by legislation, connived at by

statesmen, and tolerated by public opinion.

The system of purchasing seats in the House of

Commons, however indefensible in princi- saie ot

seata ; its

pie, was at least preferable to the general oses-

corruption of electors, and in some respects, to the

more prevalent practice of nomination. To buy a

seat in Parliament was often the only means, by

which an independent member could gain admission

to the House of Commons. If he accepted a seat

from a patron, his independence was compromised :

but if he acquired a seat by purchase, he was free to

vote according to his own opinions and conscience.

Thus, we find Sir Samuel Eomilly,—the most piire

and virtuous of public men,—who had declined on©

seat from the favour of the Prince of Wales,^ justi

fying the purchase of another, for the sake of his

own independence, and the public interests. Writing

in September, 1805, he says : 'As long as burgage-

tenure representatives are only of two descriptions,

—they who buy their seats, and they who discharge

the most sacred of trusts at the pleasure, and almost

as the servants of another,—surely there can be no

doubt in which class a man would choose to enrol

himself; and one who should carry his notions of

purity so far, that, thinking he possessed the means

of rendering service to his country, he would yet

rather seclude himself altogether from Parliament,

than get into it by such a violation of the theory

of the constitution, must be under the dominion of

a species of moral superstition which must wholly

• RomiU/s Life, ii. 114-120.
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disqualify him for the discharge of any public

duties.'

'

The extent to which the sale of seats prevailed,

and its influence over the composition of the House

of Commons, may also be exemplified from the diary

of Sir Samuel Komilly, in 1807. Thus he writes:

* Tierney, who manages this business for the friends

of the late administration, assures me that he can

hear of no seats to be disposed of. After a Parlia-

ment which had lived little more than four months,

one would natiirally suppose that those seats which

are regularly sold by the proprietors of them, would

be very cheap : they are, however, in fact, sold now

at a higher price than was ever given for them be-

fore. Tierney tells me that he has offered 10,000^.

for the two seats of Westbury, the property of the

late Lord Abingdon, and which are to be made the

most of by trustees for creditors, and has met with

a refusal. 6,000i. and 5,500^. have been given for

seats, with no stipulation as to time, or against the

event of a speedy dissolution by the king's death, or

by any change of administration. The truth is, that

the new ministers have bought up all the seats that

were to be disposed of, and at any prices. Amongst

others, Sir C. H , the great dealer in boroughs,

has sold all he had to ministers. With what money

all this is done I know not, but it is supposed that

the king, who has greatly at heart to preserve this

new administration, the favourite objects of his

choice, has advanced a very large sum out of his

privy pm-se.

' Diary; Life, ii. 122.
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' This buying of seats is detestable ; and yet it is

almost the only way in which one in my situation,

who is resolved to be an independent man, can get

into Parliament. To come in by a popular election,

in the present state of the representation, is quite

impossible ; to be placed there by some great lord,

and to vote as he shall direct, is to be in a state of

complete dependence ; and nothing hardly remains

but to owe a seat to the sacrifice of a part of one's

fortune. It is true, that many men who buy seats

do it as a matter of pecuniary speculation, as a pro-

fitable way of employing their money : they carry

on a political trade ; they buy their seats and sell

their votes.'' He afterwards bought his seat for

Horsham of the Duke of Norfolk, for 2,000^.2

So regular was the market for seats, that where it

was inconvenient to candidates to pay down Annual
rents for

the purchase-money, they were accommo- seats in

dated by its commutation into an annual ment.

rent. It was the sole redeeming quality of this

traffic, that boroughs were generally disposed of to

persons professing the same political opinions as the

proprietors.' These nominees were unknown to

' Romilly's Life, ii. 200-201.
* Lord Palmeratwn, in his Diary, Nov. 1806, writes:— ' fite-

Harris and I paid each 1,500^. for the. pleasure of sitting under the

gallery for a week, in our capacity of petitioners.' At the dissolu-

tion we 'rejoiced in our good fortune at not having paid 5,000/.

(which would have been its price) for a three months' seat.'— .Bw/wer's

Life of Pcdmerston, i. 19.

* Romilly's Life, ii. 202. Sometimes differences of opinion were
appraised at a money value. At Petersfield, for example, a candi-

date, by paying guineas instead of pounds, overcame the proprietor's

repugnance to his politics.

—

From private information.
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their constituents, and were sometimes under an en-

gagement not to make their acquaintance.'

The practice of selling and letting seats, by which

Sale of ministers themselves were sometimes com-
seats re- • i o i i •

strained promiscd,'* at last become so notorious, that
by Act, ^
1809. it could no longer be openly tolerated by

Parliament. In 1809, Mr. Curwen brought in a bill

to prevent the obtaining of seats in Parliament by

corrupt practices, which, after much discussion in

both Houses, he succeeded in passing. It imposed

heavy penalties upon corrupt agreements for the

return of members, whether for money, o£5ce, or

other consideration ; and in the case of the person

returned, added the forfeiture of his seat.'

But notwithstanding these penalties, the sale of

This Act seats,—if no longer so open and avowed,

—

tive. continued to be carried on by private ar-

rangement, so long as nomination boroughs were suf-

fered to exist, as one of the anomalies of our repre-

sentative system. The representation of Hastings,

being vested in a close corporation, was regularly

sold, until the reform act had enlarged the fran-

chise, for 6,000^.'* And until 1832, an extensive

sale of similar boroughs continued to be negotiated

' ' I came into Parliament for Newtown, in the Isle of Wight, a

borough of Sir Leonard Holmes'. One condition required was, that

I would never, even for the election, set foot in the place. Sojealous

was the patron lest any attempt should be made to get a new interest

in the borough.'—Lord Palmerston's Diary, May, 1807 ; Bulwer's

Life, i. 23.
* See cases of Lord Clancarty and Mr. Quentin Dick, in 1809;

Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., xiv. 218, 486; Eomilly's Life, ii. 280; Lord

Colchester's Diary, ii. 169, 179.
* 49 Geo. in. c. 118 ; Hans. Deb., xiv. 354, 617, 837, 1032, &c.

Lord Colchester's Diary, ii. 186, 179-193.
* From private information. See also Lord BroughairHs Life, ii. 71.
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by the Secretary to the Treasiuy, by the ' whippers-

in 'of the opposition, and by proprietors and close

corporations. So long as any boroughs remained,

which could be bought and sold, the market was

well supplied with buyers and sellers.

Boroughs whose members were nominated, as to

an oflfice, and boroughs bought in the open oovem-

,
mentin-

market, or corrupted by lavish bribery, fluencein

could not pretend to popular election. The boroughs.

members for such places were independent of the

people, whom they professed to represent. But

there were populous places, thriving ports, and

manufacturing towns, whence representatives, freely

chosen, might have been expected to find their way

into the House of Commons. But these very places

were the favourite resort of the government candi-

dates. The seven years' war had increased the

national debt, and the taxation of the country. The

number of officers employed in the collection of the

revenue was consequently augmented. As servants

of the government, their votes were secured for the

ministerial candidates. It was quite understood to

be a part of their duty, to vote for any candidate

who hoisted the colours of the minister of the day
;

and their number was the greatest, precisely where

they were most needed by the government. The

smaller boroughs were already secured by purchase,

or overwhelming local interest : but the cities and

ports had some pretensions to independence. Here,

however, troops of petty officers of customs and

excise were driven to the poll, and,—supported

by venal freemen,—overpowered the independent

electors.
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In 1768, Mr. Dowdeswell had in vain endeavoured

Revenue to inscrt a clause in Alderman Beckford's

franchised. bribery bill, for the disqualification of re-

venue ofl&cers. In 1770, he proposed a bill to dis-

qualify these ofl&cers from voting at elections, and

was supported by Mr. Grrenville. It was urged, how-

ever, that they were already prohibited from inter-

fering at elections, though not from voting ; and

that no further restraint could reasonably be re-

quired. But, in truth, the ministry of Lord North

were little disposed to surrender so important a

source of influence, and the bill was accordingly

rejected.'

The measure, however, was merely postponed for

a time. The dangerous policy of the court, under

Lord North,—and its struggle to rule by preroga-

tive and influence,—convinced all liberal statesmen

of the necessity of protecting public liberty, by

more efiectual safeguards. Meanwhile the disastrous

American war further aggravated the evils of taxes,

and tax-collectors.

In 1780, a bill to disqualify revenue oflficers was

proposed by Mr. Crewe, and though rejected on the

second reading, it met with much more support than

Mr. Dowdeswell's previous measure.^ It was again

brought forward in 1781, with less success than in

the previous year.' But the time was now at hand,

when a determined assault was contemplated upon

the influence of the crown; and in 1782, the dis-

' By a majority of 263 to 188 ; ParL Hist., xiri. 834 ; Cavendish
Deb., i. 442.

=' The numbers were 224 to 195 ; Pari. Hist., xxi. 403.
• The numbers being 133 to 86 ; Pari. Hist., xxi. 1398.
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i^ualification of revenue officers,—which had hitherto

been an opposition measure,—was proposed by the

ministry of Lord Eockingham. Its imperative

necessity was proved by Lord Eockingham himself,

who stated that seventy elections chiefly depended

on the votes of these officers ; and that eleven thou-

sand five hundred officers of customs and excise were

electors.' In one borough, he said that one hundred

and twenty out of the five hundred voters had ob-

tained revenue appointments, through the influence

of a single person.

This necessary measure was now carried through

both Houses, by large majorities, though not with-

out remonstrances against its principle, especially

from Lord Mansfield. It is not to be denied that

the disqualification of any class of men is, abstract-

edly, opposed to liberty, and an illiberal principle

of legislation ; but here was a gross constitutional

abuse requiring correction ; and though many voters

were deprived of the rights of citizenship,—these

rights could not be freely exercised, and were sacri-

ficed in order to protect the general liberties of the

people. Had there been a franchise so extensive as

to leave the general body of electors free to vote,

without being overborne by the servants of the

crown, it would have been difficult to justify the

policy of disfranchisement.' But with a franchise

so restricted that the electors were controlled by the

» June 3rd, 1782 ; Pari. Hist., xxii. 95,

* This principle has since been recognised by the Legislature ; and

in 1868, the repeal of this disqualification accompanied the extended

franchises of that time.—31 & 32 Vict. c. 73, 192 ; Hans. Deb., 3rd

Ser., 1352, &c. ; 87 &" 38 Vict. c. 22.
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crown, in the choice of their representatives, the

measure was necessary in the interests of freedom.

Such being the dependence and corruption of the

Vexations Smaller boroughs,—and such the govem-

poputous'" ment influence in many of the larger towns,
ci les. —there were still a few great cities, with

popular rights of election, whose inhabitants neither

landowners nor government could control, and which

were beyond the influence of corruption. Here, at

least, there might have been a free expression of

public opinion. But such were the vices of the

laws which formerly regulated elections—laws not

designed for the protection of the franchise,—that a

popular candidate, with a majority of votes, might

be met by obstacles so vexatious and oppressive, as

to debar him from the free suffrage of the electors.

If not defeated at the poll, by riots and open vio-

lence,—or defrauded of his votes, by the partiality

of the returning officer, or the factious manoeuvres

of his opponents,—he was ruined by the extravagant

costs of his victory. The poll was liable to be kept

open for forty days, entailing an enormous expense

upon the candidates, and prolific of bribery, treating,

and riots. During this period, the public houses

were thrown open ; and drunkenness and disorder

prevailed in the streets, and at the hustings. Bands

of hired ruffians,—armed with bludgeons, and in-

flamed by drink,— paraded the public thoroughfares,

intimidating voters, and resisting their access to the

polling places. Candidates assailed with ofiensive,

and often dangerous missiles, braved the penalties of

the pillory ; while their supporters were exposed to
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the fury of a drunken mob. Even now, a contested

election, which lasts but a day, is often a reproach to

a civilised people. What then must it have been

before any of its worst vices had been controlled,

and when it continued for upwards of a month ?

The most conspicuous example of all the abuses

of which the old electoral system was capa- Westmin-
ster elec-

ble, was that of the Westminster election, tion, 1784.

in 1784. Mr. Fox had incurred the violent resent-

ment of the government, by his recent opposition to

Mr. Pitt, and the court party. It had been deter-

mined, that all the members who had supported the

coalition should be opposed, at the general election

;

and Mr. Fox, their ablest leader, was the foremost

man to be assailed. The election,—disgraced

throughout by scenes of drunkenness, tumult, and

violence,'—and by the coarsest libels and lam-

poons,—was continued for forty days. When the

poll was closed, Mr. Fox was in a majority of two

hundred and thirty-six above Sir Cecil Wray, one

of the court candidates. But he was now robbed of

the fruits of his victory by the High Bailiff, who

withheld his return, and commenced a scrutiny into

the votes. By withholding the return, after the day

on which the writ was returnable, he denied the

successful candidate his right to sit in Parliament

;

and anticipated the jurisdiction of the House of

Commons, by which court alone, the validity of the

election could then properly be determined. This

' In one of the brawls which arose during its progress, a man was
killed, whose deatli was charged against persons belonging to Mr.
Fox's party, but they were all acquitted.
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unwarrantable proceeding would have excluded Mr.

Fox from his rightful place in Parliament : but he

had already been returned for Kirkwall, and took

his seat, at the commencement of the session.

Apart from the vexation and injustice to which

Mr. Fox had been exposed, the expense of the

scrutiny was estimated at 18,000L In vain his

friends endeavoured to induce the House of Com-
mons to order the High Bailiff to make an imme-

diate return. That officer was upheld by Mr. Pitt,

who was followed, at first, by a large majority. Mr.

Fox, in his bitterness, exclaimed :
' I have no reason

to expect indulgence : nor do I know that I shall

meet with bare justice in this House.' As no return

had been made, which could be submitted to the

adjudication of an election committee, Mr. Fox was

at the mercy of a hostile majority of the House.

The High Bailiff was, indeed, directed to proceed

with the scrutiny, with all practicable despatch

:

but at the commencement of the following session,

—

when the scrutiny had been proceeding for eight

months,—it had only been completed in a single

parish ; and had but slightly affected the relative

position of the candidates. Notwithstanding this

exposure of the monstrous injustice of the scrutiny,

Mr. Pitt still resisted a motion for directing the

High Bailiff to make an immediate return. But,

—

blindly as he had hitherto been followed,—such was

the iniquity of the cause which he persisted in sup-

porting, that all his influence failed in commanding

a larger majority than nine ; and on the 3rd of

March, he was defeated by a majority of thirty-
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eight.* The minister was justly punished for his

ungenerous conduct to an opponent, and for his

contempt of the law,—indignantly ascribed by Mr.

Fox, to ' the malignant wish of gratifying an inor-

dinate and implacable spirit of resentment.'^ But

a system which had thus placed a popular candi-

date,—in one of the first cities of the kingdom,—at

the mercy of factious violence, and ministerial op-

pression, was a flagrant outrage upon the principles

of freedom. Parliament further marked its repro-

bation of such proceedings, by limiting every poll

to fifteen days, and closing a scrutiny six days

before the day on which the writ was returnable.'

In the counties, the franchise was more free and

liberal, than in the majority of cities and Territorial

influence

boroughs. All forty-shilling freeholders in counties.

were entitled to vote ; and in this class were com-

prised the country gentlemen, and independent

yeomanry of England. Hence the county consti-

tuencies were at once the most numerous, the most

responsible, and the least corrupt. They repre-

sented public opinion more faithfully than other

electoral bodies ; and, on many occasions, had great

weight in advancing a popular cause. Such were

their respectability and public spirit, that most of

the earlier schemes of parliamentary reform con-

templated the disfranchisement of boroughs, and

» By 162 against 124; Ann. Reg., 1784, xxvii. 180; Adolphus's

Hist, iv. 116-118, 168.

» Pari. Hist., xxiv. 868, 843, 846 ; BM., xsv. 3 ; Tomline's Life oi

Pitt, i. 642 ; ii. 7, 24, &c. ; Lord J. Russell's Life of Pox, ii, 99

;

Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 207-211, 263.
' 25 Geo. III. c. 84.

VOL. I. A A
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the simple addition of members to the counties.

But notwithstanding their unquestionable merits,

the county electors were peculiarly exposed to the

influence of the great nobles, who held nearly a

feudal sway. Illustrious ancestry, vast possessions,

high offices, distinguished political services and

connections, placed them at the head of the society

of their several counties ; and local influence, and

the innate respect for aristocracy which animates

the English people, combined to make them the

political leaders of the gentry and yeomanry. In

some counties, powerful commoners were no less

dominant. The greater number of the counties in

England and "Wales were represented by members

of these families, or by gentlemen enjoying their

confidence and patronage.^

A contested election was more often due to the

rivalry of great houses, than to the conflict of poli-

tical principles among the electors : but, as the

candidates generally belonged to opposite parties,

their contentions produced political discussion and

enlightenment. Such contests were conducted with

the spirit and vigour which rivalry inspires, and

with an extravagance which none but princely

fortunes could support. They were like the wars

of small states. In 1768, the Duke of Portland is

said to have spent 40,000^. in contesting Westmore-

land and Cmnberland with Sir James Lowther;

who, on his side, must have spent at least as much."

In 1779, Mr. Chester spent between 20,000Z. and

' Oldfield's Representative Hist., vi. 285.
•' Walpole's Mem., iii. 197.
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30,000Z. in a great contest for Grloucestershire ; and

left, at his death, from 3,000Z. to 4,000^. unpaid, of

which 2,000^. was defrayed by the king, out of his

civil list.' And, within the memory of some men
still living, an election for the county of York

has been known to cost upwards of 150,000^.^

Great as were the defects of the representation of

England,—those of Scotland were even Represen-

.
tation of

greater, and of more genferal operation. Scotland.

The county franchise consisted in ' superiorities,'

which were bought and sold in the market, and

were enjoyed independently of property or residence.

The burgh franchise was vested in self-elected town-

councillors. The constituencies, therefore, repre-

sented neither population nor property : but the

narrowest local interests. It was shown in 1823,

that the total number of persons enjoying the

franchise was less than three thousand. In no

county did the number of electors exceed two

hundred and forty : in one it was as low as nine

;

and of this small number, a considerable proportion

were fictitious voters,—without property, and not

even resident in the country.^

In 1831, the total number of county voters did

not exceed two thousand five hundred ; and the

constituencies of the sixty-six boroughs amounted

' Lord North to the King ; Corr. of Geo. III. with Lord North,

ii. 424.
» Speech of Lord J. Russell, March 1st, 1831 ; Hans. Deb., 3rd

Ser., ii. 1074. In 1807, the joint expenses of Lord Milton and Mr.
Lascelles, in contesting this county, were 200,000^. ; while 64,000Z.

were subscribed for Mr. Wilberforce, but not expended.— Wilberforce n

Life, iii. 324.
* Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., ix. 611.

> a2
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to one thousand four hundred and forty. Thus the

entire electoral body of Scotland was not more than

four thousand. The county of Argyll, with a popu-

lation of one hundred thousand, had but one hun-

dred and fifteen electors, of whom eighty-four were

out-voters, without any land within the county.

Caithness, with thirty thousand inhabitants, con-

tained forty-seven freeholders, of whom thirty-six

were out-voters. Inverness-shire, with ninety thou-

sand inhabitants, had but eighty- eight freeholders,

of whom fifty were out-voters. Edinburgh and

Glasgow, the two first cities of Scotland, had each

a constituency of thirty-three persons.^

With a franchise so limited and partial as this,

all the counties and burghs, without exception, had

fallen under the influence of political patrons.* A
great kingdom, with more than two millions of

people,'— intelligent, instructed, industrious, and

peaceable,— was virtually disfranchised. Mean-

while, the potentates who returned the members to

Parliament,— instead of contending among them-

selves, like their brethren in England, and joining

opposite parties,—were generally disposed to make
their terms with ministers ; and by skilful manage-

ment, the entire representation was engrossed by

the friends and agents of the government. It was

not secured, however, without a profuse distribution

of patronage, which, judiciously administered, had

• Speech of Lord Advocate, Sept. 23rd, 1831 ; Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser.,

vii. 529.
"^ Oldfield's Representative Hist., vi. 294 ; Edinburgh Review, Oct

1830, Art. X.
' The population of Scotland in 1831 was 2,365,807.
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long retained the allegiance of members coming

from the north of the Tweed.'

Lord Cockburn, a contemporary witness, has given

a spirited account of the mode in which elections in

Scotland were conducted. He says :
' The return of

a single opposition member was never to be expected.

. . . The return of three or four was miraculous,

and these startling exceptions were always the re-

siilt of local accidents. . . . Whatever this system

may have been originally, it had grown, in reference

to the people, into as complete a mockery, as if it

had been invented for their degradation. The people

had nothing to do with it. It was all managed by

town-councils, of never more than thirty-three

members ; and every town-council was self-elected,

and consequently perpetuated its own interests.

The election of either the town or the county mem-
ber, was a matter of such utter indifiference to

the people, that they often only knew of it by the

ringing of a bell, or by seeing it mentioned next

day in a newspaper ; for the farce was generally

performed in an apartment from which, if conve-

nient, the public could be excluded, and never in

the open air.''*

Where there were districts of burghs, each town-

council elected a delegate, and the four or five

delegates elected the member; 'and, instead of

bribing the town-councils, the established practice

' It was said of one Scotch county member, ' that his invariable

rule was never to be present at a debate, or absent at a division
;

and that he had only once, in his long political life, ventured to vote
according to his conscience, and that he found on that occasion he
bad voted wrong.'—Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser,, vii. 643.

* Life of Jeffrey, i. 76.
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was to bribe only the delegates, or indeed only one

of them, if this could secure the majority.'

'

A case of inconceivable grotesqueness was related

by the Lord Advocate, in 1831. The coimty of

Bute, with a population of fourteen thousand, had

twenty-one electors, of whom one only resided in

the county. ' At an election at Bute, not beyond

the memory of man, only one person attended the

meeting, except the sheriff and the returning officer.

He, of course, took the chair, constituted the meeting,

called over the roll of freeholders, answered to his

owTi name, took the vote as to the Preses, and elected

himself. He then moved and seconded his own

nomination, put the question as to the vote, and

was unanimously returned.'''

This close system of elections had existed even

before the Union : but though sufficiently notorious,

the British Parliament had paid little attention to

its defects.

In 1818, and again in 1823, Lord Archibald

Motions Hamilton had shown the state of the Eoyal

Archibald BuTghs,—the self-electiou, and irrespon-
Hamiltou,
1818, 1823. sibility of the councillors,—and their un-

controlled authority over the local funds. The

questions then raised referred to municipal rather

than parliamentary reform: but the latter came

incidentally under review, and it was admitted that

there was 'no popular election, or pretence of

popular election.'^ In 1823, Lord Archibald ex-

' Cockburn's Mem., i. 88.

« Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., vii. 629.
' Sir J. Mackintosh ; Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., xxxvii. 434 ; Ibid., 2nd

Ser., viii. 736.
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posed the state of the county representation, and

the general electoral system of the country, and

found one hundred and seventeen supporters.'

In 1824, the question of Scotch representation was

brought forward by Mr. Abercromby. The
Represen-

inhabitants of Edinburgh complained, by Edinb^gh,

petition,^ that the representation of this
^^"^'

capital city—the metropolis of the North, with

upwards of one hundred thousand inhabitants

—

was returned by thirty-three electors, of whom
nineteen had been chosen by their predecessors in

the town-council ! Mr. Abercromby moved for leave

to bring in a bill to amend the representation of that

city,—as an instalment of parliamentary reform in

Scotland. His motion failed, and being renewed in

1826, was equally unsuccessful. Such proposals

were always met in the same manner. When
general measures of reform were advocated, the

magnitude of the change was urged as the reason

for rejecting them ; and when, to obviate such

objections, the correction of any particular defect

was attempted, its exceptional character was a

decisive argument against it.^

Prior to 1801, the British Parliament was not

concerned in the state of the representation Represen-

.
tationof

of the people of Ireland. But on the union Ireland.

of that country, the defects of its representation

were added to those of England and Scotland, in

' Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., ix. 611.
* This petition had been presented May 6th, 1823, drawn up by

Mr. Jeffi-ey, and signed by 7,000 out of the 10,000 householders of

the city.

—

Cockburn Mem., 404.
» Hans, Deb., 2nd Ser., x. 455 ; Ibid., xiv. 107 ; Ibid., xv. 163.
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the constitution of the united Parliament. The

counties and boroughs in Ireland were at least as

much under the influence of great patrons as in

England. It is true, that in arranging the terms of

the union, Mr. Pitt took the opportunity of abo-

lishing several of the smaller nomination boroughs

:

but many were spared, which were scarcely less

under the patronage of noblemen and landowners

;

and places of more consideration were reduced, by

restricted rights of election, to a similar dependence.

In Belfast, in Carlow, in Wexford, and in Sligo, the

right of election was vested in twelve self-elected

burgesses : in Limerick and Kilkenny, it was in the

corporation and freemen. In the counties, the

influence of the territorial families was equally

dominant. For the sake of political influence, the

landowners had subdivided their estates into a pro-

digious number of forty-shilling freeholds ; and until

the freeholders had fallen under the dominion of the

priests, they were faithful to their Protestant patrons.

According to the law of Ireland, freeholds were

created without the possession of property ; and the

votes of the freeholders were considered as the ab-

solute right of the proprietor of the soil. Hence

it was that after the union more than two thirds of

the Irish members were returned, not by the people

of Ireland, but by about fifty or sixty influential

patrons.*

' Wakefield's Statistical and Political Account of Ireland, ii. 299,

ttse(i.\ Oldfield's Kepresentative Hist., vi. 209-280; Infra, Chap.

XVI.
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Such being the state of the representation in the

United Kingdom, an actual majority of the
Majority

members of the House of Commons were members

returned by an inconsiderable number of
''''™^»*«d-

persons. According to a statement made by the Duke

of Richmond in 1780, not more than six thousand

men returned a clear majority of the House of

Commons.' It was alleged in the petition of the

Society of the Friends of the People, presented by

Mr. Grrey in 1793, that eighty-four individuals ab-

solutely returned one hundred and fifty-seven mem-
bers to Parliament; that seventy influential men
secured the return of one hundred and fifty mem-
bers ; and that, in this manner, three hundred and

fifty-seven members,—being the majority of the.

House, before the imion with Ireland,—were re-

turned to Parliament by one hundred and fifty-four

patrons ; of whom forty were peers.'' In 1821, Mr.

Lambton stated that he was prepared to prove by

evidence, at the bar of the House of Commons,
' that one hundred and eighty individuals returned,

by nomination or otherwise, three hundred and fifty

members.'

'

Dr. Oldfield's Eepresentative History furnishes

still more elaborate statistics of parliamentary

patronage. According to his detailed statements,

no less than two hundred and eighteen members

were returned for counties and boroughs, in England

» Pari. Hist., xii. 686. « iJR, xxs. 787.
« Haus. Deb., 2nd Scr., v. 359. Writing in 1821, Sydney Smith

says : ' The country belongs to the Duke of Rutland, Lord Lonsdale,

the Duke of Newcastle, and about twenty other holders of boroughs.

They are our masters.'

—

Mem., ii. 216.
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and Wales, by the nomination or influence of

eighty-seven peers: one hundred and thirty-seven

were returned by ninety commoners, and sixteen by

the Government; making a total number of three

hundred and seventy-one nominee members. Of

the forty-five members for Scotland, thirty-one were

returned by twenty-one peers, and the remainder by

fourteen commoners. Of the hundred members for

Ireland, fifty-one were returned by thirty-six peers,

and twenty by nineteen commoners. The general

result of these surprising statements is,—that of

the six himdred and fifty-eight members of the

House of Commons, four hundred and eighty-seven

were returned by nomination ; and one hundred and

seventy-one only were representatives of independent

constituencies.^ Such matters did not admit of

proof, and were beyond the scope of parliamentary

inquiries : but after making allowances for imper-

fect evidence and exaggeration, we are imable to

resist the conclusion, that not more than one third

of the House of Commons were the free choice even

of the limited bodies of electors then entrusted

with the franchise.

Scandalous as were the electoral abuses which law

Injustice and custom formerly permitted, the con-

triaiof duct of the House of Commons, in the
election
petttions. trial of election petitions, was more scan-

dalous still. Boroughs were bought and sold,-

-

electors were notoriously bribed by wholesale and

retail,—returning officers were partial and corrupt.

But, in defiance of all justice and decency, the

' Olddeld's Kepresentative Hist, 1816, vi. 285-300.
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majority of the House of Commons connived at

these practices, when committed by their own party

;

and only condemned them, when their political

opponents were put upon their trial. Bat veniam

corvis,—vexat censura columhas. The Commons

having, for the sake of their own independence,

insisted upon an exclusive jurisdiction in matters of

election, were not ashamed to prostitute it to party.

They were charged with a grave trust, and abused

it. They assumed a judicial oflBce, and dishonoured

it. This discreditable perversion of justice had

grown up with those electoral abuses, which an

honest judicature would have tended to correct

;

and reached its greatest excesses in the reigns of

George II. and George III.

Originally, controverted elections had been tried

by select committees specially nominated, and after-

wards by the Committee of Privileges and Elections.

This latter committee had been nominated by the

House itself, being composed of Privy Councillors

and eminent lawyers, well qualified by their learning

for the judicial inquiries entrusted to them. In

1603, it comprised the names of Sir Francis Bacon

and Sir Thomas Fleming;' in 1623, the names of

Sir Edward Coke, Sir Heneage Finch, Mr. Pym, Mr.

Glanville, Sir Eoger North, and Mr. Selden.* The
committee was then confined to the members nomi-

nated by the House itself:' but being afterwards

enlarged by the introduction of all Privy Councillors

• C!om. Joum., i. 149 (March 23rd, 1603). There are earlier ap-
pointments in D'Ewes' Journal.

' Com. Journ., i. 716 ; Glanvilla's Rep., Pref. vii.

» Com. Joum., i. 716 ; Cavendish Deb., i. 508.
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and Grentlemen of the Long Eobe, it became, after

1672, an open committee, in which all who came

were allowed to have voices. This committee was

henceforth exposed to all the evils of large and

fluctuating numbers, and an irresponsible constitu-

tion ; and at length, in the time of Mr. Speaker

Onslow, a hearing at the bar of the House itself,

—

which in special cases had already been occasionally

resorted to,—was deemed preferable to the less

public and responsible judicature of the coramittee.

Here, however, the partiality and injustice of the

judges were soon notorious. The merits of the elec-

tion, on which they affected to adjudicate, were little

regarded. To use the words of Mr. Grrenville, ' The

court was thin to hear, and full to judge.'* Parties

tried their strength,—the friends of rival candidates

canvassed and manoeuvred,—and seats corruptly

gained, were as corruptly protected, or voted away.

The right of election was wrested from the voters, and

usurped by the elected body, who thus exercised a

vicious self-election. The ministers of the day, when

they commanded a majority, sustained their own

friends ; and brought all their forces to bear against

the members of the Opposition. This flagitious cus-

tom formed part of the parliamentary organisation,

by which the influence of the crown and its ministers

was maintained. It was not until a government was

falling, that its friends were in danger of losing

their seats. The struggle between Sir Eobert

Walpole and his enemies was determined in 1741,

—

' This had been previously said of the House of Lords, by the

Duke of Argyll.
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not upon any question of public policy,—but by the

defeat of the minister on the Chippenham Election

Petition.

To remedy these evils, and remove the opprobrium

of notorious injustice from the House of TheGren-

Commons, Mr. Grrenville introduced, in 1770.

1770, his celebrated measure,—since known as the

Grenville Act, and a landmark in the Parliamentary

history. He proposed to transfer the judicature, in

election cases, from the House itself, to a committee

of thirteen members, selected by the sitting mem-
bers and petitioners from a list of forty-nine, chosen

by ballot,—to whom each party should add a no-

minee, to advocate their respective interests. This

tribunal, constituted by Act of Parliament, was to

decide, without appeal, the merits of every contro-

verted election : being, in fact, a court independent

of the House, though composed of its own members.^

The main objection urged against this measure was

that the privileges of the House were compromised,

and its discretion limited, by the binding obligations

of a statute. It is certain that much might have

been done by the authority of the House itself,

which was henceforth regulated by a statute,—the

only legal power required, being that of adminis-

tering an oath. But Mr. Grenville distrusted the

House of Commons, and saw no security for the

permanence, or honest trial of the new system, ex-

cept in a law which they could not set aside.

This Act was at first limited to one year; and

Horace Walpole insinuates that Mr. Grenville, when

' Pari. Hist., ivi. 904-923 ; Cavendish Deb., i. 476, 505.
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in opposition, was willing ' to give a sore wound to

the influence of the crown :
' but hoping to return to

office, took care not to weaken his own future power

as a minister.^ But the suggestion for making the

Act temporary proceeded from Lord Clare,^ and not

from Mr. Grrenville, who was honestly persuaded that

the ' system must end in the ruin of public liberty,

if not checked.' ' At this time his health and spirits

were failing ; and he died a few months after the

passing of his measure.

The Grrenville Act was continued from time to

Made per-
time; and in 1774, Sir Edwin Sandys

petuai. brought in a bill to make it perpetual. It

encountered a strong opposition, especially from INIr.

Fox, who dreaded the surrender of the privileges of

the House : but the successful operation of the Act,

in the five cases which had already been tried under

its provisions, was so generally acknowledged, that

the bill was passed by a large majority.'' 'This

happy event,' wrote Lord Chatham, ' is a dawn of

better times ; it is the last prop of Parliament: should

it be lost in its passage, the legislature will fall into

incurable contempt, and detestation of the nation.'

* The Act does honour to the statute-book, and will

endear for 6ver the memory of the framer.'*

This Act was passed on the eve of another general

election, which does not appear—so far as evidence

• Walp. Mem. Geo. III., ii. 384, «.

« Cavendish Deb., i. 513.
» Hatsell's Prec, ii. 21.

« 250 to 122; Pari. Hist., xvii. 1071; Fox Mem., i. 95, 133;
Walpole's Joiim., i. 314-325.

» Letter to Lord Shelburne, March 6th, 1774 ; Corr., iv. 332.
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is accessible—to have been marked by so much cor-

ruption as that of 1768. But the value of boroughs

had certainly not declined in the market, as Gratton

was sold for 7.'),000Li

For a time this measure undoubtedly introduced

a marked improvement in the judicature ^s imperfect

of the House of Commons. The disrup- ^'^'^^

tion of the usual party combinations, at that period,

was favourable to its success ; and the exposure of

former abuses discouraged their immediate renewal,

in another form. But too soon it became evident,

that corruption and party spirit had not been over-

come.'' Crowds now attended the ballot, as they had

previously come to the vote,—^not to secure justice,

but to aid their own political friends. The party

which attended in the greatest force, was likely to

have the numerical majority of names drawn for

the committee. From this list each side proceeded

to strike thirteen of its political opponents ; and

the strongest thus secured a preponderance on the

committee. Nor was this all. The ablest men,

being most feared by their opponents, were almost

invariably struck off,—a process familiarly known as

' knocking the brains out of the committee ; ' and

thus the committee became at once partial and in-

competent. The members of the committee were

sworn to do justice between the rival candidates;

jet the circumstances under which they were no-

toriously chosen, their own party bias, and a lax con-

ventional morality,—favoured by the obscurity and

' Lord Mahon's Hist., ri. 27.

* >N'8lpole's Mem., iv. Ill and n.
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inconsistencies of the election law, and by the con-

flicting decisions of incapable tribunals,—led to this

equivocal result:—that the right was generally

discovered to be on the side of the candidate who
professed the same political opinions as the majority

of the committee.^ A Whig candidate had scant

justice from a Tory committee : a Tory candidate

pleaded in vain before a Whig committee.

By these means, the majority of the House con-

improved
tiuucd,—with less directuess and certainty,

Selection'' ^^^ perhaps with less open scandal,—to
committees, nominate their own members, as they had

done before the Grenville Act. And for half a

century, this system, with slight variations of pro-

cedure, was suflfered to prevail. In 1839, however,

the ballot was at length superseded by Sir Kobert

Peel's Act :
* committees were reduced to six mem-

bers, and nominated by an impartial body,—the

general committee of elections. The same principle

of selection was adhered to in later Acts, with addi-

tional securities for impartiality ; and the committee

was finally reduced to five members.' The evil was

thus greatly diminished: but still the sinister in-

fluence of party was not wholly overcome. In the

nomination of election committees, one party or the

other necessarily had a majority of one ; and though

these tribunals undoubtedly became far more able

and judicial, their constitution and proceedings

' These evils were ably exposed in the Report of the Committee
on Controverted Elections (Mr. C. Buller), 1837-38, No. 44.

« 2 & 3 Vict. c. 38 ; Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., xlv. 379 ; Ihid., xlvii.

576, &c.
» 4 & 5 Vict. c. 58. and 11 & 12 Vict. c. 98 ; Eeport on Contro-

verted Elections, 1844, No. 373.
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too often exposed them to imputations of political

bias.'

Such being the vices and defects of the electoral

system,—what were their results upon the Distribution

f/-i riT-> -111 ofplacesand
House of Commons r Kepresentatives hold- pensions.

ing their seats by a general system of corruption,

could scarcely fail to be themselves corrupt. What
they had bought, they were but too ready to sell.

And how glittering the prizes offered as the price of

their services! Peerages, baronetcies, and other

titles of honour,—patronage and court favour for the

rich,—places, pensions, and bribes for the needy. All

that the government had to bestow, they could com-

mand. The rapid increase of honours ^ attests the

liberality with which political services were re-

warded ; while contemporary memoirs and corre-

spondence disclose the arts by which many a peerage

has been won.

From the period of the Eevolution, places and

pensions were regarded as the price of po- Restrained

litical dependence ; and it has since been menc.

the steady policy of Parliament to restrain the

number of placemen entitled to sit in the House of

Commons. To William III. fell the task of first

working out the difficult problem of a constitutional

government; and among his expedients for con-

trolling his Parliaments, was that of a multi-

plication of offices. The coimtry party at once

perceived the danger with which their newly-bought

' At length, in 1868, the trial of controverted elections was trans-
ferred to judges of the superior courts. 31 & 32 Vict. c. 126.

* See au-pra, pp. 277, 323.
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liberties were threatened from this cause, and en-

deavoured to avert it. In 1693, the Commons

passed a bill to prohibit all members hereafter

chosen from accepting any office under the crown

:

but the Lords rejected it. In the following year it

was renewed, and agreed to by both Houses ; when

the king refused his assent to it. Later in his reign,

however, this principle of disqualification was com-

menced,— the Commissioners of Revenue Boards

being the first to whom it was applied.' And at

last, in 1700, it was enacted that after the accession

of the House of Hanover, ' no person who has an

office or place of profit under the king, or receives a

pension from the crown, shall be capable of serving

as a member of the House of Commons.' ^ This too

stringent provision, however, was repealed,—before

it came into operation,—early in the reign of Anne.'

It was, indeed, incompatible with the working of

constitutional government; and if practically en-

forced, would have brought Parliament into hopeless

conflict with the executive.

By the Act of Settlement of that reign, other

Acts of
restrictions were introduced, far better

George I.,
adapted to correct the evils of corrupt in-

*"^^" fluence. The holder of every new office

created after the 25th of October, 1705, and every

one enjoying a pension from the crown, during plea-

sure, was incapacitated from sitting in Parliament

;

and members of the House of Commons accepting

' 4 & 5 Will. & Mary, c. 21 (Stamps) ; 11 & 12 Will. III. c. 2

(Excise).

^ 12 & 13 Will. III. c. 2, 8. 3. » 4 Anne, c. 8, s. 25.
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any old office from the crown, were obliged to vacate

their seats, but were capable of re-election.' It was

the object of this latter provision to submit the

acceptance of office, by a representative, to the

approval of his constituents : a principle which,

—

notwithstanding several attempts to modify it,—has

since been resolutely maintained by the legislature.^

Kestrictions were also imposed upon the multiplica-

tion of commissioners.'

At the commencement of the following reign, in-

capacity was extended to pensioners for
gg^j-ej. pg^.

terms of years ;'' but as many pensions were ®^°°^*

then secretly granted, the law could not be put in

force. In the reign of Greorge II. several attempts

were made to enforce it : but they all miscarried.*

Lord Halifax, in debating one of these bills, said

that secret pensions were the worst form of bribery:

' A bribe is given for a particular job : a pension is

a constant, continual bribe.' ^ Early in the reign of

Greorge III. Mr. Rose Fuller—who had been a

stanch Whig,—was bought off by a secret pension

of 500^., which he enjoyed for many years. The

cause of his apostasy was not discovered until after

his death.^

' 6 Anne, c. 7.

* A modification of this law, however, was made by the Reform
Act of 1867, in favour of members who may be removed from one

office under the Crown to another.— 30 & 31 Vict., c. 102, s. 52, and
Bch. H.

* 6 Anne, c. 7. * 1 Geo. I. c. 56.
* No less than six bills were passed by the Commons, and rejected

by the Lords; Pari. Hist., viii. 789 ; Ibid., ix. 369 ; Ibid., xi. 510

;

/6id., xii. 691.
" Pari. Hist., xi. 522.
' Almon's Con*., ii. 8 ; Rockingham Mem., i. 79, ».
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Still the policy of restricting the number of offices

The Place Capable of being held by members of the
BUI of 1742.

jjQ^gg Qf Commons, was steadily pursued.

In 1742, the Place Bill, which had been thrice re-

jected by the Commons, and twice by the Lords, at

length received the Koyal assent.* It was stated in

a Lords' protest, that two hundred appointments

were then distributed amongst the members of the

House of Commons.' This Act added many offices

to the list of disqualifications, but chiefly those of

clerks and other subordinate officers of the public

departments.

By these measures the excessive multiplication of

Places in officcs had been restrained: but in the reign
the reign of

George HI. of Gcorgo III. their number was still very

considerable ; and they were used,—almost without

disguise,—as the means of obtaining parliamentary

support. Horace Walpole has preserved a good

example of the unblushing manner in which bar-

gains were made for the votes of members, in ex-

change for offices. Mr. Grenville wrote him a letter,

proposing to appoint his nephew. Lord Orford, to

the rangership of St. James's and Hyde Parks. He
said, ' If he does choose it, I doubt not of his and

his friend Boone's hearty assistance, and believe I

shall see you, too, much oftener in the House of

Commons. This is offering you a bribe, but 'tis such

a one as one honest good-natured man may, without

offence, offer to another.' As Walpole did not

receive this communication with much warmth, and

> 15 Geo. II. c. 22.
« Lords' Protests, 1741 ; Pari. Hist., xii. 2.
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•declined any participation in the bargain, payments

due to him on account of his patent offices in the

Exchequer, were stopped at the Treasury, for several

months.'

The "Whig statesmen of this period, who were striv-

ing to reduce the influence of the crown, Lord Rock-
ingham's

were keenly alive to the means of corrup- Act, 1782.

tion which a multiplicity of places still afforded.

' The great number of offices,' said Lord Eockingham,
* of more or less emolument, which are now tenable by

parties sitting in Parliament, reallyoperate like prizes

in a lottery. An interested man purchases a seat,

upon the same principle as a person buys a lottery

ticket. The value of the ticket depends upon the

quantum of prizes in the wheel.' "^ It was to remove

this evil, even more than for the sake of pecuniary

saving, that Mr. Burke, in 1780, proposed to abolish

thirty-nine offices held by members of the House of

Commons, and eleven held by peers. And by Lord

Eockingham's act for the regulation of the civil list

expenditure in 1782, several offices connected with

the government and royal household were suppressed,

which had generally been held by members of Par-

liament ; and secret pensions were discontinued.'

In 1793, the Parliament of Ireland adopted the

principles of the English act of Anne, and oaces in

disqualified the holders of all offices under ^'^i^""^-

the crown or lord-lieutenant, created after that

time. On the union with Ireland, all the disquali-

• Nov. 2l8t, 1762 ; Walpole's Mem., i. 213-216.
* Bockingham Mem., ii. 339.
' 22 Geo. III. c. 82 ; Wraxall's Mem., iii. 44, 50, 54. See also

twpra, 256.
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tications for the Irish Parliament were extended to

the Parliament of the United Kingdom ; and several

new disqualifications were created, in reference to

other Irish offices.'

The general scheme of official disfranchisement

Further was now Complete : but the jealousy of

cations. Parliament was still shown by the disquali-

fication of new officers appointed by Acts of Par-

liament. So constant has been this policy, that

upwards of one hundred statutes, still in force,

contain clauses of disqualification ; and many similar

statutes have been passed, which have since expired,

or have been repealed.'*

The result of this vigilant jealousy has been a

great reduction of the number of placemen sitting

in the House of Commons. In the first Parliament

of George I., there had been two himdred and

seventy-one members holding offices, pensions, and

sinecures. In the first Parliament of George II.

there were two hundred and fifty-seven : in the first

Parliament of George IV. there were but eighty-

nine, exclusive of officers in the army and navy.'

The number of placemen, sitting in the House of

Commons, has been further reduced by the abolition

and consolidation of offices ; and in 1833, there were

only sixty members holding civil offices and pen-

sions, and eighty-three holding naval and military

commissions.*

•

' 41 Geo. III. c. 52.

^ Author's Pamphlet on the Consolidation of the Election Laws,

18.50.

» Report on Eetnrns made by Members, 1822 (542); 1823 (569);

Hans. Deb., 3rd Sep.. ii. 1118, «.

< Eeport on Members in Office, 1833, No. 671.
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The policy of disqualification has been maintained

to the present time. The English judges judicial

had been excluded from the House of quaUfieo.

'

Commons, by the law of Parliament. In the inte-

rests of justice, as well as on grounds of constitu-

tional policy, this exclusion was extended to their

brethren of the Scottish bench, in the reign of George

II.,' and to the judges of the courts in Ireland, in

the reign of George IV.^ In 1840, the same prin-

ciple was applied to the Judge of the Admiralty

Court.' All the newjudges in equity were disquali-

fied by the acts under which they were constituted.

The solitary judge still enjoying the capacity of

sitting in the House of Commons, is the Master of

the Rolls. In 1853, a bill was introduced to with-

draw this exceptional privilege : but it was defeated

by a masterly speech of Mr. Macaulay.*

These various disqualifications were deemed neces-

sary for securing the independence of Par- PoUcy of

, 1- • .11 disquaUfi-

liament ; and their policy is still recog- cations.

nised, when the dangers they were designed to avert,

are less to be apprehended. It is true that indepen-

dence has been purchased at the cost of much intel-

lectual eminence, which the House of Commons

could ill afford to spare : but this sacrifice was due

to constitutional freedom, and it has been wisely

made.

' 7 Geo. II. c. 16. ' 1 & 2 Geo. IV. c. 44.

* Much to the personal regret of all who were acquainted with

that eminent man, Dr. Lushington, who lost the seat in which he had

«o long distinguished himself.

* Judges' Exclusion Bill, June Ist, 1853; Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser.,

cxxvii. 996.
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But the independence of Parliament was formerly

Pecuniary coiTuptod by gTosscr expedients than places

members. and ponsions. Vulgar bribes were given,

—

directly and indirectly,—for political support. Our

parliamentary history was tainted with this disgrace,

from the reign of Charles II. far into that of George

III. That Charles, himself unscrupulous and cor-

rupt, should have resorted to bribery, is natural

enough. His was a debased reign, in which all forms

of corruption flourished. Members were then first

systematically exposed to the temptation of pecu-

niary bribes. In the reigns of the Tudors and the

first two Stuarts, prerogative had generally been too

strong to need the aid of such persuasion ;
^ but

after prerogative had been rudely shaken by the

overthrow of Charles I., it was sought to support the

influence of the crown by the subtle arts of corrup-

tion. Votes which were no longer to be controlled

by fear, were purchased with gold. James II., again,

—secure of a servile Parliament, and bent upon

ruling once more by prerogative,—disdained the

meaner arts of bribery.^

The Eevolution, however favourable to constitu-

tional liberty, revived and extended this scandal

;

and the circumstances of the times unhappily fa-

voiu*ed its development. The prerogative of the

' According to Lord Bolingbroke, Richard II. obliged members,
' sometimes by threats and terror, and sometimes by gifts, to con-

sent to those things which were prejudicial to the realm.'

—

Works,

iii. 173. Mr. Hallam dates the bribery of members from James I.

—Const. Hist., ii. 95. Such bribery, as a system, however, cannot

be traced earlier than Charles II.

^ Burnet's Own Time, i. 626. Barillon's Despatch, 30th April,

1685; Fox's Hist, of James II., App. Ixix. ; Bolingbroke's Works,'

ii. 280.
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crown had been still further limited : the power and

activity of Parliament being proportionately in-

creased, while no means had yet been taken to

ensure its responsibility to the people. A majority

of the House of Commons,—beyond the reach of

public opinion,—not accountable to its constituen-

cies,—and debating and voting with closed doors,

—

held the political destinies of England at its mercy.

The constitution had not yet provided worthier means

of influence and restraint ; and William III., thougli

personally averse to the base practices of Charles II.,

was forced to permit their use. His reign, other-

wise conducive to freedom and national greatness,

was disgraceful to the character of the statesmen,

and to the public virtue of that age.*

The practice of direct bribery notoriously con-

tinued in the three succeeding reigns ; and if not

proved by the records of Parliament, was attested

by contemporary writers, and by the complaints

openly made of its existence. Under the adminis-

tration of Sir Kobert Walpole, it was reduced to an

organised system, by which a majority of the House

of Commons was long retained in subjection to the

minister.^ It is true that, after all, his enemies

failed in proving their charges against him : but the

entire strength of the court, the new ministry, and

' Pari. Hist., v. 807, 840 ; Burnet's Own Time, ii. 144, 145. See
Lord Macaulay's instructive sketch of the rise and progress of Par-
liamentary corruption, Hist., iii. 541, 687 ; Ibid., iv. 146, 305, 427
478, 646, and 651 ; Com. Journ., xi. 331, May 2nd, 1695.

* Debates, Lords and Commons, 1741, on motions for the removal
of Sir R. Walpole, Pari. Hist., xi. 1027-1303

; Coxe's Mem. of Sir

B- Walpole, i. 569, 641, 719; Debates on appointment of Com-
mittee of Inquiry, Pari. Hist., xii. 448; Cooke's Hist, of Party,

ii. 134; Lecky, Hist, of England, i. 366.
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the House of Lords, was exerted to screen him. The
witnesses refused to answer questions ; and the Lords

declined to pass a bill of indemnity, which would have

removed the ground of their refusal.' Nor must it

be overlooked that, however notorious corruption

may be, it is of all things the most difficult of

proof.

This system was continued by his successors,

throughout the reign of Greorge II. ; and is believed

to have been brought to perfection, under the ad-

ministration of Mr. Henry Pelham.

In approaching the reign of Greorge III., it were

Bribery wcll if uo traccs could bc found of this
under Lord t . i ,
Bute. political depravity : but unhappily the

early part of this reign presents some of its worst

examples. Lord Bute, being resolved to maintain

his power by the corrupt arts of Sir Eobert Walpole,

secured, by the promise of a peerage, the aid of that

minister's experienced agent, Mr. Henry Fox, in

carrying them out with success.* The office en-

trusted to him was familiarly known as ' the manage-

ment of the House of Commons.'

In October, 1762, Mr. Grrenville had impressed

upon Lord Bute the difficulties of carrying on the

business of the House of Commons, ' without being

authorised to talk to the members of that house

upon their several claims and pretensions
;

'
^ and

these difficulties were effectually overcome. Horace

Walpole relates a startling tale of the purchase of

' Eeport of Committee of Inquiry, 1742; Pari. Hist., xii. 626,

788 ; Coxa's Mem. of Sir R. Walpole, i. 711.
^ Rockingham Mem., i. 127. * GreiiTille Papers, i. 483.
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*rotes by Mr. Fox, in December, 1762, in support of

Lord Bute's preliminaries of peace. He says, ' A
shop was publicly opened at the Pay Office, whither

the members flocked, and received the wages of their

venality in bank-bills, even to so low a sum as 200L

for their votes on the treaty. 25,000^, as Martin,

Secretary of the Treasury, afterwards owned, were

issued in one morning ; and in a single fortnight, a

vast majority was purchased to approve the peace
! '

'

Lord Stanhope, who is inclined wholly to reject this

circumstantial story, admits that Mr. Fox was the

least scrupulous of Walpole's pupils, and that the

majority was otherwise unaccountable.^ The account

is probably exaggerated : but the character of Mr.

Fox and his parliamentary associates is not repug-

nant to its probability ; nor does it stand alone. A
suspicious circumstance, in confirmation of Horace

Walpole, has also been brought to light. Among
Mr. Grenville's papers has been preserved a state-

ment of the secret-service money from 1761 to

1769 ; whence it appears that in the year ending

25th October, 1762, 10,000^. had been disbursed to

Mr. Martin, Secretary to the Treasury ; and in the

following year, to which the story refers, no leas

than 41,000^.3

The general expenditure for secret service, during

Lord Bute's period, also exhibits a remarkable ex-

cess, as compared with other years. In the year

ending 25th October, 1761, the secret-service money

' Walp, Mem. Geo. III., i. 199 ; and see Hist, of a late Minority,

p. 84.

' Lord Mahon's Hist., v. 15. » Grenville Papers, iii. 144.
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had amounted to 58,000Z. Lord Bute came into

ofl&ce on the 29th May, 1762 ; and in this year,

ending 25th October, it rose at once to 82,1 68L In

the next year,—Lord Bute having retired in April,

—it fell to 61000Z. In 1764, it was reduced to

36,837^ : and in 1765, to 29,374?.^

The Grrenville ministry distributed bribes or gra-

Under the tuitics with Icss profusiou than Lord Bute,
Grenville

• i i i
miniBtry. yet With SO little restraint, that a donation

to a member of Parliament appears to have been re-

garded as a customary compliment. It might be

offered without offence : if declined an apology was

felt to be due to the minister. In the Grrenville

Papers we find a characteristic letter from Lord Say

and Sele, which exemplifies the relations of the

minister with his parliamentary supporters.

'London, Nov. 26th, 1763.

' Honoured Sir,—I am very much obliged to you for

that freedom of converse you this morning indulged me
in, which I prize more than the lucrative advantage I

then received. To show the sincerity of my words

(pardon, Sir, the perhaps over niceness of my disposi-

tion), I return inclosed the bill for 300Z. you favoured

me with, as good manners would not permit my refusal

of it, when tendered by you.

* P.S.—As a free horse wants no spur, so I stand in

need of no inducement or do^iceur, to lend my small

assistance to the Icing, or his friends in the present

administration.' ^

^ There is an obscurity in these accounts ; but it seems a,s if the

secret-service money had been derived from different sources, the

amount paid from one source, between 1 761 and 1769, being 156,000/.,

and from the other 394,507^. The details of the latter sum only are

given. * Grenville Papers, iii. 145.
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Mr. Grenville, however, complained,—and ap-

parently with justice,— ' that the secret-service

money was by a great deal less than under any other

minister.'

'

Throughout the administration of Lord North,

the purchase of votes in Parliament, by under Lord

direct pecuniary bribes, was still a common ^o^^^-

practice. The king's complicity,—always suspected,

—^is now beyond a doubt. Writing to Lord North

on the 1st March, 1781, his Majesty said:—'Mr.

Eobinson sent me the list of the speakers last night,

and of the very good majority. I have this morning

sent him 6,000Z. to be placed to the same purpose as

the sum transmitted on the 21st August.'^ No
other conclusion can be drawn from this letter, than

that the king was in the habit of transmitting

money, to secure majorities for the minister, who
was then fighting his battles in the House of Com-
mons. Again, on the retirement of Lord North in

1782, the king writing on the 18th April, said:

—

' I shall make out also the list paid by Mr. Eobinson

to Peers, and shall give it to the first Lord of the

Treasury ; but I cannot answer whether, under the

idea of influence, there will not be a refusal to con-

tinue them. Those to members of the House of

• Grenville Papers, iii. 144.

' King's Letters to Lord North ; Lord Brougham's Works, iii.

167. Mr. Robinson, as Secretary to the Treasury, had the manage-
ment of the House of Commons, and was the depository of the

Livre rouge, supposed to contain the names of members retained by
mini-sters.— Wraxall Mem., ii. 225. In a canvassing list of Mr.
Robinson, found among Lord Auckland's papers, is this suspicious

entry— ' Heme, Francis, a friend of Mr. Rigby's, paid 4,00i)^.'

—

MS. kindly lent me by Mr. Hogge, the editor of the Auckland Cor-
respondence ; see also Walpole's Journ., i. 280.
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Commons cannot be given ; they may apply, if they

please, to Lord Eockingham: but by what he has

said to me, I have not the smallest doubt he will

refuse to bring their applications, as well as those

of any new solicitors in that House.'

'

So far there was a hope of improvement ; and it

subse-
seems that the system of direct bribery

decline of ^^^ uot loug survivc the ministry of Lord
the Bystem.

j^Q^th.^ It may not have wholly died out

;

and has probably been since resorted to, on rare and

exceptional occasions. But the powerful and popu-

lar administration of Mr. Pitt did not need such

support. The crown had triumphed over parties,

—

its influence was supreme,—and Mr. Pitt himself,

however profuse in the distribution of honours to his

adherents, was of too lofty a character, to encourage

the baseness of his meaner followers.

Another instrument of corruption was found, at

Shares in the beginning of this reign, in the raising
loans and c t it • i i
lotteries. of moucy for the public service, by loans

and lotteries. This form of bribery, though less

direct, was more capable of proof. A bribe could

' Corr. of Geo. III. with Lord North, ii. 422.
* Mr. Hallam says that the practice of direct bribery of Members

of Parliament ' is generally supposed to have ceased about the ter-

mination of the American War.'

—

Const. Hist., ii. 428.

Mr. William Smith, one of the oldest members of the House of

Commons, related the following anecdote of his own time :—

A

gentleman, being at Sir Benjamin Hammett's Bank, heard a member,
one of Lord North's friends, ask to have a 500^. bill ' broken,' which
was done ; and upon the applicant leaving the bank, Sir B. Hammett
saw a cover lying on the floor, which he picked up and put into his

friend's hand, without comment. It was addressed to the member,
' with Lord North's compliments.' Mr. Amyatt, Member for South-

ampton, was reputed to be the last member in receipt of a pension

for Parliamentary support.

—

Private Information.
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be given in secret : the value of scrip was notorious.

In March, 1763, Lord Bute contracted a
Lordsnte-s

loan of three millions and a half, for the ^°^°' ^^^^•

public service; and having distributed shares among

his friends,—the scrip immediately rose to a pre-

mium of 11 per cent, in the market ! So enormous

a miscalculation of the terms upon which a loan

could be negotiated, is scarcely to be reconciled

with honesty of purpose ; and according to the

practice of that time, the minister was entirely free

from control in the distribution of the shares. Here

the country sustained a loss of 385,000^ ; and the

minister was openly charged with having enriched

his political adherents at the public expense. The

bank-bills of Mr. Fox had been found so persuasive,

that corruption was applied on a still larger scale, in

order to secure the power of the minister. The par-

ticipation of many members, in the profits of this

iniquitous loan could not be concealed ; and little

pains were taken to deny it.^

The success of this expedient was not likely to be

soon forgotten. Stock-jobbing became the Duke of

fashion ; and many members of Parliament loan, ne;.

were notoriously concerned in it. Horace Walpole,

the chief chronicler of these scandals, states that, in

1767, sixty members were implicated in such trans-

actions, and even the chancellor of the Exchequer

himself.'' Another contemporary, Sir Greorge Cole-

brooke, gives an account quite as circumstantial, of

' Pari. Hist., xv. 1306 ; Adolphus, i. Ill; History of the late Mi-
nority, 107 ;

' The North Briton,' No. 42 ; LordMahon's Hist., v. 20;

Bute MSS., in British Museum ; Cooke's Hist of Party, iii. 22.

* Walpole's Mem., Geo. III., ii. 428.
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the monstrous corruption of the time. He says,

' the Duke of Grrafton gave a dinner to several of

the principal men in the city, to settle the loan.

Mr. Townshend came in in his nightgown, and aftei

dinner, when the terms were settled, and every one

present wished to introduce some friend on the list

of subscribers, he pretended to cast up the sums

already subscribed, said the loan was full, huddled

up his papers, got into a chair, and returned home,

reserving to himself, by this manoeuvre, a large share

in the loan.''

A few years later, similar practices were exposed

Lotteries. in another form. Lotteries were then a

favourite source of revenue ; and it appeared from

the list of subscribers in 1769 and 1770, that shares

had been allotted to several members of Parliament.

On the 23rd of April, 1771, Mr. Seymour moved

for the list of persons who had subscribed to the

lotteries of that year, alleging that it appeared from

the list of 1769, that twenty thousand tickets had

been disposed of to members of Parliament, which

sold at a premium of nearly ll. each. His motion

was refused.'^ On the 25th April, Mr. Cornwall

moved to prohibit any member from receiving more

than twenty tickets. He stated that he was ' cer-

tainly informed,' that fifty members of Parliament

had each subscribed for five hundred tickets, which

would realise a profit of 1,000^., and secure the

minister fifty votes. His motion also was rejected.^

' Cited in Walpole's Mem., iii. 100, n.
« Pari. Hist., xvii. 174.
» Walp. Mem., iv. 320; Chatham Corr,, iv. 148, n. ; Pari. Hist.,

xvii. 186.
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Again, in 1781, the very circumstances of Lord

Bute's flagitious loan were repeated under Lord

Lord North. A loan of 12,000,000^. was ioan,i78i.

then contracted, to defray the cost of the disastrous

American war, of which lottery tickets formed a

part. Its terms were so favourable to the subscri-

bers, that suddenly the scrip, or omnium, rose nearly

11 per cent.^ The minister was assailed with in-

jurious reproaches, and his conduct was repeatedly

denounced in Parliament as wilfully corrupt. These

charges were not made by obscure men : but by

Lord Kockingham, Mr. Fox, Mr. Burke, Mr. Byng,

Sir Gr. Savile, and other eminent members of oppo-

sition. It was computed by Mr. Fox, that a profit

of 900,000^. would be derived from the loan; and

by others, that half the loan was subscribed for by

members of the House of Commons. Lord Eocking-

ham said, ' the loan was made merely for the pur-

pose of corrupting the Parliament, to support a

wicked, impolitic, and ruinous war.' Mr. Fox de-

clared, again and again, that a large sum had been

placed in the ' hands of the minister to be granted

as douceurs to members of that House, ... as a

means of procuring and continuing a majority in

the House of Commons, upon every occasion, and to

give strength and support to a bad administration.' ^

• Sir P. J. Gierke, on the 8th March, said it had risen from 9 to

1 1 in the Alley that day. Lord North said it had only risen to 9, and
had fallen again to 7^. Lord Rockingham estimated it at 10 per
cent.

* Debates in the Commons, 7th, 8th, 12th, and 14th March, and in

tJie Lords, 21st March, 1781 ; Pari. Hist., xxi. 1334-1386 ; Rocking-
ham Mem., ii. 437 ; Lord J. Russell's Life of Fox, i. 235-241.
Wraxall'a Mem., ii. 360-375. Among the subscribers to this loan

VOL. I. C C
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The worst feature of tHs form of corruption was

its excessive and extravagant cost to the country.

If members of Parliament were to be bribed at all,

—

bank-notes, judiciously distributed, were far cheaper

than improvident loans. Lord Bute had purchased

a majority, on the preliminaries of peace, with thirty

or forty thousand pounds. Lord North's experi-

ment laid a burthen upon the people of nearly a

million. It was bad enough that the representa-

tives of the people should be corrupted ; and to pay

so high a price for their corruption was a cruel

aggravation of the wrong.

In 1782, Lord North, in raising another loan, did

Lord not venture to repeat these scandals : but
Korth's • J 1 1 • f • -11
loan, 1782. disappointed his inends by a new system

of close subscriptions. This arrangement did not

escape animadversion : but it was the germ of the

modem form of contracts, by sealed tenders.' Mr.

Disconti- Pitt had himself condemned the former

the system systcm of jobbing loans and lotteries ; and

Pitt.
' when he commenced his own financial oper-

ations, as first minister of the crown, in 1784, he

took effectual means to discontinue it. That the

evil had not been exaggerated, may be inferred from

the views of that sagacious statesman, as expounded

by his biographer and friend Dr. Tomline. Mr.

Pitt ' having, while in opposition, objected to the

practice of his predecessors in distributing bene-

ficial shares of loans and lottery tickets, under the

were seven members for 7O,O0OZ. ; others for 60,000i. ; and one for

100,000^. ; but the greater number being holders of scrip only, did
not appear in the list.— Wraxall Mem,, ii. 367.

' Pari. Hist., xxii. 1056 ; Wraxall's Mem., ii. 522.
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market price, among their private friends, and the

parliamentary supporters of the government,

adopted a new plan of contracting for loans and

lotteries by means of sealed proposals from different

persons, which were opened in the presence of each

other ; and while this competition ensured to the

public the best terms which could be obtained under

existing circumstances, it cut off a very improper

source of showing favour to individuals, and increas-

ing ministerial influence.' ' The lowest tenders were

accepted, and Mr. Pitt was able to assure the House

of Commons that not a shilling had been reserved

for distribution to his friends.*

One other form of parliamentary corruption yet

remains to be noticed. Lucrative contracts
contrac-

for the public service, necessarily increased *°'^"

by the American war, were found a convenient mode

of enriching political supporters. A contract to

supply rum or beef for the navy, was as great a prize

for a member, as a share in a loan or lottery. This

species of reward was particularly acceptable to the

commercial members of the House. Nor were its

attractions confined to the members who enjoyed the

contracts. Constituents being allowed to participate

in their profits, were zealous in supporting govern-

ment candidates. Here was another source of in-

fluence, for which again the people paid too dearly.

Heavy as their burthens were becoming, they were

increased by the costly and improvident contracts,

which this system of parliamentary jobbing en-

' Life of Pitt, iii. 633,
» Lord Stanhope's Lifo of Pitt, i. 219.

cc 2
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conraged. The cost of bribery in this form, was

even greater and more indefinite than that of loans

and lotteries. In the latter case, there were some

limits to the premium on scrip, which was public

and patent to all the world : but who could estimate

the profits of a contract loosely and ignorantly—not

to say corruptly—entered into, and executed without

adequate secuiities for its proper fulfilment ? These

evils were notorious ; and eflPbrts were not wanting

to correct them.

In 1779, Sir Philip Jennings Gierke obtained

leave to bring in a bill to disqualify contractors from

sitting in Parliament, except where they obtained

contracts at a public bidding: but on the 11th of

March, the commitment of the bill was negatived.'

Again, in February 1780, Sir Philip renewed his

motion, and succeeded in passing his bill through

the Commons, without opposition : but it was re-

jected by the Lords on the second reading.^ In

1781 it was brought forward a third time, but was

then lost in the House of Commons.'

Meanwhile, Lord North's administration was fall-

ing : the opposition were pledged to diminish the

influence of the crown, and to further the cause of

economic reform ; and in 1782, Sir Philip Clerke

was able to bring in his bill, and carry the second

reading.* In committee, Mr. Fox struck out the

exception in favour of contracts obtained at a public

bidding, and extended the measure to existing as

» Pari. Hist., xx. 123-129.
" im., xxi. 414. » JOnd., 1390.
« Ibid., xxii. 1214, 1335, 1356. Debates, 19th March; loth and

17th April; 1st and 27th May, 1782.
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well as future contracts. Immediately afterwards,

the Eockingham ministry coming into office,

adopted a measure so consonant with their own

policy ; and, under such auspices, it was at length

passed.^ It was another legislative condemnation of

corrupt influences in Parliament.

In weighing the evidence of parliamentary corrup-

tion, which is accessible to us, allowance
^,,^368

must be made for the hostility of many of ^°"Sr^
the witnesses. Charges were made against

™®'^'"

the government of the day, by its bitterest oppo-

nents ; and may have been exaggerated by the hard

colouring of party. But they were made by men of

high character and political eminence ; and so

generally was their truth acknowledged, that eveiy

abuse complained of was ultimately condemned by

Parliament. Were all the measures for restraining

corruption and undue influence groundless ? Were
the evils sought to be corrected imaginary ? The

historian can desire no better evidence of contem-

porary evils than the judgment of successive Parlia-

ments,—pronounced again and again, and ratified by

posterity.' The wisdom of the legislature averted

' The bill contained an exception in favour of persons subscribing

to a public loan. It was said, however, that the loan was a more
dangerous engine of influence than contracts, and ultimately the ex-

ception was omitted, ' it being generally understood that a separate

bill should be brought in for that purpose,' which, however, was
never done. This matter, as stated in the debates, is exceedingly

obscure and inconsistent, and scarcely to be relied upon, though it

was frequently adverted to, in discussing the question of Baron
Kothschild's disability in 1855.

"^ In painting the public vices of his age, Cowper did not omit to

stigmatise, as it deserved, its political corruption.

' But when a country (one that I could name),

In prostitution sinks the sense of shame
;

When infamous Venality, grown bold.

Writes on his bosom, " to he let or aold.^
'

—TnJih Talk.
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the ruin of the constitution, which the philosophical

Montesquieu had predicted, when he said, ' II perira,

lorsque la puissance legislative sera plus corrompue

que I'executrice.'

'

Such was the state of society in the first years of

state of so-
*^® rcigu of Grcorge III. that the vices of

Sfthe^rel^ the government received little correction
of Geo. III.

fj.Qjjj pui^iic opinion. A corrupt system of

government represented but too faithfully, the pre-

valent corruption of society. Men of the highest

rank openly rioted in drunkenness, gambling, and

debauchery : the clergy were indifferent to religion

:

the middle classes were coarse, ignorant, and sensual

;

and the lower classes brutalised by neglect, poverty,

and evil examples. The tastes and habits of the age

were low : its moral and intellectual standard was

debased. All classes were wanting in refinement,

and nearly all in education. Here were abounding

materials for venal senators, greedy place-hunters,

and corrupt electors;

Having viewed the imperfections of the repre-

Howpopu- sentative system, and the various forms of

cipiS^were Corruption by which the constitution was
keptaUTo.

formerly disfigured, we pause to inquire

how popular principles, statesmanship, and public

' Livre xi. c. 6. Lord Bolingbroke wrote in the same spirit:

—

• Whenever the people of Britain become so degenerate and base, as

to be induced by corruption,—for they are no longer in danger of

being awed by prerogative,—to choose persons to represent them in

Parliament, whom they have found by experience to be under an in-

fluence arising from private interest, dependents on a court, and the

creatures of a minister ; or others that are unknown to the people

that elect them, and having no recommendation but that which they

carry in their purses : then may the enemies of our constitution

boast, that they have got the better of it, and that it is no longer

able to preserve itself, nor to defend liberty.'

—

Wnrks, iii. 274.
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virtue were kept alive, amid such adverse influences?

'

The country was great and glorious ; and its history,

—though stained with many blots,—is such as

Englishmen may justly contemplate with pride.

The people, if enjoying less freedom than in later

times, were yet the freest people in the world.

Their laws, if inferior to modem jurisprudence, did

not fall short of the enlightenment of the age, in

which Parliament designed them. How are these

contrasts to be explained and reconciled? How
were the people saved from misgovemment ? What
were the antidotes to the baneful abuses which pre-

vailed? In the first place, parliamentary govern-

ment attracted the ablest men to the service of the

state. Whether they owed their seats to the patron-

age of a peer, to the purchase of a borough, or to

the suffrages of their fellow-countrymen, they

equally enlightened Parliament by their eloquence,

and guided the national councils by their statesman-

ship. In the next place, the representation,

—

limited and anomalous as it was,—comprised some

popular elements; and the House of Commons, in

the worst times, still professed its responsibility to

the people, and was not insensible to public opinion.

Nor can it be denied that the small class, by whom
the majority of the House of Commons was returned,

were the most instructed and enlightened in the

country ; and as Englishmen, were generally true to

principles of freedom.

' ' Of all ingenious instruments of despotism,' said Sydney Smith,
' I most commend a popular assembly where the majority are paid
and hired, and a few bold and able men, by their brave speeches,

make the people believe they are free.'

—

Mem., ii. 214.
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Two other causes, which exercised a wholesome

restraint upon Parliament and the governing class,

are to be found in the divisions of party,—finely

called by Sir Bulwer Lytton ' the sinews of freedom,'

—and the growing influence of the press. However

prone the ruling party may sometimes have been to

repress liberty, the party in opposition were forced

to rely upon popular principles; and pledged to

maintain them, at least for a time, when they

succeeded to power. Party again supplied, in some

degree, the place of intelligent public opinion. As

yet the great body of the people had neither know-

ledge nor influence : but those who enjoyed political

power, were encouraged by their rivalries and am-

bition, not less than by their patriotism, to embrace

those principles of good government, which steadily

made their way in our laws and institutions. Had
all parties combined against popular rights, nothing

short of another revolution could have overthrown

them. But as they were divided and opposed, the

people obtained extended liberties, before they were

in a position to wrest them from their rulers, by

means of a free representation.

Meanwhile the press was gradually creating a more

elevated public opinion, to which all parties were

obliged to defer. It was long, however, before that

great political agent performed its office worthily.

Before the press can be instructive, there must be

enlightenment, and public spirit among the people

:

it takes its colour from society, and reflects its pre-

vailing vices. Hence, while flagrant abuses in the

government were tolerated by a corrupt society, the
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press was venal,—teeming with scurrilous libels and

factious falsehoods, in the interests of rival parties,

—and disfigured by all the faults of a depraved

political morality. Let us be thankful that prin-

ciples of liberty and public virtue were so strong, as

constantly to advance in society, in the press, and in

the government of the country.

The glaring defects and vices of the representative

system, which have now been exposed,—the re-

stricted and unequal franchise, the bribery Argu-
^ ments for

of a limited electoral body, and the corrup- Pariia-
•' ' mentary

tion of the representatives themselves,— Refonn.

formed the strongest arguments for parliamentary

reform. Some of them had been partially corrected

;

and some had been ineffectually exposed and de-

nounced; but the chief evil of all demanded a

bolder and more hazardous remedy. The theory of

an equal representation,—at no time very perfect,

—

had, in the course of ages, been entirely subverted.

Decayed boroughs, without inhabitants,—the abso-

lute property of noblemen,—and populous towns

without electors, returned members to the House of

Commons : but great manufacturing cities, distin-

guished by their industry, wealth, and intelligence,

were without representatives.

Schemes for partially rectifying these inequalities

were proposed at various times, by states- Loid chat-

men of very different opinions. Lord scheme of

Chatham was the first to advocate reform. 1770.

Speaking, in 1766, of the borough representation,

he called it ' the rotten part of our constitution
;

'

and said ' it cannot continue a century. If it does
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not drop, it must be amputated.'^ In 1770, he sug-

uth May. gested that a third member should be added

to every county, 'in order to counterbalance the

weight of corrupt and venal boroughs.' * Such was

his opinion of the necessity of a measure of this cha-

racter, that he said :
' Before the end of this century,

either the Parliament will reform itself from within,

or be reformed with a vengeance from without.'^

Mr, Wilkes's The ncxt schcmo was that of a very notable
Bcb6m6
1776. ' politician, Mr. Wilkes. More comprehen-

sive than Lord Chatham's,—it was framed to meet,

more directly, the evils complained of. In 1776, he

moved for a bill to give additional members to the

metropolis, and to Middlesex, Yorkshire, and other

large counties : to disfranchise the rotten boroughs,

and add the electors to the county constituency:

and lastly, to enfranchise Manchester, Leeds, Shef-

field, Birmingham, and ' other rich populous trading

towns.'* His scheme, indeed, comprised all the

leading principles of parliamentary reform, which

were advocated for the next fifty years without

success, and have been sanctioned within our own
time.

The next measure for reforming the Commons,
Duke of was brought forward by a peer. On the 3rd
Eichmond's ./ jt

biu,i78o. June, 1780, in the midst of Lord George

' Debates on the Address, January, 1766.
* Walp. Mem., iv. 68 ; Chatham Corr., iv. 157, where he supports

his views by the precedent of a Scotch act at the Revolution.

Strangers were excluded during this debate, which is not reported in

the Parliamentary History.
" Pari. Hist., xvii. 223, n.

* 21st March, 1776, Pari. Hist, xviii. 1287. The motion was
negatived without a division.
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Gordon's riots, the Duke of Richmond presented a

bill for establishing annual parliaments, universal

suffrage, and equal electoral districts. A scheme

so wild and inopportune was rejected without a

division.^

Nor was the duke's extravagant proposal an iso-

lated suggestion of his own. Extreme other

changes were at this time popular,—em- reform, nso.

bracing annual parliaments, the extinction of rotten

boroughs, and universal suffrage. The graver states-

men, who were favourable to improved representa-

tion, discountenanced all such proposals, as likely to

endanger the more practicable schemes of economic

reform by which they were then endeavouring,

—

with every prospect of success,—to purifyParliament,

and reduce the influence of the crown. The peti-

tioners by whom they were supported, prayed also

for a more equal representation of the people : but

it was deemed prudent to postpone, for a time, the

agitation of that question.^

The disgraceful riots of Lord George Gordon

rendered this time unfavourable for the discussion of

any political changes. The Whig party were charged

with instigating and abetting these riots, just as, at

a later period, they became obnoxious to imputations

of Jacobinism. The occasion of the king's speech,

at the end of the session of 1780, was not lost by

the tottering government of Lord North. His

Majesty warned the people against ' the hazard of

innovation
;

' and artfully connected this warning

' Pari. Hist, xxi. 686.
* Ann. Eeg., xxir. 140, 194; Kockingham Mem., ii. 395, 411.
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with a reference to ' rebellious insurrections to resist

or to reform the laws.'

'

Among the more moderate schemes discussed at

this period, by the temperate supporters of parlia-

mentary reform, was the addition of one hundred

coimty members to the House of Commons. It was

objected to, however, by some of the leading Whigs,

'as being prejudicial to the democratical part of the

constitution, by throwing too great a weight into

the scale of the aristocracy.'^

Mr. Pitt was now commencing his great career

;

Mr Hit's ^^^ ^^^ early youth is memorable for the

iSq*^f°'^ advocacy of a measure, which his father
^'^^" had approved. His first motion on this

subject was made in 1782, during the Eockingham

administration. The time was well chosen, as that

ministry was honourably distinguished by its exer-

tions for the purification of Parliament : while the

people, dissatisfied with their rulers, scandalised by

the abuses which had lately been exposed, and dis-

gusted by the disastrous issue of the American war.

May 7th. wcre ripe for constitutional changes. After

a call of the House, he introduced the subject in a

speech, as wise and temperate as it was able. In

analysing the state of the representation, he described

the Treasury and other nomination boroughs, without

property, population, or trade ; and the boroughs

which had no property or stake in the country but

their votes, which they sold to the highest bidder.

The Nabob of Arcot, he said, had seven or eight

' Pari. Hist.xxvi. 767.
• Letter of Duke of Portland ; Rockingham Mem., ii. 412,
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ijaembers in that House ; and might not a foreign

state in enmity with this country, by means of such

boroughs, have a party there? He concluded by
moving for a committee of inquiry. He seems to

have been induced to adopt this course, in conse-

quence of the difficulties he had experienced in

obtaining the agreement of the friends of reform to

any specific proposal.^ This motion was superseded

by reading the order of the day, by a majority of

twenty only.^

Again, in 1783, while in opposition to the coali-

tion ministry, Mr. Pitt renewed his exer- Mr. Pitfs

tions in the same cause. His position had, tions,

in the meantime, been strengthened by i^ss.

numerous petitions, with 20,000 signatures.^ He
no longer proposed a committee of inquiry, but

came forward with three distinct resolutions :— 1st,

That effectual measures ought to be taken for pre-

venting bribery and expense at elections ; 2nd, That

when the majority of voters for any borough should

be convicted of corruption, before an election com-

mittee, the borough should be disfranchised, and the

imbribed minority entitled to vote for the county

:

3rd, That an addition should be made to the knights

of the shire, and members for the metropolis. In

support of his resolutions, he attributed the disasters

of the American war to the corrupt state of the

' Ann. Eeg., xxv. 181.

» 161 to 141 ; Pari. Hist., xxii. 1416; Fox's Mem., i. 321-2 ; Lord
Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 72-76.

' All the petitions which had been presented for the last month,
had been brought into the House by the Clerk, and laid on the floor

near the table.
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House of Commons, and the secret influence of the

crown, which, he said, ' was sapping the very founda-

tion of liberty, by corruption.' Universal suffrage

he condemned ; and the disfranchisement of ' rotten

boroughs ' he as yet shrank from proposing. A great

change, however, had now come over the spirit of

the Commons. The people, once more enjoying the

blessings of peace, were contented with the moderate

reforms effected by Lord Rockingham ; and their

representatives rejected Mr. Pitt's resolutions by a

majority of one hundred and forty-four.'

Before Mr. Pitt had occasion again to express his

Yorkshire
seutimeuts, he had been called to the head

jMi*m'h <^f affairs, and was carrying on his memor-
^^^" able contest with the coalition. On the 1 6th

January, 1784, Mr. Duncombe presented a petition

from the freeholders of Yorkshire, praying the House

to take into serious consideration the inadequate state

of the representation of the people. Mr. Pitt sup-

ported it, saying, that he had been confirmed in his

opinions in favour of reform, by the recent conduct

of the opposition. 'A temperate and moderate

reform,' he said, 'temperately and moderately pur-

sued, he would at all times, and in all situations, be

ready to promote to the utmost of his power.' At

the same time, he avowed that his cabinet were not

united in favour of any such measure ; and that he

despaired of seeing any cabinet unanimous in the

cause. In this opinion Mr. Fox signified his con-

currence; but added, that Mr. Pitt had scarcely

' Pari. Hist., xxiii. 827 ; Fox's Mem., ii. 79 ; Wraxall's Mem., iii.

86, 400 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 118.
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introduced one person into his cabinet, who would

support his views in regard to parliamentary reform.'

The sincerity of Mr. Pitt's assurances was soon to

be tested. In the new Parliament he found Mr. Pitt's

himself supported by a powerful majority ; i785.

and he enjoyed at once the confidence of the king,

and the favour of the people. Upon one question

only, was he powerless. To his measure of parlia-

mentary reform, the king was adverse,*—his cabinet

were indifferent or imfriendly ; and his followers in

the House of Commons, could not be brought to vote

in its favour. The Tories were generally opposed to

it ; and even a large portion of the Whigs, including

the Duke of Portland and Lord Fitzwilliam, failed

to lend it their support.' Public feeling had not

yet been awakened to the necessity of reform ; and

the legislature was so constituted, that any effective

scheme was hopeless.

In the first session of the new Parliament he was

not prepared with any measure of his own : but he

spoke and voted in favour of a motion of Mr. Alder-

man Sawbridge ; and promised that, in the next

session, he should be ready to bring the question

forward himself.^ He redeemed this pledge, and on

the 18th April, 1785, moved for leave to introduce

a Bill ' to amend the representation of the people of

England, in Parliament.' Having proved, by nume-

rous references to history, that the representation

had frequently been changed, according to the vary-

ing circumstances of the country: that many decayed

' Pari. Hist., xxiv. 347. * See au^a, p, 91.
• Lord J. Russell's Life of Fox, ii. 176,

Pari. Hist., xxiv. 976.
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borouglis had ceased to return members to Parlia-

ment, while other boroughs had been raised or re-

stored to that privilege ; he proposed that seventy-

two members, then returned by thirty-six decayed

boroughs, should be distributed among the counties

and the metropolis. But this part of his scheme

was accompanied by the startling proposal, that the

condemned boroughs should not be disfranchised,

except with the consent of their proprietors, who

were to receive compensation from the state, amount-

ing to a million sterling ! He further proposed to

purchase the exclusive rights of ten corporations,

for the benefit of their fellow-citizens ; and to ob-

tain by the same means, the surrender of the right

of returning members from four small boroughs,

whose members could be transferred to populous

towns. By these several means, a hundred seats

were to be re-distributed. The enlargement of the

county constituency, by the addition of copyholders

to the freeholders, formed another part of his plan.

It was estimated that by this change, and by the

enfranchisement of great towns, a total addition of

ninety-nine thousand would be made to the electoral

body. The portion of this scheme most open to ob-

jection was that of compensating the proprietors of

boroughs ; and he admitted that it ' was a tender

part ; but at the same time it had become a neces-

sary evil, if any reform was to take place.' It seems,

indeed, that not hoping to convince those interested

in the existing state of the representation, of the

expediency of reform, he had sought to purchase

their support. The boroughs which were always in
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the maxket, he proposed to buy, on behalf of the

state ; and thus to secure purity, through the in-

struments of corruption. Such a sacrifice of prin-

ciple to expediency may have been necessary ; but

it did not save his scheme of reform from utter

failure. His motion for leave to bring in the bill,

was negatived by a majority of seventy-four.^

As this was the last occasion on which Mr. Pitt

advocated the cause of parliamentary re-
^r. pitt-g

form, his sincerity, even at that time, has sincerity.

been called in question. He could scarcely have

hoped to carry this measure : but its failure was due

to causes beyond his control. The king and Parlia-

ment were adverse, and popular support was wanting.

To have staked his power as a minister, upon the

issue of a measure fifty years in advance of the

public opinion of his day,—and which he had no

power to force upon Parliament,—would have been

the act of an enthusiastj rather than a statesman.

The blame of his subsequent inaction in the cause

was shared by the Whigs, who, for several years,

consented to its entire oblivion.

In the five ensuing years of Mr. Pitt's prosperous

administration, the word ' reform ' was Mr. Fiooda

.
motion,

scarcely whispered m Parliament. At itso.

length, in 1790, Mr. Flood moved for a bill to

amend the representation of the people. His plan

was to add one himdred members to the House of

Commons, to be elected by the resident householders

of every county. Mr. Pitt, on this occasion, pro-

> Ayes, 174 ; Noes, 248. Pari. Hist., xxv. 432-475 ; Tomline's

Life of Pitt, ii, 41 ; Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt, i. 2r>6.

VOL. I. I) »
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fessed himself to be as firm and zealous a friend as

ever to parliamentary reform ; but could not assent

to Mr. Flood's motion, which was superseded by the

adjournment of the House.*

Meanwhile, the cause of parliamentary reform had

' Friends been advocated by several political associa-
of the . . 1 1 1 1 T-, . 1
People.' tions, and more particularly by the ' 1' riends

of the People.' This society embraced many gentle-

men eminent in politics and literature ; and twenty-

eight members of Parliament, of whom Mr. Grey

and Mr. Erskine took the lead. It was agreed

amongst them, that the subject should again be

pressed upon the attention of Parliament. And,

Mr. Grey's accordingly, on the 30th of April, 1792,
notice, 30th -,, ^ »
Apru, 1792, Mr. Grey gave notice of a motion, m the

ensuing session, for an inquiry into the representa-

tive system.^ A few years earlier, the cause of re-

form,—honestly supported by moderate men of all

parties,—might have prevailed: but the perils of

the time had now become too great to admit of its

fair discussion. That ghastly revolution had burst

forth in France, which for two generations was

destined to repress the liberties of England. Mr.

Pitt avowed that he still retained his opinion of the

propriety of parliamentary reform: but was per-

suaded that it could not then be safely tried. He
saw no prospect of success, and great danger of

anarchy and confusion in the attempt. ' This is

not a time,' said he, ' to make hazardous experi-

' Pari. Hist., xxviii. 452.
* Mr. Speaker Addington permitted a debate to arise on this

occasion, which, according to the stricter practice of later times,

woiild have been wholly inadmissible.

—

Lord SidmoutKs Life, i. 88.
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ments.' He had taken his stand against revolu-

tionary principles, and every question with which

they could be associated. Mr. Burke, the honoured

reformer of an earlier period, and in another cause,'

and many respected members of his party, henceforth

supported the minister, and ranged themselves with

the opponents of reform. A period was commencing,

not only hostile to all change, but repressive of free-

dom of opinion ; and the power of Mr. Pitt, as the

champion of order against democracy, was absolute.'

On the 6th of May, 1793, Mr, Grey brought for-

ward the motion, of which he had given Mr. Grey's
motion,

notice m the previous session. First he i'93.

presented a long and elaborate petition from the

society of the Friends of the People, exposing the

abuses of the electoral system, and alleging various

gi'ounds for parliamentary referm. This petition

having been read, Mr. Grey proceeded to move that

it be referred to the consideration of a committee.

Like Mr. Pitt, on a former occasion,—and probably

for the same reasons,—he made no specific proposal

;

but contented himself with arguments against the

existing system. A more unsuitable time for such

a motion could not have been found. The horrors

of the French revolution had lately reached their

climax in the execution of the king : many British

subjects had avowed their sympathy with revolu-

tionary principles : the country was at war with the

French republic : the Whig party had been broken

up ; and the great body of the people were alarmed

• Mr. Burke had never supported parliamentary reform.
* Pari. Hist., iiir. 1300 ; Tomline's Life of Pitt, iii. 322.

s d2
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for the safety of their institutions. At such a time,

the naost moderate proposals were discountenanced
;

and after two nights' debate, Mr. Grrey's motion

found only forty-one supporters.*

After such discouragement, and under circum-

Mr. Grey's stances SO adverse, Mr. Grey did not at-

hstI ' tempt to renew the discussion of parlia-

mentary reform, until 1797. He now had a definite

plan ; and on the 26th May, he moved for leave to

bring in a bill for carrying it into effect. He pro-

posed to increase the county members from ninety-

two to one hundred and thirteen, by giving two

members to each of the three ridings of the county

of York, instead of two for the whole coimty, and

by similar additions to other large counties ; and to

admit copyholders and leaseholders for terms of

years, as well as freeholders, to the coimty franchise.

As regards the boroughs, he proposed to substitute

for the numerous rights of election, one uniform

household franchise. And in order to diminish the

expense of elections, he suggested that the poll

should be taken, throughout the whole kingdom, at

one time. His scheme comprised, in fact, an outline

of the great measure, which this eminent statesman

was ultimately destined to mature, as the consum-

mation of his labours during half a century. His

motion was seconded by Mr. Erskine, in a speech

which went far to contradict the assertion,—so often

made,—^that in the Hou^e of Commons this great

forensic orator was wholly unequal to his reputation.

» Pari. Hist., xxx. 787-925; Ayes, 41; Noes, 232; Lord J.

Russell's Life of Fox, ii. 281-283, 349.
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At once eloquent, impassioned, and argumentative,

it displayed those rare qualities, which have never

been equalled at the British bar, and not often in

the senate. The motion was also supported, in an

admirable speech, by Mr. Fox. But vain were

moderate and well-considered plans,—vain were elo-

quence and argument. The feelings, fears, and pre-

judices of the people were adverse to the cause

:

reform being now confounded with revolution, and

reformers with Jacobins. Whatever was proposed,

—more was said to be intended ; and Paine and the

' Eights of Man ' were perversely held up, as the

true exponents of the reformer's creed. The motion

was rejected by a large majority.^

Again the question slept for many years. The

early part of the present century was a
j-nrther

period scarcely more favourable for the dis- agX^tof

cussion of parliamentary reform, than the '^^^°™-

first years of the French revolution. The prodigious

eflforts of the country in carrying on the war,

—

victories and disasters,—loans, taxes, and subsidies,

—engrossed the attention of Parliament, and the

thoughts of the people. The restoration of peace

was succeeded by other circumstances, almost equally

impropitious. The extreme pressure of the war

upon the industrial resources of the country, had

occasioned suflfering and discontent amongst the

working classes. The government were busy in re-

pressing sedition ; and the goverrdng classes, trained

under a succession of Tory administrations, had

learned to scout every popular principle. Under

" Pari. Hist., xxxiii. 644. Ayes, 91 ; Noes, 256.
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such discouragements, many of the old supporters

of reform, either deserted the cause, or shrank

from its assertion ; while demagogues, of dubious

character, and dangerous principles, espoused it.

' Hampden Clubs,' and other democratic associations,

—chiefly composed of working men,—were demand-

ing universal suffrage and annual Parliaments, which

found as little favour with the advocates of reform,

as with its opponents ; and every moderate scheme

was received with scorn, by ultra-reformers.'

But notwithstanding these adverse conditions, the

Sir F. Bur- questiou of reform was occasionally dis-
dett'splan, ^ •'

1809, cussed in Parliament. In 1809, it was

revived, after the lapse of thirteen years. Mr. Pitt

and Mr. Fox,—who had first fought together in sup-

port of the same principles, and afterwards on oppo-

site sides, - were both no more : Mr. Grey and Mr.

Erskine had been called to the House of Peers ; and

the cause was in other hands. Sir Francis Burdett

was now its advocate,—less able and influential than

his predecessors, and an eccentric politician,—but a

thorough-bred English gentleman. His scheme,

however, was such as to repel the support of the

few remaining reformers. He proposed that every

county should be divided into electoral districts

;

that each district should return one member; and

that the franchise should be vested in the taxed male

population. So startling a project found no more

than fifteen supporters.^

• Com. Journ., Ixv. 860, &c. Eeports of Secret Committees of

Lords and Commons. 1817; Wilberforee's Life, iv. 3 It); Bamford's
Life of a Eadical, i. 162-165.

« Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., xiv. 1041. Ayes, 15 ; Noes, 74.
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In the following year, several petitions were pre-

sented, praying for a reform of Parliament
; ^^

and on the 21st May, Mr. Brand moved for '^^^^^^

a committee of inquiry, which was refused ^10.^^^*'

by a large majority.' On the 13th June, fsThS,
Earl Grey, in moving an address on the

^*'"'

state of the nation, renewed his public connection

with the cause of reform,—avowed his adherence to

the sentiments he had always expressed,—and pro-

mised his future support to any temperate and judi-

cious plan for the correction of abuses in the repre-

sentation. He was followed by Lord Erskine, in the

same honoiirable avowal.'*

In 1818, Sir F. Burdett, now the chairman of the

Hampden Club of London, proposed, reso- sir r. Bar-

lutions in favour of universal male suf- isi^is.

frage, equal electoral districts, vote by ballot, and

annual Parliaments. His motion was seconded by

Lord Cochrane : but foxmd not another supporter in

the House of Commons. At this time, there were

numerous public meetings in favour of imiversal

suflfrage ; and reform associations,—not only of men
but of women,—were engaged in advancing the

same cause. And as many of these were advocating

female suffrage. Sir F. Burdett, to avoid miscon-

struction, referred to male suffrage only.'

In 1819, Sir F. Burdett again brought forward a

motion on the subject. He proposed that the House

' Ayes, 116; Noes, 234. Hans, Deb., Ist Ser., xvii. 123.
* Ibid., xvii. 659, 690.
* See a learned and ingenious article in the Edin. Eev., January,

1819, by Sir J. Mackintosh, on Universal Suffrage, Art. viii. ; Bam-
ford's Life of a Radical, i. 161.
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should, early in the next session, take into its con-

sideration the state of the representation. In the

debate. Lord John Eussell, who had recently been

admitted to Parliament, expressed his opinion in

favour of disfranchising such boroughs as were noto-

riously corrupt. The motion was superseded by read-

ing the orders of the day.'

At the commencement of the following session,

Lord J. Lord John Eussell,—whose name has ever
Bnssell,

,

1820. Since been honourably associated with the

cause of reform,—proposed his first motion on the

subject. In the preceding session, he had brought

under the notice of the House the scandalous pro-

ceedings at Grrampound. He now took broader

ground, and embraced the general evils of the

electoral system.^ The time was not favourable to

moderate counsels. On one side were the intem-

perate advocates of universal suffrage : on the

other the stubborn opponents of all change in the

representation.' But such was the moderation of

Lord John's scheme of reform, that it might have

claimed the support of the wiser men of all parties.

He showed, in a most promising speech, that in

former times decayed boroughs had been dis-

charged from sending members, and populous

places summoned by writ to return them; he de-

scribed the wonderful increase of the great manu-

J Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., xl. 1440. « Und., xli. 302, 1091.
" Notwithstanding the small encoiaragement given at this time to

the cause of reform, it was making much progress in public opinion.

Sydney Smith, writing in 1819, said, ' I think all wise men should
begin to turn their minds reformwards. We shall do it better

than Mr. Hunt or Mr. Cobbett. Done it must, and wUX be.'

—

Mem.,
ii. 191.
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facturing towns, which were unrepresented ; and the

corruption of the smaller boroughs, which sold their

franchise. He concluded by moving resolutions :

—

1. That boroughs in which notorious bribery and

corruption should be proved to prevail, should cease

to return members—the electors not proved guilty

being allowed to vote for the county : 2. That the

right thus taken from corrupt boroughs, should be

given to great towns with a population of not less

than 15,000, or to some of the largest counties : 3.

That further means should be taken to detect corrup-

tion; and lastly, that the borough of Grampoimd

should cease to send members.

As the motion was met by the government in a

conciliatory manner ; and as Lord Castle- q,.^,

reagh was ready to concm* in the disfran- ^"aTctj^^

chisement of Grrampound; Lord John '^^^''^'^

Eussell consented to withdraw his resolutions, and

gave notice of a bill for disfranchising Grrampound.'

The progress of this bill was interrupted by the

death of the king ; but it was renewed in the follow-

ing session, and reached the House of Lords, where,

after evidence being taken at the bar, it dropped by

reason of the prorogation. Again it was passed by

the Commons, in 1821. That House had given the

two vacant seats to the great town of Leeds ; but

the Lords still avoided the recognition of such a

principle, by assigning two additional members to

the county of York ; in which form the bill was at

length agreed to.'

> Hana. Deb., Ist Ser., xli. 1091-1122.
« 1 & 2 Geo. rv. c. 47.
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J
In 1821, two motions were made relating to par-

liamentary reform, the one by Mr. Lambton, and the

Mr. Lamb- Other by Lord John Eussell. On the 17th
^n^spro-

Aprils the former explained his scheme.

In lieu of the borough representation, he

proposed to divide counties into districts containing

twenty-five thousand inhabitants, each returning a

member,—^to extend the franchise for such dis-

tricts to all householders paying taxes,—to facili-

tate polling by means of numerous polling-booths,

and by enabling overseers to receive votes,—and to

charge the necessary expenses of every election upon

the poor-rates. To the county constituencies he

proposed to add copyholders, and leaseholders for

terms of years. After a debate of two days, his

motion was negatived by a majority of twelve.'

Lord J. On the 9th of May, Lord John Eussell
Ku3sell's

1 J . .1 . IT
plan, 1821, moved resolutions with a view to the dis-

covery of bribery, the disfranchisement of corrupt

boroughs, and the transfer of the right of returning

members, to places which had increased in wealth

and population. His resolutions were superseded

by the previous question, which was carried by a

majority of thirty-one.'^

In 1822, Lord John Eussell having, as he said.

And In
' scrvcd au apprenticeship in the cause of

1822. reform,' again pressed the matter upon the

notice of the House. The cry for universal suffrage

had now subsided,—tranquillity prevailed throughout

» Ayes, 43 ; Noes, 55. Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., v. 359-453. Mr.
I*ambton had prepared a bill, which is printed in the Appendix to

that volume of Debates.
* Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., v. 603
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the country,—and no circumstance could be \irged

as unfavourable to its fair consideration. After

showing the great increase of the wealth and in-

telligence of the country, he proposed the addition

of sixty members to the counties, and forty to the

great towns ; and,—not to increase the total number

of the House of Commons,—he suggested that one

hundred of the smallest boroughs should each lose

one of their two members. His motion, reduced to a

modest resolution, ' that the present state of repre-

sentation required serious consideration,' was rejected

by a majority of one hundred and five.*

In 1823, Lord John renewed his motion in the

same terms. He was now supported by im823.

numerous petitions,—and amongst the number by

one from seventeen thousand freeholders of the

county of York ; but after a short debate, was de-

feated by a majority of one hundred and eleven.'*

Again, in 1826, Lord John proposed the same

resolution to the House ; and pointed out ^^^ j

forcibly, that the increasing wealth and in- m^^'_*

telligence of the people were daily aggra-
^^^^'

vating the inequality of the representation. Nomi-

nation boroughs continued to return a large propor-

tion of the members of the House of Commons?

while places of enormous population and commercial

prosperity were without representatives. After an

interesting debate, his resolution was negatived by

a majority of one hundred and twenty-four.'

' Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., vii. 51-139. Ayes, 164 ; Noes, 269.
« Vnd., viii. 1260. Ayes, 169 ; Noes, 280.
» Md., XV. 61. Ayes, 127 ; Noes. 247.
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In 1829, a proposal for reform proceeded from an

^jj unexpected quarter, and was based upon

^ewsf°m9- principles entirely novel. The measure of
'*'•

Catholic emancipation had recently been

carried ; and many of its opponents, of the old Tory

party,—disgusted with their own leaders, by whom
it had been forwarded,—were suddenly converted to

the cause of parliamentary reform. On the 2nd

June, Lord Blandford, who represented their

opinions, submitted a motion on the subject. He
apprehended that the Eoman Catholics would now

enter the borough-market, and purchase seats for

their representatives, in such numbers as to en-

danger our Protestant constitution. His resolutions

condemning close and corrupt boroughs, foimd only

forty supporters, and were rejected by a majority of

seventy-four.' At the commencement of the next

session, Lord Blandford repeated these views, in

moving an amendment to the address, representing

the necessity of improving the representation. Being

seconded by Mr. O'Connell, his anomalous position

as a reformer was manifest.^ Soon afterwards he

moved for leave to bring in a bill to restore the

constitutional influence of the Commons in the

Parliament of England, which contained an elaborate

machinery of reform, including the restoration of

wages to members.' His motion served no other

purpose, than that of reviving discussions on the

general question of reform.

But in the meantime, questions of no less general

> Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., xxi. 1672. Ayes, 40 ; Noes, 114.
* Mi., xxii. 171. * Ibid., xxii. 678.
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application had been discussed, which eventually pro-

duced the most important results. The dis- Northamp-

closures which followed the general election Leicester

of 1826, and the conduct ofthe government, 1826-27.

gave a considerable impulse to the cause of reform.

The corporations of Northampton and Leicester

were alleged to have applied large sums peb. 21st.

from the corporate funds, for the support March isth.

of ministerial candidates. In the Northampton

case, Sir Eobert Peel went so far as to maintain the

right of a corporation to apply its funds to election

purposes : but the House could not be brought to

concur in such a principle ; and a committee of

inquiiy was appointed.' In the Leicester case, all

inquiry was successfully resisted.* A bill to restrain

such corporate abuses was passed by the Commons
in the next session, but Lord Eldon secured its re-

jection by the Lords, on the third reading.'

Next came two cases of gross and notorious bri-

bery,—Penryn and East Eetford. They penrynand

were not worse than those of Shoreham 1,^*^^^

and Grrampound, and might have been as
^^^6-27.

easily disposed of; but,—treated without judgment

by ministers,—they precipitated a contest, which

ended in the triumph of reform.

Penryn had long been notorious for its corruption,

which had been already twice exposed ;* yet minis-

ters resolved to deal tenderly with it. Instead of

disfranchising so corrupt a borough, they followed

• Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., xvi. 606, * Ibid., 1198.
* 13th June, 1827; Lords' Journ., lix. 403; Lord Colchester's

Diary, lii. 616 (not reported in Hansard).

In 1807 and iS'o.
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the precedent of Shoreham ; and proposed to em-

brace the adjacent hundreds, in the privilege of

returning members. But true to the principles he

had already carried out in the case of Grampound,

Lord John Kussell succeeded in introducing an

amendment in the bill, by which the borough was to

be entirely disfranchised.'

In the case of East Ketford, a bill was brought in

to disfranchise that borough, and to enable the town

of Birmingham to return two representatives. And

it was intended by the reformers to transfer the

franchise from Penryn to Manchester. The session

closed without the accomplishment of either of these

objects. The Penryn disfranchisement bill, having

passed the Commons, had dropped in the Lords
;

and the East Retford bill had not yet passed the

Commons.

In the next session, two bills were introduced

;

Penryn and ouc bv Lord Johu RusscU, for transferring
BastRetfoRl , „ , . ^ -^ -kt -,

bills, 1828. the franchise from Fenryn to Manches-

ter ; and another by Mr. Tennyson, for disfranchising

East Eetford, and giving representatives to Bir-

mingham.* The government proposed a compro-

mise. If both boroughs were disfranchised, they

offered, in one case to give two members to a popu-

lous town, and in the other to the adjoining hun-

dreds.^ When the Penryn bill had already reached

the House of Lords,—where its reception was ex-

tremely doubtful,—the East Retford Bill came on

for discussion in the Commons. The government

» Hans. Deb,, 2nd Ser., xvii. 682, 1055.
« Ihid., xviii. 83, » IIM., 1144, 1282.
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now opposed the transference of the franchise to

Birmingham. Mr. Huskisson, however, voted for

it ; and his proffered resignation being accepted by

the Duke of Wellington,^ led to the withdrawal of

Lord Palmerston, Lord Dudley, Mr. Lamb, and Mr.

Grant,—the most liberal members of the govern-

ment,—the friends and colleagues of the late Mr.

Canning. The cabinet was now entirely Tory ; and

less disposed than ever to make concessions to the

reformers. The Penryn bill was soon afterwards

thrown out by the Lords on the second reading

;

and the East Eetford bill,—^having been amended so

as to retain the franchise in the hundreds,—was

abandoned in the Commons.*

It was the opinion of many attentive observers of

these times, that the concession of demands Proposal to

80 reasonable would have arrested, or post- Leeds, Bir-
mingham,

poned for many years, the progress of re- and Man-

form. They were resisted; and further isso.

agitation was encouraged. In IB30, Lord John

Russell,—no longer hoping to deal with Penryn and

East Retford,—proposed at once to enfranchise

Leeds, Birmingham, and Manchester ; and to pro-

vide that the three next places proved guilty of

corruption should be altogether disfranchised.'

His motion was opposed, mainly on the ground that

if the franchise were given to these towns, the

claims of other large towns could not afterwards be

• Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., xix. 916. See Yonge's Life of the

Duke of Wellington, ii. 160-164 ; Lord Colchester's Diary, iii. 666
;

Bulwer's Life of Viscount PalmerBton, i. 261-279.
' Huns. Deb., 2nd Ser., xix. 1630.
* Ibid., xxii. 869.
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resisted. Where, then were such concessions to stop ?

It is remarkable that on this occasion, Mr. Huskis-

son said of Lord Sandon, who had moved an amend-

ment, that he ' was young, and would yet live to see

the day when the representative franchise must be

granted to the great manufacturing districts. He
thought such a time fast approaching ; and that one

day or other. His Majesty's ministers would come

down to that House, to propose such a measure, as

necessary for the salvation of the country.' Within

a year, this prediction had been verified ; though

the imfortunate statesman did not live to see its

fulfilment. The motion was negatived by a majority

of forty-eight ;
^ and thus another moderate proposal,

—free from the objections which had been urged

against disfranchisement, and not afiecting any

existing rights,—was sacrificed to a narrow and

obstinate dread of innovation.

In this same session, other proposals were made
other pro- of a widely different character. Mr. O'Con-

1330. nell moved resolutions in favour of uni-

versal suffrage, triennial Parliaments, and vote by

ballot. Lord John Eussell moved to substitute

other resolutions, providing for the enfranchisement

of large towns, and giving additional members to

populous counties ; while any increase of the num-

bers of the House of Commons was avoided, by

disfranchising some of the smaller boroughs, and

restraining others from sending more than one mem-
ber.^ Sir Robert Peel, in the course of the debate,

» Ayes, 140 ; Noes, 188. « Hans. Deb., 2nd Ser., xxiv. 1204.
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said : ' They had to consider whether there was not,

on the whole, a general representation of the people

in that House ; and whether the popular voice was

not sufficiently heard. For himself he thought that

it was.' This opinion was but the prelude to a more

memorable declaration, by the Duke of Wellington.

Both the motion and the amendment failed : but

discussions so frequent served to awaken public

sympathy in the cause, which great events were soon

to arouse into enthusiasm.

At the end of this session. Parliament was dis-

solved, in consequence of the death of Dissolution

George IV. The government was weak,— ^^ ^^^'

parties had been completely disorganised by the

passing of the Catholic Belief Act,—much discontent

prevailed in the country ; and the question of par-

liamentary reform,—which had been so often dis-

cussed in the late session,—became a popular topic

at the elections. Meanwhile a startling event abroad,

added to the usual excitement of a general election.

Scarcely had the writs been issued, when Charles X.

of France,—having attempted a cowp d^itat,—sud-

denly lost his crown, and was an exile on his way to

England.' Ashe had fallen, in violating the liberty

of the press, and subverting the representative con-

stitution of France, this revolution gained the sym-

pathy of the English people, and gave an impulse to

liberal opinions. The excitement was further in-

creased by the revolution in Belgium, which imme-

diately followed. The new Parliament, elected

' Parliament was dissolved July 24th. The ' three days ' com-
menced in France, on the 27th.

VOL. I. S E
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under such circumstances, met in October. Being

without the restraint of a strong government, ac-

knowledged leaders, and accustomed party connec-

tions, it was open to fresh political impressions

;

and the first night of the session determined their

direction.

A few words from the Duke of "Wellington raised

Duke of ^ storm, which swept away his government,

ton's'de." ^^^ destroyed his party. In the debate on
ciaration.

^j^^ address. Earl Grrey adverted to reform,

and expressed a hope that it would not be deferred,

like Catholic emancipation, until government would

be ' compelled to yield to expediency, what they re-

fused to concede upon principle.' This elicited

from the Duke an ill-timed profession of faith in

our representation. 'He was fully convinced that

the country possessed, at the present moment, a

legislature which answered all the good purposes of

legislation,—and this to a greater degree than any

legislature ever had answered, in any country what-

ever. He would go further, and say that the legis-

lature and system of representation possessed the full

and entire confidence of the country,—deservedly

possessed that confidence,—and the discussions in

the legislature had a very great influence over the

opinions of the country. He would go still further,

and say, that if at the present moment he had im-

posed upon him the duty of forming a legislature

for any country,— and particularly for a country like

this, in possession of great property of various des-

criptions,—he did not mean to assert that he could

form such a legislature as they possessed now, for
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the nature of man -was incapable of reaching such

excellence at once : but his great endeavour would

be to form some description of legislature, which

would produce the same results. . . . Under these

circumstances he was not prepared to bring forward

any measure of the description alluded to by the

noble lord. He was not only not prepared to bring

forward any measure of this nature ; but he would

at once declare that, as far as he was concerned, as

long as he held any station in the government of

the country, he should always feel it his duty to

resist such measures, when proposed by others.' ^

At another time such sentiments as these might

have passed unheeded, like other general panegyrics

upon the British constitution, with which the public

taste had long been familiar. Yet, so general a

defence of our representative system had never,

perhaps, been hazarded by any statesman. Ministers

had usiially been cautious in advancing the theoretical

merits of the system,—even when its abuses had

been less frequently exposed, and public opinion less

awakened. They had spoken of the dangers of

innovation,—they had asserted that the system, if

imperfect in theory, had yet ' worked well,'—they

had said that the people were satisfied, and desired

no change,—they had appealed to revolutions abroad,

and disaffection at home, as reasons for not enter-

taining any proposal for change : but it was reserved

for the Duke of Wellington,—at a time of excitement

like the present,—to insult the understanding of the

• Hans. Deb. 3rd Ser., i. 52. The Duke, on a subsequent occasion,

explained this speech, but did not deny that he had used the expres-

ions attributed to him.

—

Hans. Beh., 3rd Ser., vii. 1186.

bb2
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people, by declaring that the system was perfect in

itself, and deservedly possessed their confidence.^

On the same night, Mr. Brougham gave notice of

Fauofthe a motion on the subject of parliamentary
government,

reform. Within a fortnight, the duke's

administration resigned, after an adverse division in

the Commons, on the appointment of a committee

to examine the accounts of the civil list.* Though
this defeat was the immediate cause of their resig-

nation, the expected motion of Mr. Brougham was

not without its influence, in determining them to

withdraw from further embarrassments.

Earl Grey was the new minister ; and Mr.

Lord Grey's Brougham his lord chancellor. The first
ministry,
1830. announcement of the premier was that the

government would ' take into immediate considera-

tion the state of the representation, with a view to

the correction of those defects which had been

occasioned in it by the operation of time ; and with

a view to the re-establishment of that confidence

upon the part of the people, which he was afraid

Parliament did not at present enjoy, to the full

extent that is essential for the welfare and safety

' This declaration was condemned even by his own party. Lord
Grenville wrote to the Duke of Buckingham, Nov. 2 let, 1830 :

' It

has been most unfortunate for him, and not less so for the question.

Absolute resistance, in limine, to any reform, is manifestly no longer

possible.'

—

Courts and Cabinets of Wm. IV. and Queen Vict., i. 146.

The Duke himself, however, far from perceiving his error, wrote,

March 24th, 1831 : 'In my opinion, the fault of which those have
been guilty who oppose the measure, is the admission that any
reform is necessary.'

—

Ibid,, 260.
* Sydney Smith, writing Nov. 1830, says: 'Never was any ad-

ministration so completely and so suddenly destroyed ; and, I believe,

entirely by the Duke's declaration, made, I suspect, in perfect igno-

rance of the state of public feeling and opinion.'

—

Mem., ii. 313.
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of the country, and the preservation of the govern-

ment.' *

The government were now pledged to a measure

of parliamentary reform ; and during the Agitation in

Christmas recess, were occupied in pre- reform.

paring it. Meanwhile, the cause was eagerly sup-

ported by the people. Public meetings were held,

political unions established,' and numerous petitions

signed, in favour of reform. So great were the

difficulties with which the government had to con-

tend, that they needed all the encouragement that

the people could give. They had to encounter the

reluctance of the king,^—^the interests of the pro-

prietors of boroughs, which Mr. Pitt, unable to

overcome, had sought to purchase,—^the opposition

of two-thirds of the House of Lords, and perhaps of

a majority of the House of Commons,— and above

all, the strong Tory spirit of the country. Tory

principles had been strengthened by a rule of sixty

years. Not confined to the governing classes, but

pervading society,—they were now confirmed by

fears of impending danger. On the other hand, the

too ardent reformers, while they alarmed the oppo-

nents of reform, embarrassed the government, and

injured the cause, by their extravagance.

On the 3rd February, when Parliament reas-

sembled, Lord Grey announced that the First Re-
. form Bill,

government had succeeded in framing ' a 1830-31.

measure which would be effective, without exceeding

the bounds of a just and well-advised moderation,'

' Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., i. 006. * 3oo Chap, X.
» Buyra, p. 139.
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and which ' had received the unanimous consent of

the whole government.'

On the 1st March, this measure was brought

forward in the House of Commons by Lord John

Eussell, to whom,—though not in the cabinet,

—

this honourable duty had been justly confided. In

the House of Commons he had already made the

question his own ; and now he was the exponent of

the policy of the government. The measure was

briefly this :— to disfranchise sixty of the smallest

boroughs ; to withdraw one member from forty-

seven other boroughs ; to add eight members for

the metropolis ; thirty-four for large towns ; and

fifty-five for counties, in England ; and to give five

additional members to Scotland, three to Ireland,

and one to Wales. By this new distribution of the

franchise, the House of Commons would be reduced

in number from six hundred and fifty-eight, to

five hundred and ninety-six, or by sixty-two mem-
bers.^

For the old rights of election in boroughs, a 10^.

household franchise was substituted ; and the cor-

porations were deprived of their exclusive privileges.

It was computed that half a million of persons

would be enfranchised. Improved arrangements

were also proposed, for the registration of votes, and

the mode of polling at elections.

This bold measure alarmed the opponents of re-

form, and failed to satisfy the radical reformers :

but on the whole, it was well received by the reform

party, and by the country. One of the most stirring

* Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., ii. 1061.
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periods in our history was approaching: but its

events must be rapidly passed over. After a debate

of seven nights, the bill was brought in without a

division. Its opponents were collectiiig their forces,

while the excitement of the people in favour of the

measure, was continually increasing. On the 22nd

March, the second reading of the bill was carried by

a majority of one only, in a House of six hundred

and eight,—by far the greatest number which, up to

that time, had ever been assembled at a division.'

On the 19th of April, on going into committee,

ministers found themselves in a minority of eight,

on a resolution proposed by Greneral Gascoyne, that

the number of members returned for England, ought

not to be diminished.** On the 21st, ministers an-

nounced that it was not their intention to proceed

with the bill. On that same night, they were again

defeated on a question of adjournment, by a majority

of twenty-two.'

This last vote was decisive. The very next day.

Parliament was prorogued by the king in person,

' According to Lord Colchester, the largest division since the

Union had been on Mr. Tierney's motion, on the state of the nation,

2l8t May, 1819, when 630 were present, including the Speaker and
tellers.

—

Lord Cokhester's Diary, iii. 76. For other cases of large

divisions, see Ibid., i. 520; ii. 123, 377. The largest division since

known was on the 4th June, 1841, on the vote of want of confidence

in Lord Melbourne's ministry, when 628 were present, including the

Speaker and tellers.

—

Comwallis' Corr., iii. 181.

* Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., iii. 1687.
• Ibid., 1806. It has often been represented,—and was so stated

by Lord Brougham on the following day,—that this vote amounted

to ' stopping the supplies.' It cannot, however, bear such a construc-

tion, the question before the House being a motion concerning the

Liverpool election. Late down in the list of orders of the day, a

report from the Committee of Supply was to be received, which

dropped by reason of the adjournment.
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' with a view to its immediate dissolution.' ' It

Dissolution
"^^^ °^® ^^ ^^ most Critical days in the

in 1831, history of our country. At a time of grave

political agitation, the people were directly appealed

to by the king's government, to support a measm*e

by which their feelings and passions had been

aroused,—and which was kno^vn to be obnoxious to

both Houses of Parliament, and to the governing

classes.

The people were now to decide the question ;

—

Second Ee- and thev decided it. A triumphant body
form Bill, - „ 1 t 1 i
1831. of reformers was returned, pledged to carry

the reform bill ; and on the 6th July, the second

reading of the renewed measure was agreed to, by a

majority of one hundred and thirty-six.^ The most

tedious and irritating discussions ensued in com-

mittee,—night after night ; and the bill was not dis-

posed of until the 21st September, when it was

passed by a majority of one hundred and nine.'

That the peers were still adverse to the bill was

Rejected by Certain : but whether, at such a crisis, they
the Lords. ^Quld Venture to oppose the national will,

was doubtful.* On the 7th October, after a debate

of five nights,—one of the most memorable by

which that House has ever been distinguished, and

itself a great event in history,—the bill was rejected

on the second reading, by a majority of forty-one.®

* Hane. Deb., 3rd Ser., iii. 1810. See mfra, p. 141.
« Ibid,., iv. 906. Ayes, 367 ; Noes, 231.
' Ihid., vii. 464. The division was taken on the question ' That

this bill do pass.'

* The position of the peers at this time has been already noticed,

tupra, p. 308, et srg.

* Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., riii. 340. This debate I heard myself.
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The battle was to be fought again. Ministers

were too far pledged to the people to thint Third Re-

of resigning ; and on the motion of Lord 1831-32.

'

Ebrington, they were immediately supported by a

vote of confidence from the House of Commons.'

On the 20th October, Parliament was prorogued

;

and after a short interval of excitement, turbulence

and danger, met again on the 6th December. A
third reform bill was immediately brought in,

—

changed in many respects,—and much improved by

reason of the recent census, and other statistical

investigations. Amongst other changes, the total

number of members was no longer proposed to be

reduced. This bill was read a second time on

Sunday morning, the 18th of December, by a majority

of one hundred and sixty-two.* On the 23rd March,

it was passed by the House of Commons, and once

more was before the House of Lords.

Here the peril of again rejecting it could not

be concealed. The courage of some was j^^^ ^^^^
shaken,—the patriotism of others aroused ; "S^s^'^isth

and after a debate of four nights, the
ap"i'i832.

second reading was affirmed by the narrow majority

of nine.^ But danger still awaited it. The peers

who would no longer venture to reject such a bill,

were preparing to change its essential character by

amendments. Meanwhile the agitation of the people

being present in the House of Lords until the daylight division on
the 7th October. It was the first debate, in the Lords, which I had
yet had the privilege of attending.

' Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., viii. 380.
» Ibid., ix. 546.
' Ibid., xii. 454 ; and for a spirited sketch of the scene, see Cock-

bum's Life of Jeffirey, i. 328.
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was becoming dangerous. Compulsion and physical

force were spoken of; and political unions, and ex-

cited meetings assumed an attitude of intimidation.

A crisis was approaching,—^fatal, perhaps, to the

peace of the country : violence, if not revolution,

seemed impending.

The disfranchisement of boroughs formed the

Disfran-
basis of the measure ; and the first vote of

ci^u^ the peers, in committee on the bill, post-
postponed.

pojied the consideration of the disfran-

chising clauses, by a majority of thirty-five.^ Not-

withstanding the assurances of opposition peers, that

they would concede a large measure of reform,—it

was now evident that amendments would be made,

to which ministers were bound in honour to the

people and the Commons, not to assent. The time

had come, when either the Lords must be coerced,

or ministers must resign.'* This alternative was

submitted to the king. He refused to create peers

:

the ministers resigned, and their resignation was

accepted. Again the Commons came to the rescue

of the bill and the reform ministry. On the motion

of Lord Ebrington, an address was immediately

voted by them, renewing their expressions of un-

altered confidence in the late ministers, and im-

ploring his Majesty ' to call to his councils such

persons only, as will carry into effect, unimpaired in

all its essential provisions, that bill for reforming

the representation of the people, which has recently

passed this House.'

The king, meanwhile, insisted upon one condition,

' Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., xii. 677- See supra, p. 311.
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—that any new ministry,—however constituted.- -

should pledge themselves to an extensive BetormAct

measure of reform.' But, even if the p**^-

Commons and the people had been willing to give

up their own measure, and accept another at the

hands of their opponents,—no such ministry could

be formed. The public excitement was greater

than ever ; and the government and the people

were in imminent danger of a bloody collision,

when Earl Grrey was recalled to the councils of his

sovereign. The bill was now secure. The peers

averted the threatened addition to their numbers,

by abstaining from further opposition ; and the bill,

—the Great Charter of 1832,—at length received

the Eoyal Assent.'^

It is now time to advert to the provisions of this

famous statute ; and to inquire how far it The Eeform

corrected the faults of a system, which had land, 1832.

been complained of for more than half a century.

The main evil had been the number of nomination,

or rotten boroughs enjoying the franchise. Fifty-six

of these, having less than two thousand inhabitants,

and returning one hundred and eleven members,

were swept away. Thirty boroughs, having less

than four thousand inhabitants, lost each a member.

Weymouth and Melcombe Regis lost two. This

disfranchisement extended to one hundred and forty-

three members. The next evil had been, that large

populations were unrepresented ; and this was now
redressed. Twenty-two large towns, including me-

' Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., ;cii. 783 ; IhH., 995 ; the Duke of Welling-

ton's explanation, May 17th; Eoebuck's Whig Ministry, ii. 313.
" 2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 46.
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tropolitan districts, received the privilege of return-

ing two members ; and twenty more, of returning

one. The large county populations were also re-

garded in the distribution of seats,—the number of

county members being increased from ninety-four to

one hundred and fifty-nine. The larger counties were

divided ; and the number of members adjusted with

reference to the importance of the constituencies.

Another evil was the restricted and unequal fran-

chise. This too was corrected. All narrow rights

of election were set aside in boroughs ; and a lOZ.

household franchise was established. The freemen

of corporate towns were the only class of electors

whose rights were reserved : but residence within

the borough was attached as a condition to their

right of voting. Those freemen, however, who had

been created since March 1831, were excepted from

the electoral privilege. Crowds had received their

freedom, in order to vote against the reform candi-

dates at the general election : they had served their

purpose, and were now disfranchised. Birth or

servitude were henceforth to be the sole claims to

the freedom of any city, entitling freemen to vote.

The county constituency was enlarged by the

addition of copyholders and leaseholders, for terms

of years, and of tenants-at-will paying a rent of 50^.

a year. The latter class had been added in the

Commons, on the motion of the Marquess of

Chandos, in opposition to the government. The

object of this addition was to strengthen the in-

terests of the landlords, which it undoubtedly ef-

fected : but as it extended the franchise to a con-
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siderable class of persons, it was at least consistent

with the liberal design of the reform act.

Another evil of the representative system had

been the excessive expenses at elections. This too

was sought to be mitigated by the registration of

electors, the division of counties and boroughs into

convenient polling districts, and the reduction of

the days of polling.

It was a measure, at once bold, comprehensive,

moderate, and constitutional. Popular, but not

democratic : it extended liberty, without hazarding

revolution. Two years before, Parliament had re-

fused to enfranchise a single unrepresented town
;

and now this wide redistribution of the franchise

had been accomplished I That it was theoretically

complete, and left nothing for future statesmen to

eflfect,—its authors never affirmed: but it was a

masterly settlement of a perilous question. Its

defects will be noticed hereafter, in recounting the

eflforts which have since been made to correct them

;

but whatever they were,—no law since the Bill of

Eights, is to be compared with it in importance.

Worthy of the struggles it occasioned,—it conferred

immortal honour on the statesmen who had the

wisdom to conceive it, and the courage to command

its success.

The defects of the Scotch representation, being

even more flagrant and indefensible than The Reform

„ „ , , , 1.1 1 , 1
Act, Scot-

those of England, were not likely to be land.iss?.

omitted from Lord Grey's general scheme of reform.

On the 9th March, 1831, a bill was brought in

to amend the representation of Scotland : but the
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discussions on the English bill, and the sudden

dissolution of Parliament, interrupted its further

progress. The same lot awaited it, in the short

session of 1831 : but in 1832, its success was assured

in the general triumph of the cause. ^ The entire

representation was remodelled. Forty-five members

had been assigned to Scotland at the Union : this

number was now increased to fifty-three, of whom
thirty were allotted to counties, and twenty-three

to cities and burghs. The county franchise was

extended to all owners of property of \0l. a year,

and to certain classes of leaseholders ; and the burgh

franchise to all lOZ. householders.

The representation of Ireland had many of the

The Reform defects of the Eufflish system. Several
Act, Ireland,

^ •'

1832. rotten and nomination boroughs, however,

had already been disfranchised on the union with

I^ngland ; and disfranchisement, therefore, did not

form any part of the Irish Eeform Act. But the

right of election was taken away from the corpora-

tions, and vested in lOl. householders ; and large

additions were made to the county constituency.

The number of members in Ireland, which the Act

of Union had settled at one hundred, was now in-

creased to one hundred and five.'^

This measure was the least successful of the three

Further great reform acts of 1832. Complaints
extension . ,• -i i r> i • ,

of the Irish were immediately made oi the restricted
franchise,

1850. franchise which it had created; and the

number of electors registered, proved much less

' 2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 65.

» 2 & 3 Will. IV. c. 88. Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., iii. 862; Ibid., ix.

595; Ibid., xiii. 119.
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than had been anticipated. After repeated discus-

sions, a measure was passed in 1850, by which the

borough franchise was extended to householders

rated at 8Z. ; and further additions were made to

the county franchise.'

The representation of the country had now been

reconstructed on a wider basis. Large
poutjc^

classes had been admitted to the franchise
; tS"*^fonn

and the House of Commons represented ^°^'

more freely the interests and political sentiments

of the people. The reformed Parliament was, un-

questionably, more liberal and progressive in its

policy than the Parliaments of old ; more vigorous

and active ; more susceptible to the influence of

public opinion ; and more secure in the confidence

of the people. But in its constitution grave de-

fects still remained to be considered.

Prominent among the evils of the electoral

system which have been noticed, was that
Bribery

of bribery at elections. For the correc- Kefom*

tion of this evil the reform acts made no ^'^'

direct provision. Having increased the number of

electors, the legislature trusted to their inde-

pendence and public spirit in the exercise of the

franchise ; and to the existing laws against bribery.

But bribery is the scandal of free institutions in a

rich country ; and it was too soon evident, that as

more votes had been created, more votes were to be

sold. It was not in nomination boroughs, or in

boroughs sold in gross, that bribery had flourished ;

but it had been the vice of places where a small

• 13 & 14 Vict, c. 69.
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body of electors,—exercising the same privilege as

proprietors,—sold the seats which, by their indi-

vidual votes, they had the power of conferring.

The reform act had suppressed the very boroughs

which had been free from bribery : it had preserved

boroughs, and classes of voters, familiarised with

corrupt practices ; and had created new boroughs,

exposed to the same temptations. Its tendency,

therefore,—unless corrected by moral influences,

—

was to increase rather than diminish corruption, in

the smaller boroughs. And this scandal,—which

had first arisen out of the growing wealth of the

country,—was now encouraged by accumulations of

property, more vast than in any previous period in

our history. If the riches of the nabobs had once

proved a source of electoral corruption,—what

temptations have since been offered to voters, by

the giant fortunes of our age ? Cotton, coal, and

iron,—the steam-engine, and the railway,—have

called into existence thousands of men, more

wealthy than the merchant princes of the olden

time. The riches of Australia alone, may now vie

with the ancient wealth of the Indies. Men en-

riched from these sources have generally been active

and public spirited,—engaged in enterprises which

parliamentary influence could promote ; ambitious

of distinction,—and entitled to appeal to the inter-

ests and sympathies of electors. Such candidates

as these, if they have failed to command votes by

their public claims, have had the means of buying

them ; and their notorious wealth has excited the

cupidity of electors. This great addition to the
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opulent classes of society, has multiplied tlie means

of bribery; and the extension of the franchise

enlarged the field over which it has been spread.

Nor was the operation of these causes sufl&ciently

counteracted by such an enlargement of borough

constituencies, as would have placed them beyond

the reach of undue solicitation.

So far the moral and social evils of bribery may
have been encouraged ; but its political results

have been less material. Formerly a large propor-

tion of the members of the House of Commons
owed their seats to corruption, in one form or

another: since 1832, no more than an insignificant

fraction of the entire body have been so tainted

Once the counterpoise of free representation was

wanting : now it prevails over the baser elements

of the constitution. Nor does the political conduct

of members chosen by the aid of bribery, appear to

have been gravely affected by the original vice of

their election. Eighty years ago, their votes would

have been secured by the king, or his ministers :

now they belong indiscriminately to all parties.

Too rich to seek office and emolument,—even were

such prizes attainable,—and rarely aspiring to

honours,—they are not found corruptly supporting

the government of the day ; but range themselves

on either side, according to their political views,

and fairly enter upon the duties of public life.

The exposure of corrupt practices since 1832, has

been discreditably frequent ; but the worst ^^ st\i.

examples have been presented by boroughs
f^'SchjSwi.

of evil reputation, which the reform act had spared.

VOL. I. F F
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Sudbury had long been foremost in open and un-

blushing corruption ;
* which being continued after

the reform act, was conclusively punished by the

disfranchisement of the borough.^ St. Albans, not

less corrupt, was, a few years later, wholly disfran-

chised.' Corrupt practices were exposed at Warwick,*

at Stafford,^ and at Ipswich.^ In corporate towns,

freemen had been the class of voters most tainted

by bribery ; and their electoral rights having been

respected by the reform act, they continued to abuse

them. At Yarmouth their demoralisation was so

general, that they were disfranchised, as a body, by

act of parliament.^ But bribery was by no means

confined to freemen. The lOL householders, created

by the reform act, were too often found unworthy of

their new franchise. Misled by bad examples, and

generally encouraged by the smallness of the elec-

toral body, they yielded to the corrupt influences

by which their political virtue was assailed. In

numerous cases these constituencies,—when their

offence was not sufficiently grave to justify a per-

manent disfranchisement,—were punished in a less

degree, by the suspension of the writs.*

Meanwhile, Parliament was devising means for

Heasurea ^^ more general exposure and correction

prevention ^f such disgraceful practiccs. It was not
«f Bnbery. euough that writs had been suspended, and

the worst constituencies disfranchised : it was neces-

sary for the credit of the House of Commons, and

' See SKprrt, p. 337. * 7 & 8 Vict. c. 53. M5 & 16 Vict. c. 9.

* Rep. of Committee, 1833, 295. ' Ihid., No. 537.
• « Ibid., 1835, No. 286. ' 11 & 12 Vict. c. 24.

• Warwick, Carrickfergus, Hertford, Staflford, Ipswich, &c.
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of the new electoral system, that gross abuses of

tlie franchise should be more effectually restrained.

The first measure introduced with this object,

was that of Lord John Kussell in 1841.
Bribery Act,

Many members who had won their seats by ^^^•

bribery, escaped detection, under cover of the rules

of evidence, then followed by election committees.

These committees had,—not unnaturally,—required

a preliminary proof that persons alleged to have

committed bribery, were agents of the sitting mem-
ber or candidate. Until such agency had been

established, they declined to investigate general

charges of bribery, which unless committed by au-

thorised agents would not affect the election. When
this evidence was wanting,—as it often was,—all

the charges of bribery at once fell to the ground

;

the member retained his seat, and the corrupt elec-

tors escaped exposure. To obviate this cause of

failure, the act of 1841,'—inverting the order of

proceeding,—required committees to receive evi-

dence generally upon the charges of bribery, without

prior investigation of agency; and thus proofs or

implications of agency were elicited from the general

evidence. And even where agency was not esta-

blished, every act of bribery, by whomsoever com-

mitted, was disclosed by witnesses, and reported to

the House.

While this measure facilitated the exposure of

bribery, it often pressed with undue severity upon

the sitting member. Inferences rather than proofs

of agency having been accepted, members havft

' 4 and 6 Vict, c. 67.

FF 2
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forfeited their seats for the acts of unauthorised

agents, without any evidence of their own knowledge

or consent. In the administration of this law, com-

mittees,—so far from desiring to screen delinquents,

—erred rather on the side of severity. The investi-

gation of corrupt practices was also, incidentally,

facilitated by the amendment of the law of evidence,

which permits the personal examination of sitting

members and candidates.*

The act of 1841 was followed by another, in the

Bribery uext year,' which provided for the prosecu-

and 1852, tiou 01 investigations into bribery, aiter an

election committee had closed its inquiries, or where

charges of bribery had been withdrawn. But this

measure not having proved effectual, another act

was passed in 1852,' providing for the most searching

inquiries into corrupt practices, by commissioners

appointed by the crown, on the address of the two

Houses of Parliament. In the exposure of bribery,

—and the punishment of its own members when

concerned in it,—Parliament has shown no want of

earnestness: but in the repression of the offence

itself, and the punishment of corrupt electors, its

measures were less felicitous. The disclosures of

commissions were, too often, barren of results. At

Canterbury one hundred and fifty-five electors had

been bribed at one election, and seventy-nine

at another: at Maldon, seventy-six electors had

received bribes: at Barnstaple, two hundred and

fifty-five : at Cambridge, one hundred and eleven

;

' Lord Denman's Act ; 14 & 15 Vict. c. 99.
'^ 5 & 6 Vict. c. 102. « 15 & 16 Vict. c. 57.
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and atKingston-upon-HuU no less than eight hundred

and forty-seven. At the latter place, 26,606^. had been

spent in three elections. In 1854, bills were brought

in for the prevention of bribery in those places,

and the disfranchisement of the electors who had

been proved to be corrupt.' But under the act which

authorised these inquiries, voters giving evidence

were entitled to claim an indemnity; and it was

now successfully contended that they were protected

from disfranchisement, as one of the penalties of

their offence. These bills were accordingly with-

drawn.^ Again in 1858, a commission having re-

ported that one hundred and eighty-three freemen

of Galway had received bribes, a bill was introduced

for the disfranchisement of the freemen of that

borough ; but for the same reasons, it also mis-

carried.^

In 1860, there were strange disclosures affecting

the ancient city of Gloucester. This place Gloucester

had been long familiar with corruption. 1859,

In 1816, a single candidate had spent 27,500^. at an

election; in 1818, another candidate had spent

1 6,000^. ; and now it appeared that at the last elec-

tion in 1859, two hundred and fifty electors had

been bribed, and eighty-one persons had been guilty

of corrupting them.*

Up to this time, the places which had been distin-

guished by such malpractices, had returned wakefieid

members to Parliament prior to 1832 : but issa.
"'

in 1860, the perplexing discovery was made, that

' Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., cxxxi. 1018. « Ihid., cxxxiii. 1064.
» Jbid., cxlix. 378, &c. * Eep. of Co'umissioncrs, 1800.
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bribery had also extensively prevailed in the populous

and thriving borough of Wakefield,—the creation

of the reform act. Eighty-six electors had been

bribed ; and such was the zeal of the canvassers, that

no less than ninety-eight persons had been concerned

in bribing them.^

The writs for Grloucester and "Wakefield were sus-

pended, as a modified punishment of these corrupt

places : but the House of Commons was as much at

fault as ever, in providing any permanent correction

of the evils which had been discovered.

In ] 854, a more general and comprehensive mea-
corrupt sure was devised, for the prevention of
Practices
Act, 1854. corrupt practices at elections.* It re-

strained candidates from paying any election ex-

penses, except through their authorised agents, and

the election auditor ; and provided for the publica-

tion of accounts of all such expenses. It was hoped

that these securities would encourage, and perhaps

enforce, a more legal expenditure ; but they failed

to receive much credit for advancing the cause of

purity.

This temporary act was continued from time to

Bribery time, and in 1858 was amended. The
1858. Tra- legality of travelling expenses to voters

penses. had loug been a matter of doubt,—having

received discordant constructions from different com-

mittees. The payment of such expenses might be a

covert form of bribery ; or it might be a reasonable

accommodation to voters, in the proper exercise of

their franchise. This doubt had not been settled by

' Eep. of Commissioners, 1860. * 17 & 18 Vict. c. 102.
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the act of 1854 ; but it had been adjudged in a court

of law,' that the payment of travelling expenses was

not bribery, if paid hona fide to indemnify a voter

for the expenses he had incurred in travelling to the

poll,—and not as a corrupt inducement to vote.

The act of 1858, following the principle of this

judgment,—but adding a further security for its

observance,—permitted the candidate, or his agent

appointed in writing, to provide conveyance for

voters to the poll ; but prohibited the payment of

any money to voters themselves, for that purpose.^

But it was objected at the time,—and the same

objection has since been repeated,—that the legalis-

ing of- travelling expenses, even in this guarded

manner, tends to increase the expenses of elections
;

and this debatable question will probably receive

further consideration from the legislature.

It was the policy of these acts to define clearly

the expenses which a candidate may law- p^^^y ^j

fully incur, and to ensure publicity to his c^n^^^
accounts. So far their provisions afforded

''"'^'^y*

i security to the candidate who was resolved to

resist the payment of illegal expenses ; and an

embarrassment, at least, to those who were prepared

to violate the law. That they were not effectual in

the restraint of bribery, the subsequent disclosures

of election committees, and commissions sufficiently

attest. Though large constituencies, in some in-

stances, proved themselves accessible to corruption,

bribery prevailed most extensively in the smaller

• Cooper t>. Slade ; 6 E. and B., 447 : Rogers on Elections, 334.
•' 21 & 22 Vict. c. 87 ; further ameuded in 1863.
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boroughs. Hence it appeared that some remedy
might be sought in the enlargement of electoral

bodies, and the extension of the area of voting. To
repress so grave an evil, more effectual measures

were again devised :
' but they may still be ex-

pected to fail, until bribery shall be unmistakably

condemned by public opinion. The law had treated

duelling as murder, yet the penalty of death was

unable to repress it; but when society discoun-

tenanced that time-honoured custom, it was sud-

denly abandoned. Voters may always be found to

receive bribes, if offered : but candidates belong to

a class whom the influence of society may restrain

from committing an offence, condemned alike by

the law, and by public opinion.

Other questions affecting the constitution of Par-

liament, and the exercise of the elective franchise,

have been discussed at various times, as well before

as since the reform act, of 1832, and here demand a

passing notice.

To shorten the duration of Parliaments, has been

Duration ouc of the chauges most frequently urged,

ments. Prior to 1694, a Parliament once elected,

unless dissolved by the crown, continued in being

until the demise of the reigning king. One of the

Parliaments of Charles II. had sat for eighteen

years. By the Triennial Act' every Parliament,

unless sooner dissolved, came to a natural end in

The Sept- three years. On the accession of George I.

Act. this period was extended to teven years, by

' In 1867-8, after the period comprised in thii history, a wide
extension of the siifFrnge was conceded, and anotht act was passed

for repressing corrupt practices at elections.

* 6 Will, and Mary, c. 2.
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the Avell-kuown Septennial Act.* This act, though

supported on the ground of general expediency, was

passed at a time of political danger;—when the

country had scarcely recovered from the rebellion of

1715, and the Jacobite adherents of the Pretender

were still an object of apprehension to the govern-

ment.'

In the reign of George II. attempts were made to

repeal the septennial act ;' and early in the next

reign, Alderman Sawbridge submitted motions, year

after year, until his death, for shortening the dura-

tion of Parliaments. In 1771 Lord Chatham ' witn

the most deliberate and solemn conviction declared

himself a convert to triennial Parliaments.'* The

question afterwards became associated with plans of

parliamentary reform. It formed part of the scheme

proposed by the 'Friends of the People' in 1792.

At that period, and again in 1797, it was advocated

by Mr. Grrey, in connection with an improved repre-

sentation, as one of the means of increasing the

responsibility of Parliament to the people."* The

advocates of a measure for shortening the duration

of Parliaments, were not then agreed as to the

proper limit to be substituted : whether one, three,

or five years.® But annual Parliaments have

generally been embraced in schemes of radical

reform.

In times more recent, the repeal of the Septennial

' 1 Geo. I. c. 38.

« Pari. Hist., vii. 31 1 ; Boyer's Political State of Great Britain, xi.

428 : Preamble of Act.
» In 1734 and 1741. * Pari. Hist, xvii. 228.
* Und., zxxiii. 650. * Rockingham Mem., ii. 395.
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Act—as a distinct question of public policy

—

has often been fairly and temperately discussed in

Parliament. In 1817, Mr. Brougham gave notice

of a motion on the subject ; but did not bring it

forward. In 1818, Sir Robert Heron moved for

leave to bring in a bill, and was supported by Sir

Samuel Romilly and Mr. Brougham ; but the pro-

posal met with little favour or attention.^ The

subject was not revived until after the passing of

the reform act. It was then argued with much
ability by Mr. Tennyson, in 1833, 1834, and 1837

;

and on each occasion met with the support of con-

siderable minorities.'* On the last occasion, the

motion was defeated by a majority of nine only.* It

did not, however, receive the support of any of the

leading statesmen, who had recently carried parlia-

mentary reform. That measure had greatly in-

creased the responsibility of the House of Commons
to the people ; and its authors were satisfied that no

further change was then required in the constitution

of Parliament. In 1843, Mr. Shannan Crawfurd

revived the question ; but met with scant encourage-

ment.* Lastly, in 1849, Mr. Tennyson D'Eyncourt

obtained leave to bring in a bill, by a majority of

five.^ But notwithstanding this unexpected success,

the question, if discussed elsewhere as a matter of

theoretical speculation, has since ceased to occupy

the attention of Parliament.

' Hans. Deb., 1st Ser., xxxviii. 802.
2 BM., 3rd Ser., xix. 1107 ; Ibid., xxiii. 1036 ; KM., xxxviii. 680.
^ Ayes. 87 ; Noes, 96.
* Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., Ixix. 490.
» Ayes, 46 ; Noes, 41. Ibid., cv. 848.
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The repeal of the septennial act has been re-

peatedly advocated on the ground that the Arguments

Parliament of George I. had abused its the Sept.

. . .
-I . . . , ennial

trust, in prolonging its own existence ; and Act.

that, even admitting the overruling necessity of the

occasion,—the measure should at least have been

temporary. To this it has been answered, that if

any wrong was done, it was committed against the

people of that day, to whom no reparation can now
be made. But to contend that there was any breach

of trust, is to limit the authority of Parliament,

within bounds not recognised by the constitution.

Parliament has not a limited authority,—expressly

delegated to it : but has absolute power to make or

repeal any law ; and every one of its acts is again

open to revision. Without a prior dissolution of

Parliament, the Unions of Scotland and Ireland were

effected, at an interval of nearly a century,—mea-

sures involving the extinction of the Parliaments of

those countries, and a fundamental change in that

of England, much greater than the septennial act

had made. That act could have been repealed at

any time, if Parliament had deemed it advisable

;

and no other ground than that of expediency, can

now be reasonably urged, for shortening the duration

of Parliaments.

The main ground, however, on which this change

has been rested, is the propriety of rendering the

representatives of the people more frequently ac-

countable to their constituents. The shorter the

period for which authority is entrusted to them,

—

the more guarded would they be in its exercise, and
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the more amenable to public opinion. It is said

that a Parliament cannot be trusted, if independent

of the people, and exposed to the influence of

ministers, for seven years. And again, the circum-

stances of the country are likely to be changed

during so prolonged a period ; and the conduct of

members, approved at first, may afterwards be

condemned.

On the other side it has been argued, that in

Argnments practice no Parliament is permitted to con-
against

.

change. tiuue lougcr than SIX years ; and that fre-

quent dissolutions have reduced Parliaments, at

several periods, to an average duration of three, or

four years.' If Parliaments were elected for three

years only, they would often be reduced by various

contingencies, to annual Parliaments. They are

already elected often enough to make them respon-

sible to their constituents ; and more frequent elec-

tions would unduly foment political excitement, and

increase the expenses of elections, which are already

a just ground of complaint.

Of late years, the popularity of this question has

declined,—not so much on accoimt of any theoreti-

cal preference for septennial Parliaments, as from a

conviction that the House of Commons has become

accountable to the people, and prompt in responding

to their reasonable desires.

' Sir Samuel Romilly stated, in 1818, that out of eleven Parlia.

mcnts of Geo. III. eight had lasted six years. Hans. Deb., let Ser.,

xxxviii. 802. But later periods present a different result. From the

accession of Will IV., in 1830, to 1860—a period of thirty years

—

there were no less than ten Parliaments, showing an average dura-

tion of three years only.
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The ' ballot ' was another question repeatedly de-

bated in Parliament, and a popular topic Yoio

at the hustings, at public meetings, and in
^*^°**

the newspaper press. No sooner had the reform act

passed, than complaints were made that the elective

franchise, so recently enlarged, could not be freely

exercised. It was said that the landlords in counties,

and wealthy customers in towns, coerced the free will

of the electors, and forced them to vote against their

opinions and consciences. As a protection against

such practices, the necessity of secret voting was

contended for. To give the franchise, without the

means of exercising it, was declared to be a mockery.

It was not for the first time that the influence

now complained of, had been exerted over electors.

It had formerly been recognised as one of the natural

rights of property. It was known that a few land-

owners could nominate the county members. They

conducted the freeholders to the poll, as naturally as

a Highland chieftain led forth his clan to the foray.

But now a new electoral policy had been commenced.

The people at large had been enfranchised ; and new

classes of electors called into existence. The political

ties which had bound the electors to the landlords

were loosened ; and the latter, being deprived of

their absolute ascendency, endeavoured to sustain it

by other means. The leaseholders enfranchised by

the reform act, being the most dependent, were the

very class peculiarly needing protection. The ballot

had been called by Cicero the silent assertor of free-

dom,

—

tahella, vi/ndex tacita libertatis ; and it was

now proposed, in order to ensure freedom of election.
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The ballot has been sought mainly for the pro-

tection of voters from intimidation and undue in-

fluence ; but it has also been recommended as a

safeguard against bribery. It has been resisted by

arguments too various to be briefly reviewed. The

strongest, perhaps, is that every political function

being publicly and responsibly exercised, and every

debate and vote in Parliament published for the in-

formation of the people,—electors can scarcely claim

an exemption from that law of publicity, to which

their rulers and representatives are subject. Why
are they alone, to be irresponsible? Apart from

theory, its practical efficacy has also been denied.

It has been said that if intimidation were intended,

means would be taken to discover the votes of elec-

tors, in spite of all the machinery of the ballot. Nor

would bribery be prevented, as a candidate would

seciu-e fulfilment of corrupt promises, by making his

payment for votes contingent upon his success at

the poll.

The advocates of the ballot, perhaps, exaggerated

the advantages of their favoured scheme, while its

opponents magnified its evils and its dangers. It

was a measure upon which sincere reformers were

honestly divided. At times, it made progress in the

number and influence of its supporters. Yet such

were its vicissitudes, that it was long difficult for a

political observer to divine, whether it would be

suddenly adopted,—in the crisis of some party

struggle,—or be laid aside as a theory for the dis-

putation of pamphleteers, and debating societies.

In 1833, Mr. Grrote took possession of the ques-
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tion of the ballot ;' and from that time mitil 1839,

he continued to advocate the cause, in a series of

temperate and philosophical speeches,—as creditable

to his political wisdom, as to his learning and abi-

lity. He argued in the calm and earnest spirit of

the theoretical statesman ; not with the fierce temper

of the democrat. His honest labours greatly advanced

the popularity of the cause, and improved its par-

liamentary position. In 1833, he found but one

hundred and six supporters;' in 1839, he had two

hundred and sixteen.' Mr. Grrote having retired

from Parliament, the question was not allowed to

be forgotten. In 1842, Mr. Ward adopted it ;* and

from 1848, Mr. Henry Berkeley made it his own.^

With ample stores of fact and anecdote, and with

varied resources of humour, he continued to urge

on the question, year after year ; but with failing

support.

In 1848, his motion was carried by a majority of

five.® In 1849, it was defeated by a majority of

fifty-one : in 1852, by a majority of one hundred

and two; and in 1860, by a majority of one hun-

dred and seven. Such reaction of opinion, upon a

popular measure, appeared to be more significant of

ultimate failure, than a steady position, without

progress indeed, yet without reverses. The revival

* The Radicals first advocated vote by ballot, about 1817, as part

of their scheme of reform; Edinb. Rev., June 1818, p. 199.
* Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., xvii. 608—Ayes, 106 ; Noes, 211 ; Ibid.,

xxviii, 369; Ibid., xxiiv. 781; Ibid., xxxvii. 7; Ibid. (1838), xL
113.

» Ibid., xlviii. 442—Ayes, 216; Noes, 333.
* Ibid., \%\y. 348. » Ibid., c. 1225.
" Ayes, 86; Noes, 81.
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of the question, under more favourable auspices, was

reserved for a later period, and new political con-

ditions.*

Since the reform act,the qualification laws,—which

Qualification
^"^ different forms had existed for one hun-

^•^ dred and fifty years,—have passed away. It

was ostensibly to correct the evils of bribery at elec-

tions, that property in land was first proposed as a

qualification for a member of Parliament. The

corruption of boroughs being mainly due to the

intrusion of rich commercial men, without local

connection, the natural jealousy of the landowners

suggested this restraint upon their rivals. In 1696,

the fii'st measure to establish a qualification in land,

was received with so much favour, that it passed

both Houses; but the king, leaning rather to the

commercial interests, withheld his assent. In the

following year, a similar bill was passed by the

Commons, but rejected by the Lords, who had now

begun to think that a small landed qualification

would increase the influence of the squires, but

diminish the authority of the great nobles, who

filled the smaller boroughs with members of their

own families, and dependents.

The policy of excluding all but the proprietors of

land, from the right of sitting in the House of Com-
mons, was at length adopted in the reign of Queen

Anne,' and was maintained until 1838. In that

year this exclusive principle was surrendered ; and a

new qualification substituted, of the same amount,

• See also Supplementary Chapter.
« 9 Anne, c. 5; 33 Geo. II. c. 15.
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either in real or personal property, or in both com-

bined.' In 1858, the law of property qualification

was abandoned altogether.' In its original form, it

had been invidious and unjust ; and, from its begin-

ning to its end, it had been systematically evaded.

It would probably not have survived so long the

jealousies from which it had sprung, had it not been

investedwith undue importance, by radical reformers.

But when the repeal of this insignificant law was

proclaimed as one of the five points of the ' Charter,

it is not surprising that more moderate politicians

should have regarded it as one of the safeguards of

the constitution.

After the passing of the reform act, of 1832,

various minor amendments were made in
proceed-

the electoral laws. The registration of e?Sions

electors was improved and simplified,^
improved.

the number of polling-places was increased,* and

the polling reduced, in counties as well as in

boroughs, to a single day.* Even the Universities,

which had retained their fifteen days of polling,

were glad to accept five days, in 1853.

Promptitude in election proceedings was further

ensured by the change of some ancient customs.

The prescriptive period of forty days between the

summons of a new Parliament and its meeting,

—

enlarged by custom to fifty days since the union with

Scotland,—having become an anomaly in an age of

railways and telegraphs, was reduced to thirty-five.®

» 1 & 2 Vict. c. 48. « 21 & 22 Vict. c. 26.
» C & 7 Vict. c. 18. 6 & 7 WQl. IV. c. 102.
• 6 & 6 Will. IV. c. 36 ; 16 & 17 Vict. c. 16.

• By Lord Brougham's Act, 1852; 15 Vict. c. 23.

VOL. I. GO
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Another ancient custom also gave way to a «*are

simple procedure ; the writs for an election are

addressed direct to the several returning officers,

instead of passing through the sheriff of the county.'

A more general revision of the representative

Later mea- systcm, as Settled by the reform acts of
sures of

i i • r.

reform. 1832, was also the aim of several adminis-

trations, and Parliaments. For some years, there

had been a natural reluctance to disturb the settle-

ment which those important measures had recently

effected. The old Whig party had regarded it

as a constitutional charter, and contended for its

' finality.' But their advanced Liberal supporters,

—after many discussions in Parliament, and much
agitation and 'pressure from without,'—at length

prevailed over the more cautious policy of their

leaders ; and a promise was given, in 1851, that the

consideration of the representative system should,

at a fitting opportunity, be resumed.'^

In fulfilment of this promise, Lord John Russell,

Reform —twcutv vears after the settlement of
BUI of '' ^

-, . n -, . . m,
1852. 1832,—proposed its further revision. That

measure had not proposed to redistribute the fran-

chise, in precise correspondence with the population

of different parts of the country. Not founded upon

theoretical views of equal representation, it had not

assumed to frame a new constitution ; but had pro-

vided a remedy for the worst evils of a faulty and

corrupt electoral system. It had rescued the repre-

" 16 & 17 Vict. c. 78.

* Speech of Lord John Russell, 20th Feb. 1851 ; Hans. Deb.,

3rd Ser., cxiv. 863. See also Speech 20th June, 1848 : Ibid., xeix.

929,
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1

sentation from a small oligarchy of peers and land-

owners ; and liad vested it in the hands of the middle

classes. But it had spared many boroughs, which

were perhaps too small to exercise their suffrage inde-

pendently : it had overlooked the claims of some con-

siderable places ; and had not embraced the working

classes within its scheme of enfranchisement. Lord

John Eussell now sought to correct these partial

defects, which time had disclosed in the original

measure.

He proposed that every existing borough, having

less than five hundred electors, should be associated

with adjacent places, in the right of returning

members ; and that Birkenhead and Burnley should

be enfranchised. In twenty years there had been a

vast increase of population, wealth, and industry,

throughout the country. The spread of education

and political enlightenment had been rapid : a more

instructed generation had grown up ; and a marked

improvement had arisen, in the social condition of

the working classes. It was, therefore, thought right

and safe to lower the franchise so far as to embrace

classes not hitherto included, and particularly the

most skilled artisans,—men who had given proof of

their intelligence and good conduct, by large earn-

ings, and a high position among their fellow work-

men. With this view, it was proposed to extend the

borough franchise to the occupiers of houses of bl.

rated value ; and the county franchise to tenants-at-

will rated at 20^., and copyholders and leaseholders

rated at bl. It was also intended to create a new

franchise, arising out of the annual payment of 40s.

002
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in direct taxes to the state. Lord John Russell's

administration soon afterwards resigned; and this

measure was withdrawn before the second reading.^

In 1854, Lord John Russell, as a member of Lord

Reform Aberdeen's government, proposed another

1854. measure, more comprehensive than the

last. It comprised the disfranchisement of nine-

teen small boroughs, returning twenty-nine members

;

the deprivation of thirty-three other boroughs of one

of their members ; and the redistribution of the

vacant seats, sixty-six in number,'^ amongst the

counties and larger boroughs, the Inns of Court, and

the University of London. It proposed to reduce

the franchise in counties to lOi. ; and in boroughs to

the mimicipal rating franchise of 6^. Several new

franchises were also to be added, in order to modify

the hard uniformity of the household franchise. A
salary of lOOL a year : an income of lOZ. from divi-

dends : the payment of 40s. in dii ect taxes : a degree

at any of the universities ; and 50i. in a savings

bank, were accounted sufficient securities for the

proper exercise of the suffrage. In the distribution

of seats, a novel principle was to be established, with

a view to ensure the representation of minorities.

Some counties and other large places were to return

three members each ; but no elector would be entitled

to vote for more than two candidates out of three.

This theory of representation,—though very ably

advocated by some speculative writers,^—found little

* Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., cxix. 252, 971 : Bill, No. 48, of 1852.
* Including the vacant seats of Sudbury and St. Albans.
* Minorities and Majorities ; their relative Eights, by James Gar^h
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favour in Parliament, at that time, with men accus-

tomed to determine every disputed question among
themselves, by the votes of the majority. The con-

sideration of this measure was postponed, by the

outbreak of the war with Eussia.^

The next measure of parliamentary reform was

proposed in 1859, by the government of the
Reform

Earl of Derby. That statesman,—having ^"^ °^ i^^^-

been one of the most eloquent, spirited, and cou-

rageous of Earl Grrey's colleagues in 1832,—^wasnow

the leader of the great Conservative party, which

had opposed the first reform act. But his party,

deferring to the judgment of Parliament, had since

honourably acquiesced in that settlement. Mean-

while, the revision of that measure had been thrice

recommended from the throne ; and three successive

administrations had been pledged to undertake the

task. Some scheme of reform had thus become a

political necessity. The measure agreed upon by

ministers, and the principles upon which it was

founded, were ably explained by Mr. Disraeli. It

was not sought to reconstruct the representation of

the country, solely on the basis of population and

property : but having reference to those material

elements, as well as to the representation of various

interests, and classes of the community,—this mea-

sure comprehended some considerable changes. It

was not proposed wholly to disfranchise any bo-

rough : but one member was to be taken from fifteen

Marshall, 1863 ; Edinb. Rev., July 1854, Art. vii. ; and more lately

Hare on the Election of Representatives, 1859.

\ Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., cxzz. 491 ; Ibid,., cxzxi. 277.
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boroughs, having a population under six thousand-

Eight of the vacant seats were assigned to the great

county populations of Yorkshire, South Lancashire,

and Middlesex ; and seven to new boroughs, which

according to this scheme, would complete the repre-

sentation of the several interests of the country.

The two previous measures of Lord John Eussell

had contemplated a reduction of the borough fran-

chise. No such reduction was now proposed : but

the franchise in counties was assimilated to that in

boroughs. Hitherto the borough franchise had been

founded upon occupation ; and the county franchise

generally upon property. This distinction it was

now proposed to abolish ; and to substitute an identity

of franchise between the county and the town. The

40s. freeholders resident in towns, would be trans-

ferred from the constituency of the county, to that

of the town. Several new franchises were also to

be created, similar to those proposed in 1854, but

more comprehensive. Men possessed of lOi. a year

arising from dividends : 60i. in a savings bank ; or

a pension of 20Z. a year,—equal to 8s. a week:

graduates of all universities : ministers of religion

of every denomination : members of the legal pro-

fession in all its branches : registered medical prac-

titioners : and schoolmasters holding a certificate

from the Privy Council, were to be entitled to vote,

wherever they were resident. And facilities for

exercising the franchise were to be aflforded by means

of voting papers.*

« Hans. Deb., Srd Ser., clii. 966.
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This scheme encountered objections from two dif-

ferent quarters. Two influential members
objections

of the government,—Mr. Walpole and Mr. ^^^t t^g

Henley,—alarmed by the proposed identity ™^"«-

of franchise, in counties and boroughs, resigned

their seats in the cabinet.' The opposition, partly

taking up the same ground, were unwilling to de-

prive the 40s. freeholders resident in boroughs, of

their county votes ; and insisted upon the lowering

of the borough suffrage. The government, weakened

by these resignations, had now to meet a formidable

amendment, moved by Lord John Kussell on the

second reading of the bill, which expressed the views

of the opposition. The identity of franchise was

objected to by Mr. Walpole and Mr. Henley, on

account of the supposed danger of drawing one broad

line between the represented, and the unrepresented

classes. Lord John Kussell concurred in this objec-

tion, believing that such a principle would eventually

lead to electoral districts. He also opposed the bill

on two other grounds : first, that the 40s. freeholders,

being the most liberal element in the county con-

stituencies, ought not to be disfranchised; and

secondly, that their admission to the borough fran-

chise would encourage the manufacture of faggot

votes,—like the old burgage-tenure, which had been

the means of extending the influence of patrons.

He objected to the continuance of the 10^. house-

hold suffrage in boroughs, on the ground that con-

siderable classes of people, worthy to be entrusted

with votes, had sprung up since that franchise had

> Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., clii. 1068.
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been established. After seven nights' debate, the

amendment was carried by a majority of thirty-nine.'

Upon the issue raised by this decision, the govern-

ment determined to dissolve Parliament, and appeal

to the people.'* On the assembling of a new Parlia-

ment, ministers having failed to secure a majority

at the elections, were at once driven from office by

an amendment to the address, declaring that they had

not the confidence of the House of Commons.'

And now the question of reform was resumed, once

Reform more, by Lord John Eussell, on behalf of
BUI of I860.

Lo].(j Paijnerston's administration. On the

1st March 1860, he introduced a bill, in accordance

with the spirit of the amendment by which he had

destroyed the measure of the previous year : but

diflfering materially from the bills of 1852 and 1854.

Like the scheme of Lord Derby's government, it

spared all the smaller boroughs. None were to be

disfranchised : but it deprived twenty-five boroughs,

with a population under seven thousand, of one of

their members. This disfranchisement fell far short

of that proposed in 1854 ; and it was avowed that if

any more places had been condemned, their repre-

sentatives, combining with the Conservative opposi-

tion, would have succeeded in defeating the bill. If

such was now the difficulty of contending with these

personal and local interests, what must have been

the difficulties of Mr. Pitt in 1784, and of Lord Grrey

in 1832 ? One minister vainly attempted to buy off

his opponents : the other overcame them by strong

• Hans. Deb., 3rd Ser., cliii. 389-1157.
« Ibii., 1301. * JbH., cliv. 98-297.
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popular support. The first expedient was now
wholly out of the question: the latter source of

strength was wanting.

Fifteen of the vacant seats were distributed

amongst the counties ; and ten given to the larger

cities, and some new boroughs. The 50Z. occupation

franchise in counties, was reduced to a lOZ. bondfide

holding. The lOZ. borough franchise was lowered

to QL, avowedly for the purpose of comprehending

many of the working classes. It was calculated that

the new franchise would add two hundred thousand

electors to the cities and boroughs. None of the

varied franchises, which had formed part of the bills

of 1854 and 1859, were again proposed. Sneered

at as * fancy franchises,' and distrusted as the means

ofcreating fictitious votes, they were now abandoned

;

and the more rude, but tangible tests of good citizen-

ship inflexibly maintained.'

This bill was defeated, neither by adverse majori-

ties, nor by changes in the government : sm lost by
•^ ° °

delays and
but by delays, and the pressure of other indifference.

important measures. It was not imtil the 3rd of

May,—after six adjourned debates,—that it was

read a second time, without a division. Discussions

were renewed on going into committee; and at

length, on the 11th June, the bill was withdrawn.*

Bills to amend the representation in Scotland and

Ireland, which had been hopelessly awaiting discus-

sion, had already been abandoned.^

' Hans. Deb., 3id S«r., dri. 2050.
» Ibid., clix. 226.
» Ibid., clix. 143.
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Such obstacles as these,—however harassing and in-

obstacies
Convenient,—would have been easily over-

mentarr comc, if the govemment had been cordially
reform. supported by their own party in the House

of Commons, and by popular acclamations. But

within the walls of the House, parliamentary reform

was received with coldness,—if not with ill-disguised

repugnance,—even by its professed supporters ; and

throughout the country, there prevailed the most

profound indifference. The cause which had once

aroused enthusiasm, now languished from general

neglect. The press was silent or discouraging:

petitions were not forthcoming: public meetings

were not assembled : the people were unmoved.

Whence this indifference ? Why so marked a change

of popular feeling, in less than thirty years ? It was

generally believed that the settlement of 1832 had

secured the great object of representation,—good

government. Wise and beneficent measures had

been passed: enlightened public opinion had been

satisfied. The representation was theoretically in-

complete: but Parliament had been brought into

harmony with the interests and sympathies of the

people. It had nearly approached Mr. Burke's

standard, according to whom, 'The virtue, spirit,

and essence of a House of Commons, consists in its

being the express image of the feelings of a nation.'*

The best results of reform had been realised : the

country was prosperous and contented. It has ever

been the genius of the English people to love free-

dom : they are aroused by injustice : they resent a

public or private wrong ; but they are rarely moved

' Burke's Works, ii. 288 (Present Discontents).
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by theoretical grievances. Living under a settled

form of government, they*have cared little for model

constitutions ; and united in the bonds of a highly

civilised society, they have never favoured demo-

cracy. Again, since 1832, political power had been

vested mainly in the middle classes ; and the em-

ployers of labour, being masters of the representation,

were unwilling to share their power with the work-

ing classes, by whom they were outnumbered. Hence

the inertness of existing constituencies. They en-

joyed exclusive political privileges ; and desired to

maintain them.

One other cause must not be omitted. While

these moderate measures of reform were being pro-

posed by successive governments, other schemes

had been discussed elsewhere,—designed to extend

largely the influence of numbers,—and conceived

and advocated in the spirit of democracy. Such

proposals increased the indisposition of moderate

reformers, and of the classes already enfranchised, to

forward an extension of the suffrage. At the same

time, the advocates of more comprehensive schemes

of reform,—while they coldly accepted measures

falling far short of their own,—were not unwilling

that they should be postponed to some period more
promising for the adoption of their advanced princi-

ples. And thus, with the tacit acquiescence of all

parties, the question of parliamentary reform was

again suffered to sleep for awhile.'

' See Supplemeutary Chapter.
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